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Foreword
The study of the problem of the Interrelation of the organism /3
with the environment and its adaptability to the constantly Mang-
ing conditions of the external world remain the most important task
of scientific investigations. In this regard the evolutionary prin-
ciple is one of the most important ones to be considered in study-
ing the functioning of the different systems of the organism and
their regulation.
The problem of the biological expediency and harmony of organ-
ism and environment in the evolutionary aspect has been consldered
in the works of I. N. Seohenov, I. F. Pavlov, K. A. Timirystev, and
other Soviet scientists.
The effect of a oezrtain environmental factor oil the organism
has minimum and maximum limits. Life Is possil)lo only within thoso
limits and beyond their bounds severe disturbanoos of the di fforont
functional systems begin. The normal exi.stenoto or tho organi:?m 3s
unthinkable outside the atmosphere —the air s',r a 0overing, tho cnt;ll'o
terrestrial sphere. The oceans $ seas, and river:, p" Intl, ani mals,
and human beings--all those, not only live in ;sir mo, also live by
air.
In the course of many milletlia main has ntiiptokl to a"xt;^tt+nc•c^
In the conditions of the earth's .surrnoe. These oondit.ions arc,
characterized by very insignifioant ohange:? In 	 t^ronsure
and a stables composition of th y* atmoaphorlo a Ar.
As a result of the evolution of tilt , orghnio world, the molt
Important energy source for the porrormance of
	 pro-
cesses proved to be aie>robio prosez% aes connoot rd with oxidation.
The respiration of organic aubstanoes in turn dotorm;incs,i t.lto entire
oourse of e:volutlon of the animal world and oontributrd to the
development of a Oomplex system or orgalls auld lilt)Ohnni:em;: Providing
for the absorption of oxygen frolll the Olivir'0t11r101110 its trallaportal-
tion to the tisaues, the nervous and humorall Ireohnfli;anlr fol' Oon-trolling the diffeil,-o c component t". 1c,"ments of tilt` I't-spil."Itory pro-
Cosa, and so forth, The partial pressuro of oxygell III t:he, lungs
and its pressure In the cella, bl(*,ud, and tiistko fitlidrt Is the
	 a
most important faotor determinitlg tho level of c-. xygc"n a l),iorpt ioll
Cream the external envlronmvia lleoessa ry for norrtla i 11 re aot ivi t v
of living; thing., and it s use by tter t1K: q ue s.
In reoent yoArs oonolusive facts linve bt, ol , om alined oil the
favorable influence or adapta ti on to hypoxla and noolinuh t.° tlt tell to
high mountain oondltionas, oil re ilstanoo to tilt ,. et'feots or 0111-boll
monoxide and organic peroxides, high tolliperaiturt" to :;VIV01 10 horns
tit
and deep cooling, to radial acceleration, on increasing radiation
resistance, and so forth.
Numerous clinical and experimental investigations have indi-
cated the promising nature of the use of increased oxygen pressure
in curing decompression sickness (the bends), hems, forms of oxygen
deficiency, in the case of disturbances of the brain and coronary
blood circulation, in the case of anaerobic infection and for improv-
ing the results of radiation therapy of malignant neoplasms.
In recent years great attention has been given to the study
of the effectiveness of using high oxygen pressure during the per-
formance of operations requiring complete or partial exclusion of
blood circulation.
Although hyperbaric oxygen therapy has been quite well devel-
oped and has essentially become an independent division of medical
science, the physiological theory of the oxygen regime is still
little developed. Establishment of the limit of the permissible
oxygen concentrations,
	
clarification of the biological role of
inert gases and development of the substances increasing the organism's
resistance to the effects of hypo- and hyperoxia are 	 important
problemm for medical science.
Many of the above-indicated actual physiological problems have
been experimentally analyzed over the years in the laboratory
directed by N. A. Agadzhanyan. Numerous experiments of different
durations (from one to 100 days) have been conducted to discover
the optimal parameters of the gas medium and artificial atmosphere
for a man occupying an airtight compartment for an extended period
of time and for studying the physiological mechanisms of disturb-
ances arising in the conditions of a changed gas environment.
From 1964 to 1970 the author set up scientific experiments in
the region of the Central Tvan-Shan and the Caucasus
	
and personally
directed them. The investigations were conducted in order to es-
tablish the relation	 between the medium of habitation and the
ability to endure such extreme conditions as hypoxia, hyperoxia,
hypercapnea, acceleration, explosive decompression, and great
physical loads. All these problems are illuminated in the present
	
c'!
book and not only have important significance for the theory and
practice of medicine but also are of general biological interest.
The further study of the physiological mechanisms of adapta-
tion of the organism to a changed gas medium makes makes it possible to
control compensatory-adaptive physiological reactions, to discover
the essential nature of many pathological states, to present the
iv
possibility of extensive regulation of energy exchange in the or-
ganism, and consequently to find methods for increasing the resist-
ance of the organism to different unfavorable influences.
Academician V. V. Parin
v
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'1'HEEARTH'S ATMOSPHERE AND THE EVOJ,.UTI\')N OF· LIVINO THINOS 
.' \\ 
The ea1'th's atmosphe1'e is one 01' the p~\)duot2 of the generlll 
1)1'ooes8 01' the areationanddevelopment 01' t)Ml itlll'th in the t)OU1'IH! 
01' its geologioAl histo1'Y. beginning many bilUons YIilIlI'S ago and 
oontinuing to the p1'esent time. The problem 01' the evolution of 
the atmosphe1'e is o~osely oonnected with the problt'lms 01' the forma-
tion 01' the. ea1'th and the appewanoe 01' UtI!! on 0\11' planet. 
In the opinion 01' .the. majo1'ity 01' sdentists» thetlarth' s nt-
liIoSplle1'e oonsijSted. in th~ UNit stages. of hydrog.U'~.hdiuml nit;,l'o-
gen •. ammonium, and methane, and also C011\POUllds of hydl'o~n wl.th 
bl'omine. ohlorine.'. floul'intl •. and SUl:S\I1'. The predol11i.nannElof high 
temperaturtls made the l'l'l.ta of IIllslr!."" (,)i' tJltl nl"'1.tl()\\l,iltl~t th<llltl'···' Sttll<l(l 
very high. and thel'tltol'tl they rapidly left the t\tmosphel'e. 
Having lost its 0l'igina1 atmosphel'e. the boiling mass or OUI' 
'planet also gl'adua1ly lost its heat. The \IIldtu:,gl'ound gases wl~iQh 
Ilpp~ar8d in this ptlriodw6rtl sil1l11&1' to t~he g~\ses tlJeoted liul':tl~g 
"\OOertl. vo1Qanio eruptions. Thus. fOl' tll(:l1Iuple. the Qontt:mt 
f$t the. gas!!s erupting fl'Olll t))e voloano R~\lel1laumau on the. Hawlliian 
Ialandawas the i'ollowing: (\8~ wattll' vapor, lS~ Qllt'bon diol(:1de. 
S~ nitro.gen. :, The .remainder U()1lilttlt,<1il ,If mJl.J\I;l'~~m; ;t\ll\\<lt\. 1I1l11)1\i! t~l<Hl<l 
sa ••• the" t;;Ii,'Q ;n'tll:! \\\'lI'S<!11 ont1 th<!l'tl :Pl~\'I,\\\'I,~' \~l\'l \1(') o'''~'i;.m <It\l·:t,:l,ill· 
.' ( . ,,~'".~, ' '"'") 
. V. n. """'.~(W~ 1~Q.Q. • 
. . 
, 
When tM earth Qooled further the loss of gnses d~Hll'eluHld 
an:d,t'inall.Y. ()omplettlly oeased. \~atel' vallol'. I\},)I)II (l(~\1I1<ll\0l11ll>. ,t':IXt~(\ 
t.he OOtH\na with hot watel'. Th& u~n'bon diol(::lda l~I.\l'biaMy diSMl\ri:ld 
, ~n the watQr and part of it was absorbed by QIlI'b()n:;ueolls .i'CQlts. 
~h6 eal'tll again aOJluired an atmoSphtll'e and was 1\01'1 :tn a posiMen 
tortrtaln it. However. the earth's atmosphere signU:I,Mntly dif-
ftilred t'romthat whioh sm'rounds "st;oday-it did nothl.We t~he i:l'M 
Oltyg<m. necessary fOI' Ufa. A. 1. 0plwin (:t968) oonn<Hlts thtl np-
pearantleof llt&withthe synthesis of b1;;r)logiually lmpol·tunt MnI-
pounds fl'om Su'ostandes Qf inol'ganlQ ol':tgln and llttl'ibut\~s gl'(Mlt 
signitloanoe to the preStlnM of ClH4 and NUS in tlHl elll:'th' s "seuond-al'Y" atmosphere. 
Oxygen l'las gradually 11bel'ated into the tttmosphel'e. ~v;ld~nt1y 
as a result Qf th&pl'QOesses of photot.1ynthtH!is in I'Ih:loh Illll'llon di-
oxide gas and the pl'imlt1ve plant wo~'ld pHrtiCiil;~l.\tt1d. C{U'tlOt1 l'Ias 
de\}9.~i(a(l in the torm of ooal and oU. N;ltl'ogen llcmt;in\l~d to I.\U-
~u.mu.lah in tht! atmo$ph,h~'e. Oltygenal'ose I11Wltin tlhe nt;mosph~l'e 
1 
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under the influence of photochemical reactions or the activity of
organisms. Since oxygen compounds--water and .carbon dioxide-mere
always present in the primeval atmosphere, the formation of
free oxygen in the atmosphere as a result of photodissociation of
water and carbon dioxide is not excluded. However, this process
proceeded very slowly. Easily oxidizing substances of volcanic
origin inhibited the accumulation of oxygen in the primeval atmo-
sphere. Great amounts of oxygen appeared in the atmosphere around
three billion years ago with the beginning of the photosynthetic
activity of plants and the oxygen balance of the atmosphere became
more stable. Free oxygen began to participate in the overall cycle
of substances on the surface of the earth. The history of oxygen
can be reconstructed on the basis of isotope composition. Oxygen
has several isotopes-0 16 , 017 and 0 18 . The heaviest is the oxy-
gen of	 air and carbon dioxide gas and the lightest is the oxy-
gen of fresh water.
In 1936 the American chemist Malcolm Dole observed that the
isotropic composition of atmospheric oxygen and oxygen obtained
from the electrolysis of water is not identical. "Water" oxygen
ie approximately 3% lifhter than atmospheric oxygen. If the amount
of the heavy isotope 0 8 in water is taken as 100%, then in the
oxygen of the air it proves to be 103%. This surprising discovery
is called the Dole effect.
Where does this 3% come from? Atmospheric oxygen is the pro-
duct of photosynthesis and is obtained from water in the process
of dehyrogenation. In building complex organic substances a plant
uses carbon dioxide gas and hydrogen separate from water, and the
-
liberated oxygen passes into the atmosphere.
Long-term studies have shown that the light isotope 0 16 is
more active than the heavy one; it enters into reactions more easily
than the heavy isotope, and therefore the atmosphere is gradually 	 /g
enriched with the isotope Ole.
The chief creators of the Dole effect are the plankton and
algae of the ocean. They regenerate the greater part of atmospheric
oxygen.
The processes of respiration and other oxidizing reactions oc-
curring on the earth also influence the isotope composition of at-
mospheric oxygen. However, it has not yet been possible to estab-
lish the complete balance necessary for a definitive solution of
the Dole effect.
Thus, the atmosphere does not contain significant amounts of
gases of primary cosmic origin.
	 The main body of these gases ---
hydrogen, inert gases and others were lost during the formation of the solid
2
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matter of the earth; some gases were scattered into outer Ppdce.
The amount of loss of the gases depended on their physical
properties and on the mass of the forming planet. Despite the great
speed of the molecules (hundreds of meters per second), their numer-
ous collisions hindered them from being forced out into the upper
layers of the atmosphere. Nonetheless, the migration of gas mole-
cules from the lower layers of the atmosphere into the upper layers
still takes place. At high altitudes where the atmosphere is ex-
tremely rarefied, individual molecules fly out from it into outer
space. This phenomenon is called the escape of gases.
The total mass of the atmosphere is equal to approximately
5 . 27 . 10 15 tons, which amounts to around one millionth of the mass
of the earth.
The following basic layers of the atmosphere are distinguished:
troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, and exosphere.
The troposphere is the lowest, most studied laywe of the atmosphere
with an altitude in middle latitudes up to 10-12 km, in polar regions
9-10 km, and in the equatorial belt 16-18 km. The bulk of the atmo-
sphere (approximately 80%) and almost all the water vapor are con-
centrated in the troposphere. The existence of an atmosphere is an
important condition for life on earth. The atmosphere participates
in the water cycle on the earth and in heat exchange. The presence
of water vapor and carbon dioxide gas in the atmosphere exerts a
great influence on the thermal conditions of the earth. The atmo-
sphere absorbs around 15% of the solar radiation (the earth's sur-
face, around 43%). In the higher layers ozone, which absorbs a
significant amount of the ultraviolet radiation of the sun, has a strong influ-
ence on the thermal condition of the atmosphere.
The composition of the atmosphere is practically constant up 	 19
to an altitude of 85-100 km. The earth's atmosphere is a physical
mixture of the basic gases: oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen.
The atmosphere contains around 1% of other gases. The oxygen of
the air is necessary for the respiration of living organisms and
the carbon dioxide gas for feeding plants. The circulation of
carbon is one of the chief biochemical cycles. There are around
2500 billion tons of carbon dioxide gas in the earth's atmosphere.
Two-hundred-thousand trillion tons of carbon dioxide is stored in
the earth's crust in the form of calcium carbonate.
The chemically inactive nitrogen enters into combination with
other substances only under special conditions and at the same
time nitrogen is one of the basic elements for feeding all life
on earth. If nitrogen easily combined with other elements, such as
3
the ocean waters, then the nitric acid formed would make life im-
possible.
Nature regulates the amount of nitrogen. The nitrogen--fixing
and nitrifying bacteria present in the soil combine free atmospheric
nitrogen into organic compounds which then serve as food materials
for plants and animals. Denitrifling bacteria decompose dead orga-
nisms and return nitrogen into the atmosphere.
The small amounts of nitric oxide and ammonia, formed as a
result of lightning discharges	 and delivered from the upper layers
of the atmosphere by rains,are also an important source for restor-
ing the fertility of the soil. All these processes enabled the
earth to acquire a sufficiently stable atmosphere, the gas composi-
tion of which has been preserved to the present time. Thus, atmo-
spheric air appeared from the depths of our once ]if:less planet.
However, the continuous leaking of nitrogen into the atmosphere
creates a serious problem for all life on earth. The conversion of
nitrogen into food products for animals and plants at the present
time depends almost 100% on nitrogen-fixing bacteria. In contrast
to nitrogen, oxygen is highly active. It is necessary both for
supporting the process of fuel combustion in a furnace and for the
"burning" of the carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen contained in our
food and for converting them into water, urea, and carbon dioxide
gas.
Hydrogen and helium are the most wide-spread elements in the /10
universe. Of the total number of atoms, hydrogen makes up around
93% and helium 6-7%. The other elements comprise,in all,around 1%.
In the first stage of the earth's formation,oxygen, due to its
chemical activity, probably was present only in the form of com-
pounds with other elements (oxygen compounds of silicon, oxides of
magnesium, and other metals).
If,in the formation period of the earth gases were not pre-
served on it, then life would not have arisen -because water and gases
are necessary for the formation and existence of living matter.
Consequently, geological phenomena had a definite influence on the
evolution of organisms. Great transformations of the earth's sur-
face in the process of historical development are accompanied by
the transformation not only of the plant but also of the animal
world: change in f he blood pigment of animals, the appearance of
air respiration, the appearance of warm-blooded animals, and so
forth.
In different periods of the earth's formation, si,nificant
changes took place in the organic world--the trilobites iied out,
4
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the first triploblastic organisms (arthropods) appeared, and then
dipnoid fishes.
Stable air respiration arises in the Devonian period—the
vertebrates appear. Up to this point) organisms
,
,in which the res-
piratory pigment of the blood —specifically adapted for oxygen
transfer— was the copper-containing protein hemocyanin, prevailed in
the plankton of the world ocean. However, as soon as such orga-
nisms found themselves in conditions of insufficient oxygen, hemo-
cyanins could no longer provide them with this element. In the
families of molluscs and crayfish, burrowing 'in the ground, there
appear individuals, the blood of which contains hemoglobin and
provides a better delivery of oxygen to the tissues of the orga-
nisms. The conversion from gill respiration to air respiration
evidently produced the active influence of carbohydrase promot-
ing the liberation of carbon dioxide from the tissues of organisms.
For billions of years the sun has been feeding the biosphere with
life energy, producing biogeochemical processes of enormous inten-
sity on the earth and an infinite number of changes in living orga-
nisms. Scientists have established four great eras in geological
hie'ory: the Archean, the Paleozoic, she Mesozoic, and the Caeno-
zoic. The ocean basins were formed i.n the Arohean perio.i. The 	 ill
first marine organisms appeared toward the end of this period.
In the Paleozoic era a great number of more complicated plant.
and animal organisms developed and the first living creatures began
to leave the sea and settle the dry land. The Mesozoic era is the
era of reptiles. This period also gave rise to the first mammals,
which reached their evolutionary flowering in the following, Caeno-
zoic, era of mammals, including: maze.
The formation of the seas and oceans, which are the chief sup-
pliers of moisture into the atmosphere, greatly contributed to the
appearance and flourishing of life on earth. Thus, 449,000 km 3 of
moisture evaporates from the surface of the oceans, and 62,000 kmJ
in all from the land surface,i. e., 	 times less. The oceans
additionally provide around 37,000 km 3
 of precipitation to the con-
tinents. The amount of precipitation falling; in different physico-
geographical regions is closely connected with the features of the
general atmospheric circulation and the local topography. In some
regions of the Sahara, Chile, and Peru, the total annual p,e_
cipitation does not exceed 10 mm, while in Cherrapun bii it is around
11,000 mm and some years reaches 22,000 mm.
The gases of the earth which even today have vast significance
played an important role in the formation of our planet.
All the organic substances of the vegetable world are primarily
created from_ gases absorbed from tl:e atn , osphei-e 1, y tl.c plants.
5
Animal organisms exist by feeding on plants. After the death of
a living organism the bulk of its substance returns to the atmo-
sphere in the forn.of.g'ases.
	
In the rocks and water of the earth
gases are continuously being formed - the products of chemical,
bio-chemical,radio-chemical and nuclear processes. Air is one of
our principle natural resources. The coal and oil which we
extract today basically consist of carbon extracted by plants
from the air in ancient times. Even today it would be impossible
to use these resources if the air lacked the oxygen necessary to
burn ,	them.
During the entire history of civilization around thirty-three
billion tons of oiler one hundred twenty-five billion tons of coal
and around one billion tons of natural gas have been extracted.
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Around two hundred and seventy five billion tons of oxygen,
i.e., some 0.02 percent of the entire oxygen content in the
atmosphere, was used for burning this fuel. During the last fifty
years the oxygen content in the atmosphere has remained practically
unchanged but this does not at all mean that we should not be
concerned about its preservation and the protection of the green cover of
the earth.	 Plant resources must be increased in every way possible
since plants are the basic regulator of the oxygen-carbon dioxide
ratio in the atmosphere.
In the course of a day a man eats on the average 1.24 kilograms
of food and drinks around two liters of water but breathes in more
than 9 kilograms of air. He may refuse low quality-food or water
of questionable purity but he must breathe the air in which he is
found at a given moment even if it is polluted or dangerous for
health. The air envelope of the earth, while scattering sunlight, causes
the blue color of the sky and produces the glows of the morning and
evening - skies, the aurora and other majestic and enchanting natural
spectacles.
As V.I. Vernadskiy notes, with man,, a vast new geological force
appeared on the surface of our planet. Mankind took-into the sphere
of its consumption all resources avails--le to it, and into the sphere
of its influence the entire biosphere of the earth. Huge cities
and industrial complexes grew up; an-extensive network of reads was
laid out. The once clear	 air of the great cities was fil]Pd
with clouds of industrial dust and automobile gases. The problem
of "man and his environment" sharply arose before contemporary man.
A large part of the population of the globe, especially of the
the industrial centers and great cities, is forced to live and work
in air, polluted with smoke, dust and chemical substances thrown into
the atmosphere by plants and factories, heating systems and motor
6
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vehicles. The problem of preserving the purity of the air hts
become an acute social problem. It is not by accident that so
much attention has been given to this problem in this country
and that special government decisions directed toward protecting
_the atmospheric air from pollution have been taken.
Polluted air damages the skin, has a destructive effect on
t:le lungs, blocks a significant amount of solar radiation,
promotes the multiplication of microbes and lowers an organism's
resistance to diseases. According to the data of K. Orr (1964),	 /13
every year more than fifty million 	 . tons of different impurities
enter the atmosphere mer the territory of the USA. It is well known that
a man cannot endure carbon monoxide gas if its concentration ts.one-
hundred pats per million, nitric, oxide - twenty five parts per
million, sulfur dioxide - ten parts per million, ozone - one part
per million etc.
	
Polluted air stops the development of plants
and destroys them. As a result of the extreme air pollution in many
places, several species of plants have disnpnfarod.. In the outskirts
of Los Angeles the destruction of plants is observed as far as 80
kilometers from the center of the city. In other cities .. New York,
San Francisco, London, Paris and Copenhagen - this phenomenon extends
to a distance of 24 kilometers from the city.
In a single large industrial city motor vehicle engines give off
into the atmosphere around two million liters of harmful sub-
stances a day. As a result of nuclear weapons testings,there is
around one ton of radioactive substances in the atmosphere.
As K.^)rr notes,in the course of the last twenty years the
incidence of ling cancer has 	 increased by 400 %. Lung cancer is
particularly wide-spread in cities and industrial regions. Scientists'
in (treat Britain have established a geographical relationship between
the frequency of lung cancer cases and the number of smoke stacks
per hectare of area. In the same country a relationship has bben
observed between the distribution of lung cancer and the duration of
motor transport operation:
One of the results of the bombardment of the atmosphere with
cosmic rays is the transformation of ordinary molecules of carbon
into one of its isotopes, C 14 , which is found in atmospheric
carbon dioxide and finally enters the tissues of animals and plants.
While organisms live, they accumulate this isotope of carbon;after
their death the radioactive carbon decays gradually. 	 It has been
established that every 5500 years the amount
oi' C i• is reduced by half. Aid since this is ,so- pt radioactive carbon
serves as a unique clock, making; it possible to obtain a precise
chronology of historical events. Measuring the percentage of
7
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radioactive carbon in living organisms and also in ancient remains
of plant or animal origin, it is pgssible to calculate the timb which
f has passed since these plants or animals died.
Now as a result of nuclear weapons testing the stratosphere ./14
contains around eighteen kilograms of radioactive strontium
(Sr,90), the moat dangerous of all products of radioactive
decay. According to scientists at Columbia University,at the present
time Sr. O
 is present in all human organisms irrespective of age
or place of habitation. The ability of some animals and-,plants
to accumulate
	 great amounts of radioactive elements presents a
serious danger for man.
Only the peaceful solution of international problems will free
mankind from the ever-increasing danger of air pollution. The food,
drinking water and air which we breathe must be pure. "It is impos-
sible to tolerate," .
 wrote Joliot-Curie, "that people should
apply to their own .annihilation those forces of nature which they
were able to discover and subdue."Soviet medical scientists to-
gether with progressive scientists I of the whole world alertly stand
guard over the health of the people, 	 the duty of each man is
to aid them in this.
1. THE ROLE OF OXYGEN IN THE PROCESS OF EVOLUTION OF THE
ANIMAL WORLD
The living nature surrounding us gives us a colossal number
of examples of the amazing adaptation of organisms to the varied
conditions of their existence.
The evolution of living creatures proceeded along two paths.
The internal environment of some organisms conformed to changes in
inanimate	 nature by means of cellular adaptation to the new condi-
tions. Thus, if the salt composition of these habitat
changed,	 then, correspondingly, the composition of the
internal environment also changed. If the changes exceeded a
certain critical value, the animals perished. In other living
creatures, new systems were created in the organism, which made it
possible to pass through geological epochs without changing the
stable conditions of the cellUar existence;	 i.e., the creatures'
ovn evolution countered the evolution of inanimate nature.
Having defended themselves against the influence of changes
which the habitation environment	 underwent, these organisms
continually complicated and perfected their organization. The	 /15
transition to a terrestrial existence marked an important stage
S
in the development of vertebrate animals. When representatives
Of some species of animals succeeded ;in, going onto dry land
there was first of all formed in them an air breathing organ
in contact with the - atmosphere.	 The lung of mammals is
the most perfect such organ. In man the diffusion surface of
the lungs is approximately 100 meters.
	
- Whatever
degree of perfection a water-breathing organ achieved it could
not provide for the development of the highest forms of life
__which are charaeterioed by a constant body temperature as a
result of the intensive metobolism	 (A. G. Ginetsinskiy,
1963). Changes in the structural-physiological characteristics
of the organism were caused by biological expediency.
As I. V. Davydovsky (1962) noted, "Adaptation to an
external environment is often bought at the cost of significant
:morphological and functional shifts, passing into the region
/ of/nosology".
Comparative physiological studies have shown that the evolution
of the respiratory function of the blood of cold-blooded animals
proceeded along the lines of increasing the oxygen-binding proper-
ties of hemoglobin and, consequently, 'of increasing. the oxygen
capacity. With the transition to the terrestrial form of life
the change in the oxygen binding properties (as a mechanism.: of
adaptation to the new conditions of a gas 	 ) takes place
mainly in the stage of embryo genesis (Barcroft, Rotschild, 1932;
A. G. Ginetsinskiy, 1936). Such a type of adaptive reaction was
also preserved in several high-mountain animals and birds.
The migration of vertebrate. animals onto dry land was connected
with a sharp intensification-of energy looses not only in movement
but also in supporting the body itself. 	 it is known, for example,
that inhabitants of a water environment, like fish
suspended state (their specific gravity is 0.955--1.040) do
not expend energy in supporting
A water environment is unfavorable for the appearance of
organisms with_ a.high intensity of oxidizing processes. Whereas not
more than ten milliliters of oxygen can be dissolved in one liter of
water * one liter of air can contain 210 milliliters of oxygen.
The extensive periods of time spent under water without access 116
to the atmosphere by such diving animals as the whale, seal and
others, are possible only because of the low metabolic intensity and not
as a result of great oxygen reserves in their organisms. P. S.
Korzhuyev
	 (1966) notes .that the.quenti.tative relationships between
the body weight and blood volume in the whale are approximately
AL 
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the same as in man (in a whale having a total weight of 122,000
kilograms the amount of blood is 8,000 liters).
During intensive muscular work j a man may require up to
six liters of oxygen per minute. For this, around 120 liters
of air must pass through his lung, and in a polluted atmosphere,-
still more. If there existed an analogous organism with water
respiration,.then up to 2,000 liters of water would
have tc pass through its gills, i.e., around 30 liters
kilogram of body weight (A. G. Ginetsinskiy, 1963). It is
impossible to imagine a respiratory system of such capacity. Such
significant amounts of oxygen may be obtained only by an organism
with a more perfect organ of respiration.
The vegetable world, necessary for animal life developed and was
perfected at the same time as the evolutionary development and
perfection of living creatures on our planet. Thanks to plants
there appeared vast supplies of organic food on the earth. It is
sufficient to note that the vegetable world of the earth daily
requires around 550 billion tons of carbon dioxide gas, combines
150 billion tons of carbon dioxide with 25 billion tons of hydrogen,
liberates 400 billion tons of ox y gen and creates 450 billion tons
of organic substances, i.e., approximately 180 tons per person,
wherein	 around 90% of these supplies are created as a result
of the photosynthesis of single-celled algae	 inhabitating
the world ocean.
The area of our planet earth is 510 million M2,
of which 149 million km2 is land and the rest is ocean. In the
atmosphere, water, and earth's crust are found more than 2 million
species of animals, 0.5 million species of plants and also around 3
billion human beings. If there were any severe disturbance of the
precise balance between the photosynthetic production of oxygen and
its eonsumpt ion j this would inevitabiy lead to a cata-
strophic decrease in oxygen concentration in the surrounding
atmosphere. The oxygen would completely disappear from the atmos-
phere vitbin 2,000 years if its supply were not constantly renewed
by plants (Including algae). .
In the twentieth century,,particularly in the last fifty years, y17
the carbon dioxide content in the atmosphere has somewhat increased ---
since it began to be formed'more intensively. At the present time
around ten billion tons of carbon dioxide are introduced into the
atmosphere just from the combustion of fossil fuel. It must be
assumed that this process will progress even further. Calculations
indicate that by the year 2000 the amount of carbon dioxide gas in
the air will rise by 20%. This is seen as producing a significant
increase in temperature over the entire globe since carbon dioxide
10
gas possesses the property of absorbing a certain portion of solar
energy.
2. THE OXYGEN REQUIREMENT OF THE ORGANISM AND THE WAYS OXYGEN_.
PERMEATES THE LIQUID MEDIA OF THE ORGANISM
Of all the gases entering into the composition of the atmo-
sphere, that most vitally necessary for the organism is oxy gen. The
oxygen atom is an unbelievably efficient energy source. In ful-
filling its function in the respiratory process it liberates 674
calories for each gram of molecular weight. For comparison, we
note that in	 another chemical process capable of su p
-porting life--fermentation— an average of 15 calories per gram are liber-
ated,	 i.e., 45 times less. Only a small number of species
of invertebrate animals (inhabitants . ,)f ooze deposits ova' the bot-
tom of bodies of water) are capable of performing a full life cycle
in the absence of oxygen.
The greatest specialist in the area of the physiology of res-
piration, Joseph Bareroft (1937), wrote: "Of the substances neces-
sary for maintaining life and activity, perhaps the most important
is oxygen. It is remarkable that the organism has so few re-
serves of such a necessary element. Moreover, the dependence of
the organism on a direct oxygen supply increases according to the
degree of transition to the more highly organized forms of life:
anaerobes can live forever without oxygen, frogs for days, and man
for minutes."
As a result of the evolution of the organic world, oxidation /15
proved to be the most important source of energy for performing
physiological processes.	 On as much as the struggle for oxygen
detemined to a great degree the entire course of the evolution of mammals
and the development of a complex system of specialized and inter-
connected organs and mechanisms responsible for oxygen exchange.
It is sufficient to note that one erythrocyte contains around 280
million molecules of hemoglobin, and each molecule consists of
approximately 10,000 atoms of Hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,
sulfur, and four atoms of iron. If hemoglobin were not present in
the blood, one liter of arterial blood could dissolve and carry
not more than 3 ml of oxygen, while with hemoglobin present, this
amount increases by seventy times. The iron-containing component of
hemoglobin--hemin acquires the property of high solubility as a
result of combination with a protein--globin. The capacity of
hemoglobin to bind and give off oxygen is characterized by its d;s-
soeiation curve.
Between the partial pressure of the oxygen in plasma and the
degree of saturation of the blood with oxygen there exists a direct
11
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dependence, which is graphically expressed in the form of the oxy-
hemaglobin dissociation curve, which is S-shaped for the whole
blood of man and animals (Fig. 1). The true form of the ox hemo-
globin dissociation curve was first obtained by Bohr in 190.
The upper portion of the dissociation curve is sloping owing
to which blood is easily arterialized even in cases where p0 2 in
the alveolar air is significantly decreased. In the central por-
tion of the dissociation curve, i.e., in the zone of lower values
of pO 2 , there is a significant evolution in the capillaries with
a certain drop in the oxygen pressure in them. This is very im-
portant for the normal flow of oxidation processes in the tissues.
Physiological functions are provided with energy as a result
of using the energy accumulated in the form of compounds rich in
energy.
The process of anaerobic decomposition of hydrocarbons--the
process of glycolysis, or glycogenolysis --is a phylogenetically
ancient, relatively inefficient, and quite complex process
formation of energy-rich phosphorus compound bonds. A significantly
oxygen pressure, mm Hg
Fig. 1. Oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve,
more efficient means of forming high-energy compounds, in particu- 119
lar of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)Pis by means of oxidizing phos-
phorylation. In this case, the oxygen consumption of the cells is
partially transformed into the energy of the phosphate bonds of
ATP and other organic phosphorus compounds (V. A. Engel'gardt,
12
1930, 1959; V. A. Belitser, Ye. T. Tsybakova, 1939). At the pres-
ent time the mechanism of oxidizing phosphorylation is widely
studied in many laboratories here and abroad. However, the nature
of the intermediate products of the process remai%S insufficiently
investigated.
In the study by Boyer and colleagues (1962),experiments are
described which explain the presence of mitochondrial formation
in the cells of substances capable of serving as intermediate pro-
ducts of oxidizing phosphory1ation. It has been established that
oxidizing enzymes are concentrated in the mitochondria—cellular
organelles the chemical composition, morphological structure, and
physiological function of which have now been studied in detail.
However, the oxidizing processes, concentrated in the mitochondria,
are diverse in nature.
In Boyer's opinion, the energy-rich bond initially forming in
the respiratory chain does not belong to phosphorus but to some
other compounds. The author experimentally separated a water solu- 120
ble protein from mitochondria which was capable of-oxi-
dizing phosphorylation in a cell-less system. S. Ye. Severin (1964)
considers that conversions taking place in the citric acid cycle
and also during the transfer of hydrogen and electrons in the respi-
ratory chairo have the greatest significance for cell energetics.
The point of view of V. P. Skulachev (1958) is that the transport
of hydrogen and electrons is to be attributed to the adenine of
adenosine diphosphate (ADP). According to this view, adenine nu-
cleotides fulfill the role not only of the carriers of phosphoric
acid radicals, but also of hydrogen.
It is established that oxygen molecules in the tissues follow
a complicated path until, having run into a flow of electrons, they
acquire the ability to unite with ionized hydrogen, forming water
as the end product of biological oxidation. It is shown that the
last process takes place in the mitochondria of the cells. Up to this
point, all, the preceding oxygen_ 	 compounds are temporary, having
only a transport significance, and under certain conditions are
easily decomposed.
V. H. Chernigovskiy (1971) is correct when he says that "a
cell could not be a cell if at any moment it were not surrounded
by a very thin membrane possessing selective permeability."
Specific quantitative relationships have been established be-
tween the oxygen consumption and the expenditure of energy in the
organism.
It is known that a man at rest with a minimum gas exchange
requires around 250 ml of oxygen per minute and gives off around
13
TABLE 1. RESPIRATION OF A MAN UNDER A LIGHT PHYSICAL LOAD.
Oxygen consumption
Liberation of carbon dioxide
gas
Liberation of water vapor
Energy consumptions
(according to gas exchange)
25 liters/hour
36 rams/hour
0.$ 4 kg/day
20 liters/hour
40 rams/hour
0.9 kg/day
50 grams/hour
1.2 kg/day
130 kcal/hour
3120 kcal/day
200 ml of carbon dioxide. These factors almost double in the case /nI
of a light physical load (Table 1). In the case of heavy muscular
work the oxygen requirement increases to ten times more (Table 2).
This statement is also confirmed by data obtained by determining
the level of the oxygen requirement of individual organs (Table 3).
TABLE 2. HUMAN OXYGEN REQUIREMENT AND EXHALATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE
GAS DEPENDING ON THE INTENSITY OF PHYSICAL WORK (ACCORDING
TO M. Ye. MARSHAK).
Oxygen Exhalation of
Intensity of work requirement, carbon dioxide
liters/hr gas
Lying 14.2 10.2
Standing 19.7 15.8
Walking at a speed of (km/hr)
2 46.8 39.7
3 63.9 44.3
4 95.7 83.5
5 152.5 143.1
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TABLE 3. THE OXYGEN REQUIREMENT OF DIFFERENT ORGANS (IN ml PER
kg OF WEIGHT OF THE ORGAN) PER MINUTE (ACCORDING TO
A. M. CHARNYY).
State of
	
Intense
Organ
	 rest	 activity
Gastrointestinal tract 35 350
Heart 18 36
Kidney 85 840
Liver 15.2 50
Salivary gland 40 160
Muscles 4 32
A study of the fundamental physical properties of oxygen and
the laws of its permeation into the fluid media of the organism
stowed that the most imp or'cant factor determining a normal activity
of living creatures is the partial pressure of the oxygen in the
blood cells and the tissue fluids.
According to Dalton's law, the pressure of any gas in a mix- /22
ture does not depend on the content of other components in it and
is equal to that pressure (partial) which this amount of gas would
have if it completely filled the given volume.
The entry of oxygen into an organism is subject to the
laws of
	 permeation of gases through the pulmonary membrane and
their diffusion into fluids. Given the condition that there are
around 725 million alveoli in the human lungs, the respiratory sur-
face of the lungs is around 100 m 2 . Bohr introduced the concept
of the envasion coefficient—the quantity of gas which at 760 rJR
of mercury passes through 1 cm 2 of surface in one minute. Further
investigations have shown that the absorption of gases by a fluid,
the molecular weight, the pressure on the boundary layers of the
fluid, the mass of the individual gas molecules, etc. all have
significance for the diffusion of gases.
If we take all the above-mentioned factors into account, then
the rate of diffusion of a gas (V) is expressed by the formula:
a(PI-PII)K
V	 7Od	 ,
where a is the Bunsen absorption coefficient (the amount of gas
absorbed by a unit volume of a liquid at atmospheric pressure);
K is Stefan's diffusion coefficient (a constant depending on the
nature of the diffusing gas, the liquid, and the temperature);
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d is the thickness of the septum (according to the data of numerous
investigators this is 0.004 mm); P is the partial pressure of oxy-
gen.
From the formula given it is obvious that the rate of diffu-
sion of a gas is directly proportional to the absorption coeffi-
cient, to the pressure difference of the diffusing gas on both
sides of the fluid, and to the diffusion constant, and is inversely
proportional to the barometric pressure and the thickness of the
septum.
Further experimental investigations showed that diffusion
through the pulmonary tissue takes place two times faster than
through water and instead of the diffusion coefficient, the so-
called diffusion factor (C` was proposed, which is derived from
the diffusion coefficient Ty multiplying it by the square root of
the molecular weight
	 of the gas. The diffusion factor
for the lungs is 0.139 and for the water it is half of that --- 0.065. On the /23
basis of these data it was calculated that for a man ding normal
respiration 0.006756 ml of oxygen perireates through 1 cm of the
alveolar wall into the blood per minute, and through the entire pulmonary
surface (90 m2
 ) --6080 ml of oxygen.
If we consider that the oxygen requirement of a mature man at
rest is 250-300 ml per minute, then it is obvious that at normal
pressure the lungs provide the organism with an excess of oxygen.
As is known,in calculating the amount of oxygen required, and
the carbon dioxide exhaled, and in determining the energy expenditure
it is necessary to reduce the value of the respiratory minute vol-
ume (RMV) to standard conditions, i.e., to the dry state (0 0 and
760 mm of mercury) (A. G. Dembo, Ye. M. Kreps, 1959).
The available tables of the coefficient F for reducing gas
volumes to standard conditions are calculated for changes in baro-
metric pressure from 711 to 790 mm of mercury (R. P. O1'nyanskaya,
L. A. Isaakyan, 1959). For conditions of rarefaction from 760 to
198 mm of mercury (from 0-10,000 m) we compiled a table of the
coefficients F (N. A. A adzhanyan, I. R. Kalinichenko, 1965). The
calculations for Table were made according to the formula
B - b
1+Lt	 '
where B is the barometric pressure at the moment of investigation;
b is the vapor pressure (in mm of mercury) of the vapor saturating
the space at the given temperature; L is the universal gas constant
(1/273); t° is the air temperature (in degrees Celsius, according to
N. S. Savchenko, 1936).
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Reducing the gas volume in a rarefied atmosphere to standard
conditions we obtain a value reduced by approximately as much as
the barometric pressure is reduced. These calculations are not
reflected	 the coefficients of gas exchange. A determination
of the oxygen requirement and liberation of carbon dioxide in the
laboratory (barometric pressure 760 mm of mercury) and in a cham-
ber pressurized to an altitude of 7000 m (barometric pressure 308
mm of mercury) showed that in bcth cases the pulmonary ventilation
equalled 7 liters per minute and the temperature of the exhaled
air was 200.
1. Reducing the volume of air to standaru Jonditions:	 /24
(RMV • F) - 7000 . 0.910 - 6370 ml/min.	 (1)
2. Since the volume of exhaled carbon dioxide is less than
the volume of absorbed oxygen (in the case of a respiratory coeffi-
cient—RC—less than unity), it is necessary to introduce a correc-
tion connected with the effect of RC
X - N2.02
N I
where N2 is the value exerted on the part of the nitrogen in the
exhaled air [in our example, 100%— ( 3.4 + 17) = 79.6%1; N i is the
value exerted on the ppart of the nitrogen in the inhaled air [100%—
(0.05 + 20.91) - 79.04%]; 0 2 is the oxygen content in the inhaled
air (in percent).
Having substituted the values obtained into the formula 	 /25
X a 79.7920.91 - 21.05
	
(2)
and subtracting the oxygen contained in the exhaled air (17%) from
21.05%. we obtain the percentage of oxygen absorbed by the orga-
nism (21.05 - 17 - 4.05).
3. Knowing the respiratory minute volume (RMV), it is possi-
ble to determine the amount of absorbed oxygen (in milliliters):
X - 6 70 . 4.0 - 258 ml/min.	 (3)
4. Calculation of the amount of carbon dioxide exhaled is
made according to the difference between the percentage of CO 2 con-
tained in the exhaled and inhaled air (3.04 - 0.05 - 3.35%), mul- 126
tiplied by the value of the RMV:
X - 6370-5-35 - 213.4 ml/min.	 (4)
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In the study by A. P. Apollonov and V. 0. Mirolyubov (1938)
it is shown that the oxygen consumption by the tissues during ele-
vation to an altitude remains unchanged in rather wide limits and
decreases only in conditions of extreme degrees of rarefaction of
the atmosphere.
Experimental studies showed that for normal oxygen supply to
the organism the partial pressure of oxygen in the gas mixture at
different altitudes must be maintained at a level somewhat exceed-
ing the sea level value at a pressure of 760 mm of mercury. For
this it is neces p ,.ry to know the nature of the calculation of the
percentage of Gxygen in the cabin of the flying vehicle.	 As is
known, in absolutely dry air at sea level the partial pressure of
oxygen (p0 2 ' is determined according to the formula:
P02 . a BrOT 
= 20. 100760 : 159 mm of mercury
where a is the percentage of oxygen in the air; B is the total baro-
metric pressure.
However, inhaled ajr is rapidly saturated with water vapor
and is heated to body temperature. It is assumed that the water
vapor pressure at high altitudes does not change and amounts to
47 mm of mercury.
For a long time aviation doctors were of the opinion that for
normal oxygen supply to the organism it is sufficient that the
partial pressure of oxygen in cabins at different altitudes be
maintained at a level of 159 mm of mercury. However, it was sub-
sequently shown that with equal partial pressures of oxygen in
inhaled air the p0 2 in the alveolar air in conditions of lowered
barometric pressure will be lower than in the case of normal atmo-
spheric pressure. This phenomenon results from the fact that the
alveolar air is saturated with Ovate= vapor. And since the water
vapor pressure does not change at high altitude, then with d de-
crease in the total pressure the pressure exerted on the water
vapor will be correspondingly increased.
This circumstance must be considered when determining the par-
tial pressure of respiratory gases in the organism. Thus, in order
to obtain the value of the partial pressure of oxygen in tracheal
air, the above-given formula will appear as follows:
A a a(B- 47) ,
=
 20.93(760 - 47) s 149.2 mm Hg.
100	 100
Hence the percentage of oxygen is:
149.2.100a B -4 7
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In order to maintain the normal partial pressure of oxygen in
the tracheal air (equal to 149.2 mm Hg), and consequently also in
the alveolar air (100 mm Hg) at different altitudes it is necessary,
as we indicated above, to increase the percentage of oxygen in the
inhaled air. The calculation is performed according to the formula:
a = P02.100:
B - 47
The values obtained according to this formula for altitudes
up to 10,000 m are given in Table 5.
TABLE 5. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PERCENTAGE OF OXYGEN AND
NITROGEN FOR MAINTAINING A p0 2
 IN INHALED MOIST AIR
EQUAL TO 149.2 mm Hg AT HIGH ALTITUDES.
Atmos- I p0 2 in -	 - --
Altitude , ,pheric dry air, Percent
mpressure mm Hg	 as
- 1 mm Hg t	 oxygen
0 760 1-50.07
1 Wo 67-t09 159,74
2000 59f ;'?3 162,1
3 000 526,79 1613,6
4000 4612,26 165,8
5 000 405,09 16,x,5
6 000 353,77 172.0
7 000 307.87 176.2
8 000 266.89 181.0
9 00C 230,45 187.4
10 000 198.18 195,6
79,04
76,3
7`' 81
68.9
61.1
41,6 58,4
48,6 51.4
57.2 42.8
67.8 32.2
81.5 18.5
98,8 1.1
20,93
23.7
27,2
31,1
35.9
As an example, Fig. 2 presents data characterizing the gas 	 /28
ratio in inhaled and alveolar air in man in a laboratory study and
in conditions of an artificial atmosphere in a pressure chamber
(altitude 6900 m, 0 2 58%).
As is seen from Fig. 2, in order to have an identical partial
pressure of oxygen in the alveolar air (100 mm Hg) it is necessary
to increase the pO2 in the inhaled air from 154. mm Hg (at sea
level) to 178 mm Hg (at an altitude of 6900 m).
Figures 3 and 4 show the gas ratio in the blood and in the air
in the case of breathing at sea level and at an altitude of 4250 m
atmospheric air (Fig. 3) and pure oxygen at 760 mm Hg and at an al-
titude of 10,400 m (Fig. 4).
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OF POOR QUALITY
Inhaled air
p02 - 154,6	 pCO 2 - 0,4	 p0= - 178
	
pCO= - 2,5
PH 20- 13
	 pN 2
 - 571.6	 pH20- 5,7
	 pNz - 126
	,alveolar \	 / .tiveolar
air	 \	 /	 air
poz	 -	 100 po=	 -	 100,2
pCO 3 	-	 33,1 pC0= -	 37,9
p11 20 -	 47 p1120 -	 47
pNz	 -	 554,5 pNz	 -	 126.9
A
	
B
Fig. 2. Ratio of gases in inhaled and alveolar air (in mm Hg)
in the case of breathing atmospheric air at sea level
(A), and a gas mixture containing 58% oxygen at an
altitude of 6900 m (B).
The knowledge of the characteristics of an investigation of
gas exchange has important practical significance not only for
conducting laboratory studies in pressure chamber conditions but
also in developing new oxygen breathing apparatus and high altitude
equipment and for developing an artificial atmosphere in the cabins
of
In recent years fundamental work on the further study of the
theory of the oxygen dynamics in the tissues of a living organism
has appeared at home and abroad. The application of electronics
in physiology and the creation of 	 instruments (oxyhemom- /30
eters, polarographs, and so forth) have made it possible to more
precisely determine the dynamics of the oxygen parameters with
simultaneous recording of the indicators of the activity of physio-
logical systems participating in oxygen exchange.
According to contemporary concepts, the paths of entry of oxy-
gen into the organism are considered to be a continuously decreas-
ing cascade of levels of the partial pressure of oxygen in the
alveoli, the arterial, capillary,
In scientific literature there have appeared the concepts
the oxygen budget of the organism", the "total oxygen gradient",
the oxygen cascade", and the oxygen regime of the organism",
which reflect the drop in the partial pressure of oxygen at the
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POI - 181	 pC0i-0
p1170-6
^ v
inhaled air
PO=-158	 pool-0
	 p03 - 94	 PC07 -0
pN 7 0-6	 pN7 -597	 PH70-G	 pN7 -346
Fig. 3.
\	 \SO"k 1
PC),-4,
0,-100pa), 50	 P^^.9 	 PO,-JS
Pw" 41	 D)1,0-41 Pte. 41
	
PO,-16	 PO(1,-42 01-4
pN,O -47	 PN,-57J PH 2O . 47	 9^1-J4	 PH2O-47 pH,0-47
N,-S7
	
pNr57'^	 DH2O-4T	 PN,J17 pNrJ19
A
	
ply, .31	 B
Gas ratios in the blood and in inhaled air (in mm Hg)
in the case of breathing atmospheri.- air at sea level
(A), and at an altitude of 4250 m (B).
p07- 754	 pCO=-O
p11 20- 6
T•
p0,-675	 p0,-so	 PO,-G:5
PCOl-5s	 PODO-48 pCO,-39
p11,0.47	 PH2O.47 pH,0-41
A
Fig. 4. Gas ratio in the blood and in air (in mm Hg) in the
case of breathing pure oxygen at sea level (A), and
at an altitude of 10,400 m (B).
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various stages of its distribution in the organism (A. M. Charnyy,
1947 2 1961 • Luft, Armstrong, 1962; Hurtado, 1963; A. Z. Kolchin-
skaya, 1964). In addition, this indicator is compared with the
respiratory minute volume, the alveolar ventilation_, the rate of
oxygen diffusion, the oxygen capacity of the blood, the dissocia-
tion curve of oxyhemoglobin and carbon dioxide, and so forth (Fenn,
Rahn, Otis, 1946, 1959; Hurtado, 1963).
The concept of the "total oxygen gradient", being one of the
Integrating indicators of the oxygen exchange, not only creates an
idea of those physical conditions in which oxygen exchange takes
place at the different levels of the oxygen cascade, but also makes
it possible to determine the nature of physiological shifts in the
conditions of a changed gas medium, for example in the process of
acclimatization to a high mountain climate. Studying the processes
of the adaptation of the organism to high mountain conditions,
Hurtado (1963) determined the basic values (gradients) of oxygen
pressure in simultaneously taken samples of alveolar air, arterial
blood, and mixed venous blood from the pulmonary artery (with the
aid of catheterization of the right heart) in subjects living at
sea level (Lima) and in inhabitants of Marococho (central Andes,
altitude 4540 m). Analysis of the results obtained made it possi-
ble to draw the conclusion that the high degree of acclimatization
of the local inhabitants to hypoxia is explained by the fact that
in them the total drop in the oxygen pressure gradient is half of
that which is observed in people living at sea level. Such an
economy takes place as a result of physiological adaptation pro- /31
cesses (increasing long ventilation, decreasing the alveolar-arterial
gradient, polycythemia, and so forth). In inhabitants of Marococho,
for example, lung ventilation is 20% higher than in people living
at sea level, and if we recalculate for weight or body area, then
this value is raised to 40%.
Investigations (Hurtado, 1963; M. M. Mirrakhimova, 1964; K. Yu.
Akhmedova, 1967; N. A. Agadzhanyan, M. M. Mirrakhimova, 1970) showed
that acclimatized mountain residents, .together with a higher degree of
ventilation, have a
	 greater volume of alveolar air and an increased
functional residual capacity and diffusion surface of the lungs.
Moreover, in an anatomical investigation of specimens of human lung,
expansion of the capillary channel was always observed (Campos,
Iglesias, 1956). All these materials indicate that the great ca-
pacity for oxygen diffusion observed in mountain aborigines is a
result not only of functional but also anatomical characteristics
of their organs and systems providing for control of the oxygen
exchange between the organism and the surrounding environment. The
expanded vascular channel of the capil'aries observed in the tis-
sues of mountaineers is an important mechanism of adaptation as a
result of the greater ease of passage (diffusion) of oxygen along
them. The myoglobin content also has a definite influence oi, the
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oxygen utilization by the tissues. In 1937 Hurtado mentioned the
higher myoglobin content in the muscles of dogs which were born'
and lived in the mountains. Quite recently these data were con-
firmed in human beings through a muscle biopsy performed on high-mountain
dwellers (Reynafarie, 1962).
In connection with the experimental data received in recent
years it appears to us that the above-mentioned general formulas
for the rate of gas diffusion and the general laws of oxygen perme-
ation into the liquid meals of the organism ,as they relate to
aborigines who have lived for centuries in high mountain condi-
tions, probably require appropriate correction and refinements.
A significant step forward as regards oxygen exchange as a
whole was made by A. M. Charnyy (1947) in proposing the term
It
	 budget of the organism:" The concept of an "oxygen budget"
includes a whole complex of questions relating to the need
of an organism for oxygen, the laws of oxygen permeation into the
cells and fluids of the organism, its transportation through the circu-
	 Li
latory system, and the mechanism of oxygen use by the tissues.
Thus, the very concept of an "oxygen budget" provides for a total
quantitative evaluation of the oxygen exchange.
N. V. Lauer and A. Z. Kolchinskaya (1966) made an attempt to
establish the oxygen parameters which would successively reflect the amount
of oxygen entering in a unit of time with the inhaled air (8102),
reaching the alveoli (q A02)1 transported by the arterial blood to
the tissues (ga02 ), removed by the venous blood after a time from
the tissues (gv02 ), and required by the tissues themselves (qt 02)'
Comparison of the cascade q0 2 and p0 2 shows that at different
stages of the exchange,the above-mentioned parameters have a defi-
nite interdependence Which 	 makes it possible to speak of the
"oxygen regime of the organism".
Thus, authors take the term "oxygen regime of the organism" as
meaning the combination of interconnected oxygen parameters (p02
and q0 2 ) of the inhaled alveolar air, the arterial and venous
blood, and the tissues, determined by the level of functioning of
various systems of the organism directed toward maintaining the
balance Between the oxygen need and suppy of the tissues.
However, the concept of an oxygen regime proposed by N. V.
Lauer and A. Z. Kolchinskaya also does not completely exclude
those procedural difficulties which investigators ran into
earlier and which are now found in studying the qualitative
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interdependence of the values of the parameter values at various
stages of the cascades.
It seems to us that the essence of the concepts "oxygen
.budget of the organism"(A.M. Charnyy, 1947), "total oxygen
gradient", "oxygen cascade" (Luft Armstrong, 1962; Hurtado, 1963),
"oxygen regime of the organism" (N. V. Lauer ., A. Z. Kolchinskaya, 1966)
do not contradict one another in principle, but rather
mutually complement and refine one another, being a step forward
in the-solution of the problem of oxygen exchange. In addi-
tion as a result of the extreme complexity of the investigated subject study
not one of these concepts is universal and
exhaustive at the present time. Further systematic analysis of
these problems is necessary.
The explanation of the quantitative characteristics of	 /33
oxidizing processes,which take place at the tissue, cellular and
,`. mblebular levels of the different functional systems providing for
the gas exchange of the whole organism, continues to rema i n a par-
ticularly weak link.
The concept of reCun ating oxygen exchange originated at the same
time as discoveries of the energy significance of the oxidizing
processes necessary for the activity of the animal organism
(Bert, 1878; I. M. Sechenov, 1880). From that time on,respiration
began to be considered as essentially as oxidation process with the
basic. task of regulating the organism's oxygen supply and removing carbon
dioxide (Haldane, 1922).
In 1884, P. M. Al'bitskiy wrote in his doctoral dissertation:
"We' 8e+e in the animal organism a whole series of very complex
mechanisms able to compensate for the harmful influence of the
external environment, but these mechanisms prove to be effective
only wh ole in quite narrow limits and cannot provide for an
invariable internal environment of and organism under extreme
conditions" , (p. 114).
The presence of a strictly specialized reflex mechanism of
respiratory regulation for hypoxic conditions testifies to the
important role of the nervous system in adapting the organism to
conditions of a changed gas environment.
According to contemporary concepts respiratory regulation
is performed by two means: reflexively and by means of humoral action
upon the respiratory center.
In the opinion of several authors, there are various cells, in the
area of the respiratory center,.some of which react to intra-
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cellular changes in CO 2 and others to reflex impulses (Ranus, et al.,1944).
Alongside the previously discovered baroreceptors, providing
for regulation of blood pressure in the wall of the aortic arch
and	 in the region of the bifurcation of the carotid artery,
that is, at the "turn" of the arterial system, there were
discovered chemoreceptors ) capable of sensing the chemical composition of the
.blood. The existence of chemoreceptors in the organism was predicted by
I. P. Pavlov thirty years before their discovery.
In 1894, I. V. Pavlov,in a report to the fi.fth congress of
the Society of Russian Physicians in memory of M. I. Pirogov,
noting the importance of the study of the effect of different
substances on the peripheral endings of the centripetal nerves,
said; "These endings must be extremely diverse and specific similar
to the nerve endings of sensory organs, each adapted to its own
unique stimulus whether this be mechanical, physical, or chemically produced". 1
The presence of chemoreceptors in the region 
—of the aortic
arch was convincingly proven in the experiment by the Heymans
father-son team (1927), and in 1930 C. Heymans (the son) and colleagues
'discovered chemoreceptors in the region of the carotid sinuses
possessing extremely high sensitivity and adapted to lens ng the
chemical composition of the blood.
In the reflex mechanism humoral factors --- oxygen, carbon dioxide
gas and H-ions — have foremost significance as adequate stimuli of
the chemoreceptors. Loeschcke and colleagues (1958) show that
a change in the pH in the zone of the respiratory center does not directly
influence respiration, acting on the center, but indirectly, through
the chemoreceptors, located in the recessus lateralias of the fourth
ventricle.
The chemoreceptors of the carotid sinus and the aortic arch
have foremost significance in the regulation of the oxygen regime
of the organism.
Even in the case of normal oxygen pressure in the bland the
chemoreceptors are constantly in a state of "hypoxic" excitation
which disappears , with an increase in the arterial p0 2 to 170 ml
of mercury (Deyours, 1958, and others). High oxygen concentrations
seem to produce "physiological denervation" of the chemoreceptors
(Drips, Comroe, 1947).
I. P. Pavlov: Poln. Sobr. Soch. (Complete Collected Workspvolume
1.Moscow, 1951, page 525.
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The discovery of the most important regulator of respiration
and circulation- .thechemoreceptors of the sino- carotid and aortal
sinuses ,— achievements in the study of chemoreceptirn as a whole
and the discovery of	 chemoreceptors of the venous channel and
of tissue chemoreceptors solidly confirm the concept of the parti-
cipation of chemical agents in the regulation of respiration and
circulation. (Ye A. Moiseyev, 1927; Heymans, 1927; Her ink„ 1927;
M. N. Anichkov, 1929; and others). It has now been quite convin-
cingly proven that chemoreceptors participate significantly in
regulation of the chemical properties of the internal environment
of the organism and in maintaining its chemical stability. Pos- /35
sessing high sensitivity to threshold fluctuations of arterial
pressure of oxygen, carbon dioxide and the concentration of
hydrogen ions, the arterial chemoreceptors are the first indica-
tors of these fluctuations and provide for emergency.adaptation
of the respiratory system. The respiratory center itself and
the respiratory formations in the walls of the ventricles of the
brain, being a more steady and inert regulatory mechanism come into action
later.
In studying the influence of different pharmacological sub-
stances on the carotid. balls, the basic method is the method of
isolating the carotid sinus, developed by Ye A. Moiseyev (1926).
precisely, with the help ofb this method .9 in experiments on dogs e. A.
Moiseyev discovered reflexes from the carotid pressure receptors on
respiration. Me Moiseyev method with a small modification was used by the
Heymans for perfusing the isolated dog sinus.
The role of the peripheral chemoreceptors has not been
studied up to the present time. In the opinion of M. V. Sergiyev-
skiy (1961) the peripheral chemoreceptors participate mainly in the
regulation of local processes.
At the present time,a great amount of experimental material
on physiological mechanisms of the adaptation of man and animals
to oxygen insufficiency has accumulated in the literature. Analy-
sis of this problem was begun in Russia with the studies of I,. M.
Sechenov and his closest students and followers--V.V. Pashutin(1881), P. M. A1'birskiy (1i384), and others, and abroad with the
works of Bert.
However, despite the fact that the hypoxic state has long
held attention of various investigators, many aspects of this
problem have not yet been studied. At the present time we do not
have at our disposal sufficient materials revealing the intimate
mechanism lying at the basis of adaptation to oxygen insufficiency.
In the most general form two types of adaptive reactions of
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the organism to hypoxia are considered in the literature. The first
tne is that of
-
extra-cellular compensatory reactions (respiratory, hemo-
dynamic and humoral) providing for a normal oxygen supply to the
cells; their: effect is realized through the agency of the nervous
system or by the neuro-humoral route. The second type is that of tissue /36
cellular adaptive reactions determining the metabolism in corres-
pondence with the oxygen supply.
Adaptive .•eactions of the first type compensate for oxygen
deficiencies in the blood by means of deepening breathing and
increasing the frequency of breathing movements, increasing the
minute volume of the heart, increasing the oxygen capacity of
the lungs, redistributing the blood among the organs with varying
sensitivity to oxygen deficiency and also by means by increasing the
alkalinity of the blood, which increases as a result of hyperventilation.
Oxidizing enzymes of the tissues also fight for oxygen
together with extra-cellular compensatory reactions.
The possibility of physical-chemical changes in the tissues
and the adaptation of the tissues themselves to a hypoxic environ-
ment was mentioned by F. Bert (1878), V. V. Pashutin (1881), P. M.
Al'bitiskiy (1884), Holden (1927) and later - by N. M. Sirotinin
(1931), Ye;,M. Kreps (1945), V. V. Strel'tsov, I. M. Kha:zen, (1946)
and others.
The study in the laboratories of M. N. Sirotinin and G. Ye.
Valdimirov on the dynamics of changes in the acid-base balance of
the blood, which may influence the course of chemical processes
in the tissues and cause changes in the respiratory function of
the blood also had important significance. Detailed information
on this problem is given in the monograph by I. M. Dedyulin (1941)
Z. I. Barbashova (1970) greatly contributed to the study of the
biochemical basis of the changes in the general resistance of the
organism and adaptive changes of the tissue cnemism in the process
of acclimatization to hypoxia.
The studies of L. L. Shik (1947) established that under the
influence of decreased oxygen pressure the level of exchange may
drop below the level of the basal metabolism. The author assumes
that the basic cause of the decrease in oxygen consumption in
conditions of hypoxia is the decrease in the intensity of the
oxidizing processes. Lowering the body temperature is a secondary
process. In the opinion of K. P. Ivanov (1968) oxygen dca i'±, Ic ,l, ,; s
in the inhaled air leads to the suppression of chemical thermo-
regulation.
In conditions of hypoxia the very mechanisms of tissue respira-
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tion change qualitatively. A. V. Palladin (1954) established
	 /L
that maintaining stability in the total absorption of oxygen
by the tissues takes place against a background of significant
changes in the very mechanism performing tissue respiration
since in this case the basic process of tissue respiration is
disturbed--the process of cleavage of hydrogen from the substrate.
The investigation of Ye;M. Kreps and colleagues (1956)
shows that in conditions of hypoxia there is first of all observed
a compensatory increase in the activity of several enzymes
(cytochromoxidases and carboanhydrases) , owing to which a
sufficient level of tissue respiration is ensured.
As N. A. Arkahangel'skaya (1946) indicates,the adaptive
changes to hypoxia take place in the cell itself and most pro-
bably in the nuclear apparatus regulating the cellular metabolism.
According to the data of Kamakura (1955),hypoxia primarily
acts on the membrane permeability. The use of certain phantiacalo-
gical substances (ethyl carbamate) prevents a decrease in human
erythocytes of the potassitun content and an increase of
the sodium content.	 Ethyl carbamate in subnarcotic doses
significantly extends the life of rats at an altitude of 12,000 m
(145 mm of mercury) and doublet the life expectancy of a frog
heart in a nitrogen atmosphere.
In Hurtado's study (1963),data are given on a study of the
activity of enzymes in the tissues of animals and men acclimati:,ed
to high-mountain conditions. The materials obtained testified
to the increased activity of the mit, k!! 11 11dl't:ii oxidation system
in natives of high-mountain conditions. Rcynafarje (1962) con-
siders these changes to be mechanisms providing for a higher de-
gree of utilization of oxygen through enzymes.
It must be assumed that the numerous compensatory reactions
participating in the process of adaptation are of different signi-
ficance in the various periods of the development of oxygen star-
vation.
Depending on the degree of hypoxia or other factors these
soauetimes act eonveniently and scvnetimes sequentially. M-'Wever,
they are always directed towards the most perfect adaptation of
the organism to the effect of the external environment and to the
preservation of life in the most varied condition:.  of existence.
The metabolism of the brain in normal and pathological conditions
is of great interest. Experimental data on the biochemistry of 	 /38
the brain during dying and revivication of the organism are prc.Oon-
ted in the monoE,.raph of M. S. Gayeveskaya (1963).
A great number of works have been published on the study of
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the physiological mechanisms of adaptation to hypoxia. It is
sufficient to mention the monographs of J. Barcroft (1925),
J. Holden (1927), P. I. Yegorov (19365, E. Von Lier (1947),
A. M. Charnyy (1947, 1961), I. R. Petrov (1949, 1967), G. Armstrong(1954), Z. I. Barbarshova (1960), A. Z. Kolchinskaya (1964),
N. A. Agadzhanyan- and M. M. Mirrakiai ►aov (1970) Y. E. Kovalen-
ko, I. M. Chernyiakyov (1972) and others..
Large groups of scientists in our country hove scientific con-
fore nces to. systematically discuss the results of their investigations
in studying the influence of hypoxic states on the organism.
The true. organizer and	 inspirer	 of scientific symposia
is N.-M. Sirotinin. It was under his guidance,in 1949 at the
conference on hypoxia in Kiev,that the most contemporary and scien-
tifically well—founded classification of hypoxia was developed.
According to this classification, we can distinguish: l) hypoxic hypoxia,
developing: a) from a decrease in inhaled p0; b) as a result of
a blockage of the permeation of oxygen into the blood through the respiratory
tract; c) due to disturbance of extrernal respiration; 2) hemic
hypoxia: a) of the anemic type and b) hypoxia with inactivation
of the hemoglobin; 3) the circulatory type of oxygen starvation,
having: a) a congested form and b) an ischemic form; 4) tissue
hypoxia in which the tissues are deprived of the possibility of
normal utilization of oxygen as a result of a disturbance in
oxidizing processes in them.
Although the basis of this classification is the single
pathogenic principle of the development of hypoxic states, its basic short-
coming is the absence of the most commonly occurring combination type of
hypoxia.
A further improvement of the 	 classification of hypoxic states,
with consideration of data obtained in recent years with the use of con-
temporary methods of investigation,is dictated by the requirements
of many branches of biomedical science in an era of unforeseen
scientific and technical progress. 	 In the past decade a new field /35
of knowled ge has developed — molecular biology .— which interprets
the most important manifestations of life activity as a result of
the structure and properties of molecules and molecular interactions.
It is now possible to no longer speak of cellular, but of molecular
pathology and to explain the nature of certain diseases by changes
in the structure of a specific type of protein molecule in the
tissues of the organism (V. A. Englehardt, 1959).
"Respiration. ,"writes V. A. Englehardt, stands before us as
a physiological phenomenon, of primary importance wholly and comelo-
tely r e sting on the interaction and participation of several types
of molecules.- oxygen and carbon' dioxide, 	 on the one hand, and res-
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piratory pigments on the other , " (1967).
A further study of the mechanism of the appearance of all
the above enumerated forms of compensatory reactions will make it
possible to control these reactions, to discover the nature of
many pathological states, to .uncover the possibility for broad
regulation of energy exchange in the organism, and consequently,
to find means of increasing the resistance of the organism to
oxygentrdtficiency and other extreme effects, and to determine
the limits of permissible oxygen concentration in air-tight
compartments in oxygen therapy.
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CHAPTER II
THE INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN DEFICIENCY ON THE ORGANISM
It is known that the influence of any factor of the external
	 /40
environment on the organism has minimum and maximum limits. Life
is possible only within these limits and severe functional distur-
bances which may lead to the death of the organism begin beyond
their bounds. Within these limits there are most favorable, opti-
mal conditions and less favorable but permissible conditions.
A complex of unfavorable factors influencing the human organ-
ism, even in insignificant quantities in the case of
prolonged action,
	 be the cause of of a substantial shift in the
state of health. Therefore the problem of maintaining a man's
efficiency in the case of a prolonged stay in air-tight compartments
acquires important theoretical and practical significance at the
present time and in .essence becomes new, independent bio-medical
problem.
Habitability is the sum of many factors: the barometric pres-
sure, gas, chemical and ion composition of the atmosphere, the
temperature, humidity and motion speed of the air, the noise level,
ionizing radiation, light conditions, personnel accommodations,
water, food and clothing supply and etc.
One of the basic requirements imposed upon a medium of habita-
tion is that the gas environment be safe for human health and not
go beyond the bounds of the physiologically permissible limits.
1. DECOMPRESSION RATE AND ABILITY TO WITHSTAND ACUTE HYPDXIA
During flight modern flight vehicles come under conditions
approximating,_a complete vacuum, in a medium not compatible with the
concept of life. In the case of a rupture in pressurization and a rapid
	 /41
critical drop in the cabin pressure, the crew of the craft
will be subjected to the danger of a rapid onset of acute oxygen
starvation, possible damage to the lungs, the inevitable develop-
ment of aeroembolism and the phenomena of boiling and vapor forma-
tion in the organs and tissues of the organism. In the combined
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effects of these factors acute oxygen deficiency presents the
greatest danger. Very small oxygen reserves completely satisfy
the physiological requirements of man and animals under
	 condi-
tion of constant... ropienishmeat'of this supply from the atmospheric
air. With a ruptare in the pressurisation of an aircraft cabin at high
altitudes (more than 10,000 meters) and loss of the vitally important
properties of the atmosphere a man without protective devices very
quickly loses consciousness; since the oxygen reserves in the
human organism are extremely small they can last only a very insig-
nificant time - minutes and even seconds. Moreover unconsciousness
and other threatening symptoms begin in man long before complete
exhaustion of the oxygen reserves in the organism. Tables 6 and 7
present data for time tc unconsciousness for a man breathing atmos-
sherie air at an altitude of 7500 meters and breathing pure oxygen
at altitudes of 13,000 to 17,000 meters.l
It is necessary to note that the time to unconsciousness for a man breathing
atmospheric air a*, critical altitudes (more than 10,000 meters) and
breathing pure oxygen at altitudes of more than 15,000 meters, is approximately
identical and equals 15-30 seconds._ Thib fact becomes understandable if we
consider for approximately this , same time (for 8-12 seconds) the oxygen from
the lungs which is circulating in the blood enters the heart and brain.
Such a high speed of development of acute hypoxia at high alti-
tudes is explained not only by the decrease in the partial pressure
of oxygen in the inhaled air, but also by the phenomena of the de-
gasing (deoxygenation) of the organism characteristic for these
conditions. In the case of extreme degrees of rarefaction of the
atmosphere the organism looses oxygen and other gases from the blood
through the lungs just as blood outside the organism looses these
gases, being placed in conditions close to a total vacuum. The
phenomenon of degasification of the organism is already observed at
altitudes on the order 12,000 meters and becomes clearly pronounced
at altitudes greater than 15,000 meters where the partial pressure
of oxygen in the alveolar air is physiologically equal to zero,
although physically there is still oxygen in the atmosphere. It is
precisely on this basis that certain foreign authors consider an
altitude of 15, 000
 meters, in relation to the oxygen supply, to be
an altitude equivalent to the conditons of outer space (Strughold,
1954).
The term time to unconsciousness is understood to mean that
segtinent of time during which a man retains sufficient capacity for
work and consciousness when breathing in conditions of extreme.
degrees of atmospheric rarefaction.,
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TAAZE 16. TIP".E ' TO U-XONSCIOUSANESS OF A MAN AT
IN AN ALTITUDE CHAMBER ACCORDING TO
AN ALTITUDE OF 7500 METERS
THE DATA OF SEVERAL AtJ!=IiS---
Time to uuconelousneo
Author
-
I	
minimum maximum	 w
l win 80 sec. 3 min.48 sec.
	 2 min. 18 sec.A.P.Apollonov
et a<
G.ArmArone 2	 ^^	 .. 4	 ..	 g	 ..
s.H.:Shtrukhg 1'd	 - 4 	 -	 -
V.KBolW..ko II min 14 sec. 4	 k'	 49 sec.	 '	 4 min.V.A. Skrypin 4min 14'.'	 37 sec.	 7 min.	 07 sec.
9B. A	 v7
'
4 "
	 31 We. 16	 49 sec.	 7 min. 26 sec.
G. Diriamoten 86 sec. 22	 30 sec.
N.A. Atadahanyan,
G. A. Davydov 1
I
i 
9 min 80 me- 66 min. 10 sec.	 62 min. 80 sec.
8 min 46 sec. 86 min.	 28 min.
8 min. 89 min. 07 sec.	 ; 68 min
1 I -subjects, exposed for this first time to under high-mountain conditions:
II mountain climbers. In the numerator are presented data obtained before
,acclimatization to the mountain climate; in the denominator, after 45
days of acclimatisation.
The use in aviation and astronautics of air-tight cabins with excess,
pressure in relation to the external atmosphere makes it
possible to fly at ' high altitudes, protecting the crew from
the fatal
	 effect - of these altitudes. However, in real
flight coha itions the possibility of decompression is not
excluded - loss of excess pressure, which,may be relatively slow
or rapid. The ' in-,"luence of slow decompression does not cause
significant changes in the organism, while with rapid (explosive) 	 /43
decompression profound functional disturbances appear. There is
no single opinion as regards the boundary between explosives and
slow decompression. G. Armstrong (1954) considers decompression
to be explosive if the rate of pressure drop exceeds the rate of
drop observed in rising by 1500 meters per minute. F. Violette
(1961) determined decompression to be explosive, if the coefficient
of leakage (the ratio of the area of the opening to the volume of
the cabin) exceeds 1:100 m2/m3 and the ratio of the initial pres-
sure to the final pressure is more than 2.3.
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ALTITUDES OF 13,500 - 17,000 M
i
s
Altitude-
m
Data of
T.Beo-
tein{u .
Tlnx(data of V.A.Skkrypin)
matins.m	 maximum	 aveme
13 500 — 6 min 07 eee
	 30 me. —
14 000 50 sse 47	 4 mia 45
	 » 2 min 45 me.
1-+600 25	 „ 30	 „	 3	 ..	 40	 » 1	 "	 04	 »
15 000 15	 » 19	 n	 1	 22	 .. 34	 •
15 500 10	 » 17	 27 21	 »
16 000 9	 » 15	 »	 21 18	 «
17 000 9	 »
Such an interpretation, in our opinion, is one-sided. In
evaluating the different parameters of decompression it is neces-
sary to consider not only the degree of change in the absolute
values of physical factors of the medium, but also the nature and
the degree of reaction of the different functional systems;.,
individual peculiarities of the organism, the presence of protective
equipment and etc.
The physical characteristics of any pressure drop are deter-
mined by the duration of the drop, its magnitude and rate. "he
greater the time of a drop, the less will be its speed and conse-
quently the more easily the decompression will be withstood by the
organism and the less danger it will offer it.
The magnitude of a drop is determined by the pressure differ-
ence in an air tight cabin before the beginning of decompression
and after its completion. The rate of a pressure drop expresses
the ratio of the pressure in the cabin before the moment of de-
pressurization to the pressure after decompression. Ignoring even 	 /114
one of the above mentioned parameters leads to an incr-rect con-
cept of the nature of decompression. The parameters of the drop
are determined in turn by those conditions under which decompression
in the cabin takes place, in particular by the altitude and flight
speed, the original pressure and gas composition in the cabin, the
volume and degree of damage to the cabin.
Thus, from the point of view of physiology modern flight
vehicles, equipped with air-tight cabins, seemingly, and completely
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solve the problem of flight in outer space, However, in real con-
ditions it is impossible not to consider the possibility of air
leakage from the cabin. Therefore.the study of the time a man can
retain the ability to work at different rates of cabin decompres-
sion acquires important significance. It is established that the
time from the beginning of decompression to the appearance of
pronounced functional disorders in man (disturbances in writing,
dimness in the eyes, appearance of local cramps, disturbance of
respiration rhythm, bradycardia etc.) in the case of a rate of
climb of 2m sec was 6n the average 53 minutes, and the altitude
".ceiling" was 6527 meters. In the case of rising at a rate of 0.1
meters per second these values were,respectively,13 hours 21 minutes
and 5101 meters ( N. A. Agadzhanyan et al. 1965).
Investigation of conditioned reflex activity, writing
characteristics and movement coordination dictates that the degree of
expression of disturbances in the analytic-synthetic activity of the
higher sections of the brain depends both on the degree of oxygen
starvation and also on the duration of its action upon the organism.
The state of the cardiovascular system was evaluated according
to the nature of change in the electrocardiogram, the arterial
pressure and the characteristics of vascular reactions. According
to the degree of altitude climb, the EKG registered decreases in
the R-R interval, a decrease in the P, R and T spikes, and in indi-
vidual experiments - a decrease in the QRS interval with a simul-
taneous shift to the left of the electrical axis of the heart. All
this indicates the presence of quite pronounced hypoxia and over-
straining of myocardium. These changes were more pronounced in
experiments with a rate of climb of 0.1 meters per second.
The development of hypoxia was accompanied by a change in the
blood inflation level and tome of the vessels. In
the case of a rate of climb of 2 m/sec, the subjects displayed an increase in
	 /4 5
the blood inflation of the brain vessels and a
significant decrease in the inflation of the vessels of the lower
extremities, as well as a decrease in the vascular tone.
A different picture was observed in the case of climbing to "alti-
tude" at a rate of 1.0 m/sec. In these conditions there was a
decrease in the blood inflation of the vessels of the brain and the
extremities.
Experimental data show that a change in the rate of fall of
barometric pressure in the environment has a significant influence
in the formation of the response reactions of the organism.
Having established under two decompression regimes that, for humans
the change in the high-altitude
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It
	 and the time to unconsciousness is a function_ of the
rate of decompression,in the case of two decompression regimes,
we decided to expand our investigation to experiments on animals.
In doing this, in addition to regimes of 2 and 0.1 m/sec we also
used other rates of decompression (25, 75, 150, 300 and 500 m/sec).
The results obtained are shown in Table 8, in which the dependence
of the altitude "ceiling" and time to unconsciousness upon the rate
of decompression is clearly seen.
TABLE $.CHANGE OF THE ALTITUDE CEILING AND SURVIVAL TIME OF WHITE RATS
AT AN ALTITUDE OF 12,000 14ETERS AS A FUNCTION OF THE RATE OF
"CLIMB" IN AN ALTITUDE CHAMBER (ACCORDING TO N. A. AGADZHANYAN
AND'A. V. SERGIYENKO)
Deoomp
radon
Na, of
exile
Altitude" celling++,m
regime, meat
maxf^aauu I^ ImJsec aver	 miniesumI	
age
I
maximum average
2 %2 11700 14 7(x1 13 370 105 min 35 We 131 min	 42 we 121 min 32 we
25 30 15030 1-1325 13615 S	 42 9	 ++	 33	 ++ 9	 ++	 08
75 22 14 150 16 750 16 08S 3	 +.	 OS	 •• 3	 ++	 51	 „ 3	 ..	 32	 +.
150 38 17050 1~9011 I^2,13 145	 ++ 130	 .r 123	 »
300 30 20 WO 228011 21 495 67 76	 ++ 72	 »
500 40 24 UW 1	 27 200 254 48	 ^+ 1	 55 52	 ,+
Note: In all series of _xperiments P is less than 0.05
The lower the rate of climb,	 the lower the altitude "ceiling," /4E
and vice versa. However, if we consider the time to uncon-
sciousness, an inverse dependence is observed - the slower the
climb is performed, the greater is the time to unconsciousness. The
results of investigations of the physiological reactions of the
organism showed that during rapid climbs a greater load falls upon
the central nervous system, while during slow climbs, on the car-
diovascular system.
2.	 CHANGES IN THE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF GASES IN THE ALVEOLAR AIR
IN RAREFIED ATMDSPRE CONDITIONS
In order to understand the physiological mechanisms of hypoxic
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disorders and to develop prophylactic measures , aimed at providing
for the safety of high-altitude flights, it is first of all neces-
sary to study the characteristics of gas exchange under extreme
degrees of atmospheric rarefaction. This is necessary because the
fundamental condition for a normal oxygen , supply to the organism amounts
.in eff 2 	 ireolar air which is
the true gas medium for the organism.
Table 9 shows the relationship between the partial pressure of
oxygen in the inhaled and alveolar air at different altitudes.
As is seen from Table 9, during breathing atmospheric air at sea
level the partial pressure of oxygen in the inhaled atmospheric air
is 159 mm of mercury, and in the alveolar airy 102 - 107 mm of
mercury, i.e., 52 - 57 mm of mercury lower.
Studies by domestic and foreign authors have shown that,with
a decrease in the atmospheric pressure,the partial pressure of
oxygen in the alveolar air drops more slowly than in the surrounding
air. Thus, M. Ye. Marshak (1948, 1961) showed that if the partial
pressure of oxygen in the surrounding air decreases by 24 mm of
mercury during a climb from 4000 to 600"D meters, in thealveplar.air it drops
, only by 13 mm_ of mercury._
At an altitude of 4500 meters the partial pressure of oxygen
in the inhaled air equals 91 mm of mercury. In the absence of
compensatory-adaptive reactions the alveolar oxygen pressure at this /47
altitude would be (according to theoretical data) 41 mm of mercury,
but in fact, owing to- intensified breathing, it decreases only to 53 . mm of
._mercury. LikewiAe_an altitude of 8000 meters the partial presure of oxygen in
.the alveolar air is not 6 . mm, but . 26 mm of mercury.
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INHALED AND ALVEOLAR AIR AT DIFFERENT ALTITUDES
Partial Dressure of xygtn. mm H
Altitude, Atmosph- In in- in in- in the absence ofm Brie hated haled a:peri- compensatory
pressure dry air we** nlr mental changes an4PCO -49
mm Ha data	 , f­­­
 __;?
0 760 159 149 102-107 109
1000 67-t 141 131 — 911500 631 13)3 123 82 832000 596• 12: 115 75 753 000 526 110 10) 69 604 000 462 97 87 474 500 433 91 81 53 415 000 405 85 75 47 356 000 354 74 64 40 247 000 308 65 55 34 157 500 287 60 50 30 108 000 267 56 46 26 69 000 230 48 38 21 010 000 108 41 31 17 —11000 169 35 25 1312000 145 30 20 —
At the present time there are different opinions expressed
in the literature concerning the minimum amount of oxygen required
to be present in the alveolar air in order to sustain life. Some
authors ( I. M. Sechenov) cite _ a value equal to 25 mm. Hg, which
corresponds to an altitude of 8000 meters, while others (K. E. Schaefer)
consider the critical value to be 33 mm.` Hg(7000 meters).
In calculating pO 2
 in the alveolar air it was assumed that
pCO2
 and the water vapor pressure in the alveolar air remain un-
changed at high altitudes, making up a total of 87 mm Hg (pCO2 40
mm Hg and pH2O 47 mm Hg).
The experimental data gathered here and abroad indicates that
	 /48
it is necessary to define more precisely . such a concept. Indeed,
if the saturation of air with water vapor at body temperature (plus
370 ) may be assume to be equal to 47 mm of mercury for all altitudes,
then with a rise in altitude, when pulmonary ventilation increases,
the process of discharging carbon dioxide from the organism is
changed.
The dynamic study of gas exchange under high levels of atmospheric
rarefaction, conducted by I. M. Dedyulin (1941),
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established that carbon dioxide is washed out of the alveoli during
an extended stay at the same altitude. Thus, for example s during
a One-day stay in an altitude chamber at an "altitude" of 4500 -
50.DD meters, the pCO 2
 of the alveolar air decreased from 38 to 26.3
mm of mercury.
In P. K. Isakov's investigations (1947),it was revealed that
an increase in the PA 02 and a decrease in the PACO2 were observed
in the case of repeated "ascents" to an altitude of 5000 meters
(in the course of an hour) (Table 10).
TABLE 10. THE INFLUENCE OF REPEATED ALTITUDE CHAMBER ASCENTS ON
THE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE GAS
,IN THE ALVEOLAR AIR
	
ikm Hj.
	
_	
- —
f	 Ascent
A-A	 OJ	 A.L	 e.1
Ox}rSen 37.4 4+,.3 41,3 47.8 47,1 51,4 55.0
Carbon dioxi 3'3.6 28.8 30.3 26,7 27,1 24.1 21,5
^	 gas _
In altitude chamber ascent by mountain climbers also.
showed tha  their pCO2 decreased from 34-38 mm hg at sea level to
18-28 mm hg at altitudes of 7,000 - 9,000 m (N. A. Agadzhanyn,
G. A. Davydov, 1967).
As is known, in conditions of normal atmospheric pressure the
values PA02 and PACO2 vary in mutually opposite directions. A
decrease in PA02 is accompanied by an increase in pA 
-002 (hypeventilation
of the lungs), - and an increase in	 PA02,+ by a decrease in P ACO 2 (hyper-
ventilation).
This characteristic of the variation of PA02 and PACO2 was	 _/49
noted in 1875 by I. M. Schenov. In theoretical calculations of
the composition of alveolar air he made-the assumption that the
partial pressure of nitrogen in the alveoli is constant. Hence
it followed that the total of PA02 and PACO2 is also an invariable
value. Further experimental investigations showed that this assump-
tion is true only for an organism existing in a state of stable
equilibrium with the surrounding environment. In various kinds of
"transition" states, the P02
 and the total of
40
pA02
 and pACO2 vary in relation to the nature of pulmonary venti-
` tlon. The value of thepA7N2 decreases during hyperventilation and
increase_ during hypoventilation „in comparision with the p A N 2_ :during quiet
.breathing (N. A..,Kurshakov, N. A. Troitskiy, 1951).
TABLE 11. PARTIAL PRESSURE OF GASES IN THE ALVEOLAR AIR (mm..Hg)
AND THE RESPIRATORY COEFFICIENT (r) FOR DETERMINING
THE TIME TO UNCONSCIOUSNESS OF A MAN AT AN ALTITUDE OF
7500 m (287 mm Hg)
Subiects
ns a d-
r^ Time qt to i1) .am ea at	 minute
i beBox	 r, :'	 3 17 80
asCeYLt
xn n ,2 4U.8 37,9 34.3wow 111.2 40.8 34.4 33,0
'	 6•ov 117.3 361.0 28.7 31.1
R•t m 114 ,9±1,9 39,2±1,5 33.712.7 32,8+-0,9
value of t 13-1,78 13 =3.59
«	 " P >0,05 <0.05
B-O* carbon di- 25.7 15.1 15.2 13,2F'ov ' oxide W 32.8 14.1 10,5 10.3
Gov 30.0 13,9 13.2 12.7
2-t m 29.5±2. 1 14,410,4 13.0' 1.4 12.1:10,9
%Clue off . t3=0-96 t 3 -2,34
"	 •"	 P >0 .05 < 0,05
B-ov Nitrogen 571.1 184.1 186,9 192.5
E-ov ri68:) 185.1 195,1 196.7Gov 565,7 11)0,1 195.1 196.2
It m 568.6! 1.6 186,4±1,9	 193,4 '..3,4 105.1 '-1,4
value of f t3==1.80 t3 X3.69
" s >NO <0.05
aov
Gov ftelrly
0,746
0.830
2,040
1,860
1,380
0,625
0.810
0,550
It t• m cient 0,936 1,010 0.570 0,620
Value of f 0.837 30,06 1,6401:0,32 0.858' 0,27 0,660! 0,08
r t3=1,87 t3=2.97> 0,05 <0.05
The experimental studies conducted in our laboratory (N. A.
AgadzhanWan, G. A. Davydov, 1967), showed that changes in the
partial pressure of gases at the same altitude depend not only on
the adaptation of the organism to hypoxia during repeated asoente,
but aj, ol on the decompression rate and the time the alveolar air
is taken at	 any altitude, is, e., the time spent under' conditions of f
rarefied atmbsphere (Table 11).
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As is seen from the-data   in Table 11, the time of spent at a
certain altitude has independent biological significance of its own
and causes a regular dynamic decrease both.of the pCO 2 and of the
p02 in the alveolar air. This phenomenon was analyzed in more
detail by G. A. Davydov and V. P. Nikolayev (1972).
In determining the "time to unconsciousness" at an altitude
of 7500 meters the experiment _i.s_broken down into three stages.
The first stage consists of breathing pure oxygen and ascending to an
altitude of 7500 meters. The second stage begins from the moment
the oxygen mask is removed ac 7500 meters and ends after approxi-
mately 30 seconds, when the pA 0 2 value decreases to the norm (100
mm fig). In the third stage the p A02 of the alveolar air has already
begome hypoxic (p02 less than 100 mm Hg).
Table 11 shows the values of pA021 PACO2 and pAN2 during an
extended ' stajr of a man at 7500 meters.
	 The values of pAN2
were calculated according to the following formula:
pAN2 = (B - 47) - p A02 - PACO2 ,	 (1)
where B is the total pressure at an altitude of 7.500 meters, equal
to 287 mm of mercury. The values of the respiratory coefficient
(R) are also entered in the table.
The dynamics of the changes in the composition of the alveolar
air during the course of the entire experiment are graphically
illustrated in Figure 5. The initial points of p A 0 2 and p A N 2
correspond to the average initial composition of the alveolar air,
which was determined in the subjects before beginning the experi-
ment. After removing the mask (from the moment t = 3 minutes),the
curves of pA022 PACO2 and pAN2 are plotted according to the data
in,Tnble 11. The curve of the oxygen saturation of the subjects'
bldod is also shown in Figure 5.
In plotting the curves of p A02 , PACO 2 and pAN2 in the interval
of time from t equal to 10 mluzutes to 0 minutes, we assumed that: 1) in-
flow of air under the mask is completely excluded; 2) the pressure 	 ^1
in the chamber changed uniformly during the ascent; 3) the value of
pACO2 remained constant.
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minutes
Dynamics of the Composition of Alveolar Air in a
Man in Experiments to Determine the Time to
Unconsciousness at an Altitude of 7500 Meters
ptot' Pressure Change in the Altitude Chem-
be.:, During the Experiment; pA02 2 PACO2 1 pAN2
the Partial Pressure of the Oxygen, Carbon Dio-
xide Gas and Nitrogen in the Alveolar Air; Hb02
- the Oxygen Saturation of the Arterial Blood
The process of the "gradual" washing of nitrogen cat of the
lungs after conversion to breathing pure oxygen with a constant
external pressure is characterized by the equation (Fowler et al.
1952, Edelman et al. 1968):
C(PAN2)	 (pAN2)0 I	 +VVRC_ 	 V I n	 (2)FRC	 T	 D
where (pAN2 ) is the partial pressure of nitrogen in the alveolar
air after the n-th inhalation of pure oxygen (mm _Hg); (PA N2 ) 0 isp
the initial partial pressure of nitrogen in the alveolar air (nm
Hg); PFRC is the functional residual capacity of the lungs (ml);
VT
 is the respiratory volume (ml); VD is the volume of anatomical
43
dead space (ml).
Equation (2) characterizes the process of an ideal mixing of -/52
gases in the lungs. The"actual process of the washing of nitrogen
from the lungs differs somewhat from the ideal due to the nonunifor-
mity of ventilation of particular parts of the lungs,(which occurs
even in healthy persons) and the discharge of nitrogen from the blood
and tissues into the lungs (Darling yet al1940; Fowler et al. 1952;
J. Comroe et al. 1961; Edelman et al
.
 1968). The pAN2
 curve (see
Fig .
 
5) corresponds to ideal washing of nitrogen from the lungs of
a healthy man, in whom VFRC ' 3000 ml in the sitting position, VT =
500 ml, V.
 = 150 ml with a respiration rate of 12 per minute (J.
Comroe et al, 1961) .	 During an ascent" the actual
pAN2
 curve in our experiments differs little from the ideal.
With the conversion to breathing atmospheric air at an alti-
tude of 7500 meters the process of the replacement of oxygen in
the lungs by nitrogen is characterized by the same regularities as
is the process of the substitution of nitrogen by oxygen
during the coouversion to breathing pure oxygen. Therefore the rela-
tive rates of increase of the pAN2
 curve and decrease of the pA02
curve from the moment t = 0 are approximately identical with the
initial rate of decrease of the p AN2
 curve..
However as is known, one of the first reactions of an organism
in conditions of hypoxia is hyperventilation of the lungs, whereby
the lungs are filled with nitrogen at more rapid rates. Moreover,
from this moment due to hyperventilation the partial pressure of
carbon dioxide gas in the alveolar air began to decrease and the rate
of decrease of the p A02
 curve is diminished somewhat.
In agreement with the p AN2
 curve the partial pressure of oxy-
ten in the alveolar decreased to 100 mm Hg approximately t = 30
seconds after the conversion to breathing air. In Fig. 5 it is
also seen that the hemoglobin oxygenation curve (according to oxy-
hemometric data) begins to decrease significantly 45 seconds after
removing the mask. As is known, the blood, having passed through
the lungs, flows to the helix of the ear, where the oxyhemometric
sensor was attached, after approximately 13 - 15 seconds (Darling
et al. 1940).
Thus, in these experiments a clear correlation appears between
the dynamics of the changes in alveolar air composition and the
dynamics of the change in arterial blood oxygenation.
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RFig. 6 Change in the Respiratory Coefficient R in
Experiments to Determine	 the Time to
Unconsciousness at an Altutide of 7500 Meters
In conditions of a changed gas medium, (as with rarefaction of
the atmosphere) a new gas equilibrium between the alveolar air and
the surrounding medium, and consequently, a stable condition of
gas exchange is gradually extablished. The duration of this process
is determined by the degree of hypoxia.
In order to determine the stable alveolar air composition at
an altitude of 7500 meters it is necessary that the man stay for an
extended period of time at this altitude, i.e., possess increased
resistance to hypoxia. As we have already mentioned at altitudes
greater than 7000 meters unconsciousness develops after only 5 to
10 minutes (and sometimes even earlier) due to acute oxygen starva-
tion. The" subjects who participated in our experiments had increased
resistance to oxygen starvation after preliminary mountain acclima-
tization and in the majority of cases the time to unconsciousness
at an altitude of 7500 meters was more than 60 minutes.
Results of an analysis of alveolar air samples indicate that
even a stay of an hour at an altitude of 7500 meters is insufficient
for establishing a stable state of gas exchange.
The instability of gas exchange in experiments to determine
the "time to unconsciousness" at high altitude is more graphically
manifested by dynamics of the change in the respiratory coefficient
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(R) of the subject (fig. 6). As is known it is possible to charac-
terize each portion of the inhaled air by its own particular value.
If PA02 and pACO2 are known the value of R may be calculated by
	 X54
J. Comroe's equation:
(1 — F1.02).pA.0O2R 3)
p l 2 __PA 2 — F1 2 *PA 2
where F1 02
 and p 1 02
 are respectively the fraction concentration
and partial pressure of oxygen in moist inhaled air at body temperature.
Bargeton uses another form of this equation:
R	
pACO2
PAN2	
0	 0	 ('^ )
p1 2 p ?_ 2	 pA 2
where p 
A 
N 2 and p 1 N 2 are,respec;:ively,the partial preseur •e of nitrogen
in the alveolar and moist inhaled air.
Bargeton (1967) showed that with an exhalation volume amounting
to 58% of the total exhalation volume the value of R becomes equal
to the mean value of R for all exhaled air. When exhalation is
retarded by holding the breath and compressing of the lungs in proportion to
the degree of exhalation the oxygen absorption by the blood greatly exceeds
the discharge of carbon dioxide.
	 Therefore the value of R signi-
ficantly decreases in the final portions of the exhaled air. For
example given a duration of exhalation equal to 10 seconds, R decreases
to 0.2 (Kim et al, 1966).
On the other hand, during forced exhalation ,the values of
p02 , pCO2
 and R become very close to their mean values (Bargeton,
1967).
Thus, the value of R, calculated according to the parameters
of the alveolar gas, depends on the volume and rate of exhalation,
and also on the moment the sample of alveolar air is taken.
In the experiments we analyzcbd,the air sample was taken at
the end of forced breathing and the participation of the subjects
in this procedure was strictly uniform. Therefore,the observed
changes in the composition of the alveolar air samples in pr:.Portion
to the time the subjects spent at high altitude can only be due
to the specific effects of acute hypoxia on the gas exchange.
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In our experiments the values p 1 N2 = (B — 47) X F1 112and
Plot = (B — 47) X F102 Mere respectively 190 and 50 mm of mercury.
The dynamics of the variation of R in time are graphically shown in . /55
Fig. 6. The curve of R is plotted according to the average values
of the respiratory coefficient for all subjects.
Calculations of the values of R according to equation (4) were
absolutely correct only for the case where the amount of nitrogen
entering the lungs during inhalation is equal to the amount of
nitrogen expelled from them during exhalation. In the experiments under
consideration the process of filling the lungs with nitrogen
had still not been completed after 3 minutes. Therefore, calculation of
the values of R for this moment of time gives somewhat exaggerated
results. however this overestimation is insignificant in comparison
with the increase in R as a result of the increased washing of
carbon dioxide of the organism.
In the first minutes of the action of acute hypoxia on the
organism the respiratory coefficient increases and may exceed the
initial value by more than two times. Its value significantly
decreases in proportion to the stay at an altitude of 7500 meters.
The dynamics of the change in the alveolar air composition
at high altitudes are conditioned by two factors: 1) the change
in the gas composition of the inhaled air and 2) the reaction of
the organism to hypoxia.
A comparatively high value of pA0 2 , recorded at an altitude of
7500 meters 2-5 minutes after removing the oxygen mask, is caused
by a number of factors. In this stage of the experiment ) some
oxygen remained in the lungs.
	 The high value of p A0 2 , evidently,
was also maintained due to the entry of oxygen into the alveoli from
the blood and tissues, since an organism possesses several oxygen
reserves (A. M. Charnyy, 1961; P. A. Kor,-huyev, 1966; A. A. Vish-
nevskiy et al. 1967). Moreover,in the case of hyperventilation
the level of alveolar oxygen increases as a result of the
intensified flow of atmospheric oxygen in the inhaled mixture.
The lowering of PACO 2 in the course of the experiment is caused
by the hyperventilation of the lungs in response to acute hypoxia.
The process of lowering p ACO2 is extended in time in connection with
the presence of comparatively large reserves of carbon dioxide gas
in the blood and tissues (Farhy, Rahn, 1960).
1:7
Further investigations to establish the correlations between
^hanges in the function of respiration and olood circulation make
it possible to reveal	 Imore intimate and physiological mechanisms /56
of the disturbances which arise in the conditions of a significantly
altered gas medium, and to develop corrective measures.
3. THE INFLUENCE OF HYPDXIA ON THE FUNCTION OF BLOOD CIRCULATION
AND BLOOD OXYGENATION
Adaptation to oxygen deficiency is a very complex and multi-
faceted process, in which practically all organs and systems of
the organism participate.
Oxygenation of the arterial blood is the resultant function of
respiration and blood circulation. The oxygen pressure in tie
tissues, and consequently, the normal course of oxidizing processes,
to a great degree depends on the degree of oxygenation of the arter-
ial blood.
As is known, the oxygen in the blood occurs in two forms: in
free, physically dissolved stall (in the plasma) and in the bound state
(combined into oxyhemoglobin). Oxygen freely dissolved in blood is
subject to the laws of gases dissolved in liquids. Its content is
directly proportional to its pressure and depends upon the solubi-
lity of oxygen in plasma (the absorption coefficient) and on the
temperature. The absorption coefficient for oxygen (a) in human
plasma at a temperature of 37° and a pressure of 760 mm Hg. is equal
to 0.023. The pressure of the oxygen dissolved in the plasma is
determined by the partial pressure or the oxygen pressure in the
surrounding medium, with which the blood strives to enter gas equili-
brium. The pressure of the oxygen, dissolved in the arterial blood
leaving the lungs, approaches the pO 2 of the alveolar air, although
it is somewhat lower than the latter due to the comparatively slowed
diffusion of oxygen through the alveolar walls and the capillary
endothalium.
The oxygen pressure in the blood flewing from the tissues
depends upon the partial pressure of oxygen in the tissues fluids,
and the latter in turn is determined by the intensity of the tissue
respiration in the various tissues.
The higher the pressure of the free oxygen, the more it occurs
in the chemically bound form, i.e., the more the hemoglobin com- 	 /57
bines with the oxygen and turns into oxyhemoglobin. According to
Hufner's data (1894), one gram of hemoglobin can combine with 1.34 -
1.36 ml of oxygen.
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_. - _The amount _ of : oxygen. (in ., ml )- which can be bound by 100 ml of
blood with complete conversion of all hemoglobin into okyhemcglobinj"is'
called the oxygen capacity of the blood.
The oxygen capacity of blood isdetermined by the amount of
active hemoglobin contained in it. It decreases during various, ane-
mias and poisonings . by. certain poisons, for example, carbon mono-
...----- -
	 ---
xide,_nitrites, and ' aniline, which deprive the hemoglobin of the ability
to combi.ze with oxygen and to form easily dissociating oxyhemo-
globin. In the case of carbon monoxide poisoningithe hemoglobin
turns into carboxy hemoglobin, and in the case of poisoning with
nitrite's and aniline ,methhemoglobin is formed.
11"e oxygenation of the blood expresses the ratio of the amount
of bc.-.znd oxygen to the oxygen capacity of the blood:
HbO 2 =
bound 02
oxygen capacity
X 1Q0-
Thus the oxygenation of the blood is understood to mean the
perc;ntage of oxyhemoglobin in relation to the hemoglobin available
in the blood.
At sea level the hemoglobin of the arterial blood is not com-
pletely saturated with oxygenbut amounts to approximately 95-97%.
The underoxygenation of the arterial blood results from the
uneven ventilation of the alveolar air in different parts of the
lungs and the conditions of blood circulation in the minor cir-
culatory cycle (Haldane, 1922; N. N. Savit skit' , 1940;_ 9. Ye Mar-
'shak, 1961, 1969; V. V. Parin, F. Z. Meyerson, 1965).
The ability to withstand hypoxia also greatly depends on the
functional state of the cardiovascular system, since for normal
oxygenation of the arterial blcod it is necessary to have a speci-
fic correlation between the air exchange and blood supply of the
lungs. Disturbing the normal correlation between the alveolar
ventilation and the blood supply of the lungs in conditions of a
rarefied atmosphere leads to a worsenir:e; of the oxygenation of the
blood and the development of oxygen insufficiency. The alveolar
ventilation (AV) in a healthy man at rest equals approximately 	 /58
4 litE.--s per minute, and the pulmonary blood supply (PS) is 5 liters
per minute. The degree of oxygenation of the blood depends chiefly
on the ratio AV. Experimental studies showed that the ratio AV
PS PS
is influenced not only by the nature of the air exchange in the
different sections of the lung and. the rate of oxygen diffusion,
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but also by the characteristics of. the variation of the minute vol-
ume of the blood, the level of arterial pressure, the tone of the
vessels of the minor cycle and the functional state of the cardio-
vascular system of the organism as a whole.
A study of the vascular reactions in conditions of hypoxia can
have a certain significance in an examination.. to reveal the
causes producing a lower individual resistance of a man to oxygen
starvation.
Low resistance to hypoxic hypoxia is due to a functional
deficierGy in the regulation of the cardiovascular system. A. P.
Apollonov (1953) and,'M. n. Vyadro (1958),having studied individual
resistance to hypoxia in the case of ascent to an altitude of 5000
meters without oxygen, established that patients with hypertonic
disease withstand oxygen diffenciency satisfactorily, and patients
with_ vegetative dystonia withstand it poorly in the majority of cases.
At the same time other authors established that,in the process of
altitude chamber training,changes on the part of the cardiovascular
system are also smoothed over 	 simultaneously with an increase in the
altitude resistance (,M. Ye Vasi lenko, 0. G. Gazenko et al, 1958).
V. N. Alinfanov (1968) and L. IR. Lemensheva (1969), having used
combined functional loads, arrived at the conclusion that a vector-
ometric analysis of the electrocardiogram in the frontal plane is
a valuable addition to a quantitative evaluation of the changes in
the myocardium, arising in conditions of oxygen defic ency.
It was important to conduct a complex investigation of the
physiological reactions of the organism for a more complete study
of the mechanism of hypoxic damage to the cardiovascular system.
Analysis of the experimental material showed that in conditions of
oxygen starvation (at altitud
-
es_of 30007 5000 m) the systolic and
diastolic arterial pressure increases somewhat in the majority -of -sub-
	 /59
,jects. In the majority of cases,the increase in the maximum pres-
sure is expressed to a greater degree than that in the minimum pressure,
which also causes an increase in the pulse pressure.
It is interesting to note(that in contrast to healthy persons)
in, subjects with hypertension,the increase in pulse pressure during
oxygen deficiency took . place not . as
 a result of_the systolic pressure, but
rather as . a result of_a . lowering of the diastolic . pressure.
In_ _experiments on animals (dogs and cats) it has been shown that
in the case of .hypoxic hypoxia,__the pressure in the minor cycle increases due
to_a
	
ownarring of pulmonary vessels, and there , is also an increase in
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minute volume of the heart (M»Ye.Marshak, 1961; N. V. Sanotskaya,
1961, 1962; S. A. Bernshteyn, 1966, et al.).
Denervation of the carotid and aortic reflexogenic zones
prevents an increase in pressure in the pulmonary artery in the
case of hypoxia. Together with an increase in arterial pressure,
in conditions of hypoxia the pulse quickens,
	 the frequency and
depth of respiratory-movements are increased, the pulse wave pro-
pagation speed rises, the elasticity of the vessels increases and
the peripheral vascular.resistance decreases. We consider these
functional changes to be one of the adaptive reactions of organ-
isms, having great significance for maintaining the partial pres-
sure of oxygen in the tissues at the optimum level.
The results of our earlier experiments and the data in the
literature indicate the independent nature of the reaction of the
organs of respiration and the cardiovascular system to oxygen
deficiency. This is expressed both in the unequal quickening of
the pulse and respiration, and also in the different nature of the
changes in the arterial pressure and electrocardiograms. Thus,
in an EKG taken during the development of hypoxia, the flattening of
the T spike in all recordings, as a rule, was more pronounced in
subjects with sinus tach , cardia. Individual differences in varia-
tion of pulse, respiration and arterial pressure proved to be more
pronounced at an altitude of 6000 meters (N. A. Agadzhanya,n,M. I.
Vakar et al. 1960).
It was also important to show the dependence of the reactions
of the cardiovascular system on the oxygenation of the arterial 	 /60
blood, i.e., on the degree of hypoxia. Table 12 shows the results
of observations of the change in blood oxygenation of subjects at
different altitudes (before the altitude chamber "ascent" the blood
oxygenation of the subjects was 94-96%).
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TABLE 12. CHANGES OF THE SATURATION OF THE BLOOD
(D	
BY OXYGEN AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES
ata of N. A. Agadzhanyan, M. I. Vakar et al., 1960).
Sub)6et
Oxygen content
blood Mat altitude
of Oxygen content
blood (%) at altitude
Subject
	 — "
3000 M	 1 5000 M
	 1
of
3000 M I	 5000 u l G000 It 6000 k
$wv 89-90 77-83 70-72 'a-WV 87--89 70-72Kdv 78-80 70 -72 - oh4v 91 -92 70-71 -R-ov 8!' -83 68 -74 — R-ov 88-90 68-72
175- 821 60- 64
—A-n 88-90 60-82 58-70 N-ov 89-90 72-78 —
K-ov 76--78 66-68 58--68 v-ov 90-92 75-83 62-7513-n 89-90 76-83 62— 76 Kh-ov 48 - 52S-ov 90 - 92 82- 87 66--74 Kh-ov 85- 87 58 - 62 —A-n 77-78 68-78 — Kh-ov 90-92 160-68 —S-ov 90-92 6? - 70 —	 I Kh-ov 84- 86166- 70
 —
From Table 12 it is obvious that the degree of oxygenation of
the blood decreases in all subjects I during an altitude chamber ascent
to 3000, 5000 and 6000 meters, the decrease being the greater, the
higher the altitude. An increase in hypoxic changes on the EKG
and more pronounced shifts in the arterial pressure together
with the progreFsive decrease in blood oxygenation are noted. The
development of compensatory reactions on the part of the cardio-
vascular system and respiration is already observed with a decrease
in blood oxygenation by 3-5%. However the amount of blood oxygena-
tion in the subjects fluctuates over a wide range at the
same altitude. At altitudes of 5000-6000 meters the lowest value
of blood oxygenation was noted in subject Kh-ov, who possessed low
resistance to hypoxia. During ascents to altitudes of 5000-6000
meters the general condition of this subject sharply deteriorated
which was manifested in heavy perspiration, paleness, slowed reac-
tions and etc. This makes it possible to conclude that subject
Kh-ov's low resistance to oxygen starvation was the result of an
insufficient development of compensatory reactions. I-iowever,it is /61
necessary to bear in mind that in certain persons pronounced mani-
festations of hypoxia may develop at an altitude of 5000 meters even
with a sufficiently I,igh level of oxygenation of the arterial blood.
The latter, probably, is connnected with a high individual
sensitivity to oxygen starvation. In experiments simulating a loss
of cabin pressure, it was shown that the first symptoms of dis-
orders in psychic activity appear with a decrease in the oxygenation
of the arterial blood to 64%, on the average and unconsciousness
begins with a blood saturation equal to 54-62% (Hemingway, 1944;
Hoffman, Clark, Brown, 1946).
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In the case of acute hypoxia3a.dependence between blood oxygen-
ation, EEG changes and behavioral reactions were also established
(N. A. Agadzhanyan,I. Dvorzhak et al. 1971).
Likewise with an identical degree of blood oxygenation, changes in
electrocardiograms and shifts in the arterial pressure are
expressed to the same degree neither in different subjects nor in
the sage subject during different periods of his stay at
a specific altitude. Individual fluctuations in the levels of
blood oxygenation during hypoxia evidently result from
the fact that the respiratory and cardiovascular compensatory
reactions of the organism are expressed unequally in the subject.
In the case of determinations of the time to unconsciousness at
an.altitude of,7500 meters the blood oxygenation fluctuated over
the range from 76-82 to 58-70% (N. A. Agadzhanyan, G. A. Davydov, 1967).
The fluctuations in blood oxygenation in one in the same sub-
ject during different periods of his stay at high altitudes, which
were discovered in our investigations, can probably be explained
by the fact that in the first minutes spent at high altitude a
sufficiently high blood oxygenation is provided for a certain time
as a result of compensatory readjustment of respiration and cir-
culation. Later, the percentage of oxygen in the blood, which is
stabilized according to the degree of adaptation, is gradually
decreased according to the degree of suppression of compensatory
mechanisms.
In experiments with conversion to breathing pure oxygen at
altitudes of 5000, 6000 and 7500 meters it is noted that the blood
oxygenation in these conditions increases to the original values. /62
In this case normalization of the functions of respiration and the
cardiovascular system is always observed. Only by analyzing the
EKG is it possible to discern deviations from the norm: deflection
of the electric axis of the heart to the left by 5 -8 degrees as a
result of development of altitude meteorism, leading to a change
in the anatomical position of the heart.
It is necessary to take into account the fact that hypoxia, depending on
the functional state of the central regulatory meghanisms, in some
cases causes a reflex contraction of the peripheral vessels, and
in other cases.as
 a result of the decreased oxygen pressure in
the tissues, causes vascular expansion. Under rarefied atmospheric conditions
elevated blood pressure as well as intensified breathing and increased
frequency of cardiac contractions set in as a result of an elevated tone of
the respiratory and vascular motor centers and are aimed at adapting the organism
to oxygen starvation. However, it must be assumed that the tone of the vascular
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motor and respiratory centers cannot remain elevated for an extended
period of time with oxygen deficiency, and in persons with a low
resistance to hypoxia,disturbances of the regulatory mechanism
may arise, which are correspondingly reflected on the respiration
and functioning of the cardiovascular system.
Different means of protecting the organism are used in order
to prevent the above-mentioned disturbances. At ' altitudes not
exceeding 12,000 meters, a satisfactor
	 solution of the problem
of combating oxygen starvation is provided by the use of devices.
wi 4h_.a. continuous oxygen supply, and also by the use of
devices of the "demand oxygen apparatus" type. With the
increase in the altitude toleranc& of aircraft it became necessary
to development other methods, in particular the combined use of
air tight cabins, full pressure suits and oxygen equipment, provi-
ding oxygen for breathing at high pressure.
The problem of the blood oxygenation of a man staying
in conditions of a rarefied atmosphere has been dealt with quite
extensively in domestic and foreign literature. The majority of
these studie3 were conducted at altitudes of 3000-12,000 m with
'.^ subject breathing air or oxygen at the pressure of the surround-
ing atmosphere.
The results of the investigations enabled the authors to com-- /63
pile special tables of the percentage of oxygen in the blood at
different altitudes (G.G. Gazenko, Ye.Ya. Shepelev, 1953; G. Altukhov
et alp., 1954). There is little information on the change in blood
oxygenation in high-altitude conditions in the case of pressure breathing.
We conducted a special series of investigations for the pur-
pose of studying blood oxygenation with the use of high-altitude
clothing and with pressure breathing. The initial value of blood
oxygenation was taken to r ,^ 100%, since the subject breathed pure
oxygen during the entire t:xperiment. Moreover in addition, varia-
tion in the frequency in amplitude of respiratory movements and
chest circumference, the pressure, exerted on the body by the pres-
surized suit in the region of the middle and lower part of the chest
and the lung ventilation were determined. In all,42 investigations
at altitudes up to 30,000 meters were conducted with the use of
ordinary and improved models of high-altitude special equipment.
The values of the blood oxygenation at different altitudes
with the use of commercial and experimental pressure suits are
given in Table 13.
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The basic factor influencing the degree of blood oxygenation
is the height of ascent. However, the oxygen content in the blood
most noticibly decreased in the case of an ascent to altitudes from
12000-151000 meters, since it is precisely at these altitudes that
switching from breathing under the pressure of
the surrounding atmosphere to breathing under increased pressure
in the lungs takes place. A further increase in altitude with the
total pressure under.. the helmet kept at 145. mm Hg is reflected
rluch less in the level of blood oxygenation.
At an altitude of 15000 meters the oxygen content in the blood
is, on the average, 90%, and at an altitude of 20000 meters and
more it fluctuates at around 89%.
The data on the oxygen content in the blood at altitudes of
20000 meters higher and'with the ase of commercial pressure suits are close
to the data obtained by A. u. Kuzetsov (1959) et al. The results of
the investigation showed that the level of blood oxygenation is
determined by, in addition to altitude, individual pecularities of
the sub3e^, and the characteristics of the pressure suit. With the
use of ordinary pressure suits at altitudes of 15000-20000 meters
and more this value fluctuates between 84-80%, decreasing to 71- 74%
in isolated cases, while with the use of improved pressure suits
at the same altitudes the oxygen content is 90-89% and only decreases
to 82-81% in certain cases.
It is known that the most essential and urgent reaction of the
organism to hypoxia is intensification of lung ventilation, which
is provided by intensifying the impulse activity of the inspira-
tory neurons of the respiratory center and by a corresponding
	 /65
influence on the muscles (A. M. Kulik, 1967). Intensification of
pulmonary ventilation is already observed at an altitude of 1000-
1200 meters, i.e., with a decrease in the p A 0 2 90-93 mm hg. The
maximum increase in the respiratory minute volume takes place at
an altidue of 7000 m (Gray, 1950; A. V. Beregovkin et al, 1963).
A number of other auxiliary reactions of the organism to aerohypo-
xia are aimed at increasing the oxygen supply to the tissues as a
result of increasing the frequency of cardiac contractions, the
systolic volume, the linear speed of blood flow, change in the
vascular tone and blood oxygenation (Haldane, Priestly, 1935;
A. P. Apollonov, 1953; Z. I. Barbashova, 1960; N. A. Agadzhanyn,
1968 et al).
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TABLE 13.CHA GES IN E OXYGEN CONTENT OF THE BLOOD DURING
BRE THING 
OF 
0XYGE11 UNDER INCREASED PRESSURE AT
ALTITUDES 15000, 20000., and 300.0.0 m
(data of N. A. Agadzhanyan, M. I. Vakar et al., )._9.511^.
The volume of oxyhemoglobin in blood (in %) b y altitude
1	 0,09) M	 20000 M	 100W u
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suit
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press.
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after
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1l. 92 83 88 80 87 74 96
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Daa'are available concerning the mechanisms of hypoxic
changes in body temperature '(K. P. Ivanov, 1968), and in oxygen
pressure in the brain (Ye A. Kovalenko, 1966) the skeletal muscle
(N. V. Sanotskaya, 1961) and other tissues of the organism.
We conducted a complex investigation of a number of functions
in intact and narcotized animals under the effect of increasing
hypoxia and a study of the correlation ratios (N. A. Agadzhanyan,
Yu. V. Shevchenko, 1970).
The experiments were conducted on white rats weighing 180-
250 grams each in a 250-liter altitude chamber. De-
compression in the chamber was performed at a rate of 25 m/sec to
an altitude of 12000 m. The survival time was the criterion of
endurance to acute hypoxia.
We recorded the respiration and pulse rates, the rectal
temperature and the relative oxygen content in the muscles of the
rear extremities of the rats by the polarographic method.
Two series of experiments were conducted on 286 animals. The
experiments of the first series were conducted on intact animals,
and of the second series - on animals, narcotized with Nembutal.
In each series of experiments there were animals with their extre-
mities fixed to a special stand and animals with freely moving
extremities.
Table 14 and Fig. 7 show data on the survival of rats in alti-
tude of 12000 meters under the effect of increasing hypoxia.
In the first series of experiments the survival of the fixed
animals was two times less than that of the free animals, which,
evidently, is connected with the condition of increased muscular
tension, under which the oxygen consumption of the organism is 	 /66
significantly increased (H. McIlwain, 1962). Moreover, it is also
impossible to ignore the negative influence of the pain factor on
survival.
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Fig. 7 Histogram of the Survival of White Rats with
Increasing Hypoxia
Narcosis, excluding motor activity and pain stimulation,
significantly increased the altitude resistance in immobilized animals
(17.2 + 1.4 minutes), not reaching, however, the survival time
of free animals. This, possibly, is explained by the disturbance
of the blood flow and hampering of breathing with fixation.
The dynamics of the function were recorded for the immobilized
intact and narcotized animals. Fig. 8 shows the results obtained in
one of the experiments on an intact animal. A two-phase amplifi-
cation of the respiration and pulse rate (A and B) was noted in
the experiment with a subsequent reduction of these indicators and
a lowering of the rectal temperature. The oxygen content in the
muscle begins to decrease at an altitude of 1000 meters.
As follows from Fig. 8, the beginning of the lowering of the
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rectal temperature, and the peaks A and B of the respiration and 	 /67
pulse rates are observed during the development of the first phase
of changes in the p0 2 in the :..ascle. Peak A of the respiration
and pulse rates (altitude 2800-3700 m) most probably was caused
by ne4ro-reflex influences, caused by the high sensitivity of the
chemoreceptors of the sino-carotid and aortic regions to the effect
of oxygen deficiency. This hypothesis is confirmed by experiments
in which hyperventilation in narcotized rats, which reached 1359
of the original level, was already observed after 4 respiratory
volumes of a mixture containing 10% oxygen. After cutting the
carotid bodies the rats did not react to hypoxia (Colinet-Lagneaux
et al. 1967). The decrease in the p0 2 in the muscular tissue at
this stage is .eviide ltly caused _ by the redistribution of the blood
flow for the purpose of centralizing the circulation, which is
achieved by vasoconstriction in the muscles and vasodilation in the
brain and cardiac muscle.
TABLE+ 14. SURVIVABILITY OF WHITE RATS UNDER INcRRAsrg(;
9VOnVIA .
SERIES OF
EasTamms
CONDITIONS OF
EXPERIMENT
SURVIVABILITY
MINUTES
NO. OF ANIMALS
L Intact rats Immobi lized 10,2 tn . 11 0
Fna 21,2: i .'. 109
II.Nag^jized Immobilized 17,2-}1,4 30
Pros 22,7=2,3 31
The secondary amplification of respiration and pulse (Peak B
at altitudes of 6300-8000 m) is probably connected with the direct
influence of oxygen deficiency in the blood on the tissues of the
brain together with continuing neuro reflex influences. An atmos-
pheric rarefaction corresponding to an altitude of 8000 m
is evidently critical, since subsequent decompression causes a progressive
decrease in the respiration rate, cardiac contractions and p0 2 in
the muscles. The mechanism of the development of this phase remains
unclear, but, possibly, it is connected with a decrease in the
oxygen requirement of the brain, which is observed with a decrease
in the p0 2 in the venous blood to 24-26 mm Hg (N. K. Kali.nina, Yu.
S. Alyukhin, 1969).
Hypothermy in rats in the case of hypoxia is a characrs;:!-L!:.
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reaction and arises as a result of the increased heat exchange of
the organism and the suppressicn of chemical temperature regula-
tion (K. P. Ivanov, 1968).
In addition to the explanations given it is also impossible
to exclude other intimate physiological mechanisms, in particular
the role of neuro-humoral-stress reactions, participating in the
formation of adaptive reactions to oxygen deficiency (I. R. Petrov,
1967).
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Figure 8. The character of changes in the respiratory frequency,
pulse, rectal temperature (in absolute values) and p0 2
 of mice
(in relative values) for increasing hypoxia.
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Thus, the results of the investigations made it possible to
establish qualitative characteristics in the case of the action of
acute hypoxia and the correlation between physiological reactions
during different functional states.
As we have already indicated, after the discovery of the chemo-
receptors, located in the carotid and aortic reflexogenic zones,
there appear a great number of experimental data testifying to their
specialized reaction to variation in the partial pressure of oxygen.
This specialized functional property of the sino-carr ,tid sinuses
is also the result of their specific structural features,in parti-
cular, the very abundant blood supply of the chemoreceptor cells.
The experimental studies by Daly and colleagues (1954) indi-
cated that the level of the oxygen requirement of the carotid
body is approximately 4 times greater than the oxygen requirement
of the upper cervical ganglion and two times greater than the
brain tissue (Kety, Schmidt, 1945). The thick interweaving of
vessels in the carotid body forms an "extraordinary network" of arter-
ial venous anastomosev. Direct determination of the bulk speed of
the blood flow and the oxygen requirement of the carotid tissue
made it possible to reveal the distinguishing features of its
oxygen supply in comparison with other structures of the organism.
The bulk speed :>' the blood through the bodies is 2000 ml per
100 g per minute; thr..gh the brain,
	
through the heart mus-
cle, 64 - 151 ml; through the thyroia gland, 560 ml. The oxygen
requirement of the carotid tody tissue in the cat, according to
the data of Daly and colleagues, is 9 ml per 100 g per minute. In
this case,on the average,39 mm 3 of blood flows through the oaroti,?
body in a course of a minute. The exceptionally high rates of
oxygen demand by the carotid body obtained by these authors (9 ml
per minute per 100 g of tissue) were later subjected to a careful
experimental verification wit:1 the use of more modern and still
more sensitive methods of investigation.
Perfusing the carotid bodies of cats through the common
carotid artery, Fay (1970) showed that the oxygen requirement
of the body is only 1.5 ml per minute per 100 g of tissue, i.e.,
20% of the value obtained by Daly and colleagues(Table 15). From
the data given in Table 15 it is obvious that the values of the
oxygen requirement of the cat carotid body in vitro, obtained by
Fay (1970) and Leitner and Lianbet (1971) are very close (respec-
tively,0.030 and 0.027 microliters per minute), but significantly
less than those obtained by Daly and colleagues (1954) and by
Purves (1970).
:^ 1
ory weignt o2
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TABLE 15. THE OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS FOR CAROTID BODY OF
OF CAT IN VITRO
(ACCORDING Ti MTA FROM VARIOUS AUTHORS)
Purves	 Fay	
Leitner,
(1970) (1970)	 Lianbet(1971)
nearly
400
95-103 140-200 0'80
0.128
	 0.030	 0.27
Further studies were aimed at investigating the intimate
physiological mechanisms of the effects of oxygen insufficiency
on the chemoreceptors. It was shown that in the case of hypoxia
both the carotid and the aortic reflexogenic zones participate
in the compensatory respiratory reaction, but the significance of
the carotid, sinuses is especially great (L. I. Ardashni ,kova, L. L.
Shik, 1948; Grant, 1951). Although there i:, a specific connection
between the oxygen pressure in the arterial blood and oxygen con-
tent in it, which is expressed in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation
curve, the question of what is the stimulus of the above-mentioned
chemoreceptors - change in the oxygen content or pressure in
the arterial blood - remained open for a long time.
It is known that the oxygen content and pressure in the arter-
ial blood vary differently with different forms of hypoxia. In
the case of hypoxic hypoxia there is a decrease in both the part3.al
pressure and in the oxygen content in the arterial blood; in the
case of anemic hypoxia, and also in the case of poisoning with
toxic substances, (for example, carbon monoxide) the oxygen conte:zt
in the arterial blood decreaoes, despite a normal oxygen pressure 	 /71
in the alveolar air.
The excitation of the chemoreceptors of the carotid zones
observed in conditions of hypoxic hypoxia is caused by a drop in
the partial pressure of the oxygen in the arterial blood. In the
opinion of If. Ye. Marshak (1961),a change in the oxygen content
in the arterial blood does not influence the chemoreceptors of
the carotid zones.
	
These results contradict the data of Landgren
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and Neil (1951) .
The investigations of numerous authors have established that
the sensitivity of th e
 chemoreceptors to changes in the oxygen
pressure in the arterial blood is very great.
In the experiments of Alvarez-Buya (1953),it ._s shown that
even with an insignificant change in the oxygen pressure in the
arterial blood, causing a decrease in the hemoglobin saturation
of only 1-2%, an. intensification of electrical activity in the
sinus nerve is observed.
In the opinion of A. N. Kulik (1967), the threshold stimula-
tion of the respiratory center is not identical in different per-
sons. Stimulation of the chemoreceptors in conditions of a rarefied
atmosphere elicits a reflex increase in the pulmonary ventilation,
which in turn p ,
 ;notes an excess washing of carbon dioxide from
the organism, ana counters the intensification of the breathing.
It is known that the intensification of pulmonary ventilation
in the case of hypoxia is mainly the result of a reflex from the
sino^-carotid and cardioaortic
	 chemoreceptors in response to a
drop in the oxygen pressure in the arterial blood. The carotid
gland is	 of prime significance here. By cutting out (denervating)
the sino-carotid zones the ventilator reaction to hypoxia either
completely disappears or is delayed and exists at a lower level.
It is shown that the nature of respiration depends on the type of
animal and the duration of the effects of hypoxia (L. I. Ardash-
nikova, 1952, 1959)• 	 Experiments on rabbits with the carotid
bodies removed established the absence of a ventilator reaction
in them in the case of a gradual decrease in the p0 2 in the air.
In denervated dogs acute hypoxia (inhalation of nitrogen) also did
not cause reflex intensification of respiration; however, In con-
trast to the reaction of the rabbits with a slow increase in hypoxia,
dogs	 with ddnervated sino -carotid chemoreceptors experienced
an increase in pulmonary ventilation, although it was less pro- 	 //72
nounced than that of intact animals.	
r
The author comes to the conclusion that the single mechanism,
providing for the rapidly beginning compensatory increase in pul-
monary ventilation during a decrease in the partial pres-
sute of oxygen	 is the chemoreceptors. Conditioned-reflex con-
nections, producing a respiratory and circulatory reaction for
adaptation to and compensation for oxygen deficiency in the inhaled
air,are not established after the operation.
Without dealing with the different theories put forward to
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rexglain the mechanism of the.excitatioA 7f chemoreceptors under
the ` .Influence ,off` changes in the p023 pCO2 and pH of the blood,
we will mention only the :very important fact 'that the receptor
cells of the carotid' body are excited when the decomposition of
'ATP::in its tissue predominates over its resynthesis. In this
14 ght,impwlsati6n from the chemoreceptors acquires the meaning of
4--signal giving warning of threatened overexpenditure of.the energy
resources of the tissues.., Although the carotid chemoreceptors!
possess exceptional ly high sensitivity, the carotid. bodies are
far from being the only carriers of internal chemical reception in the
organism., The network of peripheral vessels.is rich in chemorecep-
tors which are greatly similar to the carotid and aortic chemo-
receptors; however, in connection with their great latent period
andloe excitability these peripheral chemoreceptors,probably,
.
-
participate in the regulation of primarily local processes. The
peripheral chemoreceptor mechanism, evidently, is the more ancient
and represents a homologue of the "gas analyzer" of the environment
in aquatic animals, although, in the opinion of S. V. Anichkov and
M. L. Belep'k4 (1962) , the high sensitivity of the carotid bodies
Of' mammals .j. in. pgmparisan with ^t1`e homologues of amphibia, for example
seemingly contradicts the theory of the ancient origin of the chemoreceptors
of the carotid zone.
A large number of studies, performed on denervated animals,
is dedicated to the investigation of the role of the sino -carotid
receptors in the reactions of individual physiological systems of
the organism, primarily the respiratory system. We established a
correlation between changes in the different functional systems
during both the brief and prolonged action of oxygen deficiency 	 /7 L3
upon the organism of animals with denervated sino-carotid chemo-
receptors. Several series of experiments were conducted for this
purpose.
The first series of experiments were performed on white rats.
Bilateral disconnection of the sino-carotid zones was performed
under Nembutal narcosis by means of a careful treatment of the
region of the bifurcation of the carotid artery with a 10% phenol
solution (E. A. Konza, 1970). Intact animals were sub '4ected to
operative intervention with the exposure of the carotid arteries,
without treating with phenol.
Hypoxic hypoxia was produced by raising the animals in a low
pressure chamber to an altitude of 12000 m at a rate of 25 m/sec.
During the entire ascent of the fixed animals a complex recording
was made of the cardiac activity (EKG), respiration, rectal tem-
perature and oxygen pressure in the femoral muscle. The results
obtained were analyzed by means of variation statistics.
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T theAe Invest igations (N. A.' Agadzhanyan, N. A. Usakova,
it 18 GhMoM that during. an ascent to an *altitude of
. _Q(?Qm6tera the frequency of respiration quite '.significant3y
increases  both in intact and 	 in denervated rat s, which agrees with
.the `
 data. of ' other authors. Differences _irk _the e
 reaadtion of the
; respiratory,Y^ ystem of intact and denervated rats were observed in the
zones of slight and moderate hypoxia. under extreme degrees of
atmospheric rarefaction (at altitudes. greater than 8000 m) the role
of reflex regulation of the physiological funetions ,_,probably,
disappears.. This Is confirmed by the identical degree of sup-
`pression of respiration in.denervated and Intact rats. The general
mature of the change in the frequency of cardiac contractions was
'analogous to the nature of the changes in respiration. These data
`correlate with the result of an investigation of oxygen pressure
`in`the femoral muscle. The decrease in the p0 2 in the muscle in
denervated rats took place more rapidly than in the intact animals.
Thus, it was shown, that with a rapid decrease in the oxygen
content in the Inhaled air in the case of rats with denervated
sino-carotie chemoreceptors,the reaction of the respiratory system
is delayed and exists at a lower level than in the case of intact
animals. This leads to a more pronounced hypoxia of the tissues.
The chemoreceptors of the sino-carotid zone do not significantly
participate in the regulation of the reactions of the cardiovas-
cular system to rapidly increasing hypoxia.
	
The rectal temperature, which was 0.600 and 0.43 0 less at an	 /74
altitude of 12000 meters, gradually decreased in proportion to the
increase in hypoxia of the intact and denervated animals. This
agrees with the data of L. L. Shik (1948), Ye. V. Gubler, (1952),
N. A. Agadzhan*^n(1968), K. P. Ivanov (1968). It is known that
the temperature control center, located in the hypothalanus, pos-
sesseshigh sensitivity to hypoxia, as a result of which oxygen
deficiency in the inhaled air leads to the suppression of chemical
temperature regulation. In the opinion of N. N. Sirotinin (1941)
et al. in the case of rats , hypothermia may be a protective reaction
of the organism to a low oxygen content in the inhaled air. Insuf-
ficient study has been given to the problem of the role of the
,receptors of ' the sino-carotid zone in the regulation o. the heat
eange of the animal organism. G. N. Veselkin and Ye. S. Zykir},a-
Garmenitskaya_(1957), in experiments on rabbits with the carotid
'Ties removed
., established that the sino-carotid zones play a signi-
fic ant role in the reflex mechanism of the development of a fever reaction
with the introduction of a pyrogenic substance into the organism.
In order to expose the role of the sino-carotid zones in animals
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with dfferent..levels of acclimatization to hypoxia and to obtain
comparitive data. in second series were,conducted in high-mountain
Bond tiono '(the 'Tuya-Ashu Paes altitude 3299, m) on, rabbits and rats,
brought from Moscow C,sea.leve l and marmots (native to the moun-
tains) .
The operation of glomectomy was performed under the stereo-
miscroscope. It consisted of the simultaneous bilateral removal
of the carotid body and its surrounding adventitia from the region
of bifurcation of the common carotid artery V../ I. Yelfimov, 1971).
The survival time at an altitude of 12C00 meters (with an al-
titude chamber ascent at a rate of 25 m/sec) was determined as a
test characterizing the dynamics of the acclimatization of differ-
ent types of animals to a high mountain climate.
Investigations were conducted on 30 rabbits, 120 rats and 29
marmots.	 In all,179 animals were subjected to 201 tests.
Data on the altitude resistance of intact and denervated rats
.on different days of mountain acclimatization are presented in
Table 16 and Fig. 9.
From Table 16 it is obvious that a reliable increase in the
altitude resistance of intact and denervated rats began only after
30-40 days of mountain acclimatization. It is necessary to note
that the survival time in the altitude chamber at 12000 meters on
all the indicated days of acclimatization was statistically higher
(P less than 0.05) in the case of intact rats than in the case of
rats with the sino -carotid bodies removed.
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Fig. 9 Altitude resistance
(survival time in minutes at
12000 meters) of intact (1)
and denervated (2) rats at
various days of mountain
acclimatization. Confidence
interval calculated for P=0.05.
1	 1
NX 1,
2L,_
1-3 b-7	 IS-17	 30-40
Days
TABLE 16. SURVIVAL TIME (in seconds) OF ANIMALS AT AN ALTITULEE OF 12,000 m
FOR VARIOUS DAYS OF ACCLIMATIZATION IN THE MQUBMINS
(Experiments of A. I. Yelfimov)
_ • Intact rats
	 Denervated rate
Days of acclimatization
SLatistJeal
Thdioator
.n	 ^i	 o	 I I I	 ^	 ^M	 ^
n
	 1	 9	 43 1 17 1 12	 101 27
	 27	 6M	 530 582 673 820
	 26b 311 367 435fin	 f31 +30 t70 ±78 f38 t36 f26 ±41PI
	— >0,05 >0,05 <0,01 — I >0,05 	 <0,05 <0,01
1 The reliability P is calculated in relation to the data for the
1 - 3 days
Analogous data are obtained in experiments on rabbits (Table
17).
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Fig. 10 Altitude resistance
(in seconds) of rats (1), rab-
bits (2) and marmots . (3)  on
the 25th day of mountain accli-
matization
From the data given it is
obvious that a reliable (P less
than 0.05) increase in altitude
resistance is noted for intact
rabbits toward the thirtieth
day of mountain acclimatization.
In the animals which have been
operated on the survival time a
shgLrply decreases on the 15-30t^i
,dLy's.	 The altitude resis-
tance of intact rabbits in the
acclimatization periods men-
tioned is significantly increasea
(P less than 0.5) in com-
parison with the animals which
have been operated on.
Different results are ob-
tained in experiments on mar-
mos. (Mart.	 mota caudata)
which constantly inhabit the
given mountain region (the
Tuya-Ashu Pass). It was esta-^)-
llshed that if the survival
time of intact marmots' in
the case of an ascent to an
altitude of 12000 m was 780
seconds, then on the 25th day
after glomectomy it increased
to 1280 seconds (Fig. 10).
These results, in the first
place, indicate that in the
case of mountain natives (mar-
mot^') the altitude resistance
is higher than that of animals
brought from sea level (rabbits,
rats), and, in the second place,
the removal of the sino-carotid
bodies causes opposite changes
in these animals. Thus, if the
altitude resistance of rabbits
and rats after denervation of
sino-carotid chemoreceptors is
decreased, then, as we have
already mentioned, in marmots,
if-on the contrary is increased.
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In order to explain certain intimate mechanisms of the adapta-
tion of different types of animals to a high mountain climate the
dynamics of the change in certain factors in the blood were•,
investiagated in addition to the determination of the altitude
resistance.
ybon	 5-7	 15-117	 2
Days
Fig. 11 Nature of the change in the number of erythrocytes in
rabbits (1) and marmot§ (2) on different days of mountain accli-
matization (Tuya-Ashu Pass, altitude 3200 m).
a - intact animals; 	 b - after glomectomy
Figure 11 shows the dynamics of the change in the number of
erythrocytes in rabbits and marmots on different days of moun-
tain acclimatization (experiments of A. I. Yelfimov and Ye. M.
Bebinov).
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TABLE 17. HIGH-ALTITUDE RESISTANCE (TIME OF SURVIVAL IN SECONDS
AT AN ALTITUDE OF 12,000 m) IN RABBITS IN DIFFERENT PERIODS
OF MOUNTAIN ACCLIMATIZATION.
6 ti$tical Back-
co t GlotnectoMy'
1517. 30	 day* 15^^
Indicator ground &YX
n 15 10 11 8 6
M 220 313 418 30 39
±mP
±20
—
±22
>0,05
±50
<0,05
+3
<0.05
+6
<0,05
From the data given it is obvious that as in the case of
the investigation of the altitude resistance, changes on the part /_7 8
of the erythrocytes of denervated rabbits and marmots' are in
opposite directions, i.e. the number of erythrocytes after glomee-
tomy in rabbits significantly increases (more than in the case of
intact animals) and, on the other hand, in the case of marmots
it decreases.
The experimental data obtained reveal several characteristics
of the adaptation to hypoxia of different species of animals. The
further study of the physiological mechanisms of the adaptation
of an organism to oxygen deficiency provides the possibility of
controlling compensatory reactions, and consequently, of finding
ways to increase the resistance of the organism to hypoxia.
4. THE INFLUENCE OF HYPDXIA ON CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND THE
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF THE BRAIN
Although a large number of fundamental investigations have
been dedicated to the study of the Inflummce-of oxygen insufficiency on
the organism, our knowledge about this problem is far from complete.
Thus, while the adaptive reactions, directed coward maintaining
constant partial pressure of gases in the blood and towards increas-
ing the oxygen utilization by the tissues have been well studied,
we know little about the complex readjustment, arising under the
affects of hypoxia, of the activity of the different functional
systems of the organism and the mechanisms of their disturbances,
expecially of the functions of the higher sections of the brain.
It has been shown that the higher sections of the central
nervous system are particularly sensitive to oxygen deficiency
and endure complete absence of oxygen only a few minutes (V. V.
Strel'tsov, 1939, L. A. Orbeli, 1940, I. R. Petrov, 1949).
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The numerous investigations of domestic and foreign authors
which have been conducted in recent years have significantly
broadened our understanding of the changes in the activity of the
central, nervous system under the effects of hypoxia.
The conditioned reflex method was used for studying the
influence of oxygen starvation o; the higher nervous activity of
animals. The first changes in conditioned feeding reflexes were
observed at altitudes of 1000-3000 m (shortening of the latent
	
_L2_
period, increase in the magnitude of conditioned reflexes and
unconditioned salivation), and, as a rule, phase states were noted
in the animals at higher elevations (4000-6000 m) and, finally at
altitudes of 6000-7000 m conditioned reflex feeding reactions com-
pletely disappeared (A. V. Lifshits, 1949; V. N. Zvorykin, 1951;
M. P. Brestkin, 1952; Malmejac, Plane, 1952; V. A. Isabayava, 1954;
`G. V. Altukhov, 1955, et al.) The authors explained these changes
in conditioned reflex activity by the disturbance of the processes
of internal inhibition. . at the beginning, and subsequently, by
the development of threshold inhibition.
We studied the higher nervous activity in conditions of a
rarefied atmosphere by means of conditioned motor (defense)reflexes.
Considering the enormous biological role of the conditioned
reflex in the "most precise and delicate" adaptations of the organism
to environmental conditions and knowing that the speed of develop-
ing and strengthening a conditioned reflex is an important indica-
tor of the adaptability of an animal to specific conditions, we
not only studied the systematic operation of the cerebral hemis-
pheres and the condition o+ the different types of internal inhi-
bition in conditions of a rarefied atmosphere, but also directly
studied the characteristics of the formation of temporary connec-
tions with the action of oxygen deficiency on the organism.
In order to solve the problems put forth in this section of
the study we used a method allowing for simultaneous recording
of the conditioned reflexes, respiration and cardiac activity
under altitude chamber conditions in experiments on dogs, and also for an
electroencephalogram to be taken in experiments on rabbits.
The altitude chamber was equipped with the necessary apparatus
for conditioned motor and secretory	 reflex tests. Conditioned
stimuli gere placed inside the chamber and were turned on from a
control	 panel located outside the altitude chamber. Figure 12
shows a diagram of the setup for testing reflexes and the control
panel.
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The investigations were conducted on six dogs both under terrestrial
conditions, and at different altitudes (2000-10000 m). The ascent
rate in all experiments was 15 m/sec. The conditions of performing
the tests in a rarefied atmosphere make impossible the use of the
pneumatic and mechanical systems of recording conditioned motor
reflexes which were used by V. P. Protopopov, E. A. Asratyan, G. P.
Konradi et al.in their experiments in conditions of normal baro-
metric pressure. /$0
Amyliftel
for
" Er
Figure 12. General scheme of the setup for investigating
conditioned reflexes.
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We used a variable resistance with a system of levees as
	 /81
a sensor receiving the paw moments produced by the animal in
response to conditioned and unconditioned stimuli. The sensor
was attached to the right rear paw so that the axis or rotation
of the rheostat slider was at the same level as the knee joint.
We determined the amount of response motor reaction and the
force of the electric current according to the readings of the
measuring instruments and the data registered on an oscillograph.
Motor electrical-defense,.conditioned reflexes were developed
according to a specific stereotype to stimuli of varying inten-
sity (bell, a tone of varying frequency and light).
In order to obtain audio frequencies, an audio oscillator
was used which made it possible to establish both the pitch and
the intensity of the tones presented in precise quantitative units.
The electrocardiagram and respiration were recorded simultan-
eously with the investigation of the conditioned motor reflexes.
In all* six dogs were subjected to 419 tests, of which 93
tests - were At various altitudes (Table 18).
TABLE 18.	 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS CARRIED OUT FOR THE STUDY OF THE
HIGHER NERVE ACTIVITY OF DOGS AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES
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As a result of the investigations it was established that
at altitudes of 2000-5000 m there is noted a certain shortening
of the latent period, an increase in the magnitude of the condi-
tioned reflexes to all stimuli and-in individual cases - even
loss of differentiation.
In one dog (Beetle) at an altitude of 5000 m there was observed
in the first half of the experiment a lengthening of the
latent period and disturbance of the force relationships accord-
ing to the compensating hypnotic phase pattern. The different
picture of the changes in the conditioned motor reflexes of the
various dogs with all conditions being equal indicates, in the	 .4$2
first place, the significance of the typological characteristics
of the nervous system of animals in development of oxygen star-
vation; in the seond place it indicates that an altitude of 5000 m
is the boundary altitude, at which the organism is on the line
between the physiological and pathophysiological states.
These experiments show that a 45 minute stay of the animals
at altitudes of 2000=5000 m does not cause severe damage to the
higher nervous activity, which must be connected with the devel-
opment in these conditions of sufficiently effective compensatory
reactions, above all on the part of the respiration and cardio-
vascular system, enabling the animals to adapt to these altitudes.
As far as the equilibrium of the basic cortical processes at
altitudes of 2000-5000 m is concerned, it changes toward a rela-
tive intensification of the excitation process.
The results of experiments conducted at an altitude of 6000 m
indicate that in all dogs at this altitude there is already sup-
pression of the conditioned reflex activity, expressed in a pro-
longation of the latent period, absence of reaction to specific
stimuli (light) and distortion of force relationships (accordin
to the type of the compensating and paradoxical hypnotic phases.
With a comparison of the results obtained in our laboratory
by the secretory conditioned reflex method (G. V. Altukhov, 1955)
and data obtained on the same dogs by the conditioned motor reflex
method, it is possible to observe that in the case of an investi-
gation of the feeding reflexes,differentiation is, as a rule, lost
at an altitude of 6000 m, while during the test of a motor
stereotype at this altitude it is almost always preserved.
The difference observed in identical conditions of oxygen
starvation can, evidently, be explained by the biological characteristics
of the motor and secretory reactions.
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Conditioned motor defense reflexes are more resistant to
oxygen deficiency than are feeding reflexes.
The typological characteristics of the nervous system. of the
subject animals show up clearly at an altitude of 7000 and
particularly 8000 m. At this altitude we also noted prolongation
of the latent period, an absence of reaction to specific stimuli
of the stereotype and a distortion of force relationships. In
addition the above mentioned disturbances were more pronounced in
dogs with predominance of the inhibiting process. The unconditioned /83
reaction was preserved at an altitude of 8000 mx however,it was
somewhat weakened and lagged behind the moment of application of
the electrical stimulus.
The retention of differentiation at high altitudes, evidently,
can be explained not by the increase in thetonus of internal inhi-
bition, but by the development of protective inhibition at these
altitudes.
I. P. Pavlov considers the deep inhibition which develops
under the influence of unfavorable influences to be the normal
physiological defense mechanism of the organism with a pathogenic
origin, protecting the brain cells from depletion and functional
destruction.
Such inhibition, threshold in nature and protective in value,
was observed in dogs at altitudes of 8000 Lo 10000 m. The condi-
tioned reflexes to individual stimuli were sharply suppressed up
to their complete disappearance. Unconditioned reflexes were also
disturbed.
At the same time that we studied the hypoxic disturbances of
the developed dynamic stereotype of conditioned motor reflexes we
also conducted investigations of extinction inhibition in the
same conditions.
I. P. Pavlov attributed great significance to the study of
extinction inhibition. He considered it to be a biologically
necessary adaptation for the economy of energy expenditure of the
nervous system. "Thanks to the inhibition which appears," wrote
I. P. Favlov, "the conditioned stimulus as a signt , l conforms to
the detailed conditions of its physiological role, not giving rise
to useless work." l
1 I. P. Pavlov: roln. Sobr. Soch (Complete collected works) Volume 3,
Book II, Moscow, 19c1, page 390.
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The data obtained indicate that oxygen deficiency at an alti-
tude of 6000 m, while still not having significant influence on
the stimulatory process, weakens the process of active inhibition,
which was expressed in the chao°;ic and undulating nature of the
extinction of reflexes.
The nature and speed of extinction of a conditioned motor
reflex at an-altitude of 8000 m depended on the stress of the
protective inhibition, whereby the more intensive was the latter the
more rapidly the conditioned reaction to the stimulus being extinguished
disappeared.
If we analyse the material obtained without considering the 	 /84
conditions in which the organism of the animal is found, then at
first glance the impression may be created that at an altitude of
8000 m active inhibition is intensified and becomes more complete.
However, this is indeed. not so. The rapid extinction of a condi-
tioned motor reaction at an altitude of 8000 m is not oroduned by an
, increase in the tone of active (extinction) inhibition, but by the
development, as we have already noted, of threshold protective
inhibition, which caused the weakening of troth cortical processes.
Analyzing mat:^rlals on the problem of inhibitory stimuli, I. P.
Pavlov indicated the double functional role of the inhibitory
process, which is manifested on the one hand in the most delicate
adaptation of the organism to the environment, and on the other in
the protection of the cortical cells from further destruction and
exhaustion. " gin the case of intense inhibitory tonus of the cortex
it deepens the inhibition, as if supplementing the inhibition at
hand.
In the process of formation of conditioned reflex(:s we find very
cor.plex manifestations of synthetic and analyti^ activity of the
hi , ;hgr sections of the brain, since the physiological role of the
cortex of the cerebral hemispheres is, on the one hand, switching
(i.^ mechanism) and on the other.., signalizing (in value). There-
fore, it is of great interest to obtain data on the possibility of
analyzing conditioned reflexes directly in conditons of oxygen
starvation (at an altitude of 6000 m).
We determined that it is, in principal, impossible to form
temporary connections to audio signals in conditions of acute 
oxygen deficiency. However, it was shown that the rate at which
	 a
conditioned refle:e , are formed on the ground and at an altitude
of 6000 m is differe.it (Table 19).
The process of the formation of conditioned connections at thea	 r
indicated altitude proceeded more slowly and with fluctuations. 	 .y
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A clear relationship between the rate of development of conditioned
reflexes and the typological characteristic of the nervous system
of the subject animals was noted here.
The difficulty of the formation of temporary connections in
conditions of oxygen starvation undoubtedly indicates a
lowering of the functional level of the cerebral cortex of the
brain. Moreover, temporary connections developed in conditions
of oxygen deficiency are dl,,';inguished by their instability and
easy inhibition.
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0. T. Sakhtulina (1.949) also observed a sharl, disturbances of
the switching function ^f the cerebral cortex after prolonged
periods of anemization of the central nervous syste,n. Thus, our
experiments riot only established the fact of the weakening of
earlier developed and fixed cjondi.tioned connections, but also of
the disruption of the switching function - the development of new
temporary connections in conditions of oxygen starvation.
It was also ;shown that a conditioned reaction on the part of
respiration and cardiac Activity, as a vii1e, appeared with a signi-
ficantly smaller number 'of combinations of conditioned and uncon-
ditioned stimuli., thrai a motor ferenso reaction. in other word„ lit
of conditioned rei'lexed cane. gradiial.l.y L-o the forelfront
In agreement with general biological rules. In addition 
'
changes in
respiration and cardiac activity occur in direct relation to the
Initial f'ul,et; i ?Il,il cc^nci:i t ton:; oi' thercic;p t r..tt^> ry and vx:;oul it
motor Center.	 Thi_us, If 1-r cond i t [oned ;;t trml l u:, wn:*, t ';,i
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Very often, especially in experiments with the extinction of
a conditioned reflex, the vegetative reaction continued to be
preserved while local conditioned and unconditioned motor reac-
	 /86
tions were absent. This is probably . the result of the varying
biological significance and typographical localization of the
&Yruetural elements of the cortex providing for and regulating
a given reaction of the organism, but it also depends on the
functional mobility of the cortical processes developed in the
process of phylo-and ontogenesis for a more perfect adaptation of
the organism to changing environmental conditions.
At altitudes of 6000 - 8000 m conditioned reflexes of the
organs of respiration and the cardiac activity almost completely
disappear, and at altitudes of 10000 m and more there begin to be
severe disturbances of the vitally important functions of the
organisms, expressed in the appearance of periodic breathing,
arrhythmia of the pulse and indicating the exhaustion of the com-
pensatory capacities of the organism.
The possible use of electrophysiological methods of
investigation, in particular the method of electroencephalography,
is also of great interest. It has Lien established that the dyna m-
les of the change in the bioelectric activity of the brain under
the effects of hypoxia pass through three stages: predominance of
exitation rhythms at moderate altitudes; dominance of slow wave
activity from an altitude of 8000 m and suppression of electric
activity up to compiete "silencing" from an altitude of 11000 m
(0. I. Parfenova, M. N. Livanov, 1945; V. B. Malkin, A. N. Razume-
yev, G. V. Izosimov, 1963; Motobayashi, Mitarai, Ando, 1963). How-
ever, in the works of the authors, just mentioned the bioeler_tri.cal
activity of the ',rain in conditions of decreased barometric pres-
sure was investigated with the animal in a fixed position which did
not allow the relationship between changes in biopotentials and behavorial
reactions of the animals to be determined.
The correlation between changes in the EEG and the behavior
of animals in conditions of increasing hypoxia was 'traced in our
laboratc J (L. V. Kalyuzhnyy, N. A. Agadzhanyan, I. N. Zakharova,
1967).
In order to explain the physiological role of the different
formations of the brain in the performance of protective compensa-
tory reactions of the organism it is important to study the inter-
center relationships, the regularity and sequence of development 	 /87
of changes in the biological activity of the cortex and subcortical
ft— tions and to reveal the features which are specific for eaciz
structure. For this we chose the structures of the brain directly
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participating in the formation of specific reflex behavioral 'acts.
The experiments were performed on rabbits with hichrome
electrodes permanently implanted 	 in the following structures: the
visual zone of the cortex, the dorsal hippocampus, the lateral
margin of the hypothalamus and the reticular formation of the
midbrain. Electrodes 20-25 um thick for subcortical recording
and 300 um'.thick for cortical recordin were implantel bipolarly
with a distance of 1-2 mm between the glectrodes.
In all rabbits with a developed,conditioned food-acquiring
reflex,the background bioelectrical activity was characte%ized
b_y regular oscillations of
-
the-  biopotentials at a frequency of 475
oscillations per second and an amplitude of 80-100 microvolts. In response
to a rhythmic light signal there were observed on the EEG bursts of
synchronized oscillation of potentials with a frequency of 8-10 per second
in all recordings studied as well as a reaction of simulating the rhythm
of right flashes in the visual zone of the cortex
and the lateral margin of the hypothalamus. At altitudes of 2000-
3000 m the level of excitation in the structures of the brain in-
creases,which is expressed by an increase in the number of inter-
signal food-gaining reactions, loss of differentiation, a de-
crease in the energy of delta waves on the EEG (upTto 85±7A,) and the
predominance of the theta rhythm	 in all recordings investigated,
equal to 5-7 oscillations per second	 and an amplitude of 70-100
microvolts, and sometimes with individual bursts to 8-9 gAcillations
per second. ! ►t this period,the behavioral reactions of "raising
up the ears" were observed in the rabbits mainly. Moreover,
a pronounced preliminary motor behavior reaction was constantly
recorded at these elevations. It is characteristic that it is
precisely at this period that the integrator indicates a distinct
drop in energy of delta wave activity and the presence of inter-
signal EEG reactions of "imposition" in the lateral margins of the
hypothalamus (L. V. Kalyuzhnyy, N. A. Agadzhanyan, I. N. Zakharova,
1967). The above-mentioned changes indicate the predominance at
altitudes up to 4000 m of the excitation of the parasympathetic
subcortical sections of the brain as a result of an increase flow ;88
of impulses from the chemo- and baroreceptors.
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'Fig. 13. Change in the reaction of "self stimulation" (a) and
"avoidance" (b) under the effects of increasing hypoxia.
Experimental investigations, conducted in our laboratory by
G. P. Goroyan, indicate that in conditions of a rarefied atmosphere,
corresponding to altitudes of 3000-4000 m, a reliable (P less than
0.05) increase in the "self-stimulation" reaction and a certain
facilitation of the "avoidance" reaction (Fig. 13) are observed.
In these conditions,fac_ilitation*of the "self-stimulation" reaction
was blocked by a cholinolytic substance - scopolamine but was not
blocked by slminazine, while the "avoidance" reaction was only inhi-
bted to a certain degree by aminazine and not blocked by scopola-
mine (N. A. Agadzhanyan, G. P. Goroyan, L. V. Kalyuzhnyy et al.
1968). The above-mentioned changes become understandable if we
consider that the lateral hypothalamus is the unconditioned sub-
cortical feeding center with a cholinergic nature of excitation.
These results provide a basis for assuming that at moderate /89
altitudes a biologically positive motivation condition arises in
animals as a result of the dominance of excitation from forward-
lateral sections of the hypothalamus and cholinergic activation
mechanisms. It is necessary to note that in human beings at alti-
tudes of approximately 3000-4000 m, as a rule, a state of euphoria
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In proportion to the further increase in hypoxia at altitudes
of 5000-7000 m,a second increase in the excitation ?eval in the '
structures of the brain is noted, which is characte^ized by a de-
crease in the energy of delta waves on the EEG, a generalization
of the reaction	 assimilating the rhythm of stimulation over
all recording structures of the brain and an absence of the con-
ditioned food-acquiring reflex. This is produced by the increased
excita-aiain,x". of the subcortical non-specific activating system of
the brain. At altitudes of 5000-7000 m,there is observed an inhi-
bition of the "self-stimulation" reaction and a significant facili-
tation of the "avoidance" reaction which was blocked by aminazine and
not blocked by scopolamine.
An analysis of the experimental data presented indicates that
the biologically positive motivation state observed in animals in
conditions of moderate hypoxia (at altitudes of 3000-4000 m) at
to replaced at altitudes of 5000 -7000 by a biologically negative
motivation state as the result of the predominance of excitation
of the adrenergic structures of the subcortex - the reticular form-
ation of the midbrain and the rear-medial sections of the hypothal-
amus. It shcv.id be noted that in our early investigation it was
established that it is impossible to extinguish a conditioned de-
fense	 reaction in dogs at an altitude of 6000 m (N. A. Agadzhan-
yan, 1956). In our laboratory,studies by L. V. Kalyuzhnyy showed
that the hypothalamus, being functionally and "chemically" a heter-
ogenic formation, determines the differentiation of the biological
significance of a stimulus and directly participates in the forma-
tion of the response reaction of the organism in extreme conditions,
in particular with increasing hypoxia.
Finally, at altitudes greater than 7000 m,threshold inhibition
develops in the structures of the brain, being expressed in the dis-
appearance of conditioned reflexes, and the development of slow wave
activity, which is first recorded in the cortex and then in the
subcortical structures. At altitudes greater than 8000 m both the /90
"self-stimulation" reaction and the "avoidance" reaction disappear.
It is very characteristic that in the case of the creation of
a "plateau" on the EEO at an altitude of 7000 m. the slow waves of
the cortex may, for a certain period of time, bt , again replaced by
the theta rhythm, i.e. by the same activity which is observed in
the subcortical formation. Beginning with an altitude of 8000 m
a slow wave rhythm of high amplitude appeared even in the subcor-
tical recordings and above of all in recordings of the hypothalamus.
In other cases, the delta activity was recorded simultaneously in
recordings of the hypothalamus and hippocampus, while in the
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reticular formation of the midbrain,rapid activity in the form of
irregular o*cillations of 4-6 cycles per second and an amplitude of
40-60 microvolts was observed.
Probably, specific paths of impulsation passage are less dis-
turbed by the effects of hypoxia.
At the time when slow waves were observed in the hypothalamus,
the rabbits, as a rule, were completely immobile and lay prone
on the floor of the chamber. At altitudes of 8000-9000 m the energy
of the delta waves increased to 204 + 38% (data from the biopotential
integrator).
With an ascent to higher altitudes (11000-12000 m) EEG recor.d-
ings from the cortex, hypothalamus and hippocam* rus registered still
slower frequencies of biopotential oscillations, which also became
less regular, while in recordings from the reticular formation of
the midbrain,an abrupt flattening of the bioelectrical curve to
20-30 microvolts was recorded. Individual oscillations of biopoten-
tials, which corresponded to single terminal respiratory movements
of the anirial, were observed on the EEG against this background.
Generalized clonic spasms as a rule developed after these and a
rapid "descent" was produced. At ground atmospheric pressure, normal
rhythms of :respiration and EEG were soon reestablished.
Several sequential stages were also observed in the case of the
reestablishment of conditioned reflex activity and normal electrical
activity after having endured acute hypoxia. Immediately after the
"descent" as a result of the blockage of afferent impulsation the
EEG "imposition" reaction was not established in any of the struc-
tures investigated and the conditioned reflex was absent.
Later, the reaction of the "imposition" of the rhythm of the sig-
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nal presented appeared in proportion to the reconstruction of the
conditioned reflex activity in the visual region of the cortex and
the lateral margin of the hypothalamus. Consequently, the picture
of functional changes in the brain in conditions of oxygen deficiency
may be divided into a series of sequentially developing stages.
Disturbance of brain activity began from the cortical formations,
then the intermediate brain was damaged and finally - the midbrain.
A study of certain neuro-chemical mechanisms of brain reac-
tions showed that in conditions of increased oxygen insufficiency
there is observed an initial predominance of excitation ofa choliner-
gic nature of the forward-lateral sections of the hypothalamus,
and at altitudes of greater than 5000 m, excitation of an adrenergic
2^
nature of the rear-medial sections o
reticular formation of the midbrain,
of a biologically negative motivation
conditioned feeding reflexes.
f the hypothalamus and the
which leads to the dominance
 state and the suppression of
Having revealed the presence of the correlation between changes
in the EEG and behavioral reactions in experiments on animals, we
undertook the test of determining in experiments of human beings the
depth and sequence of the changes observed under the effects of acute
hyped.&.. A special series of.experiments was conducted for
this purpose (N. A. Agadzhanyan et al. 1971). The subjects were
healthy men,20-30 years in age, who passed the flight-medical
board and were suited for altitude chamber experiments without
limitations.
The nature of the change of the physiological reactions of
an organism in breathing pure nitrogen or helium was studies in the
subjects.
Complex recording of the following physiological factors was
performed in the experiments: EEG (8 recordings), skin-galvanic
reflex, motor reactions in solving arithmetical problems (writing
sample), EKG, frequency and volume of breathing and oxygenation of
blood. Motor reactions in solving arithmetical problems (counting
from 1 to 1000) were re^.orded with the use of an electric contact
pencil. In all,45 subjects were subjected to more than 20C tests.
It is known that adaptation to hypoxia is a very complex and 	 /92
multifaceted process in which practically all the organs in the
system of the organism are involved. As we have already noted,
the resulting function, characterizing the effectiveness of compen-
satory-adaptative reactions of the organism, is the level of oxygen-
ation of the arterial blood. The oxygen pressure in the tissues,
and,therefore,also the normal course of oxidizing processes, greatly
depend on the degree of oxygenation of the arterial blood.
It must be mentioned that not only the degree but also the rate
of growth of oxygen starvation infl-tence the degree of oxygenation
of the blood. In our experiments it is shown that, depending on
the rate of growth of hypoxia, the degree of oxygenation of the
blood at a given altitude fluctuates within wide limits (from 48 to
76x). Individual differences are particularly clearly manifested
in the case of slow rates of growth of hypoxia and, visa versa, the
more rapidly oxygen starvation appears, the more these differences
level out.
The time from the beginning of breathing pure nitrogen or
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helium to the appearance of severe-functional disorders was, on
the average, around 2 minutes in our experiments. Individual
fluctuations varied within the limits of 5-8 seconds.
The investigations showed that the first signs of disturbance
of the higher i.ervous activity appear in man at the 50-55th second
of breathing nitrogen and helium with a blood oxygenation equal to
75-80% (Fig. 14). This coincides with the appearance of theta
waves on the EEG. The subject, as a rule, does not perceive the in-
different signals used at this time.
In . proportion to the increase in hyp oxia, and in particular
with a blood oxygenation equal to approximately 70% (75-80 seconds
of breathing nitrogen or helium), delta waves appear on the EEG
.at first isolated, and then in groups, and finally in the case of
-here hypoxia the delta waves become predominant. The appearance
of delta waves is accompanied by regular changes in the motor reac-
tion and memory, namely errors in completing simple arithmetical
problems; perseverat;on . phenomena are noted. In our opinion, these
phenomena express the presence of functional disassociation between
the cortex and subcortical (thalamic) regions. The "automatism"
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Fig. 14	 Change of behavioral reaction of a man in conditions of
acute oxygen starvation.
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On the left - time from the moment of breathing pure nitrogen or
helium and percentage of blood oxygenation (oxyhemometry data);
t, on the right - symptoms of functional disturbances; -,rosshatched
area - degree of expression and rate of growth of disturbances.
phenomena characteristic of high altitude hypoxia very often appear
with the predominance of delta waves on the EEG. For example, the
subject performs writing motions but does not produce a graphic
inscription. Subsequently with a blood oxygenation equal to approx-
imately 65% and below (115-125 seconds of breathing nitrogen or
helium),loss of unconsciousness begins.
Consciousness as a structural phenomenon undergoes a number of
successive and complex changes under the effects of acute oxygen
starvation. First, the ability to perceive indifferent signals,	 /94
which do not have great biological and social significance, is
disturbed. In proportion to the increase in hypoxia the subject
loses the ability to p,e ,rtceive his surroundings as a whole with all
their fine details and ir.'ifferent stimuli and it is as if all
attention or active consciousness is concentrated on fulfilling
and perceiving the basic task of the experiment. Subsequently,
with deep hypoxia even this ability and also the feeling of danger
are lost, the memory retains only traces in the form of the per-
ception of proprioceptive signal from the muscles of the whole body.
Then, (after approximately 120 seconds) loss of consciousness begins.
In this period the structures of the brain, performing active infor-
mation activity, are completely inhibited and only those sections
function which regulate the activity of vitally important organs
and systems (respiration, cardiac activity).
After returning to breathing atmospheric air, the ability to adequately
react to external signals and to perform coordinated psychomotor activity
returns after 36 seconds ., and the EEG picture begins to be restored even
earlier, after 15 seconds.
A complex study of the different functional systems shows that
repeated exposure to high altitude factors produces a gradual adap-
tation of the organism to sharply changing conditions of the sur-
rounding gas medium (to a lesser degree,pulmonary ventilation
changes and tachycardia decreases).
The explanation of the physiological mechanisms of hypoxic
disturbances and the establishment of a correlation between the
degree of blood oxygenation, EEG changes and behavorial reactions
make it possible to predict the degree of disturbances of brain
functions and to develop concrete prophylactic measures for different
levels of oxygen starvation. This may find practical application
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in the establishment of medical monitoring to evaluae the adeguate-
ness of spacecraft crew responses to different signals.
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CHAPTER. III
ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON THE
ORGANISM
In order to maintain the normal working capacity and health /95
of a man located in an airtight cabin it is necessary to main-
tain a sufficient total pressure and optimal partial
pressure of oxygen, carbon dioxide and other gases in it.
In order to solve this problem it was necessary to conduct a
broad range of investigations, aimed at studying the influence
on a man of an extended stay in small, sealed compartments In conditions
of an artificial atmosphere.
Experiments involving men staying in airtight cabins aith
an atmosphere, close to normal terrestrial , atmosphere,
have already been conducted in the Soviet Union. However,
interest is seeking .broad technical and biological possibilities
for supporting human life in extreme conditions and the necessity of
using an attired environment for clinical purposes posid the
problem of studying different variants of an artifica.l gas medium.
In addition, with regard to the physiological capacities of man
as a biological creature,the limits of the permissible variations
of the parameters of this medium must be determined primarily
by the length of time spent in it. The requirements of the gas
medium will become increasingly strict in proportion to the in-
crease in the time spent in such an environment and to an ever
greater degree it will become necessary to consider not only the
direct influences of the environment on the organism, but also
the reverse influences of the organism on the gas medium surrounding
it.
As applied to an extended stag in airtight compartments,tize
problem of the permissible limits of variation of the total
barometric pressure, the physiological basis of the permissible
concentrations of oxygen . and carbon dioxide, the ion composition
of the air and so forth require further analysis.
If in biological experiments on animals and with the 	 /96
participation of men it is	 shown that it is possible for
an organism to remain for an extended period of time without
harm in conditions of significant fluctuations of the most
important components of the gas medium in sealed compartments,
then physicians and biologists will acquire broader possibilities
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for the formulations and selection of the artificial atmosphere
used in airtight compartments.
It is particularly important to explain the biological role
of atmospheric pressure and inert gases in order to derive the
physio.Logical basis of the oxygen regime and to create a
scientifically well-founded general theory of the formation of
an artificial atmosphere in sealed inhabited systems.
For many years now,the question of the possibility of using
a gas medium .consisting only of oxygen in inhabited cabins
has been considered in the literature. In particular, until
recently many physiologists in the USA considered that in space-
craft it is expedient to create and maintain a gas medium,
consisting of a "monogas"--oxygen (Schaefer, 1964, et al.) However,
such a conclusion was made in the absence of a general theory and
sufficiently complete analysis of the problem.
The rapid tempo of the development of astronautics and the
clear prospects of increasing the distance and duration of
spacecraft flights are stimulating medical and biological studies,
expanding and putting forth new problems for space medicine.
All these investigations are directed toward providing for the
safety of man in outer space and for creating the conditions
necessary for maintaining normal activity and efficiency.
The problem of maintaining efficiency during an extended stay
in conditions of an artificial atmosphere, with relatively limited
motor activity and incoming external information, has a.,quired
important significance at the present time, especially in connec-
tion with the increse in the duration of space flights. In order
to solve this problem it has become necessary to conduct a broad
range of medical and biological investigations at home and abroad (Welch
et al. 1961, 1963; N. A. Agadzhanyan, A. G. Kuznetsov, 1962;
D. :. Ivanov et al.'1963; A. M. Genin 1964; A. V. Lebedinskiy,
S. V. Levinskiy, Yu. G. Nefedov, 196 4 ; A. G. Kuznetsov, et al.
1964 aril others) .
Great attention is given to the orthostatic hypotension 	 /97
which appears in astronauts after flights (Berry Pt al. 1962)
and after experiments with 	 extended stay in conditions of
hypokine g is (Miller et al. 1964;	 A. L. Myasnikov, et al. 1965,
and others) or in a water ,nedium (Graybiel, Clark, 1961;
David, 1961; Graveline, 1962; Yu. V. Vanyushina, 1963; Vogt, 1965,
and others).
One of the primary factors acting on the organism of a man
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in airtight compartments is the limitation of motor aeti-ity.
It is sufficient to say that the oxygen consumption and the
exhalation of carbon dioxide in subjects progressively decreased
not only during prolonged bed rest, but also in sealed
chambers of small volume (Welch, et al, 1961; D. I. Ivanov et al.
1963; A. G. KUznetsov, 1. A. Agadzhanyan et al, 1963) . At the
same time, there is noted an increased discharge from the
organism in the urine of such elements such as sodium, calcium,
potassium, nitrogen, sulfur and phosphorus.
The influence of hypodynamia on the organism may be arbitrarily
divided into two basic groups: the influence leading to changes
in the organism immediately during a prolonged limitation of
muscular activity, and the influence of the consequences of hypo-
dynamia on the different functions of the organism. To the first
group belong atrophy of the muscles, as well as of the bones,
difficulty in moving the Joints, changes in brain circulation,
vascular tone, etc. The second group of disturbances include s4
for example, the lowering of the organism's resistance to ortho-
static effects, acceleration, acute hypoxia, heavy physical loads,
and so forth.
Under measured physical loads, after the termiantion of hypo-
dynamia,a sharp rise in the pulse rate and an increase in arterial
pressure are recorded (A. V. Korobkov, 1961; A. G. Kuznetsov,
N. A. Agadzhanyan et al. 1963).
Taylor (1949) , Miller et al . (1964) , and Lamb et al. (1965 )
indicate a decrease in the capacity of the respiratory and cardio-
vascular system to rapidly supply the working tissues with oxygen
and a significant increase in the amount of lactic acid in the
organism during muscular work after hypodynamia.
A number of authors have established that variation in thE'
level of energy expenditure directly depends on the dimensions of
an airtight chamber. During a seven-day stay by three subjects in
a spacecraft cabin simulator, 5.7 cubic meters in volume, the energy
expenditure was, 	 on the average, 32 kilocalories per kilogram of
body weight per day (2300 kilocalories per day for a man weighing
70 kilograms) with an oxygen consumption of 473 liters and
exhalation of 403 liters of carbon dioxide. With a four-day stay
by two subjects in a mock-up of a spacecraft, le, .2 sq. meters in
area,the energy expenditures	 were, on the average, 40 kilocalories
per kilogram body weight per day (2800 kilograms per day) with a
consumption of 581 liters of oxygen nd the exhalation of 494
lite rs of carbon dioxide (Gelentano et al. 1963).
On the basis o.^ the data obtained the authors conclud,6 that
1 A
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there was approximately a 30% increase . in motor activity in the
'larger chamber.
With the aid of physical training and the use of an "active" gas
medium in a cabin^it is possible to decrease or even completely
eliminate the deficit of muscular activity and in this way to
prevent the development of orthostatic instability.
In Soviet and 'foreign literature there are a limited number of
studies dealing with the influence of hypodynamia on human energy
expenditure during the performance of physical work. Taylor et al. i.(1949) did not find that there subjects. 	 had an increased oxygen con-
sumption during physical work after extended bed rest. A. V.
Lebedinskiy, S. V. Levinskiy and Yu. G. Nefe 'dov (1964) in studies
with subjects staying for an extended period of time (from 10 to
120 days) in sealed compartments of small volume obtained the
opposite results. With a measured physical load the oxygen require-
ment increased to a greater degree than before the beginning of the
experiments. The processes of the liquidation of the oxygen debt
were also significantly slowed down.
The basic cause of the disturbance of the organism's oxygen
regime during work after many days of bed rest is the limitation of
muscular activity. Variation of the hydrostatic fact^)r of the
organism's fluid medium, caused by staying in a horizontal position,
in the opinion of U. S. Katkovskiy (1966),is of secondary importance.
Analysis of published data shows that in the case of a man
undergoing an extended stay in compartments of limited volume
there is, in the first place, disturbance of the physiological
mechanism which control the organism's oxygen requirement, leading
to increasing energy expenditure during the performance of physical
work. Upon transition through ordinary conditions of motor 	 /99
activity, restoration proceeds in a reverse order.
With an increased carbon dioxide content in the :inhaled air(pC0 more than 8 mm iig), functional changes in the organism appeared
earlier and proved to be more pronounced (I. R. Kalinichenko, 1966
et al.)
Increased pulmonary ventilation, contraction of blood vessels
and retardation of circulation are ;specific for increased carbon
dioxide concentrations. The given circumstance must be considered
when developing the principles of the formation of an artificial
atmosphere for flight vehicle cabins, since capillary contraction
slows saturationof the organism with nitrogen. This process does not
9a
Oepe7nd,_on pulmonary ventilation or Breathing, rhythm. It is also
known that carbon dioxide slows deseturation of the organism by nitrogen.
In recent years experiments have been conducted to look into
possibility of a man staying for an extended (up to 15-30 days)
period in an atmosphere of practically pure oxygen (90-94x) under
a total pressure corresponding to altitudes of 7,000-10,000 in
 
mm; Hg) (A. N. Benin et al. 1967) .
The subjects' ability to perform mental and physical work
does not change significantly in these conditions. The oxygen re-
quirement was on the average 19.2 1/h, the carbon dioxide exhaled
--16.1 1/h, energy expenditure--2304 kcal/day.
In the authors' opinion, the gas medium under consideration
does not make significant demands nn the organism's adaptive
capabilities. In addition, data ale given on decompression
disorders observed in the experiment,depending on the duration of
desaturation of the organism.
Long-term (up to 14 days)investigations conducted at ground
pressure showed that with an increase in the oxygen concentration
in the inhaled air to 40$,no significant changes in the physiological
reactions of the organism are observed, while an atmosphere contain-
ing 53% oxygen causes regular changes in the coagulative and
anticoagulative systems of the blood, in the immurkological properties
of the organi: as well as a lowering of altitude resistance (N. A.
Agadzhanyan, et. al. 1968).
Inthe case of an extended stay at an altitude of 3050 in with 	 /100
an oxygen concentration equal to 559, Hanno and 0a^to (1960)
observed toward the end of the experiment a decrease in working
ability and the phenomenon of asthenia. These changes might also
depend on the primitiveness and monotony of the tasks performed.
Therefore, in order to maintain working ability in the indicated
conditions the authors recommend posing complex and varied tasks,
which might creatively stimulate a man.
The results of an experiment wltn two pilots staying for 17
days in an altitude chamber at a pressure equal to 250 nun Hg and
in a pure oxygen atmosphere are of interiat (Heather, 1961). The
duration of the experiment (17 days) waA determined by the period
required for a flight around the moon. The use of a pure oxygen
atmosphere was connected with the fact that from the technical
point of view, in the author's opinion, it is much more difficult
to maintain a constant ratio of different gases than of oxygen
alone in a c -aft's cabin.
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In this experiment the subjects manifested the phenomena of
irritation of the pulmonary tissue and respiratory passages,
and also a weight loss of 2.7 kg in one of the subjects and 1.4 kg
In the other. In the experiment or Haustom and Riley (1947)
subjects were submitted to slow acclimatization in an altitude
chamber by means of a gradual ascent (in the course or three weeks)
to an altitude of 6100 m and a stay at the indicated altitude for
10 days.
The work of D. I. lvanov et al (1963) deserves particular
attention here. The authors studi.oti rile ability of a man to :stay
fear an extended period (tta 30 days) In conditions or reduced barometric
pressure, corresponding to altitudes of 3000-7 4 000 m with a partial
oxygen pressure in the inhaled air of from 150-200 mm Hg. It was
shown that a month-long s ;aay In the above mentioned condit;! on;a is
completely possible with quite a high degree of retention of working
ability. In the author's opinion tho raroraact ion
 factor does not
have Independent biological significance within the ranee LV the
values investigated.
Interesting psychophysiological lnvostlgation8 were also otml.,.
ducted abroad it1 30-.and 17-day experiment;i (Welds, Mopp%kl cat al.
1961; Wolch, 1963). lit a 30-day exporv imtnit tho air was raveriod
oorre ttpond111g to an al,tltu&, or 5486 m.	 Tho subjeeets broathed
ar gas mixture (oxygen-40%, nitrosen-6o%). T 11 the 17--tiny export-,
m011t: tine
	 was oquaal to 10,21 00 111 alld tho
breathed pure oxygen.
Ill these Investigations t he authors not od to drop Ili d1a ,.ct ollo
pressure toward tho end of tine Investigation, oome l.owe. rillg it, the
vital capacity of the lungs "
 all Illert'a:re In tho re8tol"Ata:Iall tinge
or the cirdi.ao rhythm aftor orthoattrtto tont:ill fr and an 111creaso
11) the at rIO-iVe-rttriculaar 00 1 -Iduc tivit•y and
 labl .1 1ty of thr `i` spiko
on an HKtl. Herstoraation or function-3 oCellrlvd two monthn after tho
end of tho experiment. :1t was s1.::o notod that the` sub tloot. i 1.oat3
weight 0.8-3.6 kg 111 the :iU-day experiment and *'
	 dkg ill tho 17- n,y
,-0;101 with a doorease ill the water ootlterit Ill tho t:o(ty, a111d a
decrease In the natal volumo or plaslml aattti 	 'i'hr. t.()(tll water
requirement i n the 307dafy experimont was 1686-1(m mi., In t.1ao
17-day ^IXF^^3I`:i171ent$+,?ti`21-2 38 ml, por tit. . '1 ho total watov ox , I %ot lorl
was re^spoctivel,y 970 -1114 and 1006- 37 ml per day.
T) ,
 the authot,.4' opi,ll-loll, :>llc^ 4111 vt^%
 111 t;ho Wator h;rl,anoe Ill
the 17-stay expol ,lln0llt aaro primarily cau:Aed by the extvaec*llulav
wartor oontenti 1 l1 the, 30-daly rxpop llili)llt	 also rit^Ve..1tpoki
in the Coll content. 00"ApIte the wolght Ionte f t:lo fnt 0,011t ­Iv i ► t tLo
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organism increased.
Along with scientific analysis of_the parameters of the micro-
-cliAiate,: of dpabebraft cabins, 'the attention of scientists in recent
, years has-also been drawn t , ) the question of replacing the
nitrogen in the cabin air with inert gases. The
expedience of such a substitution derives from an examination of
the fundamental physical and chemical properties of inert gases
and the results of physiological-hygienic and technical investi-
gations which indicated the advantages of certain inert gases,
In particular, helium (M. I. Yakobson 1950; Bowman, Dingman, 1960;
A. G. Dianov, A. G. Kuznetsov, 19631.
It is known that the solubility coefficient of helium in fats
(0.0148) is significantly less than that of nitrogen (0.0667),
and the rate of diffusion (1202 m/sec at 0°C and 750 mm Hg.) is
greater than in the ca3e of nitrogen (453 m/sec). The heat con-
ductivity of helium is much greater than that of nitrogen: the
coefficient of heat conductivity of the latter is 5.68, and that
of helium is 33.5, and in addition the specific heat of helium
(1.25) greatly exceeds that of nitrogen (0.251). On the strength	 /102
of these factors an atmosphere containing helium is more
preferable when it is necessary to eliminate excess heat from
the organism.
In recent years both at home and abroad physiological studie3
have been conducted on the auility of a man to endure a multiday
stay in a gas medium where the nitrogen of the air has been replaoed
by helium with normal total pressure (A. G. Dianov, A. G. Kuznetsov,
1963) and with a pressure of 258 mm Hg (Bortek et a1. 1966).
A. G. Dianov, A. G. Kuznetsov et al.conductec two long-term
studies on men	 in an airtight chamber five cubic meters in volume
at ground barometric pressure. As a result,it was established that
it is possible  for a man to stay up to 25 days in an airtight chamber
where the nitrogen of the air has been replaced by helium.
The investigations showed that the most significant functional
changes which appear in the human and animal organism under the
influence of a helium-oxygen
 atmosphera are caused by the physical
properties of helium- -high
 
heat conductivity and low density.
The further the technology of hermetically sealed cabins has improved,
the more pronounced have become the impurities contaminating the air. The
sources of contamination may be defects in the equipment used in the cabins,
coverings and polymer material, the operation of electronic equipment and,
perhaps most of all, man himself as a biological object. It is
sufficient to note that chromatographic analysis of human excre-
tions reveals up to 400 compounds belonging to 22 chemical groups.
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tmoes of toxic eubateziaep witiRna a sealed *oaq*rt&*nt
it"ift' atly in I creased by the fact that the interaction of'dirferont
ampounds may load to the formation of nee toxic products. In
ths case of an extended stay In a he llum-oxypn medium 68 second-
Oap components are fomdz	 elooltiols,,aldobydee p lisdroearbotia)
ketones, sulfur compoundn, *to. (Adams et al. 1966).
Complex olinico-physiological and hygienic InvestIgations
wore conducted in order to make a physiological evaluation or the
ravorabili't^y of the above-mentioned gas modiv., for ruture manned
space rlljUs. It was shown that oxygen absorption and carbon
dioxide exhalativn inortaaed in a helium-oxygen medium. In the
authorV opinion, this Is connected with the Increased water lo88
In the case of reduced rr*ssure. The diffusion capacity of
carbon dioxide did not change. The vital capacity or the
lungs in the first period or the experiment docrea:3ed and than
gradually returned to tile original. level (Robertson et al. 1966),
As a result of tho decreased donalty or the gas medium the
respiratory volume Inerdanod by approximately 4M The authora
did not observe changesa Indloating, any harmful Influetlee of the"
0MOSPhOr*- U11MV UAVe$tiS&tI0lA (111011 thic-t
 Amoti 'mIng of, tilt-% IMAS.
NdPitO tb: 0\1V1'1Mr)llt&1 -StUdims Whiell 11aw boon comiucted
here iwki abroo-A kiuriiW, the past ton N", re,,tip to the present; Unto
the baiie physiologioal oriteria rear choontrig tlio total pv0stsuro
and oxy",n rogime in manned Apacocraft cabins have toot boon dect,,:,1vv1y
established; also, no sufrlzk lont bztsoci havo beon ostabllohed with
 hrespoot to tile use or i spec ' I fto gas diluent. Comparative st-,Udle6
Witt)	 ,kiln M	 gas mixtuvovi "' how Very
small 
and 
vory dublous advantagoo, for botli mixture,-..
Aocordi'lle, to theortticAl catculations helium hzis oortaltl
advantage,,i In oomparison Witt) 111trogen., It Its much Illore rapidiy
relo"uAed 11"Om tile orgzltllz:m Upoll tt"zillsitlon from the two gal
Atmosphove 'if all airtight casein Into the purely oxyp o^ n Inodium'_'
of a spaoe"Atllt' Ik-RUP13, As tho gas W I t
' 
11 the Itmallest coerfloir-1.
lot)Of absor t)t^ 1.1 thoorot';Ioally more preferae blo alio from the
poll-it of VIOW ,*,f' the proventivo tv( satment, of
Oil tilt# NizAls or thooret.loal 0'aloulationo the opintoll also
existed that, Ill a tiellulli-oxygen modlum tilt ,, dzinger or deoompvesalon
di.sordora lzi deorotivqtd 3111ce helium has it lowor Solubility Ali the
00111100,tive And ratty t1s .,Ikkes in o
' 
ompal-tsoll With 111trosen nild It, 1^1
y 0,more rap idl11milvatod from tilt, organism.
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Studies performed on human beings did not reveal any signifi-
cant difference between helium and nitrogen both from the point of
view of the frequency of appearance of altitude.: pains and the
gravity of decompression sickness symptoms (Roth, 1966). More-
over it was discovered that under identical desaturation conditions
a helium bubble is formed in the capillaries at the initial stages
and grows more rapidly and attaira a size exceedin- that of a
nitrogen bubble by,1.8 times (Neswald, 1967).
In the opinion of Neswald (1967), with identical partial
pressure of inert gaa:. s and oxygen in a manned cabin a neon-
oxygen mixturei
 from the physiological poi,lt of view, should be
somewhat better than a helium-oxygen or a nitrogen-oxygen mixture.
However, the question of the biological role of inert gases
	 /104
still needs further experimental verification and refinement.
In evaluating the above-mentioned gas mixtures it is also
necessary to take account of the fact that the rate of combustion
in a helium-oxygen medium is 4-5 times greater than in a nitrogen-
oxygen medium (depending on the type of liquid fuel).
In order to determine decisively the efficiency of a given or
artificial atmosphere for a manned cabin it is necessary
to make further long-range studies on human subjects. The
time factor has especially important significance for establishing
the influence of an artificial atmosphere on the diffe;,ent
physiological systems of the organism.
A specific artificial atmosphere for a spacecraft cabin
can be recommended as the most rational only in the case where the
duration of laboratory experiments conducted with the pa.,ticipation
of a sufficient number of subjects exceeds the duration of a
real flight.
In addition to the question dealing with the physiological
basis of an artificial atmosphere great attention has been given
to the study of the influence on the organism of the conditions
of an extended space flight: the limitations in movement, isola-
tion, monotony, and the constant threat of external danoprs,
all of which influence the interrelationship between two
members.
In the opinion of Monroe, Cramera and others with respect to
space flights E from the psychological point of view a two-man crew
is not desirable. The authors come to this conclusion not only
on the basis of their own 30-day experiment but also on the basis
of observations of polar explorers who have spent many months
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in the Central Arctic. "There comes a moment," one of them
writes, "when there is no longer anything to say to the other
person, when even a man's hidden thoughts become open and ;he
way in which the 'other person blows out the lamp or throws his
shoes on the floor or eats causes a flood of irritation. This
can happen between the best of friends."
On the other hand, a three-man crew is al3o unstable since
it is possible for two men to conspire against the third. Then, /105
instead of "maintaining harmony of temperament" the collective
efforts of the entire group may be destroyed.
As a result of a relatively small number of experiments,
valuable factual material has been obtained on human efficiency
during an extended stay in a small, sealed space,
making it possible to develop some principles for setting up
an Urtificial environment in a sealed cabin (A. M. Lenin, 1964;
Schaefer, 1964; N. A. Agadzhanyan, 1969).
With respect to spacecraft cabins this problem has unique
features resulting, on the one hand, from the specific conditions
of sp r
 we flights, and on the rather, from the existence of a
certain compromises between the desire for creating optimal coat-
fort conditions for the drew members and the technical facilities
for providing them.
Ia connection wt"h the rapid development of aviation, and
particularly, of rocket technology, aviation and space medicine
together with biological sciences as a while, Is faced with the most
Important task of studying the role and physiological characteristics
of the individual compensatory and adaptive protective reactions of
the organism to external Influences and to develop measures to
increase its resistance.
In connection with the decreased pressure in manned flight
vehicle cabins, particularly its the case of manned space flight,
a number of questions having important practio al significance
arise.	 flow probable is they danger of the appearance of deeomprtls-
sion sickness in space flight? What ways area th ere to prevent
decompression disorders? Does they atmosphere need to contain
nitro&ri? Is it worthwhile to replace the nitrogen of the air
with other inert gases? Does the very factor of the length of
time spent in an alto*ivd gas medium , etc. have
independent biological significance? Numerous inve?stigatiotrs
have been conducted in recent years in order to solve all the se
scientifically practical questions and to protect; the ovsani. m
from adverse flight factors.
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The choice of gas medium and the amount of pressure to be u3ed
in the spacecraft cabin are the subject of lively argument between
engineers and physiologists. Thus, for example, experiments are
being conducted in the USA to determine the relationship between
cabin weight and pressure. These experiments have indicated
that an increase in pressure will require thickening of the cabin
skin. For a space station designed for eight men and operating
	 /106
with solar battery power, increasing the cabin pressure from
300 to 760 mm Hg will increase the weight of the cabin skin by
more than 4 times (Parker, Ekberg, 1963).
Table 20 gives data on gas leakage (through openings of
different diameters) in the case of different barometric pressures
in a manned cabin (Konecci, 1964). The decisive factor for
determining the requirements of a life support sytem is the
duration of the space flight.
TAgyZ 20,** GAS LEAKAGE FROM SPACECRAFT ( DATA FROM KONECCI , 1964)
Cabin
pressure	 Gas Leakage (in k ) during a fli lit of x days
mm. Hg
	
i	 io : •	 30	 1	 100 1 loon
W"
?•1,7 217
143 18.1
15.6 1 fit;
11,7 117
(}riche
1,47 2.1,7
1,8 . 1 18;1
I,SI, 15,(;
1,17 1 •	 11,7
6-10-0
7 . 10,(1 2. 2.1689
5S?; { 1 812 10
4702 1567 1 5677
3.';2,8 1176 11760 ^2.
6.10"4
7,3,8 217 2169
55,2 1 fi l
47,1 156 567
3 5, 3 1 1 176
760
•17
414
258
760
517
-114
258
760
517
414
258
orifice
	 6,10- 5 .•-
2;17
1,81	 5.1-1 
AII' ,o7
1,56
l,{7
7.,5
4,5;3
3,51
?47
184
 156
 117
0,2-17
0,183
11,1;1)
0,117
0,024(1018
(11!11;
0,(112
7W
517
414
2N4
(►,24 (),72 2,47 2.1,7
0,1 8 (1,54 1.8.1 18x1
^d, 11,6
0,12 11,3,5 1,17 11,7
*Translator's Note:commas repre©ent decimal points.
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Among USA physiologists the opinion is widespread that in
spacecraft to be flown for periods up to 2 weeks it is expedient
td create and maintain a gas medium consisting of pure oxygen
(Schaefer, 1964). The recommendations have been carried out 	 /107
in the spacecraft "Mercury," "Gemini," and "Apollo." In
spacecraft of the "Apollo" type the life support system permits
three astronauts to inhabit an airtight cabin, 7.65 cubic meters in
volume-(the volume of the "Gemini" cabin--2.265 cubic meters, and
of.the "Mercury"--1.42 cubic meters) for a 14-day flight in a
pure oxygen atmosphere at a pressure of 258 mm Hg both in ordinary
clothes and in space suits. It was initially propoeed t::at: a
two-gas mixture (oxygen and nitrogen) be used, but weight limita-
tions,	 the wish to simplify the gas medium control system and
"reduce air leakage from the cabin, and the biomedical
data led to the conclusion that pure oxygen at low pressure
is the most rational solution. The high-pressure oxygen system
present in the "Apollo" spacecraft provides for a
of ,oxygen into the cabin, compensating, for gas leakage and the
oxygen consumption. The maximum gas leakage is 91 grams per
In the case of damage to the cabin skin for a hole 12.5 mm
in diameter the pressure is automatically maintained at 188 mm Hg
for five minutes. American experts consider that this time is
completely sufficient for the astronauts to be able to put on
their space suits.
In addition to maintaining oxygen pressure in the space suits
and cabin, the high-pressure oxygen system provides the necessary
pressure in the water and water-glycol mixture tanks, and also
opeiates the cyclic water accumulator. In connection with the
tragic death of the American astronauts experts in the USA again
returned to an examination of the problem of the choice of para-
meters of the gas medium in spacecraft and began to develop a
two-gas life support system for fuure spacecraft.
However, despite the available information problems of the
physiological basis of the oxygen regime in manned spacecraft cabins
have still not been sufficiently studied and it is not yet possible
to draw definitive conclusions and mace recommendations, particular-
ly with respect to extended space flights.
In the opinion of the experts, at the contemporary stage of
development of astronautics the range of permissible fluctuations
of the parameters of an artificial medium must be determined
with regard to the structure of an actual. :spacecraft and flight
program.	 In addition, it is necessary to consider that
an increase in space flight duration along requirers a more
strict approach to the determination of gas medium parameters
and a more precise analysis of the changes Introduced Into the
artificial medium by the astronaut himself. It is also necessary
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to bear in mind that in a space flight, particularly in a long one,
compromise at the expense of the crew is impossible.
It is impossible not to agree with the opinion of G. Armstrong,
that medical and biological studies dealing with physiological criteria
ought to be concluded 5-10 years before a planned spacecraft is
first launched. In thi.i connection doctors and biologists
have already before them the problem of finding the optimal
physiological—hygienic criteria for normalizing an artificial
habitable environment and developing an appropriate work and rest
regime for space flights of different durations, mainly, with
respect to determining the range of the permissible partial
pressure of oxygen and carbon dioxide, determining the biological
role of inert gases, the permissible range of temperature, humidity,
barometric pressure and so forth.
1. ORGANIZATION OF LUNG-TERM STUDIES AND THEIR
PHYSIOLOGICAL-HYGIENIC CHARACTERISTICS
As we have already indicated, in recent years both in the
USSR and abroad long term experiments have been conducted in
hermetically sealed compartments of limited volume both at normal
pressure rnd at decreased barometric pressure.
These studies have shown that the more perfect the life-support
systems are,the less the environment of a hermetically sealed
compartment differs from an ordinary environment and, consequently,
the less it influences the human organism and its working ability.
The problem of habitation wider the artificial atmospheric
conditions of airtight compartments has acquire' in recent years
real significance in a number of areas of human activity.
Further analysis of this,prob lem requires the close and daily
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cooperation of engineers, biologists, doctors, mathematicians
and many other specialists. The end goal of the medical and
biological investigations conducted under ' laboratory conditions in the
Soviet Union is to obtain specific data for performing extended flights
and conquering outer space for peaceful purposes.
Medical and biological studies should be directed not only toward
providing the optimal gas medium conditions, but also toward
developing measures for organizing efficient work and rest periods
for the crew members, and toward seeking effective means of
ensuring the safe conduct of long-term experiments in airtight compartments
of limited volume. Htterials on the organization and maintenance of
extended altitude chamber investigations at normal and low pressure and
the results of physiological and hygienic studies are set forth below.
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Information on arranging the subjects' day, their food ra-
tion, clothing used, microbic contamination of the compartment
and so forth is necessary for subsequent evaluation of the
physiological data.
A large group of collaborators participated in the organization
and medical and technological. maintenance of these investigations.
In order to study the effect of at-i extended stay within
an artificial atmosphere on the human organism ) two extended
experiments in a sealed compartment of limited volume were
conducted with four subjects participating: a 60-day
experiment at ground level pressure and a 62-day experiment at
a total pressure corresponding to an altitude of 7,000 meters.
A wide mange of physiological and hygienic investigations was
performed during each experiment. The hygienic investigations
included studying the microclimate, gas and ion composition of the
air, the dynamizs of the bacterial flora in the chamber and quali-
tative changes in its composition. Comnlex investigations of the
functions of different systems of the organism--higher nervous
activity, external respiration, pulmonary gas exchange, cardio-
vascular system, morpholological composition of the peripheral
blood and so forth--were performed in order to rei •^al physiological
shifts. The physiological reactions were recorded each three to
four hours on an "A1'var" oscillograph. The daily period o°	 /110
the organisms' physiological reaction was investigated on
particular days of the experiment. 	 At the same time there was
continuous observation of the general condition and behavior of the
subjects, and the regular radio reports of there state of being, were
also considered. In addition to performing general clinical
analyses the phagocytic activity of neutrophiles, the absolute
number of eosinophiles in the blood and '7-corticosteroids in
the urine were also determined. The ionization level in the
chamber was periodically measured and the microbic contamination
of the air investigated, s;,u' various portions of the skin were washed
for bacteriological investigations. The subjects' day was
arranged so that 8-10 hours were spent in physiological studies and
physical exercise with the remaining time divided into rest,
nighttime sleep, reading literature, cleaning the compartment,
preparing and eating food, etc. Radio communication between the
experimenters and the subjects 	 was kept to a minimum and performed
during the period of physiological studies provided by the program.
After the end of the long-term experiment,the researchers
determined the altitude resistance of the organism, the resistance
to acceleration on a centrifuge and the resistance to great physical loads (on
a "running track" stand), and also performed X-ray kymography of
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the orpo of the chest cavity. Functional tests, consisting of
a strictly measured complex of special physical exercises
developed specific ally for compartments of limited size and
weightless conditions, were used for the purpose of a dynamic
study of the functional stare of the cardio-vascular system and
respiration and compensation for the lack of motor activity
during the course of the experiment (M. A. Cherepakhin, 1961).
Before and after the long-term experiment clinical-physiological
studies were conducted and also functional changes in the
auditory, vestibular and motor analyzers were studied.
In comparing the data obtained in the ground (control) ex-
periment with the data from the high altitude experiment it may
be noted that ih the latter case the total mi-.robe count was
significantly lower (Figure 15).
iJ	 ;Q	 ti)	 ^A	 Sp	 ^.)
days .
Figure 15. Microbe count in the ground (a) and high
altitude (b) experiment.
The overall microtopography of the skin was recorded for
comparison of the microflora of individual sections of the
skin before and after the long-term experiments. Before the
experiment, the sub j ect took a hygienic shower and bath, after
which culture-print with agar and tampon washings were taken
from the skin of the chest, back, both palms and soles of the
feet for subsequent laboratory study of the microflora. The
number of colonies grown on the prints was calculated for one
square centimer of skin. The results obtainedi in the ground
experiment are sh y::	 n Table 21.
/M
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The data in Table 21 indicate a significant quantitative
growth of microbe flora from all untreated sections of skin
while on the treated right foot no progressive increase in the
number of microbe cells is noted.
The microbe flora on the prints represents basically coccus
species: staphylococcus, sarcine, streptococcus, tetracoccus,
and also bacilli. Around 5% of the staphyloccus possessed
pathogenic properties (hemolytic activity).
Investigations of bacteriological contamination of the air
of a chamber conducted by N. N. Sitnikova showed that during
isolation the number of microbes in the air increased by two
times. The bacteria count of the air of the chamber inereas:?d
mainly due to the rapid multiplication of microbes on the sub-
jects' skin with their subsequent transition to an air environ-
ment. The significant increase inthe number of microbe cells
on the untreated portions of the skin took place, evidently, due
to alowering of the bactericidal properties of the skin.
1112
TABLE 21
NUMBER OF LIVING MICROBE CELLS PER CM ` SKIN
Date of Culture	 (All 1962)
1/19125111 11.15 3/ 1	 31 1 5 3 20
Subject PortionStudied
lst
Day of
7th 14th
ExperlLuent
28th 42nd 56th 6oth
Lert foot j
Right foot 11 19 53 20 16 11 23
Chest 9 18 -- -- 34 46 49
N— Back 11 14 -- -- 25 4o 65
More than
Left foot 5 28 66 175 201 178 200
Ts-ko Right foot 6 20 9.5 26 22 "25 27Chest 2 5 -- -- 28 79 94
Sack 5 7 -- -- 48 90 91
V. V. Borshchenko, I. G. Popov, and F. K. Savinich made an
evaluation of the degree of contamination of the skin and clothing,
by means of comparing the results of analyses of water washingo
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Ifrom the skin and part of the clothing for chlorides (Mohr's
method) and acidity (Kubel's method) ' before and after the
experiment. In addition to an investigation.of whole parts
of the clothing, nieces of tissue sewn onto the cloth were
'subjected to analysis for the purposes of studying the processes
of the penetration of skin excretions through layers c2 clothing.
It was established that around 95% of the chlorides and 91 -92%
of organic substances, that is,the bulk of skin and other
excretions,are retained by the cloth.
As the experiment of Ya. Kuno (1961) indicated, the intensi-
ty of perspiration and the concentration of chlorides and organic
substances in the perspiration fluid vary significantly in
__ different people.: -
The s pecific li-ving conditions of cret: members during	 /113
a flight--the small volume of the living quarters of the ship,
the limitation of water consumption, for toilet needs, the
absence of earth gravitation and so forth--lead to the necessity
of seeking special means of cleaning the skin with a minimum
water consumption. Moreover, during an extended stay under the
above-mentioned conditions a man's skin will undoubtedly require
supplementary feeding, vitamins and additional means of protection
from ultraviolet and other rays. All these components may
easily be included in the so-called waterless skin cleaning
facilities which provide for normal functioning of the skin under
flight conditions.
V: V. Ogleznev and A. M. Finogenov together with their
colleagues at the Institue of Medical Cosmetics proposed
physiologically inert cleansing agents, which do not contain
aromatic or volatile substances capable of creating significant
vapor concentrations in the cabin atmosphere,for performing the
daily cleaning of exposed portions of the body (face, neck,
hands) and feet.
On long space flights it is important to have a rational feeding
schedule for the astronauts, and therefore we also gave great attention to
the organization of subjects nutrition in conducting extended experiments.
V. P. Bychkov designed a food ration (several menus),
quantitatively and qualitatively full-valued with regard to
the conditions of a long-term experiment in a closed chamber of
limited volume. The ration contained: water 1664-1698 g,
protein 123-128 g, fat 116-126 g, hydrocarbons 483-448 g with a
calorie count of 3573-3545 Kcal. The ratio of proteins, fats
and hydrocarbons in the experiments was optimal (1:1:4),
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so that tho dal oalorle lntOo oonalatad or ApproxlmAtoly 111.4-
151 protelin, 30.^ - 33.3$ rat And	 hydrooarbonD.
Aacording to the data of the InatIt"to or Nutrition, AmAemy
of M0410al ftlonoeg s OSSR 4 the4o are the moat effAolent r4tl".
Tho food 4110~00 aontaln@d fr"Ita and multiple vitamin
pills,
It Is 110000aapy to note that Although I n Math long-t,01,11)
oxporimanta MA oubjeote had Approximately the aamo food AllowhnQe
and the otudloo were oontiuoted 441n the ;game oiaiymer. their aotuai
rood roqulremonto differed. ThtAa, in the high- 	 /A lit
AltitUft 0XP0r1M 1Pnt0x the OUO3 0 0ttl ' Appetit
e
 WAa ROQd f
o
r hl—
most tno entire period of time spent At an altitude or 7,000
motora. Toward the end or the oxpertment a"ble pt Oh-,v'a
weight bloreaaed I>y 9,3 )K9, and 5ubjeot A-y'a welght--Oy 4,? kg.
An entirely different PiotUro Wati ObaerVed In the 60-day ground
oxporjwnt. Subjeot l a M-OV And Ta-40, tieginning w"th the Aeksond
half of tho experliwnt, did not OON)Ietoly eat the food offer-oa
And their Appetite :sharply deoveaaed. In the long-Mery grouv.1
exporiwnt the aubjaota' weight ahowed prAotloulty t ,W oliaxige.
For	 Table F 2 pre"ienta data on tho , aotikAal
oQno"iiiption by the a"bjeota of the ioeAll dally fooki allowwik'e, A!%
the two (Alfriorant
MILK ^2
ACTUAL CONSUMPTION OF WATKli ANI) V'000 tN
CMOUND AND H1QU-AM1'WM'
XXFF,RTW-NW
ConditAOMA Or	
Content
Expet'llikent and	 Amount of
Napw or k1 ', uk)j00t.s Water, P"	 VvoteAlw Fatzi
Altitude 7,000in 	 1687	 1aa,a t1-.,.4	 04,	 16. E1A-ov and Ch-V
"Ovound"
N-ov and rtl-ko	 16 88, ci	 1^'0,6 100"1	 48 ),	
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In spite of the good organoleptic qualities of the food and
the wide variety of the products included in the food ration
A daily average of 165 Brame of food and water, containing 20 , 5 grams
protein, 18 . 5 gr ms fat and 36.5 grams hydrocarbon, was Left uneaten
by subjects M-ov and Ts-ko.
From 'fable 22 it is possible to cor.:lude that the food ration,
designed for conditions connected with a long-term stay in a
closed compartment of small volume,proved to be excessive. The
absence of equipment in the pressure chamber for heating the
food worsens its flavor qualities, lowers uptake assimilability and
leads to a rapid di,eI ke of the toad. From this astir table it is obvious
that the mean d,ti.ly wager consumption in the high-altitudo experi-
ment is approximately 200 grams greater than in the ground
experiment. In our opinion this is explained by the characteristics
of the water-salt exchange under descivased barometric
pressure, in particular by the increased release of water by the
organism.
2. THE METHOD OF FORMTNO AN Ar't`l.FICIAL A ,rmosniL.,Ris	 ll
IN AN AIRTIMIT CHAMBER
Conducting long-term biological invest;;tgat:.ions In airti I 
chambers of limited volumes roqul.re: , fit'st of u11, . peci al
scientific analysts of t ho proble-111's Ootlno2ted with tile rea"Itnation
of an a.ffe 0t !vr S y stem for	 ,Iet Ulat ir1g the? given ^.lar"'1111oters of' the
micr'oclimate^ in t ile cabin, with maintaining optimal sanitary-
hygienic conditions and with pt'vvidIng continuous, medical control
and tilt necessary safety measures.
A mnn under tltouo eouditi.one, for an e\tendod perl.oet of bale is
subj ect to the effc of of a number, of unique onvirc111montal factors,
charnct.erl^-ing the- ll;ab-It.'ability, which to to s1gtilric;ant: dogree
differ from an ordinzat ,y t,01'Ve':;t.ri;.t1	 In the studles
by A. V. Lebodinskiy, Yu. (r. NereOov, of ra.l.(1)64), N. A. Agad-hany,an,
A. Q. hunnetsov, eat: al .(1964) and .Soh,lefet' (19(00 it was vmphastved
that this unique* onvironitiont: Is to a groat dogt-oo formed by the
living organism l.tself. The whole tttrort.;a ncea of a deep and
comprtihonsivea ,study or the propet'tie: of the gat, medium In manned
airtight cabins re-cults from this speolfic char:actot-istte.
It; is noe'esskary to allow and d1_frot-ont-Into wheat ohan tz"Os, in
the phyilo'loglo al rolact ions of tho ot-g tnLstt1 ,are e auood by the
influence of IndIvldual r,aotlors of them
 medium and whut are the^
reSLIUs Of the 1011F;- t0r111 life not:tvit,y of 11.ving 0t'gaIllsIlls in
1 tU 5
airtight compartments.
In setting experiments in which the object of investigation is
man it is necessary to be particularly careful and precise in
controlling the conditions under which the experiment is conducted
and the state of health of the subjects.
Long-term experiments were conducted in a specially equipped
type SBK-48
 pressure chamber. The total net volume of this
chamber with the air lock is 9.8 m3, and the total airtight volume
equals approximately 15 m3,
In preparing the pressure chamber for conducting long-term
high altitude investigations it was necessary to introduce a
number of changes and additions to the construction of the chamber
and several of its constituent units. The purpose of these changes
was to increase the hermeticity of the chamber, to provide addi-
tional engineering and fire safety measures, and to create satis-
factory sanitary living conditions for the subjects.
/116
Figure 16. Schematic diagram of an air purification system.
1-41titude
	
chamber; 2--entry pipes; 3--exit
pipe; 4--dust filter; 5--air injection fan units;
6--filter, filled with chemical absorbent; 7-- filter,
filled with silica gel (a), activated charcoal (b),
hopcalite (c); 8-covers.
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Type "DV-2" fans driven by commutatorless capacitor motors
inject the chamber air through the filters. If the fans driving
the air through the chemical should cease to operate,the concentration of the
harmful impurities given off by a man begin to increase in a manned airtight
cabin. According to the conditions of the experiment a brief increase in the
partial pressure of carbon dioxide to 7.6 mm Hg was allowed.
According to the calculations made, the maximal permissible
carbon dioxide concentration (7.6 mm hg) will be readied after
approximately 2 hours.
Air was removed from the altitude chamber through two
pipes screwed into the chamber, and the purified air was supplied
through a common pipe located in the upper part of the chamber.
This arrangement of pipes provided for uniform distribution of the
purified air throughout the chamber. The mean motion speed of the
air in the chamber was 0.2-0.3 m/oec.
The air pipes are provided with folding hermetically closing
covers, used for cutting the system off from the altitude
chamber while replacing filters and performing repair work.
The use of such a system together with a measured oxygen
supply system makes it possible to ventilate the	 altitude
chamber with an atmospheric oxygen mixture with a given oxygen concentra-
tion periodically during an extended experiment (with the aid of
the RS-7 and RS-5 rotameters) (Fig. 17).
A cooling system with automatic temperature control, a	 /118
schematic diagram of which is shown in Fig. 18, was used for
maintaining a constant air temperature in the chamber.
In order to preserve a constant air temperature in the chamber
It is necessary that the power of the cooling unit correspond to
the thermal load, that is, to the heat flows in the chamber.
The amount of heat given off by one man into the environment.
fluctuates from 90 Kcal/hour at rest to 2'13J Kcal/hour during,
intense physical work. The ]imitod mobiiit,y of subjects in a
chamber, of small volume and the absence of intense physical load
make it possible to assume the heat-evolution of one man to be
equal to approximately 100 Kcal/hour and for two ubJoctc:--
correspondingly, 200 Kcal/hour.
i
The heat evolution of the electrical devices (electric lights,
fan motors) is: 16 10-watt lights--137 Kcal/hour ( g jll l ) and fan
motors--138 Kcal/hour (q d. The heat evolution from the
108
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Figure 18. Schematic diagram of automatic temperature control
system. 1--FAK-07 U compressor; 2--condensor; 3--
receiver; 4--SBK-48 K low pressure chamber, 5--TM-2 2
F type thermoregulatigg valve; 6--evaporator F=4.8 m
7--brine tank V=0.1 m SS ; 8--Gear-driven centrifugal
regulator pump; 9--cooling radiators, two; 10--radiator
casings; 11--cold air reflector; 12--air intake connection;
13--thermos^at; 14--fan unit.
condensation of vapor entering the chamber from human respiration--q cond'
Vapor condensation takes place on the cooling surfaces of the radiator:
g cond	 r(` H2 
0) man • Kcal/hour,
where r is the latent evaporation heat: for water r = 539 Kcal/kg;
GH20— 120 g/hour is the weight account of water vapor given off by two
subjects;
/119
gcond .r•(GH 2 
0 ) man = 539 • 0.12 = 64.8 Kcal/hour
During the reaction of the absorption of CO 2
 by the lime
chemical absorbent greact-, heat is also evolved:
Ca (OH) 2 + CO2
 CaCO 3	+ H2 O + 19.9 cal.
The molecular weight of carbon dioxide equals 44, consequently,
19.9 cal is evolved upon the absorption of 44 g of carbon dioxide.
Two investigators exhaled 50 liters (an nour equals 87 g/dour CO.).
Therefore, the heat evolution during reaction is:
g react 
=-
19.9 • 87
^-- = 39.3 cal/hour.
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Consequently, the total amount of heat entering the chamber is
Q(cham)
	
Egn qr 
+ Qill + q  + g cond + greact
200 + 137 + 138 + 64.8 + 0.0 1' = 540 Kcal/day.
The cooling unit can be selected according to the amount of heat
load in the chamber Q	 It is known that the cooling effect of
a unit depends on the cOb oration temparature of the coolant.
We shall determine the required air flow through the radiator
(W ), if the heat flow in the chamber = 540 Kcal/hour, the air
to herature in the chamber is +21 0 and the barometric pressures
are respectively 760 and 308 mm Hg.
The unit weight of air at 760 mm Hg is 1.29 kg/m3 . The output
temperature from the radiator, according to the results of measure-
ments made during the experiment, was 6 0 . This is the minimum
possible temperature since the temperature of the bripe and
the cooling surfaces of the radiator must not be below 0 0 lest
the surface of the radiator freeze because of moisture from the
air. If there is a higher temperature at the radiator output
then it is necessary to significantly increase the air injection.
Thus, at a pressure of 760 mm Hg W  is:
540
	
116 m3/h,
and with a pressure of 308 mm Fg in the chamber the required air
flow is increased and is:
Wa = 116	 760 = 286 m3/h.
Elements of the cooling unit already described were used for
drying the air in the chamber. A schematic diagram of this system
is shown in Figure 19. This air dying system provided for main-
taining a relative humidity in the chamber of between 45 and 60%
during the long-term experiments.
The system described above provided for reliable and high
quality purification of the air in the chamber, and also for
keeping the temperature, humidity and oxygen percentage in the
chamber within the given limits during the entire experiment.
110
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Figure 19. Schematic diagram of air drying system. 	 1--
altitude chamber; 2--radiator-dryer; 3--baffle plate;
4--fan; 5--control tank; 6--vacuum pipe; 7--condensate
tank; 8--valve; 9--pinchcock; 10--valve; 11--pipes.
From graphs of the variation of the microclimate parameters
in the altitude chamber during the 62-day experiment, conducted
at an altitude of 7,000 m (308 mm Hg), it is obvious that (Fig. 20)
the carbon dioxide concentration in the air did not exceed 1.5 mm Hg(0.5%) .	 Only before . replacea:ent of the chemical absorbent
cartridges (approximately only every 2-1/2 days)did its concentration
increase briefly to 2.2-2.8 mm Hg. The oxygen concentration in tha air
wasmaintained for the entire experiment within the range 56.4
-58.5%, that is, it deviated from the given value by not more than
The temperature and humidity control systems were also dis-
tinguished by their high accuracy.	 1121
Thus the relative humidity remained within the predetermined
range during the entire experiment and varied between 52 and 65%.
The temperature in the chamber varied within the limits from +21 to
+23 degrees (the deviation from the predetermined temperature did
not exceed +10).
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Figure 20 Nature of variation of microclimate parameters in
ai,;itude chamber.
Analysis of the accuracy of maintaining the parameters of the
gas medium showed that even with the introduction of two additional
experimenters into the chamber ( for taking blood, air samples and
washing the slain for bacterial investigations) tile life--support
systems did not vary greatly from the Nriven parameters.
Periodically (at Least once a woek) couductc--6
analyses of the ^;as medium for the content of harmful i.mpurities
in the air of the altitude' chamber (L'(r ca rbon at -,,nio\Mc. ainint'nial
aldehydes, hydrocarbons, and nitroCerl oxides, morcaptanes and
hydrogen sulfide) did not reveal. the prosenc.e in the chamber air
of aimnonia and aldehydes, which wore dissolved in the condensate
removed from the chamber, . Tile concentration of the remaining
noxious	 impurities, as a rule, were significantly below the
attaximuni poinissible values.
These data show the hirYh operating stability of the life
support system.
Analysis of the chamber air,
 for the oxygon and carbon dioxido
content was perforin,M continuously c%n automatic tra y anal,y :sort: of
the types OA-2209, UAV-1 and UhV-1. In addition, every t:w^; to ttrree
hours controlled analyses were inade on an Orsni-Pischer typo t-as
analyzer.
A special sys tom (Fig.	 1) wat: ii:ed for,
 tal<ilrt; sainple.; or the
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Figure 21. System f)r taking samples of inhaled and exhaled air
from an altitude chamber in high-altitude
e xpe riment.s .
inhaled and exhaled air in the "high-altitude" experiments.
Thus, the equipment used for regulating the microelimate in
the airtight chambers made it possible to conduct investigations
on the influence on man and animals of low barometric pressure
w'.t`! an increased oxygen content in experiments lasting up to
100 days.
The engineering level and accumulated experience already make
It possible to use such equipment in experiments of greater dura-
tion.
For conducting investigations in an atmosphere with an increased
oxygen content it is necesary to have further analysis of a number
questions with regard to ensuring fire safety and 4
 above all,
to designing clothing and bedding which do not absorb
oxygen. It is necessary to further perfect the equipment of
chambers designed for conducting long-term experiments in
artificial atmospheric conditions.	 The principal solution to
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the problem is the creation of climatic altitude chambers
for conducting complex long-term investigations with maximum
approximation to space flight conditions: audial and visual
Isolation from the external environment, special illumination
automatically and precisely controlled barometric pressure, gas and ion
composition of the air, and so forth.
The rapid rate of' development of rocket construction and the
promise of the application of oxygenation for climatic purposes
stimulate medical and biological investigations and bring forth
new problems, in particular, with respect to the study of the
113
operating characteristics and efficiency of life>support systems,
and the creation of corresponding devices providing for the
physiological control of the state of a man slid his working
capacit,; in unusual conditions.
3• RESULTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
As we have already indicated,the physiological reactions of tole
organism during all extended stay in a limited space have
been studied by many Soviet and foreign authors. It was establish,:?d
that under hypodyzlemia serious functional .hilts arise
which are expressed, in particular, in a progressive loss of
muscular strength,	 a significant shortening of the duration
of sleep,	 changes oil 	 hart of the oardiovasctllar system,
disturbance of psychomotor activity, worsening of working ability
and so fortis. II1 this regard it is of great thooretioal and
practical interest to study the functions of the h1rher sootiotls
of tine brain.	 In addit.iotl, there is great. significance Ili ;3 dynamic
invest.igationof t!le bioelectric activity Of the brain as an
Indicator reflecting the t-e`ne :-al tone Of they humatl 0orte'x durille-
all extended Stay ill artifloal atmo:' pilerii 0olldiI,10116.
Modern achievements	 Ili tilt' Ils e Of tale 0Oileiitt Otk'^i2-t I'le'x 111c'ttl)d
Ili combination with tile Ei,"d Op011 noW poclsibl fines for s tudyinr:
tile mee.hanisms of the formatioIl, reltlforcellie'lit and 	 of
temporary connections, permit- tin t; direct observation Of the liat.ure
of changes its cortical neurodyna1111e:: d11I-lilt-- the 00111-se Of t-Ile
i lives ti irat 1011.
EE0 AND CONPITIONEI) REFLEX ACTIVITY PATA	 i 1-: 1;
At. present a small n umber Of s t. ud le's i avo be'e'I1 oolldllct.e'd
under prolonged a.iyila^11a and isolation, in which, to6ctllor
with Other physiolo t-ical iildloator.", t-ho Ole e:t.roollce'ph;IIo?-rar"l 19;1:1
:I lse? :tlld10d (F. 1).	 rbOv (-t aI . . IQ oLi	 1). I. Ivanov 01. x1.,10
For r000rdin tr the btopote-ntials of the br'aill Ill lent--te'11I11
expe'rime'nts we used a bipolal • (frontal-occipital) pickup. The'
first l0 days tile e lect rode's for pi okl nt- lip t he 11jo—curr-°nt
of the bmi'tl were attached by 1110.1115 of ove,'lal lie'lT1101. Willed were
kept on the ,iead of the sub,ie'ct:, ni t-ht and day. Oil 	 "ollow1n),
days tile eloot.rodos we're' attacile'd by meatlS OI• :1 1)001:11 e'^`1IaI':
placed oil 	 head only during tile t imo Of r000rdin t-. Th e I;ru
invostt t at.i.cns during tile lour t.e'rill c XI)OV1.mNnt. : we're' Blade	 ,'e`I lit ly
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with Ye. A. I1'in, and the conditioned reflex activity investiga-
tions-- j ointly with G. P. Doronin.
The	 bioelectric activity of the brain was recorded daily
at 0900, 1300, 1700 and 0300 hours. In addition, on particular
days the EEGs wera recorded every 4-5 hours for studying the
nature of the daily periodicity of the
	 bioel.ectric activity
of the brain.
The EEG analysis showed that during a two-month stay in
an airtight chamber the sutjects maintained a prominent alpha
rhythm of sinusoidal form. The frequency of this rhythm was 9-10
Hz. Alpha wave, amplitude fluctuations were significant and
underwent regular changes during the course of the experiment. The
maximum alpha rhythm amplitude of 25-30 uv before the beginning of
the experiment increased toward the end of the first month in the
chamber on the average up to 77-80 uv, and toward the 60th day--
to 87-93 uv.
Changes in the alpha index, that is the percentage ratio of
alpha waves to other EEG waves, are of great interest. On the EEG
of subject M this index on the first days of the experiment increased
on the average from 40-49%, and after which it gradually decreased
to 27%. The alpha index on the EEG of subject Ts. increased up to
the 40th day in the chamber to 53%, and then gradually decreased and
toward the and of the experiment it reached,on the average,27%.
The S rhythm was well pronounced in both subjects during; the en-
tire experiment. Its frequency in N fluctuated between 16 and 24 Hz,
and in Ts.--16-20 Hz.
Analysis of the dynamics of the appearance of slow waves
	 /125
revealed a significant difference between the subjects. Thus,
before the experiment the EEG of subject M. displayed only
solitary slow waves of a frequency of 4-6 Hz. Subsequently these
waves began to appear at first in isolated groups, and then in
a greater number, and toward the 50th day in the chamber slow waves
became predominant. In subject Ts. waves of a frequency of 4-6 Hz.
appeared in a small amount only before the beginning of the experi-
ment and after the 50th day in the c:.amber. ' During the entire
experiment both subjects had slow waves of a frequency from 0.5
to 2 Hz. In addition, the EEG of subject Ts. revealed hypersyn-
chronic discharges.
Recently the attention of doctors and biologists has turned to
the question of the rhythms of physiological processes. In
analyzing the obtained data wF also turned our attention to the
115
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daily periodicity of changes in the bioelectric activity of the
cerebral cortex on different days of the experiment. It was
established that during the first month subject N. had an alpha
rhythm frequency of 10 Hz at 0.900 hours and at 1700 hours and at
0300 hours'the alpha rhythm decreased to 9 Hz. During the second
month in the.chamber the alpha rhythm frequency at 1700 hour-3
remained the.same, as also at 0900 hours, and at 0300 hours it
again decreased to 9 Hz. Finally, oil 	 last days of the experi-
ment the alpha rhythm frequency remained constant during the day
and was equal to 10 Hz.
These clear daily variations in alpha rhythm frequency were
not observed on the EE3 of subject Ts.
The fact of a significant iecrease in the alpha index from the
morning hours to the night hours is also interesting. The subjects
retained this regularity only during the first month. Thus, if
the mean value of the alpha index of N. at 0900 hours during the
first month was 61%, then at 1300 hours it decreased to 47%, and
from 1700 hours to 0300 hours it reached 30%, that is, it became
half that of the morning hours.
The alpha index of subject Ts. at 0900 hours during the first
month was, on the average, 52%. At 1300 hours it decreased to 340o,
and at 1700 hours increased to 38%, still remaining 14% lower than
tine alpha index during the morning.
In the second month of the experiment the alpha index of	 /i2o
subject N., on the other hand, increased during the evening and
nighttime.	 At 0900 hours it was, on the average, 21a, at 1300
hours--30%, at 1700 hours--32%, and at 0300 hours--31%, that is,
higher by 10% than in the morning.
During the second month in the chamber the alpha index of
subject Ts. did not change significantly at any time of day.
Its mean value at 0900 and 1300 hours was 36A, and at 1700 hours
decreased to 35%.
A regular variation also was revealed in the daily fluctuations
of alpha rhy',hm amplitude. Thus, in the case of N. at 0900 ho-irs
the alpha rhy..im amplitude on the average oqualed 74/18 uv, at
1300 liours--77/174v, and 1700 iiours --89/230v and, finally, at
0300 h=:urs--87/23, that is, during the night it altiay r in-
creased. In the case of Ts, the alpha rhythm amplitude, oil
other '.and, always decreased during the evening hours.
We shall see that typological characteristics of the nervous
116
system are
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also manifested in the nature of the daily periodicity
of the bioelectric activity of the brain. In our subjects the
alpha rhythm amplitude during the time spent in the chamber
not only did not decrease, but, on the other hand, increased in
comparison with the original level. In the opinion of M. N.
Livanov (1960), such an increase is either a reflection of
synchronization of the electrical activity of nerve cells located
at separated parts of the cortex (forehead-occiput), or is
connected with the influence of the reticular substance on the
cortex. The degree of synchronization of the electric potentials
of cortical cells reflect the level of activation of the cortex
by the reticular substance. While playing an important role in the
process of the formation of a conditioned reflex, the upper sections
of the brain cannot fulfill their role without the agency of
subcortical formations which perform transmission and distribution
of signals, and also regulation of basic nerve processes. With
a low level of cortical activation by the subcortical nonspecific
ascending system in a state of rest the cortical neurons are easily
drawn into coordinated synchronized activity, which leads to an
increase in the amplitude ,;of EEG fluctuations with the tort.'cal
neuron:: in an inactive condition. M. N. Livanov considers synchro-
nization to be a condition of the cortex in which,irradiation
both of the exciting and the inhibiting process is facilitated.
In order to study the functional state of the cort(A we	 /127
also used an electroenphaloscope instrument constructed by M. N.
Livanov and V. M. Ana.n'yev for multipoint recording (more than 50
pickups) of bioelectric potentials.l
The use of this instrument and the application of computer
technology for analyzing the data made it possible to study the
influence on the functional state of the brain of a 62-day stay
at an altitude of 7,000 meters in a,:.ificial atmospheric
conditions.
The biorotentials repeatedly before the experiment and again after
it ended, were simultaneously recorded from 50 sections of the cerebral
cortex. To this end 50 needle electrodes were arranged uniformly
1 W performed electroencephalogrephy of the subjects before
and after the 62-day high altitude experiment in the laboratory of
M. N. Livanov with the participation of N. A. Gavrilova. The
data were processed on a computer.
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On the head with a neutral	 electrode on the chin. After
60itable amplification the'bioelectric potentials were displayed
on a kinescope screen.
The stronger the negativity under an electrode wasethe brighter
the illumination of the corresponding point on the screen was.
The brightness, and consequently, the degree of negativity or
positivity were judged according to changes in the amplitude of
50 vertical columns, each of which corresponded to a specific
luminous point on the screen. The mosaic of bioelectric activity
appearing on the screen was recorded on motion picture film.
As the investigations of M. N. Livanov (1960) indicated, in
the case of conditioned reflex activity there appears synchronization
in the operation of individual sections of the cerebral cortex.
This signifies that a functional interconnection or correlation
is established between them. Hence the task was posed of explain-
ing what correlations occur in the cerebral cortex in a state of
rest under the influence of sound and light stimuli, and also during a
change in the functional condition of the organism in the course
of a 62-day stay in artificial atmospheric conditions at an altitule
of 7,000 meters.
Four groups with varying degrees of synchronization (inter-	 /128
correlations in the operation of sections of the brain, where
synchronization is understood to mean unidirectionality of changes
of biopotentials in time, were isolated on the basis of a theoreti-
cal Gaussian distribution. The first is the group of negative
interactioi , when the sections of the brain entered into inter-
correlation lasting from 0 to 22% of the time in question (1-112
seconds was taken as the unit of time in question). The second is
the group of independently operating sections of the brain with
inter-correlation	 limits from 22 to 44% of the time in question.
The third is the group of low synchronization with inter-correla-
tions from 45 to 75% of the time in question. And, finally, the
fourth is the group of high synchronization, where agreement in
operation of different sections of the cortex exceeded 75% of the
time in question.
Studying the nature of the bioelectric activity of the subjects'
brains before the long-term experiment inade it possible to establish
the presence of a living diffuse-focal mosaic. Against a
background of approximately identical amplitude oscillations
(80
-95 uv) there periodically	 appeared strictly low potentials,
the amplitude of which exceeded the remaining oscillations by
2 to 4 times. These centers of increased electrical activity
118
were distinguished by great variability both with respect to
localization and to duration.
A comparison of the data on the functional interrelationshins
of different sections of the cortex with the topographical
characteristics of the conducting paths of the mosaic, made jointly
with our colleague from the Brain Institute, S. B. Dzugayeva,
permitted us to hypothesize that the high level of synchronized
activity of the cerebral cortex takes place because of short
association fibers and callous body fibers. Evidently, in
addition to these formations(,of the brain, long association fibers
also participate in establishing low—level synchronous activity.
Supplying sound and light stimuli led to a change in theinter-correlations
	 not only in the auditory and visual apparatus,
but also in the cerebral cortex.
After the subjects left the altitude chamber, where they
spent 52 days in artificial atmospheric conditions at an altitude
of 7,000 meters, new observations were made. Visun' analysis of
the electroencephalograph data obtained indicate Ln at during an
extended stay in a closed chamber of small volume there occurs a
weakening of the excitation process and a shift in the interrelation
of basic nervous processes in the direction of inhibitions.
This is indicated by the decreased mobility of the bioelectric
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mosaic, disappearance of centers of increased activity
and	 appearance of a special form of bioelectric activity--
"overflows."
The latter are characterized by the fact that the negativity
or positivity arising at a given moment in a more or less
extensive zone is accompanied by a process of the reverse sign in
adjacent zones. In the following moment the negativity and
positivity seemingly change places. "Overflows" are the result of
a spatial change of amplitudes and phases of the predominant
oscillations. The reticular formation probably also participates
in their appearance.
	 The sound and light stimuli used after the
end of the experiment produced an extremely weak reaction in the
cerebral cortex of the subject and contributed to an intensifica-
tion of "overflows."
Thus, the resultsof EEG analysis andti^ gte that conditions of
prolonged	 Ximitation of mobility and a certain decrease in
sensory stimuli lead to a lowering of cortical tone, and that all
the above-mentioned changes, including disturbance of the daily
periodicity of bioelectric activity, L asirally belong to the
second month spent in the chamber.
We propose that thedescribed method of recording biopotentials
and analyzing them with the aid of a computer may be successfully
1?9
used for analyzing actual problems of aviation and space medicine,
since it opens great possibilities for studying the activity of
such a complex system of interconnected nervous elements as the
brain. Studying the bioelectric activity of the cerebral cortex
of a man in an airtight chamber makes it possible at each moment
to determine the function of the higher sections of the central
nervous system and thus to introduce qualified medical control
over its condition.
In addition to studying the bioelectric activity of the brain
the conditioned reflex activity was investigated in order to make a
more in-depth study o: the higher nervous activity and the level
of working aoility.
In developing a method for investigating higher nervous
	 /130
activity we proceeded from the fact that, for a man undergoing a
prolonged stay in an airtight chamber of limited volume under conditions
of an artificial atmosphere, hypokinesia and isolation, the working
ability is determined first of all, by the ability to rapidly
and errorlessly
	 differentiate and solve mental problems of
different complexity with the retention of a high level of
coordination of motion while performing goal-directed activities.
For studying conditioned reflex activity, we used a method,
which in essence required that the subject respond to different conditioned
signals, according to a preliminary verbal instruction, with a motor
reaction, connected in the one case with solving specific
arithmetical problems and in the other with tracing different
geometrical figures. The stimulus stereotype was composed of
direct li ght signals (red. white. Yellow. green)and verbal sionals:
"white light," "red light," "blue light."
In each investigation a three digit number was given which
was the starting point for the subsequent solution of the problems.
The content of a problemwas determined by the conditioned signal.
With the white light switched on the subject had to write under
the given three-di-git number the first two digits and perform
subtraction, for example 732 - 73. Addition of a three digit
number and its two final digits, for example 732 + 32, was performed
to the verbal stimulus "white light." To yellow light the subject
had to multiply the same three-digit nu;nber by a two-digit number
consisting of its .extreme digits, that is, 732 x 72• With the red
light switched on t°:e subject traced with an electrocontact pencil
a figure, consisting of two circles connected by a broken line,
to the green light the subject drew the outlines of a small square
in blue ink, and to the verbal signal "blue light"--the outline
of a large green square.
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An evaluation of the conditioned reflex reactions connected
with tracing figures makes it possible at the same time to con-
sider the state of differentiation inhibition, the speed of
response reactions (according to the time taken in drawing the
outlines of a figure) and the accuracy of reproducing a line,
that is, fine movement coordination.
In addition, at the second and sixth point in the stereotype
the inhibiting verbal stimulus "red light" was given, which was
not to be accompanied by any motor reactions of the subject.
The motor reactions in solving arithmetical problems and
tracing figures were recorded on an ink os'cillographic unit with
the aid of a special electrocontact pencil.
time in seconds
Z 6 9 10 1214 15 1617 19 20 24 2S 26 30 13 35 JN 42 46 47 48 49 50 52 53 54 55 56 57 58
days
Figure 22. Time of conditioned motor reaction of subject M-Ov
to red light.
In two
226 studies
reinforced
experiment
long-term (60 day) experiments with four subjects 	 /141.
were made according to a previously developed and
stereotype. In addition, during the course of the
a changed stimulus stereotype was presented 36 times.
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The changes in conditioned reflex activity observed in the case
of an extended stay under relative adynamia and isolation
were characterized, first of all, by a wavelike nature and a certain
phasing in reactions (in different periods of the investigation).
This is manifested particularly clearly in the solution of
arithmetical problems.
During the course of the investigation the most pronounced and
clear changes in the nature of conditioned reflex activity were
observed in the subjects in the case of the conditioned motor
reaction to red light, connected with tracing a geometrical figure.
From figures 22 and 23 it is obvious that the time taken for
tracing a geometrical figure increased from day to day. In
this case the coordination accuracy did not change significantly.
If on the first days the time taken for tracing a figure was
15-20 seconds, after 30 days it was up to 25-28 seconds for the
same figure, and toward the end of the investigation (50-60 days)
it reached 35
-37 seconds.
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Fig. 23. Time of conditioned motor rea,;r.ion of subject Ts-ko
;.to red light.
Under low barometric pressure the time required
for tracing also increased toward the end of the first month of
the experiment, however subsequently a decrease in this index was
observed.
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It is interesting that in the ground experiment the co-
ordination quality did not improve with an increase in the time
required for tracing figures, but at an altitude with a rarefaction
equal to 308 mm Hg, a decrease in the time required for reproducin-
the contours of figures was accompanied by , a certain worsening of
coordination at the end of the experiment.' This may possibly
explain the decrease in the time required for tracing geometrical
figures upon receiving different stereotype stimuli, which was
observed in the second month of the high altitude experiment. It
Is interesting that in this period significantly more errors in
calculation are admitted. It is characteristic that most errors
(from 60-100%) were observed in performing the most complex task
which was the multiplication of two numbers (response reaction to
yellow light) .
One of the indicators of conditioned reflex activity is the 	 /133
total time spent by a subject in performing all the,response
reactions determined by the stimulus stereotype. The stability
of the total time spent in performing a task characterizes the
end of the process of forming a dynamic stereotype. Analysis of
this indicator made it possible to reveal quite clearly in the
high altitude experiment the individual lifferences in the time
taken in performing a task for all stimuli of the stereotype (Table
23)•
TABLE 23
MEAN TIME OF PERFORMING MOTOR REACTIONS TO STIMULUS STEREOTYPE
AND DEVIATIONS FROM THE MEAN (SECONDS)
Mean time
Subject of perform-
ing task
A-ov	 72.4
Ch-ov	 55.4
Deviation	 Difference
from the	 between
mean on	 minimum and
different days	 maximum value
Minimum Maximum
-24.0	 +24.9	 48.9
-11.3	 + 8.7	 20.0
In the ground experiment with N-ov and Ps-ko these differences
were less pronounced and basically related to the speed of solving
arithmetical problems.
Both in the experiment at normal barometric pressure, and
in the case of the 62-day experiment in artificial atmospheric
conditions at an altitude of 7,000 meters (308 mm hg),th a direction
of changes in the time taken for tracing geometrical figures is
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identical, especially during the first month; that is, the time of
performing fine,coordinated response reactions increases.
Some decrease in the time of response motor reactions toward
the end of the experiment (especially in the case of the high-
altitude experiment), in our opinion, occurs because the very fact
of the end of a long-term experiment is a powerful second-signal
stimulus, mobilising reserve compensatory-adaptive mechanisms
for maintaining the tone of the higher sections of the cerebral
cortex. In conducting long-term investigations it is noted th:c
ever, the moment of transition to the second half of the experiment,
irrespective of its total duration, is accompanied by siepificant
changes in the neuro-psychic cone and behavior of the subject.
This was manifested particularly graphically in the high-altitude
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experiment.
In addition to the change in the motor function indicators,
the accuracy of solving arithmetical problems was also significantly
disturbed at this period. The majority of calculation
errors were received in the second half of the ground experiment
(in eight of nine for subject N-ov and in 18 of 27 for subject
T8-Ko In the high-altitude experiment errors were observed primarily
ao the end of the first month.
The periods of the greatest inhibition of cortical processes
were observed at the end of the first month in the high-altitude
experiment and on the 4o-50th day in the grounA experiment. In
addition to an increase in the time taken for tracing figures this
period manifested an increase in the number of calculation errors
and significant changes in the behavior of the subjects. Character-
istic features of this period were: emotional instability, irrita-
bility, decreased motor activity, loss of interest in the studies
being conducted (sometimes to complete indifference), decreased
mental efficiency and memory of material read, weakening of self-
criticism, and sometimes even the appearance of a lack of disci-
pline. In the daytime the subjects were sleepy, and at night--
suffered from insomnia. During the first month of the experiment
both subjects exhibited a quite restful and deep sleep. On an actogram
during the course of the night (primarily during; the period of fala-
ing to sleep) only solitary motor reactions were noted. During
the high altitude experiment the subjects ccvipl.ained of
dryness of the mucous membranes of the lips and eyes, which :Mopped
after two weeks. Prom the beginning of the third week there were
increasing complaints of a "stuffy feeling which appeared periodically"
in the altitude chamber, especially at the time of physical exercises.
Toward the end of the first month changes in behavior become
more pronounced: motor activity significantly de crease s, sluggishness
and slow reaction lasts a long time in the morning; sometimes the
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subjects doze while recording physiological functions, and make
errors in switching the pickups. As a rule, they take a long time
in falling asleep and often wake up during the night. During the
day their mood changes often--periods of sluggishness and indifference
alternate with euphoria. Interest in reading fiction and specialized
literature significantly decreases and the subjects begin to get
bored with the monotony of the experimental setup. The subjects /135
do not always carry out precisely	 the schedule of the day and do
not show interest in prompt and accurate fulfillment of the
research program. The following remarks appear in the diaries:
"The day has no meaning for us--whether it's Sunday or a weekday.
It's all the same. The research program has become boring" (Subject
Ch-ov) "We don't do the physical exercises because we like them, but,
you understand, because they are necessary" (Subject Ts-ko). Appe-
tite noticeably,4ecreased toward the beginning of the second month
and the subjects systematically returned certain foods (fatty canned
meats, cheese,and others).
In the opinion of the subjects, during an extended stay in a
altitude chamber the weather has a significant influence on
mood: during sunny weather and on holidays the mood gets worse,
during bad weather--it improves. Such a seemingly paradoxical
effect is connected with the fact.that the subjects connect good
weather and holidays with thoughts of amusements, positive emotions,
of which they are deprived, spending a long time in a closed cham-
ber of limited volume.
Increasingly the subjects write about the monotony of the
experimental setup. For example, subject M-ov remarks: "Everything
proceeds monotonously. Every day is like every other day even more
than two drops of water; time passes slowly. I have little interest
in anything and no-desires. Boredom has begun." The monotony of
the experimental conditions depresses the subjects and an attempt
to introduce variety and to restructure the established stereotype
causes dissatisfaction. It is characteristic that the subjects
even become bored with music. Repetition of the same musical record-
ings during the day causes irritation. The time sense is lost
and sometimes the subjects lose track not only of the date and the
month but also the day of the week.
Toward the end of the second month there appear in the
journals complaints of fatigue, rapid exhaustion after performing
physical exercise, and problems in coping with mental strain (even
in reading fiction).
At the end of the experiment, even though there were cases of
the dissatisfaction of the subjects with one another, this was not
significantly reflected in their friendly relationships. Diary
entries are indicative in this regard: "The time passes twice 	 /135
as fast if you can feel your comrade's elbow." (Subject M-ov),
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"I always cheered up Slava when he got upset or depressed; we became
very friendly during the experiment." (Subject Ch-ov).
On the 50th day of the high altitude experiment A. complained
of an unpleasant sensation in the muscles and joints: "Gnawing
pains in the joints, like rheumatism, appeared, which intensified
toward evening... after physical exercise these pains disappear.
To a somewhat lesser degree Subject Ch. experienced similar phenomena.
It also should be noted that the subjects frequently noted
the negative influence of the constant temperature in the cham-
ber on general well-being. From the 40-50th day they often began_
to ask that the temperature be decreased to 17-18 0 , at which
point their mood and sleep improved.
For several days before the end of the experiment the subjects
became more mobile and happy, they showed a tendency to make ,jokes,
showed interest In the research and a desire to communicate with the
crew on watch.
The theme of the end of the experiment predominates in the
diaries and the subjects summarize their impre3sions.
Thus, the data from observing the subjects also confirm the
conclusions of phasing and cyclicity not only in the physiological
reactions of the organism, but also in behavior.
The results of investigating the higher nervous activity in
the two long-term (multiday) experiments lead to the conclusion
that an extended (two-month)	 stay both at ground level, and at low
t0308 mm Hg pressure under conditions of relative isolation and hypodynamia
lead to a lowering of the excitability of the central nervous
system. The greatest changes in cortical functions are noted in
the second half of the experiment and are characterized by a wavelike
nature and cyclicity. Observations of the subjects behavior, and
also the results of an investigation of conditioned reflex activity
and the bioelectric activity of the brain testify to the individual
typological characteristics of higher nervous activity and the
ability to withstand prolonged isolation in airtight chambers of
small volume.
INVESTIGATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL STATE OF 	 /137
THE ACOUSTIC, VISUAL AND VESTIBULUS ANALYZERS
As a result of steadying auditory adaptation it was shown that
during an extended stay in a new acoustic environment there
occurs a certain lowering of the threshold of audibility in
proportion to the duration of the stay. This physiological
phenomenon,in the opinion of G. V. Gershuni (1949), reflects
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the general adaptation of the organism to the new conditions.
The total noise level in our experiments was 60-65 decibels.
The spectral composition of the noise, recorded on ferromagnetic
film, was subsequently analyzed on a'spectrograph. The auditory
sensitivity in the experiments was studied by Yu. V. Krylov.
The studies showed that basically high-frequency noise, the
maximum amplitude of which occurs in the range from 800 to 2500 cycles
per second, is generated in the operation of the life support
system. No significant differences are observed in the amplitude and
frequency characteristic of the noise in the control and high
altitude experiments, which makes it possible to relate the chang-
es observed in the functional systemsof the organism, in particular,
the acoustic analyzer, to the influence of other factors (low
barometric pressure, different gas ratio in the surrounding autosphere,
hypodynamia of relative isolation, etc.) .
As a result of an investigation conducted in the 60-day ground
experiment it is established that the hearing threshold increases
by different frequencies in the different subjects. The highest
increase in the threshold. takes place at frequencies of 500 and
3000 cycles per second.
Against a background of a spread in the hearing thresholds,
during the second half of the experiment in both *subjects
there was noted a relative lowering of the hearing thresholds by
5-15 db in relation to their highest values.
The dynamics of auditory excitability during the course of
the entire experiment are characterized by a definite wavelike
nature.
In the high altitude experiment the dynamics of auditory
excitability do not significantly differ from the data obtained
inthe ground experiment: There is noted a wavelike nature of
changes in auditory excitability, and a tendency toward a lowering
of the hearing threshold in subject Ch. by 7.5-10 db at all frequencies
investigated and in subject A. by 5-7.5 db.
The sharp transition from ordinary life to conditions of a 	 /138
prolonged stay in a closed airtight chamber of small volume was
accompanied by a restructuring of many previously former ingrained
habits. In studying the processes of auditory adaptation under
conditions of the short-term effect of noLie on man, G. V. Gershuni
(1949) came to the conclusion that under the influence of this
factor complex restructuring takes place in the organ of hearing,
encompassing all units of the analyzer. Evidently, by increasil,b
the time of noise exposure in the auditory apparatus, complex
adaptation processes develop, which during the first days of the continuous
action of noise are manifested in a raising of the threshold of
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hearin and, subsequently in a lowering of the thresh old of hearing.
This phenomenon may be tUen as the outcome of the processes of
the organism's adaptation to a new,unuaual environment.
The results of investigations of the visual analyzer, conducted
by Yu. V. Kamen'shikov, are given in Tables 24 and 25.
TABLE 24
STATE OF VISUAL FUNCTIONS IN SUBJECTS BEFORE
AND AFTER THE 60-DAY GROUND EXPERIMENT
Subject
N-ov
Before After Before After
Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment
Acuteness
of vision	 1.8 1.8 2.0 2.0
Critical fre-
quency of
coalescence
of flickering	 33.6 33.3 35.0 34.0
Binocular vision Stable
Nearest point of
accommodation,
cm	 X3.0 9.0 12.0 9.5
Nearest point of
convergence,
cm	 14.5 12.0 7.5 7.0
Fusio!, re.,erves	 8.0 7.7 8.3 8.3
Night	 vi.^ion,
sec	 25 23 20 21
Optic base Norm
From Table 24 it is obvious that the conditions of the experi-
ment did not have any influence on the majority of investigations
of visual functions. Only the nearest point of accomodation in	 /139
both subjects at the end of the experiment came closer by 3-4 cm,
which was 70-79% of the original value. The nearest point of
convergence also came nearer by 2.5 cm in the case of subject
Ts-ko and by 0.5 cm--in the case of subject IM-ov (83 and 97% of
the original value). It is very probable that this was the result
of the prolonfr.p ,: stay in a compartment of limited volume, where
the subject,:--iii not completely weaken their accommodation with
emmetropic
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1.28
36.6
8.5
7.5
0.09
3.0
8.0
10.0
1.13
34.0
10.0
8.5
0.11
5.0
12.7
18.3
1.28
36.8
10.0
7.5
0.13
3.0
1.7
3.7
1.05
32.8
Stable
10.5
9.0
0.17
4.7
12.3
16.6
Norm
Visual acuity
Critical fre-
quency of
coalescence
of flickering
Binocular vision
Nearest point of
accommodation,
cm
Nearest point
of convergence,
cm
Speed of visual
perception
Color thresholds 1
1
11
111
Optic base
TABLE 25
STATE OF VISUAL FUNCTIONS IN SUBJECTS BEFORE AND
AFTER THE 62-DAY HIGH ALTITUDE EXPERIMENT
Subjects
Ch-ov
	 A-ov
Before	 After	 Before	 After
Experiment Experiment
	
Experiment Experiment
1Light threshold of the experiment on the AN-56 anamoloscope;
I, II, III--color receivers of the differential system of the eye.
Ten days after the end of the experiment the indicated function-
al changes completely disappeared.
As is seen from Table 25, after the "high-altitude" experiment
there was an insignificant lowering of all visual functions
investigated which did not exceed the norms established for a
flight-surgeon's examination.
The binocular vision was Stable. Inspection and photography
of the optic base did not reveal significant changes. In investiga`-
ing the optic base after rotation on a centrifuge both before 	 /140
1`9
-.11
and after the multiday experiment, there was observed a small expan-
sion of the veins of the reticular membrane; the size of the artery
did not change.
Analysis of the results obtained showed that an extended stay
in artificial atmospheric conditions with a normal partial pressure
of oxygen in the surrounding air does not have an unfavorable
influence on the effectiveness of the visual analyzer.
Similar results are also obtained in our experiments with
respect to the vestibular analyzer (V. I. Kopanev). It was shown
that, although as a whole resistance to vestibular stimulations did
not significantly decrease, nonetheless, vegetative reactions to them
proved to be significant. The pronounced vestibular-sensoral
and vestibular-somatic reactions, observed during a prolonged stay
in an airtight, chamber,testified to an increase in the excitability
of the vestibular analyzer.
In addition to data from illusiometry and the duration of
postrotatory nyst agmus , the most sensitive indicators character-
izing the functional state of the vestibular analyzer during
stimulation are vegetative shifts.
Experimental investigations conducted earlier showed that a
proper program of motor activity promotes stabilization of the
physiological reactions of the organism (G. V. Altukhov, N. A.
Agadzhinyan, 1961, et al.).
The regular use of a special set of controlled physical
exercises can to a certain degree compensate for the unfavorable
effects of prolonged hypodynamia and isolation. A system of
goal-directed muscular efforts, fulfilling the natural requirement
for motor activity will maintain the general tone of the cortex
and have a favorable influence on the condition of the different
functional systems of the organism. In turn, stabilization of
the physiological indicators will promote the maintenance of
a sufficiently high physical and mental efficiency. The personal
interest of the subjects, a sense of patriotic duty, and high
moral responsibility for the quality of work performed, may also
have great significance. The last factor is particularly important
In the case of extended space flights.
RESULTS OF AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FlilCTIGN 	 /741
OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND EXTER14AL
RESPIRATION 1
As is well known, the working capacity of the human organism
is most often limited by the functional capacities of circulation
The rusearc.h was conducted together with our colleagues Yu.
	 c.
B. Bizin, M. M. Osipova and I. R. Kalinochenko.
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and respiration. The circulation and respiration functions are
important indicators in studying the influence on the organism
of an extended stay in sealed chamber of small volume under condi-
tions of a changed gas medium and low barometric pressure. The
purpose of our investigations was to make a comparative study of
the influence on functional conditions of the cardiovascular
system and respiration of an extended stay in an airtight chamber
under ground and low barometric pressure conditions (308 mm Hg).
These investigations showed that a multiday stay by humans
under normal barometric pressure conditions does not
cause significant disturbances in the activity of the cardiovascular
system. Only some functional changes were observed on the part
of the pulse, blood pressure, and respirati-3n (Tables 26 and
27).
TABLE 26
CHANGE
IN THE
IN PULSE AND RESPIRATION OF SUBJECTS N-OV AND TS-KO
60-DAY CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT (AVERAGE DATA FOR EACH
TEN DAYS)
Day of Pulse (beats per minute) Respiration
Experiment of subjects (per minute)
9-ov Ts-ko Subjects
 Ts-korE10th 49 66 15	 10
20th 49 61 15	 10
30th 56 69 12	 9
40th 55 65 10	 8
50th 55 73 10	 10
60th 59 74 9	 8
In the case of both subjects there occurred a quickening of
the pulse toward the end of the experiment, a decrease in the
n.aximum and minimum pressure and a decrease in the frequency of
respiration. These changes were of a cyclic nature. Usually this
wavelike nature was re peated every 10 to 15 days and was more
pronounced in the first 30 days of the experiment.
Prolonged absence or insufficiency of movement not only lowers
the physical condition of a man, but also may entail a complicated
svmptom complex of disorders, called "hypokinetic sickness" (Kraus,
Raab, 1961).
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TABLE 2 7
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CHANOR OF MAXTMVM, MINIMUM AND PULSE, PRESSURE OF SUBJECTS
AVERAOR VALUE' FOR	 R11T:RY 10 DAYS OF Tl^
EXPERIMENT (nun. Mg)
Day of "l';ax+th"
	
Altitude	 ti00 m
xj^erimhnt W ► -taY-C1V To -	 -ov
r'i	 '^)
0#
r-r ^ rd
0 ►
r^i
4►
wl	 r^
W
W ht fM f^1	 H V ^;	 r r
wi
Experiment in	 6Q 60 in 61 61 i. o 60 60 130	 70	 60
lath 113	 ,i3 6 0 115 6c) 55 118 61 57 116	 60	 56
20th 110	 50 6 0 109 53 56 109 : to 53 11 7 	61	 66
Qth 109	 47 F ^ 110 50 60 105 5? 46 118	 1)8	 60
0th 104	 50 5 11 1:10 51 ] ) 106 6k) 46 :l ^ it	 67	 h8
50th 105	 48 5`( 109 51 58 104
I
55 4k) 11 1)	 cab	 :i
60th 107	 48 139 105 51 54 104 5i life ll7	 Lill
A charaoteriatlu example of .loch d1 z.10IN101-a 1 A given Ili the
study by Taylor of al.( 1^` 49)	 who,	 in atudylr1g 110:11t•hy, hNtl^^•rtctlt,it^nr•d
young people after a thre ' -wank .stay in bead, dlzno-ovr.rra all l n0'roA.10
In they oxygen dept., a lowering of "bront•hilig eft'ic,telloy" allki
"laeart enduranca" (extren►e tactay(ardia) l ►► 1-^Ipolwo to 14 ;ltrandrkrd
physical load.
The inoronaed pul.ae frequoncy 11ntler okli%dltloiw, %,.i' ivl pltivr' 1i,1,V119%k1641
may also to aonte degree be explained by di y turt^nnca cat' t•lre J,1jj0ljjt>rl,?lei
action of 0ie vagua nerve, whicla is ob,aervad in tho abaencc^ L)f
ilaeesarary i`hyaloal act ivity. 'rho prodominr•:rive in this craao of
the :adrenergi c , tot i as of the symp"Ithatic nerve to ada to a
volume change in the vestsela and tiaauea.
Kh. S. Koahtoyant; ►
 (1954) alao reforred to the	 or
It connection betwea! ► :: ►e notion of oherniaal fact.or:r of twi-vmm
exaltation and the wt; tnbollam of an lnnerva' .jd organ.
Evidently,tilts also explains the lowering of blood pre '.1 ,11we	 1
observed in our experlunenta . `fable 7 pretionta data on the
change in blood preaaure in the control and high-n1taitudo exl^rrtmrnt:r.
As a consequence of the disturbance or they rat. .to of r0rilmttm
and maximum preasure,tho pulao preatture also ehangad, booc^m:l ng
more aigniflcant in the high-altitude oxperrimont. Thun, tho
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difference between the initial and final values of the pulse
pressure in subject A-ov was 14 mm hg.
In the investigations of Welch et al (1961) with subjects
staying for 30 days at an altitude of 5490 m,a lowering of the
diastolic pressure with simultaneous disturbance of the excitability
of the cardiac muscle was also observed. The majority of authors
explain regular changes in blood pressure, both in the direction
of a decrease and of an increase, by a predominant raising or lower-
ing of vascular tone, in the first place, the tone of the precapil-
laries. The size of the pulse and minute volume of the heart
plays a significant role in the change in blood pressure. In
our opinion, changes in the interrelationship between the activity
of the heart and the state of vascular tone, arising as a result
of a deficiency in motor activity in a small-volume chamber,
lie at the base of the changes in blood pressure observed in long-
term experiments.
TABLE 28
CHANGE IN PULSE FREQUENCY IN SUBJECTS N-OV AND TS-KO
AFTER PHYSICAL LOAD (IN PERCENT) IN RELATION TO CHANGES
IN PULSE DURING THE GIVEN TEST BEFORE THE EXPERIMENT,
TAKEN AS 100%
Time of Measurement After Physical Load (in minutes
Day of 1 5 10Experiment TB-ko -ov
	
s- o -ov Ts-ko N -ov
8-11th 127 155 94 133 94 101
20-21st 143 156 100 140 -- 120
30-33rd 141 130 132 133 122 133
41-47th 136 156 120 137 109 130
57-60th 134 136 122 142 121 131
We did riot discover significant changes on the EKG either 	 /144
in the control experiment nor under conditions of an altitude of
7,000 meters.
Basically, the amplitude of spikes and the duration of intervals
on EKGs taken in a state of rest do not go beyond the limits
of physiologically permissible values. It is necessary to note
only a certain decrease in the maximum value of the P spike under
the influence of altitude. If in the ground experiment the maximuit,
aplitude of the P-spike reached 3 mm, then in the high altitude
experiment it did not exceed 2 mm.
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Wavelike changes in the EGK spikes (P, R, T) were revealed
during the course of the long-term experiment with stability of
their time components (P% QRS).
For the purpose of revealing elements of deconditioning,the
functional capability of the organism in response to physical
load was determined, and orthostatic and Val'sal'va tests were
also taken.
The data obtained indicate that the degree of change in the
pulse after physical load depends on the duration of the experiment.
As a rule, toward the end of the experiment there was observed a
significant quickening of the pulse in response to a measured load
in comparison with the - data obtained on the first days. At the
same time, the time taken for the restoration of the pulse to the
original values increased.
TABLE 29
CHANGE IN BLOOD PRESSURE OF SUBJECTS (IN mm hg)
AFTER PHYSICAL LOAD IN THE 7,000 m ALTITUDE
_ EXPERIMENT,--
__	 PAW60t A-op '
Day ofafter load (minutes)
ezpeebne^ before loadMI
_
I
	 5th	 I	 Mltb	 IBtb	 I
541 120160 125/60 115165 110/55 —
10-ii 11 ;!5.i 125i,65 115/60 110160 112/50
154i 110150 102/30 105/60 1(r)(55 100)50
20-0 1111,157 110/(i0 105/55 100/50 1(111150
25-0 100150 1111j',p 110/15 105155 —
30. 0 Il 150 1251,60 120/60 110155 —
35-11 110155 115165 115165 110165 —
40-H 110160 110160 105/55 112/60 -
45-0 1	 105160 110155 100/55 — —
50-0 A05155 125170 120170 120/70 —
55-1i 1	 100150 90/50 95/50 108/55 --	 I
Subleet Ch-ov .
Ater Load (minutes)
Before Load yt I	 btb I	 X" 16th
120/65 1251uti 125/65 120/60 -
110165 125165 118)66 1201(;0 118160
1(b(50 130/65 I	 125160 115150 -
125165 1311165 120165 1181, i6i -
118150 115155 125/65 - -
120170 120170 118/70 120170 -
140/80 133/80 140/80 1.10175 -
120/70 120/65 110/62 110/60 -
110160 125178 125170 115.65 -
130170 115/66 100150 100/55 -
120/70 125173 120175 120/75
-
Table 28 presents the results of the change in pulse	 /145
frequency after physical load obtained in the control experiment.
As is seen from Table 28, the pulse frequency increased after
physical load in proportion to the duration of the experiment.
Thus, in the case of subject Ts-ko,on the 11th day the pulse
frequency increased by 27$ and on the 20th day by 43% in compari-
son with the initial values. Subsequently the pulse frequency after
physical load remained at the same level.
The general tendency for the pulse frequency to change after
physical load was the same in the high altitude experiment as
in the control experiment.
The individual EKG component did riot undergo significant
changes. The blood pressure did not significantly change after
physical load. Data on the change in blood pressure after physical
load in the high altitude experiment are given in Table 29.
As is seen from the data in Table 29, the blood pressure
after physical load increased insignificantly only on the first
1C to 15 days of the experiment. Subsequently it was maintained at
a lower level than before load. The "negative phase" observed after
physical load is an indicator of fatigue of the cardiovascular
system and weak conditionin- of the cardiac muscle due to an
insufficiency of motor activity of the subjects in a chamber of
small volume.
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Figure 24. Diagram of X-ray picture of subject N-ov's heart in
front right projection before experiment (solid line)
and after experiment (dotted line). T--diameter;
L--length; F--Area.
The X-ray studies of the chest and heart, made by P. M.
Ivanov and A. R. Mansurov before the beginning of the long-term
experiment did not reveal fresh focal or infiltration changes in
the lun6j. The heart was of normal configuration, its contracting
function did not have significant deviations from the norm. A
second X-ray study taken immediately after the end of the long-
term exper+ment showed that,both in the ground and high-
altitude experiments, no significant changes occurred in the lun,-Q!
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RESULTS. OF X-RAY STUDIES. OF THE SIZE OF THE. HEART SHADOW -
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the depth of inhalation did not significantly change. In analyzing
the X-rays attention is drawn to the sigtei.ficant change in the
dimensions of the shadow of the heart (Table 30).
It proved to be the case that in the ground experiment the
aiae of the shadow of the heart in both subjects became significant-
ly smaller than before the experiment, both in the systolic state
and in the diastolic state. The diameter of the heart was smaller
by 15 mm in subject N-ov, and by 11 mm in subject Ts-ko. From
Table 30 it is obvious that in both cases the amplitude of heart
contraction did not undergo significant changes.
According to measurement data of the right and left halves of
the diameter of the heart it is possible to note that there was
a somewhat greater decrease on the part of the right half. Figure
24 shows a diagram of an X-ray picture of subject N-ov's heart
before and after the 60-day ground experiment. X-ray studies
conducted 15 days after the end of the experiment showed a prac-
tically complete restoration of the functional shifts mentioned
above: the diameter of the heart both in systole and in diastole	 /148
approximated the original, however the frequency of cardiac
contractions in both subjects still remained quite high.
Considering the increased frequency of cardiac contractions
and the amplitude of pulsation immediately after the end of the
experiment, the decrease in the dimensions of the heart was the
result of changes which developed in the myocardium itself. These
changes obviously can be connected with hypokinesis and, conse-
quently, they may be viewed as a phenomenon of partial functional
atrophy.
While the phenomenon of functional atrophy of the skeletal
musculature is well studied, with regard to the heart of a healthy
man there is very little information inthe literature. It is
interesting to note that the X-ray observations of pa rsons subjected
to analogous Influences in an experiment lasting 30 clays conducted
by P. N. Ivanov and A. R. Mansurov (D. I. Ivanov, et al.,1963) did
not in any case stow the presence of signs of functional atrophy
in the form of a significant decrease in the dimensions of the
heart. It is possible that these phenomena begin to develop and
become significant only after more than 30 days.
However, as is seen from 'table 30, in the tit-day high altitude
experiment these phenomena could not be observed, which, partially
is explained by the more regulary perfoivied physical exeriese of
these subjects.
Dynamic observation of the degree and nature of the development
of and recovery from functional atrophy of the cardiac muscle has
important significance forthe conducting of investigations connected
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with prolonged Stays under conditions of adynamia and isolation.
The presence of these materials may lead to the organization
and correct evaluation of work and rest periods and prophylaxis of
the observed functional changes.
It is known that the change in gas exchange during and after the perform-
ance of measured work may serve as an index of the
working capacity not only of the respiratory, but also of the
cardiovascular system.
We investigated the influence of an extended stay in an airtight
chamber on the function of external respiration and gas exchange.
The respiratory minute volume (RMV) was measured with a dry gas
	 /149
counter. The pulmonary gas exchange was investigated by the
combined Douglas-Holden method.
In the airtight chamber the subjects breathed gas mixtures fed
into an altitude chamber; in the ground experiment the mixture did
not differ from normal atmospheric air, while in the high altitude
experiment it consisted of 57% oxygen and 43% nitrogen.
The composition of the inhaled, exhaled and alveolar air waa analyzed
on a Holden apparatus. A special system, consisting of two tanks
connected wit}- each other and with an altitude chamber, was used
for taking air samples. Samples o1' the alveolar air viere taken
with a Holden tube fed into vacuumized gas pipettes.
For calculating the amount of absorbed oxygen, liberated carbon
dioxide and energy consumption with the aid of the tables we
developed (see Table 4), we reduced the RMV to standard conditions
(0 degrees, 760 mm Hg dry state), and in all remaining cases used
the actuate RMV value.
The investigations showed that a gradual decrease in the
respiration rate is observed during an extended stay in an
altitude chamber.
The respiratory volume minute decreased from 6.7 -8.8 liters
during the control period to 5.4-$.6 liters during the time the subject
spent in the altitude chamber. Also, in the second half of the
experiment the RMV decreased more than in the first. Thus, during
the first month the RMV decreased by 20.396 and during the second by 24.896.
Table 31 presents data on the change in the index of
pulmonary gas exchange. In the control period the oxygen absorption
was 222-302 ml/min. While the subjects were in the altitude
chamber the oxygen absorption decreased, and the maximum aecrease
in oxygen absorption was observed in the second half of the experi-:
ment. As a whole,during the entire time spent in the chamber the
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TABLE 31. INDICES OF GAS EXCHANGE AND BA
OF ' SUBJECTS IN-. AN ALT1 5CWlE CHAMBI
SIC EXCHANGE FOR AN EXTENDED STAY
basic volume decreased in the case of subject A•ov by 21.1%, in
the case of Chmov by 22.1% (high altitude experiment), in the case
of N-ov by 26.1%, and in the case of Ts-ko by 33.2% (ground experiment).
The decrease in the .indices of gas- exchange and energy
	 Llsz
exchange in persons remaining for a long time in a state of
hypodynamia is also mentioned by D. I. Ivanov et al.(1963), Welch
et al•(1961) and others. In particular, D. I. Ivanov et al.(1963)
in a 30-day experiment with rarefaction of the air in an altitude
chamber corresponding to an altitude of 7000 meters, and a normal
oxygen supply to the organism, discovered a decrease in the basic
exchange by 15-20 percent on the average as compared with the
initial level. .
Thus, in all subjects during an extended stay in a chamber
of small volume both under conditions of normal, and low (to 308
mm Hg) barometric pressure, there was noted slowi:sg of the rhythm
and a decrease in the respiratory minute volume, oxygen consumption,
carbon dioxide exhalation and basic exchange. In addition,
all the above numerated indices of the function of external
respiration and pulmonary gas exchange decreased more in the
second month of the experiment than in the first. Hence it follows
that the amount of basic ,exchange directly depends on the length
of time spent in a chamber of small volume.
The decrease in the oxygen consumption of the organism,
resulting from hypodynamia, is evidently a cause of the smaller
gas exchange indices. The decreased oxygen consumption of the
organism, in turn, led to a 'slower respiration rate and a lower
respirRtory minute volume.
The long-term (62-day stay) at an altitude of 7,000 meters did
not have any specific influence on the state of the cardiovascular
system and respiration in comparison with the data obtained .,I the 60-
day ground experiment. The observed functiona l_. shifts are connect-
ed with the general asthenization of the organism and the lower
vascular cone primarily caused by the lack of motor activity and
lower nervous impulsation.
RESULT OF HEMOTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
AND CORTICOSTEROIDS
In selecting the atmospheric parameters of the airtight
chambers it was also important to explain the effect on blood
formation of an extended stay under conditions of a changes gas medium
and lower barometric pressure.
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The blood system is extremely unstable and reflect:: the	 /153
effects of different factors of the external and internal environ-
ment on the human organism.
Hematological studies were performed by N. I. Yezepchuk by
the usual method in the course of the long-term experiments (high-
altitude and ground). In addition, the phagocytic activity of the
neutrophiles was studied.
The investigation showed that in the 60-day ground experiment
in the case of both subjects the number of erythrocytes, the hemo-
globin content, the color index and the sedimentation rate did not
vary significantly. In the first seven days from the beginning of
the experiment the number of reticulocytes somewhat decreased:
in subject Ts-ko aY 5%, in subject N-ov by 6%. However, this de-
crease did not go beyond bounds of permissible physiological varia-
tion. On the 14th and 28th day the number of reticulocytes
increased to 10-12% in the case of subject Ts-ko and to 14-15% in
subject N-ov. Subsequently, an insigificant reticulocytosis was
maintained in both subjects up to the end of the experiment. During
the fi.rs^ week of the day there was also an insignificant anisocyto-
sis of erythrocytes and an increase in the number of thrombocytes
(from 267,300 to 418,000) per cubic mm of blood in subject Ts-ko
and from 239 ,000 to 488,400 in subject N-ov. By
the 35th day and before the end of the experiment, the number of
thrombocytes returned to normal.
In the high-altitude experiment during the first 30 days the
number of erythrocytes in the subjects remained within the limits
of the initial values and only on the 38-41th day was there noted
a small increase in the number of erythrocytes, which was accompanied
by an increase in hemoglobin content from 12-15 to 15. 2-15.8 g%.
In subject A-ov, reticulocytosis up to 11 -13% also took place. The
number of thrombocytes did not change during the entire experiment.
The total number of leucocytes fluctuated within normal li;:iits.
At the same time the .patio of formal elements of the blood was
somewhat disturbed. Thus, in subject N-ov, lymphocytosis up to
44% was noted ( absolute amount 3220 with an original of 2500) and
the number of rod-nucleus neutrophiles increased to 6.5% on the
7th day and to 9% on the 60th day of the experiment. The relative
and absolute number of lymphocytes also increased somewhat in the
case of subject Ts-ko during experiments with a simultaneous
increase in the number of rod -nuclear cells to 7%.
In studying the leucocytic formula,initially,no significant	 /154
;nanges in the number of eosinophiles were revealed
while in she second half of the experiment ( from the 34th to the
35th day) the number of eosinophiles increased, which specifically
testifies to the additional strain of the organism.
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The data on the phagocytic activity of neutrophiles are of
interest. According to the information available in the litera-
ture-,. in healthy males. not subject to any outside influences
pha^ocytosis varies from 3i-3896, the *phagocytic number from 4 to 5 and the
phagocytic index from 1.3 to 2.
In the ground experiment from the 13th to the 27th day,activa-
tion of the phagocytic activity of neutrophiles was noted. Thus,
if in the case of subject N-ov on the 13th day of the experiment
phagocytosis was _60%, the phagocytic number 3.7 and the phago-
cytic index 1. 86, then on the 20th day they were respectively 89,
9.7 and 8 . 7 (Table 32), whereby these changes depended on the
increase in the percent of phagocytized neutrophiles and primarily
on the increase in the phagocytic number, since each neutrophile
captured more microbes than under normal conditions. At the very
end	 . of the experiment there was observed a second wave of
activity of the phagocytic reaction. The percentage of phagocytiz-
ing neutrophiles sharply increased.
TABLE 32
CHANGE IN THE PHAGOCYTIC INDEX
IN SUBJECTS DURING THE GROUND
EXPERIMENT
Day of
experiment
Phagocytic index
of sub ect
-ov	 Ts- o
Day of
experiment
Phagocytic index
of subject
N-ov	 Ts-ko
13th 1.86 3.89 9th 1.44	 1.10
20th 8.70 2.96 Oth 3.03	 5.20
27th 6.40 -- 1st	 day of 1.67	 1.52
35th 1.89 0.62 aftereffect.
42nd 0.76 0 .53 2nd day of 0.62	 0.70
aftereffect
The wavelike changes in the phagocytic reaction were not of
a pathological nature since these indices rapidlyreturned to
the norm. However, this test, evidently, alsc, indicates the
functional strain of the organism.
In the experiment with decreased barometric pressure there were also observed,
from	 the 21st day in the case of subject A-ov and from the 31st day
in the case of subject Ch-ov, changes in the phagocytic activity of
the neutrophiles (Table 33). In addition, it
Ay YAo ^^
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was found that the number of phagocytized neutrophiles
decreased somewhat, although each of them captured considerably
more microbes than under normal conditions, that is, the phagocytic
number and phagocytic index increased.	 A phase of suppression
preceded the increase in the phagocytic activity of the neutrophiles.
TABLE 33
CHANGE IN THE INDICATORS OF PHAGOCYTIC ACTIVITY
OF NEUTROPHILES IN THE HIGH-ALTITUDE EXPERIMENT
Indicators for Subjects
-OV	 6	 1	 Ch-ov
Moment of	 Phago- Phago- Phago- Phago- Phago- Phago-
Observation	 cytosis cytic	 cytic cytosis cytic	 cytic
%	 number index	 %	 number index
Before	 I	 82	 3.06	 3.01	 79	 5.0	 3.94
Experiment	 II	 67	 6.02	 4.19	 78	 3.7	 2.9
	
III	 64	 7.02	 4.99	 70	 3.8	 2.71
Day of	 21s	 63	 10.6	 10.14	 47	 2.6	 1.23
Experiment 31st 57	 10.5	 8.43	 61	 10.4	 8.5
In order to show , directly the effects of prolonged adynamia, decreased
barometric pressure and relative hypodynamia and isolation
on the hereditary structure of the organism,a comparative investiga-
tion of the chromosomes in a culture of the peripheral blood was
conducted before and after the experiment. The frequency of
deviation in chromosome number before and after the high-altitude
experiment was determined in the leukocytes. ) No significant
changes were observed here.
But, a prolonged stay at a low barometric 	 /156
pressure causes temporary fluctuation of specific indices of
the peripheral blood: the number of erythrocytes and the hemo-
globin content increases, which may be considered the result of
thickening of the blood due to an increase in moisture losses, and,
correspondingly, the number of reticulocytes increases, testifying
to the activation of bone marrow blood formation.
A wavelike fluctuation of the phagocytic reaction was observed.
However, the rapid restoration to the norm indicates that these
1These studies were conducted in the laboratory by A. A. Prokof'yeva-
BeI''govskaya
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changes were not of a pathological nature.
In analyzing the results of hematological investigations it
is extremely important to establish the dependence of these
changes not only on the amount of the total pressure in the
airtight chamber and the composition of the atmosphere, but also
on the nature of the bacterial contamination of the chamber and
the neuro-humoral rearrangement appearing under these conditions.
It is known that under extreme conditions there occurs_ a reorgani-
zation of the operation of the endocring glands producing a change in the
exchange processes corresponding to the
new conditions'. A more pronounced rearrangement may be observed
in the cortical matter of the adrenal gland, in which connection
this gland is most often the object of *
 investigation.
Activation of the function of the adrenal gland, as is known,
is observed under the effects of many stimuli, including some not
having a pronounced biologically negative value.
As G. Sel'ye (1960) noted, the excess development of cortical
steroid hormones may cause "adaptation sickness," entailing the
necessity of establishing the limits within which hyperfunction of
the cortex of the adrenal gland is useful for the organism.
The question of the role of the reactivity of the organism is
viewed one-sidedly in Sel'ye's conception. In his opinion, the
sickness	 "may be acquired with equal regularity 	 through
the general effect of different pathogenic factors, that is, as
the result of nonspecific stress." Sel'ye considers "stress" or
"the general adaptation syndrome," to be a stereotypical protective
physiological reaction of the organism to "conditioning factors"
of exogenic and endogenic nature, in which the hormones of the
adrenal gland cortex and the front part of the pituitary gland
participate.
There is no doubt that the level of functioning of the	 /157
cortex of the adrenal gland will in each concrete case depend
not only on the nature and amount of extreme outside influences,
but also on the individual characteristics of the organism.
It seems to us that one of the deficiencies of Sel've's conception
is the absoluteness of his concept of the nonspecificity of
different stress factors. Stress effects, although they cause a
standard reaction of the adrenal gland cortex, probably
perform this by means of different afferent paths and not through
some single "stress mediator," as Sel'ye, advancing
the establishment of the nature of this mediator as a basic
problem, believes.
err`
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It is difficult to assume that the influence on the adrenal
gland cortex of such factors as pain, oxygen starvation, hypoglycem-
la or hypological shock, is manifested along the same paths. In
this connection it was extremely interesting to evaluate the
functional state of the Yuman organism by studying the output of
^'-oxycorticosteroids in the long-term experiments and
comparing the data obtained with the diuresis values. 1
The amount of corticosteroids in the urine was determined by
reaction with phenylhydrasine proposed by Zalber and Porter.
Usually, the amount of '17-oxycorticosteroids eliminat-
ed from healthy persons, according to the data of N. A. Yudayev,
is 4 mg per day. It is also considered that during the night time
the elimination of steroids is lower than in the daytime. Accord-
ing to the data of I. F. Balakhovskiy (1962), the average elimina-
tion of 17-0H oxyccrticosteroids in eleven soldiers on special
duty was 3.7 mg per day, and in the period when they performed
parachute ,jumps, it was 5-8 mg per day.
Irne results of our investigations showed that both in the
60-day ground (control) and in the 62-day high-altitude experiments
the elimination of corticosteroids was within the limits of the
upper boundary of the norm, namely: in subjects N-ov and A-ov,
during eight days the amount of eliminated steroid hormones was less
than 5 mg per day only three times, and.in
 subjects Ts-ko and Ch-ov it
did not once drop below 5 mg per day.
In analyzing the dynamics of changes in the activity of the /158
adrenal gland cortex we established that the subjects experienced
no significant differences in the elimination of'17-
oxycorticosteroids in the long-term experiments.
In the case of subjects A-ov and Ch-ov, in addition to the
total amount of eliminated corticosteroids, their elimination by
fractions during the day was investigated: the urine was collected
every four hours during the day, and every eight hours at night.
In all days investigated the amount of hormones eliminated at
night was less than during the day. The daily rhythm of eliminating
1.7 -oxycorticosteroids was the normal one characteristic for
healthy individuals. No signiflcant difference was observed in
the elimination of 17-oxycorticosteroids in the subjects
who spent an extended period in the altitude chamber in
normal atmosphere conditions and in low barometric pressure conditions
(7,000 meters).
1The investigation of corticosteroid hormones was conducted in the
laboratory of I. F. Balakhovskiy.
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During an extended stay in a closed chamber of small volume in
conditions of hypodynamia and relative isolation,signifieant
changes appear in the functional , state of different physio-
logical systems of the organism. The application of maximum
outside influences creates conditions under which the requirements
for the smooth functioning of the systems which provide_for.the.
support of the organism and the appearance of protective and adaptive
reactions, are sharply increased.
In studying the reactivity of the organism before and immediately
after the a eriment we -performed functional tests on
the resistance to radial acceleration, oxygen deficiency and
intensive physical exercise. The level of the compensatory capa-
bilities of the organism decreased in all subjects after an
extended stay in a chamber of small volume. Therefore, a special
complex of measures was developed which was directed toward
maintaining the efficiency level of the subjects with the inclu-
sion of physical exercises and regulation of the parameters of
the gas medium in the cabin (periodic lowering of p0 2 and raising
of pCO2).
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CHAPTER IV	 /159
THE INFLUENCE OF HIGH OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS ON
THE ORGANISN
Interest in the problem of hyperoxia has significantly in-
creased in connection with the use of pure oxygen for medical pur-
poses in clinical practice and for breathing by pilots and
divers.
There has been an especially extensive development of hyperbaric
oxygen therapy, which has essentially become an independent divi-
sion of medical .nience. The contemporary understanding of the
oxygen regime of the organism and its regulation have made it
possible to use oxygen (at normal and, especially, high pressure)
for curing diseases and, in particular, in performing operations
where the ordinary means of supplying the tissues with oxygen are
excluded.
The high degree of effectiveness of elevated oxygen pressure
in the case of hemic forms of hypoxia was experimentally proven
in the classic experiment of ra'sldane, where animals, suffering
from carbon monoxide poisoning, survived in a medium with high
oxygen pressure because of the transfer of oxygen in the dissolved
form to the tissues by the blood plasma. However, in clinical
practice oxygen under high pressure has begun to be used only
recently, for example, in the case of different types of ischemic
hypoxic conditions (disturbances of the cerebral and coronary
circulation, in the case of anaerobic infections and so forth),
and also for improving the results of radiation therapy of malig-
nant neoplasms and attenuating general radiation reactions. The
use of oxygen therapy after irradiation decreases to a significant
tissue hypoxia, improving reduction said oxidation processes.
What are the physiological grount's for oxygen and hyperbaric
oxygen therapy? The oxygen reserves in the human organism are
extremely small. It h m been experimentally established that the /160
organism contains around 2-2.5 liters of oxygen. As we have
already indicated, the small reserves of oxygen in the organism
completely satisfy the physiological requirement of man and animals
when these reserves are constantly renewed from the surrounding
atmospheric air. Threatening syiuptoms, indicating severe dis-
turbances of vitally important func,.ions of the organism,
begin in man long before the divappearance of all the oxygoi. reserves
in the organiesr.
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The literature contains information on the great effectiveness
of oxygenation=of the organism and the possibility of prolonged
periods of stoppage of respiration and circulation. However, in
the majority of cases these conclusions are made by means of
simple calculations and 	 t expare not based on sufficienerimental
material and in depth analysis from the vanta_ge _point_ of_contemporary
,knowledge concerning thoxygen_ regimof_e_ .the whole organism or of
isolated organs ar tissues.
By breathing oxygen, particularly under elevated pressure,
the oxygen reserves in the organism may be increased. Thus, for
example, theoretical data, which were subsequently verified and
confirmed experimentally, indicatethat at a pressure of 3 atmo-
spheres the amount of oxygen contained in the lungs increases by
almost 18 times (by 6 times due to the fact that almost the entire
volume of the lungs is filled with oxygen, and by 3'times because
of the gas density). If this volume is reduced to standard condi-
tions (STPD), then it turns out that in this case the oxygen
content in the lungs is 9 liters, that is sufficient "reserves"
to supply the requirements of the organism for 30 -45 minutes.
In addition, different ratios occur in the blood. When
breathing atmospheric air,the arterial blood contains 18-20 ml
of oxygen in the bound form (oxyhemoglobin) per 100 ml of blood.
The dissolved oxygen contained in the plasma is, in toto,0.3 ml
per 100 ml of arterial blood.
It is known that even in ordinary conditions almost the en-
tire oxygen capacity of the hemoglobin (95-97%) is used. Breathing
pure oxygen, even at high pressure (3 atmospheres), leads to an
increase of the p02 in the alveolar air from 100 to 2200 mm Hg
(in breathing pure oxygen in atmospheric conditions p A 0 2 increasesto 675 mm Hg). In addition, the gradient between p0 2
 in the alveoli
and the alterial blood sharply increases and instead of the usual
5-10 mm it is around 200 mm. However, the significant increase 	 /161
in p0 in the arterial blood observed here leads only to a small
increase in oxygen content (3-5%) due to additional bonding of
hemoglobin and, in agreement with the Henry-Dalton law, to an
increase to the oxygen absorbed in the plasma from 18-20 to 25-27%
by volume), providing for the oxygen requirement of the organism
for only several minutes. Consequently, it is much more difficult
to create significant oxygen "reserves" in the blood and in the
tissues, than in the lungs.
As a result of experimental studies with the use of the
polarographic method it has been established that by raising
the p02 in the inhaled air by five times in different tissues of
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ji 1 . (rats) there was observed a comparatively small (30- 40%)
irease^h 	 In oxygen pressure (A. A. Vishmevskiy et al, 1967). The
use of high oxygen pressure for breathing in some experiments led
to the appearance of oxygen convulsions. The authors showed that
a significant effect of oxygenation under pressure is observed
when breathing is stopped and circulation retained and a very
moderate effect when circulation is stopped, since a small oxygen
reserve is created in the tissues. In striving to increase these
"reserves" one must not forget that breathing pure oxygen even at
ordinary ground pressure has a pronounced toxic effect. An un-
reasonable attempt to obtain an "infinite" increase in the oxygen
content in the blood and tissues may lead to the opposite result,
since in breathing pure oxygen, even under ordinary pressure,
"hyperoxic hypoxia" develops in the human and animal organism and
dangerous symptoms of oxygen poisoning appear.
Experimental investigations of the influence of an increased
partial pressure of oxygen on the organism of animals were begun
in the last century. However, even now it is still not possible
to explainsufficiently the pathological effect of high oxygen
concentrations and the resultant physiological shift.
In the opinion of a number of scientists, in breathing pure
oxygen its influence during the first hours may lead to disturbance
of the Bohr effect. Gesell (1925) first turned attention to the
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disturbance of carbon dioxide transfer in the case of high degrees
of oxygen saturation of the blood. When breathing pure oxygen
the hemoglobin of the blood is almost completely oxygen saturated
and is reduced by a small amount. Moreover there is a large
amount of dissolved oxygen in the plasma. Therefore, the tissues,
in consuming oxygen, do not decrease its content in the blood to
the usual level. Since hemoglobin in normal conditions bonds
more carbon dioxide, than does oxyhemoglobin, in a hyperoxic
medium the venous blood is richer in oxyhemoglobin than usual,
and, consequently, incorporates less carbon dioxide. The trans-
port of carbon dioxide by the blood is hindered. All this leads
to an accumulation of carbon dioxide in the tissues and the
development of acidosis, which in turn causes amplified ventila-
tion. In confirmation of this thesis Gesell mentions that
during physical exercises or upon the inhalation of gas mixtures
with a high :arbon dioxide content hyperoxic convulsive attacks
are intensified. Recent experimental data have shown that the
process described above does not play a leading role in the
pathogenesis of oxygen poisoning. In the light of this concep-
tion the different toxic effects of oxygen with different partial
pressures and the development of toxic edema of the lungs
remain incomprehensible. Superfluous argument against
Gesell's conception is that some organisms are more sensitive
to oxygen than to carbondioxide. There are also other hypotheses.
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Thus, according to the data of Lemann (1935) and Massart (1936),
in raising the partial pressure of oxygen enzyme activity is dis-
turbed due to blocking and conversion to an oxidized form. Dis-
turbance of the activity of these enzymes in turn leads to the
cessation of the function as catalysts of the reduction, and also
to an increase in the content of organic acids in the blood. There
are grounds to assume that an increased oxygen content causes not
only inhibitionfof the activity of some enzymes, but also of their
dysfunction, in particular, selective damage to sulfhydryl enzymes.
Haugaard (1946) considers that during the period before the beginning
of a hyperoxic convulsive attack there occurs inactivation of an
enzyme containing a sulfydral group, with the exception of cholin-
estase. In his opinion, the chemical mechanism of this activity
is connected with the oxidation of the SH group to the inactive
S-S group.
The inhibition of enzymatic mechanisms is confirmed by the 	 /163
data of Stadie et al.(1944) who determined in vitro a 30% decrease
in cellular oxidation in the lung of a dog placed for two days in
an atmosphere of pure oxygen at a pressure of 760 mm Hg.
Breathing oxygen promotes more rapid oxidation of incompletely
oxidized metabolic products (lactic acid, acetone bodies etc.).
I. M. Dedyulin (1941) carried out considerable research on
the influence of hyperoxia on the biochemical factors of the blood.
The observed changes, in the author's opinion, basically result
from a shift in the acid-base equilibrium.
In a number of investigations it is shown that in the process
of breathing pure oxygen} the histamine content in the pulmonary
tissue increases (Groduot, Chome, 1965). Evidently this may also
explain the increased toxicity of oxygen upon the introduction of
adrenocorticotrophic hormones and cortisones.
Oxygen may act on oxidation processes both directly and
indirectly, influencing the enzyme system.
Ye. M. Kreps (1945) mentions a change in the activity of
carbon anhydrase in human blood in conditons of hyperoxia. According
to his data, the fluctuations in the activity of this enzyme are
performed with the participation 6f the sympathetic nervous system
and are of an adaptive nature.
At the present time there exist numerous theories concerning
the significance of the peroxidation of fats in the manifestation
of oxygen toxicity (Mendel et al.1964, and others). As is known,
peroxidation leads to the breakdown of polyunsaturated fatty acids.
These compounds make up the bulk of the membranes necessary for normal
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cell functioning.
Disturbances in the activity of the endocrine system play an
important role in the genesis of the toxic effect of oxygen (Camp-
bell, 1938; Bean, 1945). An increase in the arterial oxygen pres-
sure leads to a narrowing of the vessels, which in turn decreases
the amount of oxygen used by the brain cells, while an increase
in the venous and tissue carbon dioxide pressure, in Bean's
opinion (1945), on the other hand, produces a vessel-expanding
effect in the tissues of the brain and an increase in oxygen
pressure at the brain cell_ level. Lambertsen et al.(1953)
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iobserved in },here condition a decrease in the amount of blood flowing
to the brain. Because of the harmful effects of pure oxygen, scientists
fora long time could not bring themselves to conduct experiments on human
`beings. Moreover, some authors even warned against the therapeutic use of
pure
 oxygen for more than two hours (Plesser, 1937)•
At the present time the reaction of the organism to short-
term moving of pure oxygen has been quite well studied, not only
in experiments on animals, but in physiological studies on human
beings. The existing long-term observations in the areas of
clinical practice and aeronautics testify to the absence . of sig-
nificant disturbances arising during the brief use of pure
oxygen in conditions of normal or lowered atmospheric pressure.
All this indicates, on the one hand, the important significance.
of the time factor in the pathogenesis of oxygen poisoning, and
on the other, the complete functional reversibility of the changes
which develop in the first hours of breathing . pure oxygen.
In 1939 the first experiment was conducted in which people
breached 90% oxygen at normal pressure (760 mm Hg) for three days
(Becke r-Freyseng, Clamann, 1942).
In beginning their investigations on human beings, the authors,
on the basis of a comparative analysis of the literary data,
proceeded from the working hypothesis that the survival rate of
animals breathing high concentations of oxygen should increase
in proportion to an increase in the size and total surface of the
body with its correeporling decrease in relative metabolic
intensity, and consequently, the harmful effects should decrease.
From this point of view,especially favorable conditions, in the
author's opinion, are created for man.
It is estabiisned that when breathing pure oxygen in normal
atmospheric condition;, mice and rats, as a rule,dle after approxi-
mately 45-80 hours, guinea pigs and rabbits after 90-100 hours, dogs and
cats after 60-150 hours and monkeys after 150-216 hours. The simplest animals
and arthropods do not die in these conditions. Evidently, cold- 	 r1165
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blooded animals possess high resistance to oxygen . because of the
relatively low body temperature. Turtles and frogs
survived in an oxygen atmosphere at room temperature for an
indefinitely long time.	 How •„ver, at a pressure on the order of
several atmospheres ' pure oxygen - even if breathed for a brief
period- proved' to be fatal for all animals, first attacking the nervous
system.
Data on the influence on the organism of breathing pure oxygen
at pressures above 1 atmosphere are presented in detail in the
monographs of G. L. Za1'tsman (1951) and A. G. Zhironkin et al(1965).
In the experiment of Becker-Fraysing and Clamann (1942) their
initial hypothesis of the very great human tolerance of high oxygen
concentration was. not proven. Already on the second day their subjects
exhibited a significant decrease in the vital capacity
of the lungs, an increase in body temperature and an increase in
pulse rate. In addition, in the peripheral blood there was
observed a moderate decrease in the hemoglobin content, and an
increase in the number of erythrocytes and leucocytes. At approxi-
mately the same time in both subjects paresthesia appeared, ini-
tially on the fingertips and then the toes (itching and numbing);
at times pains arose in the knee joints. The blood pressure here
remained practically unchanged. The alveolar carbon dioxide
pressure decreased significantly in both subjects (to 28-30 mm Hg).
These phenomena continued to intensify and after approximately 60
hours nausea began, there was continuous vomiting of mucous
and the experiment was quickly stopped.
Later, Bean (1945) conducted similar studies on volunteers
who for 65 hours continuously breathed 90% oxygen at normal atmos-
pheric pressure. This experiment also had to be stop ped due to
significant disturbance of breathing.
The histopathological-anatomical studies conducted by Gable
and Townsend (1962) on casualties of aviation disasters (50 people)
showed that a thickening of the alveolar membrane in the form of
capillar platelets was noted in jet pilots.
Comroe et al.(1945) obtained interesting data on a great
amount of experimental material. Having studied 90 persons, the
authors established that upon inhaling oxygen at normal pressure
the subjects complained of chest pains (in 82%), on the average
appearing 14 hours from the beginning of the experiment,
coughing (in 50%), painful sensations in the throat (in 32%),
pains in the ears (in 28%), fatigue (in 25%). In individual 	 /166
cases there are pains in the joints and muscles, occasional
pains in the extremities, nausea and dizziness (in 7 subjects).
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The authors explained the chest pains by the development of tracheo-
bronchitis and damage to the pulmonary parenchyma. According to
the opinion of N. N. Sirotinin (1952), an inflammatory reaction of
the pulmonary tissue becomes distinct in animals after approximately
two days in an oxygen atmosphere. Pathological changes are noted
not only in the lungs but also in the liver, heart, spleen,
kidneys, and intestines. Plethera, congestion and degeneration
of the cardiac muscle fibers were revealed. A number of authors
consider the changes in the myocardium to be secondary, arising
due to the hypoxia which develops'as a result of severe pulmonary
damage (Ka.unitz, 1942, et al.).
Dickens(1946) indicates a gradual and irreversible disturbance
of cerebral tissue restoration under the influence of oxygen,
whereby different tissues possess different resistances to oxygen.
The author determined the following order of tissue sensitivity to
oxygen: cerebral cortex (homogenates) greater than cerebral cortex
(pieces) greater than spinal cord greater than liver greater than
testicles greater than kidneys greater than lungs greater than
muscles.
In connection with the wide use of oxygen in medical practice
and aeronautics in recent years investigations were conducted to
explain the pathogenic effect of pure oxygen on the organism and
to develop preventative measures aimed at providing for safety
when breathing high oxygen concentrations. These studies made use
of a wide arsenal of physiological, pathomorphological and clinical
methods of investigations.
An analysis of the data in the literature shows that increas-
ing the oxygen pressure in the blood produces a complex effect on
the organism. The nature and degree of the changes occurring in
the activity of different systems and organ.i depends on the partial
pressure of oxygen in the inhaled air and the duration of its
influence.
However, despite the great number of fundamental studies
	 /167
on the influence of the toxic effects of oxygen on the organism,
many aspects of this problem have not yet been sufficiently
studied. There is little information about the permissible level
of the partial pressure of oxygen in the atmosphere of manned
airtight cabins, and of the influence on the human organism of
different oxygen concentrations in the inhaled air during an ex-
tended (multiday) stay in conditions of normal and low barometric
pressure.
PERMISSIBLE p02 LEVELS IN INHALED AIR
Until recently the majority of authors have cons{.dared that the
maximum p02
 level which a man can endure is on the order of 425 mm H g
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(Becker-Freysing, Clamann, 1942; Welch et al., 1961. and others).
In our opinion there exists a direct connection between the maxi-
mal permissible oxygen level and the breathing time. With
prolonged breathing even smaller amounts of oxygen may have a
toxic effect, while even higher oxygen pressures do not cause
pathological disturbances with brief breathing. If the p0 is
significantly increased, then changes in the lungs begin after
several hours. Contradictory information is given in the
literature concerning the thresh'old. and permissible p0 2 levels
in the inhaled air. In rats that had spent time in a pare oxygen
environment at a pressure of about 450 mm Hg, disturbances of the
pulmonary function, and in some cases, death were observed (Dick-
erson, 1964, et al . ) . Campbell (1938) in experiments lasting 33
days did not establish in various animals any harmful effects of pure
oxygen at a pressure of 433 mm Hg. According to the
data of Brooksby et al.(1966), the threshold level at which
oxygen causes functional disturbances in mice and rats lies
between 550 and 650 mm Hg.
Interesting data were obtained by Robinson et al.(1966) in
experiments on monkeys (Macaca Mulatta) that spent seventeen days
in an atmosphere with a high oxygen content--96 -98% at pressures
of 600, 650 9 690, 725 and 760 mm Hg.
Thirty-seven monkeys took part in the experiment, 25 of	 /168
them experimental and 12 control. As in earlier experiments
by other scientists, the authors noted breathing disorders.
After 5-7 days the monkeys suffered from progressive depression,
they bunched up, became completely inactive and remained in this
position until death. The lungs of the monkeys that died were
bloodless, reddish-brown or orange in color, with a completely
dry surface and hard structure (tunnels in formalin). While in
the 12 control monkeys the weight of the lungs did not exceed 1%
of the body weight, in the animals which died the lungs weighed
from 2.23 to 3.39% of the body weight. In the first 48 hours
fatal forms of intercurrent pneumonia were observed. Fluid trans-
udate filled most of the centrally located alveoli. The authors
note that during this period death may occur from anoxia. Begin-
ning with the fifth day the alveola boundary cells became signifi-
cantly larger and young fibroblasts appeared. At a pressure of
600 mm Hg not one monkey died. However, insignificant focal
proliferative changes were also observed in these animals.
Similar changes in the organs and tissues of different animals
were observed by other investigators (Bean, 1945; I. S. Balakhovskiy et al.,
1962, and others).
Schaefer (1964) presents somewhat different data in his study.
In his opinion, at ground level pressure a 50% mixture of oxygen
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and nitrogen (which corresponds to a p0 2 in the inhaled air of
360 mm Hg and in the alveolar of 300 mm A) is the maximal
permissible eoncentration,after which cardio-pulmonary disorders
appear. It is shown that even a single day spent in such a mix-
ture causes a decrease in the vital capacity of the lungs and a
gradual slowing of the cardiac rhythm. According to Bert, an
oxygen concentration in the arterial blood equal to 30-35%
is a fatal concentration.
The limit of unrestricted oxygen tolerance is 100% at an altitude
of 3750 m and 60% at ground level (Becker-Freysing, Clamann, 1942).
Berry and Smythe (1962) noted an increase in the nitrogen
discharge in the uring of mice that spent 3-4 weeks in a pure
oxygen environment at a pressure of 226 and 187 mm Hg. Dejours
et al.(1958) established that the intensification of breathing,
observed due to impulses passing from the chemoreceptors, as a
rule, disappeared with a p 0 above 170 mm Hg, which corresponds
to 230 mmHg p02 in the iMa2ted air.
Another oxygen limit may be established by means of a com-
parative study of respiration sensitivity to carbon dioxide
and oxygen. The experiments with respiration retardation conducted
by Hesser (1962) showed that a decrease in the alveolar oxygen
pressure below 300 mn; Hg increases the sensitivity to carbon
dioxide. These data also provided grounds for Schaefer to consider /169
the maximum value of p A 0 2 to be 300 mm Hg.
All this must be considered in analyzing the changes in
the physiological reactions of the organism observed under the
prolonged influence of oxygen.
As a result of investigations carried out in recent years it
has been established that it is possible for man and animals to
spend an extensive period of time at a pressure below 425 mm H-'
in a pure oxygen atmosphere or an oxygen-nitrogen mixture (Welch,
et al.,1961; N. A. Agadzhanyan, A. G. Kuznetsov, 1962; Roth, 1964;
A. M. Genin et al.,1967, and others).
A number of authors did not discover any changes in animals
that breathed pure oxygen at a pressure of 197 mm Hg for 24 and 51
days (Dines, Hiatt, 1964).
Brooksby et al.(1966) conducted investigations on the influ-
ence of the continuous effect of 100% oxygen at a pressure of 450
mm Hg for 64 days on rats (temperature of medium 25 0 , CO 2 0.3-1%).
The authors determined the weight and growth rate and the
amount of food and water taken. After the experiment the heart
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was punctured and 5-6 cm  of blood was removed in order to de-
termine the hematocrit, gjlutathion and other studies. All animals
survived and were killed upon completion of the 64-day experiment.
Tissue sections of th4 Drain, lungs, liver, kidneys, heart,
adrenal glands, thymus gland and the gasto-intestinal tract were
taken for histological studies; the 1 ^ne marrow was also analyzed.
The authors note that in the course of the 64-day experiment
the animals did not show signs of fatigue, paralysis or dyspnea.
The histological and hematological studies did not reveal any
significant differences in the change in reticulocytosis and
hen,opoiesis in the bane marrow in the control and experimental
animals. The glycogen distribution in the cerebrum and cerebellum
of the animals, which is an indicator of disturbances in the
central nervous system, was normal.
On the basis of these data the authors conclude that a 64-day
stay in a pure oxygen atmosphere at a pressure of 450 mm Hg does
not have a harmful influence on the organism of rats. In their
opinion, a pO level, equal t o 450 mm Hg, lies below the rP„ioheral
value at whic? pathological ci,aages arise in rats.	 The authors	 /170
also recommend raising the permissible pressure limits to 550 mm
Hg.
These materials contradict the data of many authors who
in these conditions observed acute pulmonary illness accompanied
by hemmorhaging, atelectasis and severe emphysema in different
animals (A. G. Zhironkin et al.,1965, Weir et al . , 1965, and others).
It seems to us that it is necessary to observe maximum care
in selecting an atmosphere for a manned airtight cabin. Therefore,
the materials of Brooksby et al-need further careful experimental
verification, particularly if we consider that this experiment
was conducted on a limited number of animals (in all, 11 rats).
These data do not allow one to proceed without risk in similar exper-
ments on human beings, much less make practical recommendations with
respect to maximal permissible oxygen concent:,stions.
The life expe:tancy of animals depends not only on the oxygen
content in the gas mixture inhaled, but also on the individual
and specie	 resistance of different members of the animal
world to the toxic effects of oxygen. In a gas medium containing
80-90% oxygen, guinea pigs die on the third to fifth day white
rabbits on the third to fourth day, gray rabbits on the Afth
to seventh day, rats and dogs on the seventh day, and frogs on
the eighth to thirteenth day (G. N. Zilov, 1956, et al.).
In Kaplan's opinion (1967), during an extended stay in a pure
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oxygen atmosphere in a spacecraft cabin with a total pressure
equal to 258 mm Hg there occurs a decrease in the erythrocyte
mass in the circulating blood and a gradual development of hemolysis.
Interesting data on the permissible oxygen content in the air of
airtight cabins are revealed in the experiment of I. S. Balakhov-
skiy et al.(1962). This study compares data obtained with
different partial pressures of oxygen, but identical barometric
pressures. At an altitude of 2,000 meters the barometric pressure
was 600 mm )ig, therefore rats breathing pure oxygen in these
conditions breated it at the same partial pressure as did rats
breathing 801 oxygen at "ground level."
The life expectancy of rats breathing pure oxygen with a
partial pressure of 600 mm hg did not exceed one week, while with
the same partial pressure of oxygen, but with the addition of 20-30%
nitrogen,most rats lived around a month without visible functional
disturbances.
It is only possible to explain the results obtained by assum- /171
ing that nitrogen possesses the ability to protect the organism
from the toxic effects of oxygen. The mechanism of this protec-
tion, in all probability, consists in increasing lung ventilation
during an increase in the partial pressure of oxygen.
Since the oxygen consumption remains the same, the alveolar air
is deprived of it, and enriched in nitrogen; in this case the
partial pressure of oxygen decreases sharply. It is easily seen
that in an atmosphere of pure oxygen or in gas mixtures in which
the oxygen content is quite high, such a protective mechanism is
impossible.
Irrespective of the mechanism conjectured, the )bserved fact of the
protective effect of nitrogen in the case of the development of
oxygen poisoning has great practical significance.
Although the most pronounced changes in breathing pure oxygen
occur in the lungs, other organs are also involved in the patho-
logical process. Here it is important to establish whether the
changes in them are secondary, caused by the disturbances in the
function of the lungs, or whether oxygen directly acts upon a
number of tissues.
Another problem also arises--why does the principal damage
occur to the lungs: is it due to the fact that the lungs are subjected first
and to the greatest degree to the influence of oxygen, or because they are
most vulnerable to this influence? Indicative in this regard are experiments
on frogs, in which the respiratory surface is distributed between the lung
tissue and the skin. In frogs, both of these tissues are damaged
by the action of pure oxygen, from which it follows that the
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principal damage occurs to the lungs because of their greater
contact with the oxygen.
Despite the large number of works dedicated to the study of
the influence of high oxygen concentrations on the organism, many
problems remain unexplained. Little study has been given to
problems dealing with the physiological mechanism of the toxic
effect of oxygen and the role of the higher sections of the brain.
Information on the threshold levels of the partial pressure of
pure oxygen, causing the toxic effect, is insufficient. There
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is still no single opinion with respect to the maximal per-
missible oxygen concentration in the air of manned airtight
cabins under different barometric pressures, the "safe" periods
of stay in such an environment with respect to oxygen poisoning
have not been established, and so forth. In the literature
available to us we have not been able to find information on the
prolonged (more than 30 —day) action on the organism of a pure
oxygen atmosphere at low barometric pressure. Hence, we conducted
research on the effect on the organism of prolonged breathing
of high oxygen concentrations in conditions of normal and low
atmospheric pressure, in particular, we studied the effect on the
organism of animals of a prolonged (100-day) stay in a pure
oxygen atmosphere in conditions of low barometric pressure (198 mm
Eg, corresponding to an altitude of 10,000 meters).
1. THE NATURE OF THE CHANGE IN THE GAS EXCHANGE
DUR'..< < AN EXTENDED STAY IN A HYFEROXIC MEDIUM
Since ir. the case of breathing in an atmosphere with a high
oxygen content the greatest changes are observed on the part of
the lung tissue, it was important to study the gas exchange dynamics
in conditions of a high partial pressure of oxygen. The solutic,l
of this problem is important not only for the practical applica-
tion of oxygen in biology and medicine, but, first of all, for
understanding the mechanism of the effect of this factor on the
animal and human organism. In spite of the reality of this prob-
lem, until recently the literature has contained contradictory
information, which to some degree may be the result of the experi-
mental conditions and the methodological approaches used.
Some studies have convincingly proven the reliability of the
Douglas-Holden method for correctly evaluating c.a=
exchange during oxygen respiration (N. N. Havi.tskiy, 1040; A. G.
Denbo, Ye. M.Kt;eps, 1959). A comparative study of the Douglas-
Holden method acid Krogh methods by means of alternatin f- them in
one experiment made it possible to establish that the oxygen
consumption determined by the first metnod was approximately two
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times greater than that determined according to the second method.
Further investigations showed that this difference depends not
	 /173
only on correction )'nr nitrogen, but also on the nitrogen washed
out of the tissues of the organism (A. P. Brestkin, A. G. Zhironkin,
1959; A. G. Zhironkin et al. 1 1965), and also on the nitrogen
penetrating through the skin layers into the organism ar,d exhaled
by the lungs.
The fact of nitrogen diffusion through the human skin during
the breathing of oxygen finds substantiation in the investigations
of N. M. Petrun' (1960), who discovered an increase in carbon
dioxide liberation and oxygen absorption through the skin, especial-
ly.at high temperature,in the case of persons dressed in rubber
suits. The Krogh method is more accurate in these conditions with
the exception of the initial period (first 20 to 30 minutes of
breathing oxygen), which is characterized by a small increase in
the level of oxygen consumption, depending on the additional
physical dissolving of oxygen in the blood and tissues and the
establishment of equilibrium with intestinal gases (Stadie et al.,
1944).
As the investigations of Campbell and Poulton showed (1938),
the solubility of oxygen and plasma is mure than two times greater
than that of nitrogen. Approximately the same relationship is
maintained for adipose tissue:.
A. G. Zhironkin et al.(1965) did not reveal any significant
shifts in the amount of oxygen absorption in people who breathed
oxygen for four hours. The partial pressure of carbon dioxide
in the alveolar air in this case decreated from 45.2 to 38.7 mm Hg,
which, evidently, reflects a weakening of the exchange processes'
and disturbance of the respiratory function of the blood. A de-
crease in the vital capacity of the lungs plays a definite role
here. Ohlsson (1947) connects the lower vital capacity with expan-
sion of the vessels of the lungs, and also with the sweating of
fluid from the capillaries into the lung tissue.
Some authors have found an increase in oxygen absorption in
conditions of hyperoxia (Ye.,M. Berkovich, L. G. Okhnyanskay,
1952, and others), others a decrease in the gas exchange (G. N.
Zilov, 1956, and others). Many investigators have found no
changes in the level of oxygen consumption.
There is also contradictory data concerning the nature of
changes in the indicators of external respiration (Respiratory
Minute Volume (RMV) and its components).
Bert (1878) in experiments on animals first established the 	 /
dependence of the intensity of gas exchange and the amount of oxygen
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con`.:ained in an inhaled gas mixture. According to his data, the
maximum increase in gas exchange under normal barometric pressure
is observed with a 45-48% oxygen content in the Inhaled air. In the
case of a higher oxygen content the gas exchange and body tempera-
ture decrease as a result of the suppression of exchange processes.
The data of 0. N. Zilov (1956) and others agree with this.
It seems to us that an essential problem of many investigations
was the insufficient consideration given to the dynamics of the
gas exchange at different stages of a stay by living organisiiw
in conditions of an increased partial pressures of oxygen. In the
investigations of A. 0. Zhironkin et al. (1965) it is shown that
during an extended stay of white mice in a medium with 60 or 90%
oxygen content the gas exchange most often Is established at levels
somewhat exceeding the usual level, and in addition, in the first
period of the effect of a hyperoxic medium tthe oxygen consumption
significantly increased and later somewhat decreased, usually still
remaining higher than the original level. Evidently, such dynamics
reflect a restructuring of the reduction and ox1dat;ton pact-,wep t: which
occurs in correspondence with a sharp eiiange in the partial pvos curia
of r gen in the surrounding medium. As ±s known, as a result of
the effects of hyperoxia there Is an increat)- In they excit—abUlt.y
of the respiratory center, in pulmonary vontllatioii and in the
intensity of the reduction and oxidation prox'o;;vvz^  In Uie t.t:;;surt;.
However, while in the first moment oaf the effects of hyperoxira
pulmonary respli ation is stimular.ed, ill the next moment It is 1 rr-
hibited to a certain degree. There is also a retardation of tho
rate of circulation and a contraction oi` the peripheral vessels.
These reflex-humoral reactions are ,limed at 11miting the ontranee
of oxygen into the tissues and at oqualizirrg i.t:: pre•:..:1u•e in tlir
thorax of the organism.	 Moreover, hyperoxin :3uppro; ooa tho fulle-
tioning of the enzyme system. The, readjustment of vXohanr'O 1)11000;:-
seswhich arises under the influence of hyperoxia is al.10 man.t ft-sted
at the moment when animal.; return tO 111 1 % of rlorinnl c!0mj)0S1ttorl,wh0rl
decrease in the oxygen cotioumption .level Li noted, followed by a
return to the original level. Oxidation pr• ^^ee' :^t".and the
physiological functi3O1::; connected with them, evidently, are al-
ready again restored to tho normal level irr oonnection with trio`
decreased partial pressure of oxygen in thO ..urr(-1urliiinh nt11100I)II01•0.
Transferring
	
animals from an onvironment: with sin elovat,00f
oxygen content Into a normal air onvirorlmovt 1.1 ,an1,110 ous in Its
effect to a transfer from air into the conditions of n hypo\lo
medium (A. U. uhironkin et
	
N. A. Agad hanyran, 1068).
The effects of hypoxia after an extonoicki ;itay ill rondit. lent,
 
of
an increased partial pressures of oxygen may he looko> t at atl ;r
unique methodological approach making, it 	 to +-eveal the
fine disturbances In the regulation of excharlte proct";v;k%; whiooh
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cannot be revealed in other conditions.
With the aid of an hypoxic test it is also possible to reveal
the early pathology developing during a stay in a hyperoxic medium,
that is, to determine the minimum periods in which a decrease in
altitude resistance and other functional disturbances are observed
without visible pathological changes. The oxygen consumption in
animals (rats) in an atmosphere with a high content of this gas(96%) was determined in the investigations of Fabre et al.(1965)•
The author showed that the oxygen consumption during the first
two days of the experiment was significantly greater than In an
experiment with a normal atmosphere. On the third day the oxygen
consumption decreased. This phenomenon may be connected with
several factors, first of all witp the fact that motor activity
Increases in a hyperoxic medium. It has been established that rats
are more mobile during the first two days of the effects of pure
oxygen than in the same period spent in normal atmospheric con-
ditions. It is assumed that cellular oxidation increases; how-
ever, this has still not been proven since the mechanism of enzyme
inhibition is as yet insufficiently known and it is difficult to
explain the toxicity of oxygen by it.
Thus, from an alalysis of the data and the literature it
follows that at the present time it has still not been conclusively
established what oxygen concentrations in the inhaled air caused
an increased level of gas exchange in animals and man and what
concentrations act in the opposite way. In addition to the oxygen
concentration,the time factor also has independent biological
significance.	 A further more in-depth study of this important 	 /176
physiological factor in the dynamics of spending an extended
period of time in conditions of an elevated partial pressure of
oxygen will make it possible to more fully reveal the objective
picture of the influence of this factor on the oxidation processes
in the organism.
In long-term (multiday) experiments on animals it was shown
that high oxygen concentrations (89-95%) with a total pressure
of 760 mm Hg already by the third day 	 caused a decrease in the oxy-
gen consumption and a lowering of the oxidation and phosphoryli-
zation ability of the brain tissue. 	 In addition to the disturbance
of the metabolic processes,changes were rioted in the immunological
properties of the organism, in particular, an abrupt suppression
of the	 biosynthesis of antibodies and of nonspecific resistance
to endotoxin. Electrophysiologica2 studies showed that the EEG
is dominated by excitation rhythms and that slow high ampli-
tude oscillations are recorded which are similar to epileptoid
discharges, characterizing an extreme degree of excitation of
the structures of the brain (M. A. Agadzhanyan et al.,1968).
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This section of the book presents the results of a study of
the function of external respiration, the composition of the
alveolar air and the diffusion capacity of the lungs obtained
during a long (up to 14 days) stay of subjects in an atmosphere
with a high oxygen content at ground level pressure (N. A.
Agadzhanyan et al, 1970).
The experiments were conducted in a GBK-63 altitude cham-
ber having a volume of 7.8 cubic meters and specially equipped
for extended human occupation. The presence of an external air
regeneration system in the chamber made it possible to contin-
uously remove the carbon dioxide and harmful impurities given
off by the organism, and also to maintain stably the predetermined
parameters of the microclimate. The oxygen feed into the chamber
and lock was performed with the aid of rotameters.
Table 34 presents data on the microclimate and gas composition
of the atmosphere of the airtight chamber at different periods of
the experiment.
Thp indices of external respiration were studies on an
AOOZ-M apparatus, the gas exchange was studied according to Holden's method
and alveolar air samples were taken according to Holden's method
with subsequent analysis on a VTI-2 apparatus.
The DL index, representing the number of milliliters of gas,
passing through the alveolar-capillar membrane per minute with a
difference in the partial pressure of gas on both sides of the mem-
brane of 1 mm Hg, is used at the present time for characterizing
diffusion conditions. The quantity D reflects the total of a /177
number of factors, which together detkrmine the diffusion con-
ditions.
DLCO was measured with-the aid of Hobart's diffusion test.
The instrument is equipped with a spirograph recording the weight
and volume of respiration, an infrared CO-analyzer callibrated
for two ranges (0-0.05and 0-.0.05% CO),and a Ran and Otis sampler
for alveolar air. The subsequent calculation, in addition to the
respiration rate and respiratory minute volume, made it possible
to determine: the percentage of carbon dioxide absorption, the
lung diffusivity DLL (in ml/min/mm Hg), the CO in the alveolar
air, the lung conductance CL 	 (in ml/min/mm Hg), and the CO in
the inhaled air. At the momeR2 of testing the s-'-jects continued
to breathe the same hyperoxic gas mixture, but with the addition
of 0.05% CO.
As a result of these investigations itinas established that on
the second day after the replacement of the usual gas medium by
• hyperoxic one (53.8% oxygen),both subjects had the sensation of
• lump and slight pain in the chest after deep breathing. On the
third day these phenomena ceased.
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TABLE 34
MICROCLIMATE IN GAS COMPOSITION OF THE AIR
IN THE ALTITUEE CHAMBER Il MG DIF-
FERENT PERIODS OF THE EXPERIMENT
(AVERAGE DATA)
Experiment No. 1
	
Ex eriment No. 2
Outset Period of Residual Outset Period of Residual
Indicators	 influence effect	 influence effectof oxygen	 of oxygen
Temperature,
oC
Relative
humidity,%
Oxyg6n con-
tent, %
Partial pres-
sure of oxy-
gen, mm Hg
Carbon diox-
ide, %
23.8 23.4 24.5
1 70.0 78.3 59.5
20.9 53.8 20.9
159 400 159
0.1 0.3 0.1
24.01 24:0
58.0 80.0.
20.9 40.2
150	 298
:,.1	 0.1
25.0
65.0
20.9
159
0.1
From Table 35 it is obvious that under the influence of high
oxygen concentrations both subjects experienced an increase in the
RMV, in the oxygen consumption (the former in the initial stage
of below the proper norms)and in the exhalation of carbon dioxide
and a decrease in the exhalation reserve volume.
We observed the increase in the oxygen consumption in theme
first week (N. A. Agadzhanyan et a1.,1968) anti, in the case of
animals, during an extended period (21 days) in a gas medium with
a partial pressure of oxygen equal to 400 mm Hg (53% in ground
level conditions and 98% at an altitude of 5,000 m). The increase
in the gas exchange in these conditions is explained by the increase
in the level of oxidation processes. However,this increase, accord-
ing to the data of many authors, is observed only in the case
of oxygen concentrations not exceeding 60% (460 mm Hg).
In our investigation the p 02 during the effects of hyperoxia
reached 300-345 mm Hg, while thA alveolar pCO 2 did not exceed
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9{	 11 I	 71	 9	 I	 M
7.08 5.3	 4 5.9 5.299.5 75.5	 70.1 925 8:j.0
279 238	 ?15 260
1
215
98 84.9()."-) 109,5 915
23I 197	 166 217 177
1338 4 .113
	
5 250 4 750 5012
97 99	 121 112 119
863 1 010
	 ISM 1220 1390
:17•5 97 •0 1
	 12 S:..`') Ill
112 112	 1	 1:12 124 1J0
TABLE 35
THE NATURE OF THE VARIATION IN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION
DURING THE TINE OF OBSERVATION (AVERAGE DATA)
ORIGINAL PAGE 
IS
F 
POOP 
QUALITY
Subtect M-ov	 3ubieet N-ov
Index	 period
Respiration rate .min. I 1
RMV: actually. Vmm. 5.0'
"% of proper 71.0
Dx» consumption .
-Astae9y . mllmfa).;' 243
% of groper 85A
Caton dioxide exhaled 175
i	 _ Vltel Capacity actual m! $ Wo
% of proper 102
Exhalation reserve volume is/l 050
Maximum pubs
ventitatton:actuat )()3
4 of proper 115
	 i
the limits of the background variations.
The data from an investigation of the pulmonary diffusivity
are given in Table 36. As is seen from these data, on the fourth
day in a hyperoxic gas medium the pulmonary diffusivity of both
subjects somewhat decreased in comparison with the initial values,
164
which were ' somewhat higher than the norm (17/30 ml/min/mm Hg).
Toward the end of the period spent in a hyperoxid gas medium
	 /179
the subjects' pulmonary diffusivity tended toward normalization.
TABLE 36
PULMONARY DIFFUSIVITY, PERCENTAGE OF CO ABSORPTION,
PULMONARY'CONDUCTANCE BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER TIME
Subject InitialPeriod
Period of Oxygen ^fluence
st	 3rdt	 t
Days
verage
After Effect
Period	 •Days
' 7th- 
I 
Uth 19th
Preliminary Diffusivity,.ml/min/mm Hg
M-ov 39.2 36.8
	 34	 [.39 0 32 9
 27.2 40.5 34•	 2. 7+. •30
	 1..28 6 25.9N-ov 44.1 42.1 52.0148:2 1 28.2 36.3 i 27.6 38.5+4.7I 47.8, 53. 5 f42.4
Absorption, CO %
M-ov 61.0
 53.6+1.4 57.3512 53.8
N-ov 68.0 58.4 66 71617
58.8 51.1 57:1150-0152.8157:1 11
55.0 56.8 526 58.6:F2.7164.9161.9160.0
Pulmonary Conductance m/min/mm Hg
M-ov 7.2 6.5 6.2+0.41 6.3 6.0
N-ov 9.0
8.4	 7.41	 6.5
6.3	 8.4	 6.0
5.41	 5.31
10.9	 6.7 6.7 1 7.7+0.9 7.5^
7.01
7.1 8.2
It is necessary to note that changes in the lungs during
,prolonged breathing in an atmosphere containing high oxygen con-
centration are mentioned by many authors. Ernsting (1961)
discovered a decrease in the pulmonary diffusivity of subjects
even after three hours of inhaling pure oxygen at sea level.
Helvey (1964) did not establish any decrease in the DL in subjects
who spent 14 days at altitudes of 5500, 8200 and 11,100 meters
in a pure oxygen atmosphere with a pO equal respectively to 379,
260 and 167 mm Hg.	 The latter, • evidintly, was the result of
the lower value of pO in the inhaled air. In our experiment the
pO was 400 mm Hg. TASe decrease in DL observed in specific cases
wai irregular and small in value. The most probable cause of the
decrease in DL in the case of breathing high oxygen concentrations
consists in the fact that the hemoglobin blocked by oxygen, despite
its great affinity for carbon monoxide, cannot combine with it.
Therefore, the absorption and diffusivity of the lungs are 	 /180
decreased with respect to CO. Hence, a method of separately
determining the true diffusivity of the pulmonary membrane and
the volume of blood in the pulmonary capillaries has recently
been used.
Thus, complex experimental investigations have shown that an
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extended stay in a hyperoxic gas medium (p0 2
 = 400 mm Hg) leads to
a certain increase in the RMV, the oxygen c9nsumption, carbon
dioxide exhaled and an increase in the partial pressure of oxygen
in the alveolar air. It has been established that a multiday stay
by a man in atmosphere containing 53% oxygen p02 = 400 mm Hg) causes
a shift on the part of the respiratory system. In an atmosphere
containing 40% oxygen (p02
 290 mm Hg), even in the case of a
prolonged (up to 14 day) stay,no significant changes in the gas
exchange and external respiration appear. Thus, these materials
show that an atmosphere containing 40% oxygen (p0 up to 300 mm Hg)
may be used ('up to 14 days) in manned airtightc;ipartments, and
also in the practice of deep-sea, altitude and clinical medicine.
2. THE INFLUENCE OF HXPEROXIA ON THL BLOOD
COAGULATING SYSTEM AND SOME INDICES OF THE
IMKUNOFMACTIVE CONDITION OF THE ORGANISM
The literature contains only isolated information about the
influence of hyperoxia on the blood coagulating system and also
on the antibody formation and phagocyte activity of leucocytes
(G. S. Kolot, 1965; M. A. Agadzhanyan et al., 1968; L. A. Palosh,
19542 1970, and others).
The aim of our investigations was to study the coagulating
and anticoagulating properties of the blood in the case of an
extended stay by a man in hyperoxic conditions. For this we
conducted two long-term (up to 25-day) experiments on four subjects
and 20 short-term (up to 24-hour) experiments on 20 subjects.
In the first long-term experiment the subjects spent 24 days /181
in an altitude	 chamber, 10 days of which were spent in an
atmosphere containing 54% oxygen (p0 2
 = 400 mm Hg). In a
second experiment lasting 20 days the subjects spent 14 days breath-
ing a gas mixture containing 40A oxygen (p0 = 300 mm Hg). Short
term experiments were conducted to determin g the threshold oxygen
concentration and the time of the onset of changes in the blood
coagulating activity in hyperoxic conditions. The subjects spent
24 hours in an atmosphere containing 60 and 94% oxygen (10
experiments each with a pO of 453 and 715 mm Hg respectively).
In order to study the influence of hyperoxia on the subjects'
blood coagulation processes at different periods of a stay in
atmosphere with a high oxygen content the following indices were
determined: blood coagulation according to the Mas and Magrot
method, blood circulation time according to Duke's method,
fibrinogen concentration according to Rutberg's method, the
fibrinolytic activity according to Koval'skiy's method, plasma
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recalcification according to Howell's method, change in the
blood coagulation processes according to thromboelastographic
data and tabulation of the formal elements of the peripheral blood.
The phagocytic activity of leucocytes was determined with a
one-billionth suspension of a daily agar inert culture of golden
staphylococcus, strain number 209." The phagocytosis process was
evaluated according to the following criteria: number of active
phagocytic cells, phagocytic index (average number of absorbed
microbodies per phagocyted leukocyte) and the phagocytic capacity
of leukocytes (the product of the value of the phagocytic index
and the number of leukocytes per cubic millimeter of blood).
The studies showed that under the long-term effects of high
oxygen concentration,blood coagulation undergoes regular changes
(N. A. Agadzhanyan, B. K. Rybakov, 1971). The nature and degree
of these changes depend on the duration of the effect and the
partial pressure of oxygen.
Table 37 presents data from a thromboelastographic investi-
gation of blood coagulation processes of subjects under the in-
fluence of a gas medium containing 54% oxygen (100 mm Hg).
From these data it is obvious that an increase in the
index r, a decrease in the maximum amplitude and a decrease in
the elasticity of a blood clot were noted in both subjects on
the fifth day in a gas medium containing 54% oxygen. On the tenth
day spent in the hyperoxic medium the relaxation time (r) lengthens
still more, and the maximum amplitude and blood clot elasticity
increase somewhat	 in comparison with the preceeding investigation,
remaining, however, low in comparison with the original levels.
The changes in the thromboelastogram, observed in hyperoxic con-
ditions, are shown in Figure 25.
As is known, the maximum amplitude and blood clot elasticity 	 182
are in direct dependence on the fibrogen'concentration in the blood,
and also on the number and functional condition of thrombocytes.
The number of thrombocytes and their functional activity also in-
fluence the formation of thromblastin and thrombin; that is, they
change the reaction time (r) on the thromboelastogram (B.A. Kudrya-
shov, 1960). According to our data, the number of thrombocytes
on the fifth day in a hyperoxic medium decreased by 47% in the case
of subject M-ov and by 44% in the case of N-ov. On the ninth day
the number of thrombocytes decreased still more in the case of
subject N-ov, and somewhat increased in the case of subject M-ov,
but still remained significantly lower in comparison with the
initial levels (Table 38).
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TABLE 37
THROMBOELASTOGRAM DATA FROM SUBJECTS SPENDING
AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME IN AN ATMOSPHERE WITH
A HIGH OXYGEN CONCENTRATION (54%)
Period of
Influence of Period of Residual
Initial Oxygen Days Effect	 Days
Subjects	 Index Da a n
r (Reaction
ov	 time),min. 6.0 8.5 10.5 3.5 9.5 6.5
K (3rd phase
of blood
coagulation
(min) 4.0 3.5 4.0 1.0 3.5 2.0
MA (Maximum
amplitude) 69.0 45.5 62.5 65.0 55.5 50.0
E(Blood clot
elasticity) 222 83 167 186 125 100
M-ov	 r (Reaction
time), min. 4.0 6.0 9.5 2.5 11.0 6.5
K (3rd phase
of blood
coagulation), 2.0 2.0 4.5 0.5 3.5 2.0
min
MA (Maximum
amplitude) 67.0 45.0 57.0 68.0 51.5 51.0
M-ov	 E (Blood clot
elasticity) 203 82 133 212 106 104
The bleeding time and coagulability, determined before	 483
the experiment and after a ten-day stay in a hyperoxic medium,
also testify to a decrease in the coagulating activity of the blood.
While in the blank test the bleeding time in both subjects was
one munute, after a ten-day stay in a gas medium containing
54% oxygen it increased to three minutes. The blood coagulation
time increased from nine minutes fifty seconds to fourteen minutes
thirty seconds in the case of subject M-ov and from eleven minutes
forty seconds to fifteen minutes in subject N-ov.
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Figure 25. Thromboelastograms of Subjects M-ov and N-ov: a--initial
data; b--fifth day in hyperoxic conditions; c--ninth
day in hyperoxic conditions.
TABLE 38
	
/184
NUMBER OF THROMBOCYTES IN THE PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF
SUBJECTS IN HYPEROXIC CONDITIONS (54% OXYGEN)
Initiall Period of Influenc
Subjects I Data	 Lof 0_ygenz Days
M-y	 2459340 130,240	 133,240 245,100 262,300 299,8 80 259,080
N-ov	 369,600 206 0 420	 140,360 182, 1100 270 ,990 237,220 265,650
YAG^
00 
QUAti S^'	 16 9
0^
The fibrogen concentration and fibrenolitic activity of the
blood did not significantly change during the course of the
experiment.
TABLE 39
THROMBOELASTOGRAM DATA FROM SUBJECTS DURING AN EXTENDED
STAY IN AN ATMOSPHERE WITH A HIGH OXYGEN CONCENTRATION
(40%)
Period of	 Period of
Subjects Index	 Initial Influence	 ResidualData	 of Ox en Da s Effect Days
7th IP 11thl 3rd I 17th
r (reaction time),
min.	 7.0 7.5	 9.0 2.0 10.0 12.0
K (third phase ofN-ov blood coagulation , 4.0 3.0	 5.0 1.5 5.5 7.0
min
MA(Maximum amplitude) 56.5 61.0	 56.0 72.0 52.0 54.0E (Blood clot
elasticity)	 130 156	 127 257 108 117
r (reaction time),
min.	 7.5 8.0	 8.5 2.5 7.0 6.5
R-ov	 K (third phase ofblood coagulation), 4.0 5.0	 5.0 2.0 5.0 5.0
min
MA (Maximum amplitude)55,0 46.0	 48.0 65.0 54.0 48.0
E (Blood clot
elasticity)
	
1122 85	 92 186 119 120
As far as the morphological composition of the peripheral blood
is concerned, it is necessary to note a significant decrease in the
number of reticulocytes. On the 9th day spent in a hyperoxic medium
reticulocytes almost completely disappeared from the peripheral
blood.	 The number of reticulocytes was restored only on the 	 /185
sixth day after the medium with high oxygen concentration was
replaced ty a normal atmosphere.
Somewhat different data are obtained in the second long-term
experiment (Table 39).
As is seen from Table 39, changes in the thromboelastogram
indices in the case of both subjects are greatly similar to the
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changes observed in the preceding experiment. The basic difference
is in the degree of the changes. The indices (r) and K increase
in proportion to the time spent by the subjects in a hyperoxic
medium, which points to the hypocoagulation effect of hyperoxia.
The maximum amplitude and blood clot elasticity remained at the
initial level in the case of subject N-ov, and in the case of
subject R-ov, decreased somewhat.
The changes produced on the eleventh day in the hyperoxic
medium are of interest. At this moment, according to the thrombo-
elastogram data, a sharp increase is noted in the coagulation
capacity of the blood. The reaction time (r) and the index K
decreased in both subjects. The maximum amplitude and blood clot
elasticity significantly rose. In the opinion of L. A. Palosh
(1970), such changes are caused by "overcompensating" reaction,
leading to deviations toward the positive side.
Changes, analogous to those obtained in the preceeding experi-
ment, :nay also be observed in the examination of the dynamics of
the thrombocyte number under the influence of a prolonged stay in
a gas medium containing 40% oxygen (Table 40).
TABLE 40
NUMBER OF THROMBOCYTES OF SUBJECTS IN A GAS
MEDIUM CONTAINING 40% OXYGEN
Initial	 Period of Influence
	 Residual Effect
Subjects	 Data	 of Oxygen, Days	 _	 Days
g-ov	 268,800 1289800228800244,480	 I 224,400
R-ov	 239,680	 222:8701189:9801209,100  	 221,200
On the seventh day, that is, at the moment- of the most	 /186
pronounced thromboelastographic charges, the number of thrombocytes
decreased by 15% in the case of subject N-ov and by 21% in the case
of R-ov.
It is characteristic that on the eleventh day in a hyperoxic
medium, when, according to thromboelastographic data, a clear rise
in the blood clotting ability is noted, the number of thrombocytes
also rose in both subjects.
The blood circulation time, fibrogen concentration and fibreno-
lytic activity did not significantly change during the time spent
in the chamber.
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The blood clotting ability in both subjects was somewhat lower
during the entire period spent in the hyperoxic medium and for three
days after the transition to a normal atmosphere.
It was extremely important to reveal the nature of the change
in the blood clotting activity in the case of relatively brief
breathing of higher oxygen concentrations.
Investigations of the blood clotting activity, conducted before
and after a one day stay in an atmosphere with a pO 2 cf 715 mm Hg,
(94% oxygen) showedthat a slowing of the coagulations processes is
observed in these conditions (Table 41)
TABLE 41
AVERAGE INDICES OF THE COAGULATING AND FIBRENOLYTIC ACTIVITY
OF THE BLOOD BEFORE AND AFTER THE E:'FECTS OF HYPEROXIA (94%
OXYGEN)
Indices Before AfterHyperoxia Hyperoxia P
Fibrenogyn concentration,
mgt	 300 260 <0.001
Plasma reclassification, sec.	 120 128 <0.95
Fibrenolytic activity	 of
the blood, min.	 173 188 <0.1
Blood circulation time, sec. 	 150 176 <0.02
Blood coagulation time, min. y.7 10.8 <0.02
Number of thrombocytes, thousand 333 267 <0.001
The changes in the indices characterizing the speed of coagulat-
ing processes, although they do not go beyoni the limits of normal
physiological fluctuations, are, however, clear, unidirectional
and statistically reliable, with the exception of the retardation
of the fibrenolytic activity of the Llood.
A study of the influence of short-term (24-hour) hyperoxia 	 /187
(60% oxygen) on the coagulating activity of the blood showed that
a one-day stay in such an atmosphere does not lead to significant
changes in the coagulation processes.
The results of investigation of the phagocytic activity'of
leukocytes testified to a decrease in the phagocytic activity in
hyperoxic condition. In comparison with the reference period on
the fifth day of a stay in a gas medium containing 54% oxygen it
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was discovered that all indices and particularly the number of
cells capable of phagocytosis decreased. Only on the tenth day
of the aftereffect period was there observed a gradual rise in the
phagocytic index. Analogous t but less pronounced, changes occurredin an atmosphere containing 40% oxygen (M. V. Markaryan).
Investigation of the content of sialic acids in the blood
serum of the subjects revealed thfit they had increased on the seventh and
eleventh days of the action of ar, atmosphere with a high oxygen
content on the organism.. In the aftereffect period the sialic
acids' concentration in the blood serum decreased almost to the
initial value. In addition there was an inverse relationship
between the degree of phagocytic activity of leucocytes and the
sialic acids' content.
Apparently, ar. increase in the sialic acids' content in the blood
serum against a background of suppression of the phagocytic process
can be v'_ewed as a compensator; mechanism intended to fulfill the
function of the biological protection of the organism.
Thus, the results of the experiments show that during an
extended stay in a hyperoxic -as medium the coagulability of the
blood is changed in the direction of hypocoagulation.
The degree of change of the coagulating activity of'the blood and
of the	 immunoreactive state of the organism depends not only on
the pO, value, but also on the time spent in a hyperoxic gas
medium. The experimental data obtained in our experiments may be
u3ed for the scientifically based application of
oxygen in clinical practice and for formulating the gas medium
to Le used in manned airtight compartments.
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f1	 3. THE INFLUENCE ON THE ORGANISM OF ANIMALS OF A
PROLONGED STAY (UP TO 100 DAYS) AT AN ALTITUDE
	
/188
OF 10,000 METER4 IN A PURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
The creation of an atmosphere containing practically pure
oxygen at a low total pressure in a cabin produces significant
technical advantages, but runs into serious objections because
of the danger of fire, the appearance of decompression disorders,
atelectasis of the lungs,irritation of the mucous membranes of
the upper respiratory passages and eyes, possible disturbances
of the water-salt exchange, blood circulation, etc.
The basic task of this section is to reveal the direct
causes of the above-mentioned disorders and to determine the ca-
pability of the organism to adapt to an existence in a pure oxygen
atmosphere with a low total pressure.
In order to study the functional and structural disturbances
which arise during a prolonged stay in a pure oxygen atmosphere,
chain motor conditioned reflexes and the composition of the peripheral
blood were investigated and the DNA contained in the nuclei of
liver cells, the transaminase activity and amount of sugar in the
blood were determined. In addition, we conducted X-ray studies
of the organs of the chest cavity of experimental animals and
observed the dynamics of the salt-water exchange, the_tweight
variation, blood composition and general behavior of the animals.
Several hygenic and bacteriological studies, were also con-
ducted in the course of a 100-day stay in a pure oxygen atmos-
phere and in ps ocular the_dy_namics of the change of the basic
pPrampters of the microclimate	 was continuously monitored and
the contamination of the cabin air was determined.
The experiments were conducted on rats in an SBK-48M
altitude chamber specially equipped for conducting long-term
studies in conditions of low barometric pressure, corresponding
to an altitude of 10,000 meters (198 mm FIg).
In order to avoid decompression disorders and to create a
high level of partial oxygen pressure in the chamber the animals
were gradually raised to -he given altitude while the chamber was
ventilated with pure oxygen.
	The temperature, numidity, oxygen and carbon dioxide con- 	 /189
tent in the chamber during the course of the experiment did not
exceed the predetermined variations (p0 2 - 190-195
mm Hg; pCO 2 = 0.1-0.4%; temperature 21+2 0 ; relative humidity
60-70%) . The operating principle of the life-support system is
described in Chapter III
	
The seed and water regime was iden-
tical for all animals.
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dig. 26. Diagram of Water and Food Supply. 1 - Altitude­
Chamber; 2 - Receiving-Distributing Bottle; 3 -
Drinking Dish; 4 - Cage; 5 - Water Tank; 6 - Control
Valves; 7 - Silica Gel; 8 - Food Hopper;9 - Food; 10 - Food Trough.
The rats were given feed consisting of two-thirds
wheat and one-third oats. Once every five seven days the
animals received bread, meat and multiple-vitamins.
The cages were equipped with external tanks for water con-
nected with a drinking dish inside the cage. Water was added in
proportion to consumption from a tank located outside the chamber.
The water was conserved by the addition of silver nitrate in the
amount of 0.05 mg per liter. A diagram of the system for pro-
viding tii:: animals with water and food is shown in Fig. 26.
In all, 203 white rats were observed, of which 1.48 were sub-
jected to the effects of pure oxygen at an altitude of 10,000
meters and 55 rats were kept at normal atmospheric pressure and
served as the standard.
Results of an Investigation of Higher Nervous Actl tty
Numerous investigations previously had shown that in con-
ditions of a rarefied atmosphere the basic controlling factor
causing disturbance of higher nervous activity is oxygen de-
ficiency.
We did not find any articles in which the selective
effect on the central nervous system of the same factor of rare
faction with sufficient provision
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Fib;. 27, General Appearance of the Device for Investigating Chuin
Conditioned Motor Reflexes.
of the organism with oxygen, particularly with regard to longterm
effect, had been investigated.
The method of chain conditioned motor reflexes, developed in
the laboratory of L. G. Vorc;nin, ,ras used for studying the nigher
nervous activity of rats. An automatic electrical device was de-
veloped and prepared to suit the characteristics of an
investigation in conditions of a rarefied and changed gas medium
(G.P. Doronin, B.A. Miloslavov).
The basic; units of the device (Fig. 27) are a working
chariLer, a compa_ •tment for keeping the animals separately, which
consists of five boxes, a control i)anel, and a recording device for
registering the motor response reaction: of the anitnal.s. Light ;:tiauilators
and contact areas are located within the chamber. A system of
contacts operates when the rats move onto a contact area, which
switches on conditioned stimuli in a specific sequence.
On the side wall of the chamber there is an automatic feed-
ing trough which operates when the animals correctly perform a
sequence of conditioned reflex motions.
The working chamber communicates throu-''h a system of holes
with the five boxes in which the rats are held during; the en-
tire experiment, obtaining water and a controlled amount of ferti.	 1191
Remote control from a movable portable panel made it possible to
use the device in long-term experiments not only ir: ground
conditions, but also at low barometric pressure (at altitudes
of 3000-10,000 meters).
The conditioned reflex activity was evaluated according to
the latent period and the rate of response reactions to
176
stimuli, and also according to the time the animals stayed on the
contact areas.
After development and reinforcement of conditioned reflexes
a background was established at normal atmospheric pressure. Each
experiment used a stereotype, composed of 18 positive chain stim-
uli and 6 conditioned inhibiting stimuli.
During the long-time experiment, each animal was given frnm
671 to ?76 chain stimuli, and in 98-99.5% of,the cases a clear re-
action was noted, representing a chain of food-prostaring con-
ditioned motor reflexes.
During the first days spent at an altitude of 10,000 meters
the rats displayed a certain intensification of the orientation
reaction, an increase in general motor activity and an increase
in the number of intersignal reactions.
Most of the applications of a chain stimulus were accom-
panied by a clear chain motor reflex.
Loss of individual links of the chain reflex during the
course of Vi.;J first month of the experiment was noted in 24 cases,^
d•iring_the second month -- in 13 cases, and during the third month --
in 10 cases. Only isolated cases of the loss of reactions to the
-second stimulus ol the chain occurred in the animals. The third
link of thechi .i:: was preserved in 100 % of the cases.
Li
The results obtained show that during a long term (100-day)
stay at an altitude of 10,000 meters and normal oxygen supply
the time taken for performing all links of the chain and the en-
tire chain motor reflex did not significantly change. The first
link of the chain, in response to the first "triggering" stimulus, is
performed especially accurately.
The constancy in performing the chain motor reflex during
the entire experiment indicates that the analysis and synthesis
of a chain of food-procuring motions are not disturbed in a pure
oxygen atmosphere with a rarefaction corresponding to an altitude
of 10,000 meters. In studying conditioned disinhibition in
specific castes, inadequate reactions were observed when the signal
value of an additional component of the conditioned inhibition
was not perceived and the animal performed a motion correspond-
ing to the positive chain. Sometimes switching on a conditioned
inhibition lead to a state usually observed with the action of
a differen^iation stimulus. ` The animal in these cases remained
in the original pose or moved away from the stimulus.
Thus, the results of an investigation of chain conditioned
motor reflexes showed that in the case of an extended stay in
/192
conditions of low barometric pressure corresponding to an altitude
of 10,000 meters in a pure oxygen atmosphere chainconditioned
motor reflexes completely preserved their structure and
	
time
characteristics of individual links of the chain. Conditioned
disinhibition proved to be the weakest link. The increase in the
number of inadequate and negative reactions in the first period
of the experiment is the consequence of the relative weakening
of the process of internal inhibition.
The nature of response reactions to the use
inhibiting stimulus normalizes in proportion to
by the animals in a pure oxygen atmosphere under
of 198 mm Hg. This shows that in the process of
the effects of low barometric pressure, a normal
the basic nervous processes is restored.
of a conditioned
the time spent
a total pressure
adaptation to
relationship of
STUDY OF CERTAIN INDICES OF THE WATER-SALT EXCHANGE, PERIPHERAL
BLOOD COMPOSITION AND IRA MSTRIBUTION IN LIVER CELL NUCLEII
As is known, all the physical-chemical processes in the
organism take place with the participation of water. Metabolism,.,.
heat regulation, maintenance of a . constant osmotic pressure an4 acid-
base equilibrium -- all these physiological reactions take place
with th- active participation of water and salts.
Water constitutes up to 60-70% of body weight, approximately
50-tO% of the water is found within the cells, extracellular
water comprises 16-20% and up to 15% of the water occurs in the
intertissue.fluid.
The amount of water entering and leaving the organism may
fluctuate quite significantly and depends on the temperature of
the environment, the partial pressure of gases in the air, the
humidity, barometric pressure, etc.
We determined the hydrophilic nature of the tissues and	 /193
the blood hydration of the weight method. The tissue and blood
sample taken were dried to a constant weight at a temperature of
100-115°.
The chloride content of the urine was determined by direct
titration according to,plohr's method. The blood chloride s,after
their extraction with 92% alcohol,were t' grated with a 0.1 N solution
of silver nitrate.
Changes in the weight of the experimental and control rats
may be Judged according to the data in Tables 42 and 43.
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TABLE 42
WEIGHT CHANGE OF CONTROL RATS
WI, of rs0
	
exlDephl^eMt,^ 	 .
mw' `ooh a r 144th a rl-s4oh a sl sbih aw 1 98th d.Y
9 1 9 1191a
97	 261 265 +4 275 +14 270 +9
98	 246 258 +12 270 +21271) +2
99	 185 193 +8 205 +20220 +3100	 243 220 —23 214 +29215-2101
	 225 237 +12 249 +24250+210.2	 245 250 +5 275 +30270 +2.103	 248 254 +6 260 + 1212671 } I104	 258 270 +12 280 22 285 +2
Mean for 239 243  
	 + 14	 1256-}-1
WOUP
1 +4 1 253
l 	 ► ^
9 1$I91I9191
+h 290 +29 303 +42
+19 290 +44 307 +51
44; 1 -- — — —
+%0 275 +50 289 +64
+20 267 +22 281 +36
t34 - — I — —
2801+4112951+56
The data presented show that a significant weight loss was
observed in the experimental rats. By the fifteenth day spent
at high altitude in six of ten rats the body weight balance was
negative; it was positive in three, aid in one remained unchanged.
By the end of the first month, in all ten ex-
perimental rats'the 4eight balance was negative. Later, some in-
creaBe in weight wL.a noted in nine animals, not reaching. however; the
initial.level by the 55th day, and in only . one rat.(No. 43) was the balance positive. By the 85th day the weight
balance in all rats became positive.
The weight loss might be explained by a protein deficiency
in the food and the increase in water losses by the effects of
staying at high altitude. However, in our experiments in the con- /194
trol animals wbA#- q also received the same food ration, the
weight balance during the entire period of investigation was
positive. Consequently, the negative weight balance is not
caused by protein deficiency, but by the increase in water losses
by the tissues of the organism, caused by the influence of the
rarefied air of the altitude chamber.
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TABLE 43
WEIGHT CHANGE OF EXPERIMENTAL RATS
7
In the experiment by Swann and Collings (1943) conducted on
rats in an 
_ 
altitude chamber at an altitude of 5400 m in coz:
ditions of	 oxygen deficiency, a significant weight loss in
proportion to the time spent at high altitude was also noted.
The authors connected the decrease in weight of the experimental
rats with an increase in the water loss through the lungs (due
to hyperventilation) and skin at high altitude.
Observation of the weight change of the experimental and con-
trol rats also made it possible for us to note two other facts
we feel are interesting. Intensive weight loss was observed
only during the first 30-40 days the animals spent at high alti-
tudes. By the 55U day the weight begins to increase, al-
though its balance still remains negative. Later, in the second
half of the experiment,the weight increase of the experimental
rats becomes more pronounced in comparison with the control rats
and, if we take into consideration that the increase in the weight /195
of the experimental rats basically takes place during the last
30 to 35 days of the experiment, the difference in the weight
increase of the experimental and control rats becomes still more
significant.
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We believe that adaptation of the or ;ism, to the new . con 	 /_195
dit3aus occurs during the first stage ('30 - 40'days) of the stay
fn ' conditions • of low barometric pressure and that when it begins,
physiological functions are relatively normalized. The data ob-
tain^d by X-ray study of the organs of the chest cavity also
test^iled to this.
X-ray analysis showed that a number of reversible functional
and morphological changes in the organs of the chest cavity appear
.when breathing pure oxygen at an altitude of 10,000 meters: the
dimensions of the chest cavity decrease, the transparency of the
pulmonary margins is lowered, th.? pulmonary figure and solitary
or multiple focal darkenings in the lungs are intensified and the
dimensions of the-heart shadow increase. All this points to the
development of atelectases in the lungs and stagnation phenomena
in the vessels of pulmonary circulation. No significant deviations
appeared in the functional activity of the diaphragm. The indi-
cated changes were of a reversible functional nature and were more
pronounced in the first two days spent at an altitude of 10,000
meters.
These data agree with the results of pathomorphological
investigations. After the animals spent two days at an altitude
of 10,000 meters in a pure oxygen atmosphere the parenchyma of
the lungs in the rhizosphere proved to be partially collapsed. A
thickening of the interalveolar septa was also noted. The
lungs of rats, subjected to the experiment for more than two
months, appeared the same as the lunge of the control animals.
A study of the structure of the blood and lymphatic vessels,
the elastic body of collagen fibers and the argyrophilic mem-
branes of the lungs of the experimental animals did not reveal
any serious damage. All this leads us to consider that the col-
lapse of pulmonary tissue in the conditions of our experiment is
of a reversible nature and does not lead to an insufficiency of
blood oxygenation. Probably, the pulmonary parenchyma gradually
adjusts in proportion to the time spent in a pure oxygen atmos-
phere at a total pressure of 198 mm Hg and in proportion to the
adaptation to these conditions.
The possibility is not excluded that the hormonal regulation /19
of the metabolism, in particular of the protein metabolism, is
disturbed at the end of the experiment, as a consequence of which
a more intensive increase in weight is observed in the experi-
mental rats in comparison with the control rats. If the weight
loss is attributed to moisture losses, then it may be assumed
that this should be reflected in the water content in the
tissues.
1^1
WATER CONTENT IN THE TISSUES
OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL RATS (IN %)
DURING DIFFERENT PERIODS OF THE EXPERIMENT
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Van Lier's study (1947) indicates some tissue dehydration
during a stay in conditions of low barometric pressure. In the
first place it is possible to expect water loss by such tissues
as the skin, muscles, and liver, usually_ considered to be a reser-
voir of fluid in the organism.
The research conducted showed that the decrease in the
water-content of the skin of experimental animals coincided in
time with the decrease in body weight of the animals. These
changes were most clearly pronounced toward the 15th day of the
experiment, when the water content decreases almost by half
(Table 44).
The water loss by the blood was insignificant and was most
clearly manifested on the 30th day of the experiment. The num-
ber of erythrocytes, a change in which may influence the amount
of dry residue in the blood, iem' ains practically at the same
level.
As was already mentioned, the water exchange depends on
many factors determining the state and distribution of water in
the organism. Salta, particularly sodium chloride^_ ar-_._one of
these factors which enable water to be bound with tissue
colloids and blood to be enriched with water. The relation be-
tween salt exchange and water exchange is so intimate that the
water-salt exchange is usually considered as a unit.
In the blood and tissue fluids sodium chloride occurs in
the dissociated state in the form of sodium and chlorine ions.
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in caae.of an increase of the content of sodium ions the ability
of colloids to swell is increased and the amount of bone marrow
increases several times.
We examined the chloride content in the 66 rats not subjected
to 6he effects of low barometric pressure (control exper{.ments).
Data from a statistical analysis are given in Table 45.
TABLE 45
CHLORIM CONTENT IN THE BLOOD OF RATS (IN Ma %)
a	 otl .
index
Bobo	 nurltir
GzVGdM@M	 2nd
ft	 n! (d&V
im	 4&d aac,
M 542 483 513	 501 497
#m f3.5 1-9.6 +11.6	 f9.1 4-58
n 66 8 10	 9 5
P1 <0.01 <0.01	 <0.01 <0.01
1Reliability (P) is calculated in relation to data
obtained before the experiment.
A certain wavelike nature of variations in the chloride
content of the blood was noted during the process of the experi-
ment, although a general tendency to decrease was quite distinctly
manifested.
During the first 15 days, in 7 of the 10 experimental rats
the chloride content of the blood decreased and only in three
animals ,
 did the chloride content either not change or even increase somewhat.
As a rule, a decrease in the chloride content was also 	 /_198
observed in the following periods.
An additional series of experiments during which the chlor-
ide content in the blood and urine was studied simultaneously
on five rats, was set up in order to make more precise the data
on the change in chlor33^ content for an extended stay at high
altitudes. The data obtained from this group of animals is
given in Table 46.
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THE CHLORIDE CONTENT IN THE BLOOD AND
EXCRETION WITH THE URINE IN TEST RATS
-It	 AmRot Nw:l
No. of
.
 ut
	
DaY t ;udbe ,m1: In datl urine
	
1
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r	 In ml utfne.aa In blood mg%
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17 .1 Otb 2.11 9.9 9-s'9 461.4a15-ft 3,5 19.5 1 112 IN21 9
3046 9.5 29.7 --,x9 49!A1
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175 9-4b 0.3 -- -- 481.1115{b 1.2 5.5 5ti5 4wi.0304h 6.5 23.0 707 470.71
I	 2 W	 I 1.,	 I Il^r
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1.It^
	 ! .91.4•
176
9"m 0.2
- 41,11.0,
I 15- Ib	 ( 2.0 13.5	 ^ 1346	 ^ 560.030-tb 6.0 26.0 89G 4GK.0
^StetlstiaeC:;r reliable deeroaso of chlorides in blood (P<0.06)
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LIt is obvious from Table 46 that together with a decrease in 1199
the chloride content in the blood there is an increase in chloride
eliAination with the urine. Not only did the daily amount of
chlorides eliminated rise, but also their concentration in the
urine increased. The daily diuresis of the rats (after decreas-
ing in the first half of the experiment) gradually increased
in proportion to the time spent at high altitude.
Most authors connect the disturbance of the water balance at
high altitudes with losses of moisture through the lungs. How-
ever, this situation could only occur in the case of hypoxia,
when pulmonary ventilation increased. In the given experiment
the oxygen supply was sufficient and the organism was influenced
only by the factor of atmospheric rarefaction. Thereforeethe
disturbance-in the water-salt exchange in these condition's,
evidently, was caused by other mechanisms.
It may be assumed that with decreasing barometric pressure
the total loss of moisture from the body surface will increase due
to imperceptible perspiration (Ya. Kuno, 1961).
We did not find in the literature any direct data on the
influence of low barometric pressure on an increase in fluid loss
by the organism. However, it is well known that under such
conditions evaporation increases as a result of a decrease in
collisions between evaporating molecules and molecules of a gas whose
concentration is reduced due to rarefaction. The direct
measurements of vapor evaporation, which were made by A.I. Sha-
poshnikov and B.S. Perepletchikova in our experiment, showed
that the total amount of fluid evaporated from one and the same
surface in the case of normal and low barometric pressure is
different (Table 47).
TABLE 47
EVAPORATION OF LIQUID (in g) IN CONDITIONS OF
NORMAL AND REDUCED BAROMETRIC PRES$ijAF
lodex	 +	 4619artao.	 19.0m au altitude
To weentuse X 20-23 20-25
110011 OY . % 45--G5 42—W
Amu* of 114W evapan'ied .5 1 125
1
2150
8lvavoaabuuY a/ap8 13 4:1
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The problem of chloride loss by the organism is very inter- 1200
esting. Is it the result of a disturbance of the reabsorption
properties of the renal canal apparatus or is it the consequence
of moisture lost by the organism? We are inclined to consider
chloride loss as an attempt by the organism to establish electro-
lytic and salt equilibrium of body fluids. Further special
investigations are necessary for a conclusive solution of this
problem, in particular, for revealing the intimate mechanism
controlling the water-salt exchange of the organism in conditions
of low barometric pressure.
In our experiments we also conducted hematological investi-
gations with an extended stay by animals in conditions of low
barometric pressure and a normal oxygen content in the inhaled
air (Yu. P. Bizin).
Two periods of high altitude polycyphemia are usually con-
sidered: (1) the appearance in a large quantity of .
 only mature
forms of erythrocytes and (2) the increased appearance of young
erythrocytes from the bone marrow.
Until recently the opinion was widely held in physiology
and hematology that hypoxia causes stimulation of erythropoiesis
in the bone marrow. The degree of oxygen saturation of the bode
marrow was recognized as the universal factor controlling erytnri-
poiesis.
Experimental data recently accamui.ated indicate that the bone
marrow is not stimulated by hypoxia, for example after blood loss
or in conditions of a rarified atmosphere, but on the contrar;,,
it is suppressed. More precisely, hypoxia does not stimulate
eryth ropbiesis directly, but through an intermediate link--
erythopoietins (Ya. G. Uzhanskiy, 1968; V. I. Voytkevich, 1968,
1969). Erythropoietins are found in various organs, but the
removal of these organs does not deprive the organism of the
ability to form them.
The physiological . mechanism of the influence of e:-ythropoie-
tins upon erythropoiesis has been sufficiently studied in the
laboratory of `'a. G. Uzhanskiy (1968). It has been established
that as a result of hypoxia not only the function of blood circula-
tion m d respiration but also of arythropoiesis changes in reflex
fashion (Fig. 28). The increase in the erythropoietic activity
of the blood serum observed here, in the opinion of Ya. G. Uzhanskiy,
may depend on the increase in the amount both of erythropoietins
in the blood, and also of the biologically active products of the
decay of erythrocytes or other metabolic products.
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Fig. 28. Diagram of erythropoieses regulation (according to Ya.
G. Uzhanskiy).
Two groups of animals were investigated in order to explain
the influence on the blood system of an extended stay in a
pure oxygen atmosphere at low barometric pressure: one group
for 100 days was kept at an"altitude"of 10,000 m (pressure l r3s mm
Hg, oxygen content 98%); the second group was kept in condition:
of normal barometric pressure.
Before the experiment no significant deviations from the
norm in the blood picture were observed in any rat. During the
period of the experiment the most significant changes occurred
on the part of the red blood. Already on the third day after the
ascent to "high altitude,"in two of the experimental rats the
amount of hemoglobin increased by 2.3 g%. The number of erythro-
cytes increased insignificantly. These factors began to increase
particularly noticeably from the fourteenth day of the experiment.
Thus, the amount of hemoglobin increased on the average by 3.4 g%,
which corresponded to 120% of the initial level. The amount of
erythrocytes increased on the average by 2,200,000, or by 134% in
comparison with the initial level.
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The erythrocyte and hemoglobin content of the blood of
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the experimental rat remained elevated up to the fortieth day
and only in the second half of the experiment did a tendency
toward normalization of these factors appear. Complete restora-
tion set in on the 58th day. Later toward the end of the
experiment the .amount of erythrocytes and hemoglobin remained
at the initial level.
Simultaneously with an increase in the amount of hemoglobin
and erythrocytes in all experimental rats the amount of reticulo-
cytes in the peripheral blood increased. On the third day of the
experiment it increased on the average of from 3^ to 596.
The maximum increase in the number of reticulocytes to 6%
was noted on the fourteenth day of the experiment and coinolded with
the erythrocytosis observed in the rats. Subsequently the number
of reticulocytes somewhat decreased.
In the second half of the exPeriment the number of reticulocytes
again increased to 6% in the experimental rat, and this
level was preserved until the end of the experiment. The increased
content of reticulocytes in the blood was maintained even after
the end of the experiment and exceeded the initial level by 1.8-42%.
In the control rat during the entire period of observation the reiticulocyte
content did not significantly change.
The reticulocyte content in the blood is an indicator of the
intensity of medullary tiemopoiesis ., more precisely, of red cell hemopoiesis.
Therefore, reticulocytosis in the rats during the experiment indicate
stimulation of medullary hemopoiesis. This is also indicated by the
s ,
 earancq of immature forms of erythrocytes--polychromatophiles and
n(,nnoblasts in the peripheral blood of the rats. Tht:s ) a prolonged stay in
conditions of low barometric pressure leads to activation of the
erythropoietic function of the blood marrow.
The erythrocytosis and reticulocytosis observed and the
appearance of polychromatophiles normoblasts in the blood confirm
to some degree the hypothesis of the presence of two periods of
"high-altitude" polycythemia.
The amount of thrombocytes increased insignificantly on the
fourteenth day of the experiment (from 450,000 to 580,000). later
it decreased to the initial values and remained at this level. during
the entire experiment. In the control rat the amount of thrombo-
cytes during the entire period of observation was within the limits
of the physiological norm.
Changes on the part of white blood cells were less pronounced./203
In the experimental rats the amount of leukocytes and eosinophiles
1.86
increased slightly in comparison with the initial data. After
the experiment the indices rapidly normalized.
In all experimental and control rats the relative amount of
lymphocytes before the experiment was approximately 54-6o%, and of
neutrophiles--30-38%. Since rats have a lymphocytic type of
blood formation, this ratio is normal.
During the experiment a relative lympheytosis was observed
in the test animals which exceeddd the limits of the initial
level and fluctuated from 65-85%. In the remaining periods of
the investigation absolute lymphocytosis also took place, which
was accompanied by relative neutropenia (to 15-25%).
As far as cytological changes in the blood are concerned,
it is possible to note only an insignificant plasmatization of
mononuclears in the experimental rat during different periods of
the experiment. In the control rats no significant deviations
were noted in the leukocytic formula.
Thus, the investigations showed that the changes on the part
of most hematologieal factors are reversible and disappear after
the end of the experiment.
Data from an investigation of the DNA content in liver cell
nuclei` are also of interest. As is known, the DNA content in an
indiviJual cell is an integral indicator of its functional state.
By studying the DNA distribution in a sufficiently large number
of cells we obtain the possibility of evaluating the general state
of the organ or tissue.
Here we limited our investigation to a determination of the
DNA in specific parenchymatous cells--hepatoc,ytes, which are the
basic anatomical and functional population of the tissue elements
of this organ.
The distribution of the DNA content in the nuclei of the
cells under consideration was studied in our experiments by
Ye. Ye. Simonov on the basis of photometric changes In contact
preparations stained according to Fel'gen's method. Mot^x»eytry wac
performed on a device especially assembled for these purposes
with photoelectric recording of absorption. The DNA content
in the parenchymatous 11ver cell was calculated by means of ctvi-
oaring the data from photometric measurement, of "standard" n uelel
and the nucle! of small lymphocytes, the averages ONA Content in
which is 6 pg. ( pigment ranu).es) .
&rIa
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Cytophotometric investigation of the parenchymatous cells
of the control animals showed that the DNA content in individual
nuclei of this cellular population fluctuates within
the range	 .- 4-5 to 48 pg and higher, on the average amounting^^
to 17 . 8 pg per average nucleus (cell). As a result of an
analysis of variation curves of the amount of DNA in individual
nuclei of the cell s investigated ( 2200) it was established that
most of them (73S)  were produced by nuclei with a rKA content exceed-
ing 14 pg, while nuclei with a content of 10-14 and less than
10 pg DNA, total around 27% ( 22.9% and 4.1% respectively) . '
An analysis of the DNA distribution in the nuclei of the
,parenchymatous liver	 ce'ls of the experimental animals ( 6,000 cells
A	 d"revealed that even in this case there is observed
approximately the same scattering of values of the DNA content,
as in the control (Table 48); however in the experimental animals
the quantitative relationships of the groups of cells with a DNA
content of more than 14 pg, 10-1.4 pg and less than 10 pg proved
to be somewhat different, oust as, on the other hand, the average DNA content
calculated per "average" cell (nucleus) was also somewhat dif-
ferent.
TABLE 48
QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIPS OF CELLS WITH VARIOUS
DNA CONTENT AND THE LIVEH OF CONTROL AND EXPERI-
MENTAL ANIMALS
Average Percent of cells with DNA
DNA content' t' re th--MoreConditions in nucleus, Up to 10 pg	 10-14 pg-
	14
pg
pg
pg
Control 17.8 4.1 22.9 73.0
Experiment 16.6 8.0 34.0 58.0
From Table 48 it is obvious that the change in the quantita-
tive relationship of the indicated groups of cells is of a dual
nature and is expressed by an increase in the number of cells with
a DNA content of less than 14 pg and a decrease in the number of
cells with a DNA content of more than 14 pg.
If we bear in mind that in the case of normal adult rats	 /205
the growth of liver tissue is primarily performed by increasing
the mass of individual culls (the endomitotic type of growth,
in which cell division does not ocour), then the data we obtained
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(increase in the number of cells with lower DNA content) may be
considered. to
 be an indication of a certain suppression of this
process.
A study of the inclusion of thymidine- " C14 in the liver
tissue showed that this suppression is temporary, since after
the nd of the experiment the nature of the inclusion of thymidine
-C1 in the liver of the experimental rats practically did not
differ from that in the case of the control rats. Data on the
activity of aminotransferases are.interesting in this connection.
These enzymes perform the transfer of amino groups from amino acids to keto
acids, as a result of which new amino acids are formed. An increase
in the activity of aspartates and alanine aminotransferases
may indicate the development of destructive processes in the tissues
and, in particular, liver damage.
The aminotransferase activity was determined in two groups of
animals, of which one was kept at an altitude of 10,000 m for 5
days, and the other-- 98 days (Table 49).
TABLE 49
TRANSAMINASE ACTIVITY IN EXPERIMENTAL RATS (UNITS)
5-day experiment No.	 of 98-day experiment
4CTe ALT* OTIALT:Jo.	 of rats rats ACT	 ALT	 AC T i" AL`1'
1 182 49 3.7 7 169 48 3.5
2 182 65 2.8 8 143 42 3.4
3 240 72 3.3 9 195 81 2.4
4 227 68 3.3 10 213 126 1.8
5 159 51 3.1 11 124 42 2.9,
6 218 82 2.6 12 169 62 2.7
Average 201 b3 3.2 166 66 2.5
A comparison of the data in gable 49 and the results of
determinations of transaminase activity in control animals (trans-
aminase activity in their blood fluctuating within the iwnge:
A T--from 124 to 209 units, ALT--from 42 to 98 unit.. indicates
tat a prolonged sta; , at low barometric pressure does riot sig-
nificantly influence these indicators, although in the animals
of the second group there is a more noticeable tendency toward a
decrease.
Data from an investigation of blood sugar also indicate	 120b
the ,t since of signicant disturbances in liver function. In
experimental animals subjected to the experiment for 40 and 98
eAspartic transaminase
**Alanine transaminase
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days, the blood sugar content fluctuates between 94 and 150 mg
percent and is almost the same as in the control rats (94-148 mg
percentY.
Thus, animals that spent an extended period of time (100 days)
in conditions of low barometric pressure, corresponding to an
altitude of 10,000 m (198 mm hg) in a pure oxygen atmosphere,
displayed no changes which were pronounced and dangerous for
their life and overall condition.
Firmly developed chain conditioned motor reflexes are not
disturbed in the conditions of the experiment; they completely
retain their structure and the time characteristics of the
individual units.
Chrr.-es in the water-salt exchange during the first 30 days
were expressed by a decrease in the hydrophilic nature of the skin,
a decrease in the amount of chlorides in the blood and an increase
in their elimination with the urine, and also by the weight loss
of the experimental animals. There are indications of a certain
suppression of the biosynthesis of deoxy-ribonucleic acid
in the parenchymatous liver cells, indicating the suppression of
growth processes in this tissue. These changes become less
pronounced in proportion to the inclusion of adaptation mechanisms.
As compared with the control experiment In the high-altitude
experiment the body weight of the animals significantly increased
(as in the case of human beings in a 62-day experiment at an
altitude of 7,000 m), which, evidently, must be referred to the
direct influence of the rarefied atmosphere on the metabolic proces-
ses of the organism.
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CHAPTER V
AN EXTENDED STAY IN CONDITIONS OF A CHANGED 	 20
GAS MEDIUM AND THE REACTIVITY OF THE ORGANISM
An extended stay by a man in a closed cabin of limited volume
in conditions of an artificial atmosphere, relative limitation on
motor activity and isolation, and significant nervous-psychological
strain is accompanied by definite changes in the functional condi-
tion of different systems of the organism.
A study of the adaptive reactions of the organism in these
unusual conditions of existence, must cone down in the final analysis
to a study of the reacttvity of the organism, particularly if
we consider that the biological essence of reactivity is uninter-
rupted equilibrium, that is, adaptability of the organism to
changing environmental conditions.
The concept of the reactivity of the organism is very closely
connected with resistance. The mechanisms of reactive changes
in life activity, determining the resistance to different experi-
mental effects, may be manifested both in a decrease and an increase
in resistance.
In response to the effect of unfavorable factors, specific
and nonspecific reactions, aimed at preserving the relative
constancy of the external environment, may arise in the organism.
The specific reactions producing an increase in the stability of
the organism arise under the repented effect of one stimulus or
another, such as overheating, oxygen deficiency, and so forth.
An increase in the resistance of the organism caused by the
action of some one factor (for example, oxygen deficiency) but being
manifested in the presence of the influence of a number of ether
extreme factors (acceleration, sharp temperature fluctuations,
great physical loads and so forth) is an example of the nonspecific
reactions of the organism. For example, in the case of the action
of a microbic stimulant on the organism an immunity to the given
stimulant appears arid, at the same time, a nonspecific reactivity
Is formed.
In order to reveal the functional changes arising in different
environmental conditions and characterizing the.' state of the over-
all reactivity of the organism, it is necesvary to periodically
apply maximum functional loads. Such influences sharply raise the
rgg4irement for a well-Qoordinated . functioning of the systems
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yProviding for life support of the organism and the development of
protective and adaptive reactions. The degree of change in physiological
systems enables one to judge the state of the reactivity of the organism
as a whole.
One of the basic factors acting upon a man in airtight
compartments is his air environment.
From the theoretical and practical point of view it is
extremely important to clarify whether the resistance of the
organism to the effects of extreme factors cuanges with a change
in the gas environment. The establishment of such a dependence
could serve as an additional criterion for the physiological
determination and selection of the most efficient gas medium
in'airtight cabins for maintaining a high reactivity of the organism
not only in normal conditions but also under the influence of ex-
treme factors.
Some gas medium parameters, permissible in normal flight, may prove to
be unfavorable in emergency situations for example, during explosive decom-
pression, acute hyposia, high accelerations, and so forth.
As applied to a pure oxygen atmosphere this problem is of
particular interest, since terrestrial creatures on our planet
did not run into high oxygen contents in natural conditions in
the process of their evolutionary development and did not develop
adaptive mechaiaisms corresponding to this influence. It must be
assumed that it is precisely for this reason that the process of
adaptation to new living conditions, in particular to an extended
stay in an atmosphere with an elevated p0 2, will p roceed more slowly and
complexly than the process of adaptation io factors met within everyday
life.
We succeeded in finding only one work (Bancroft, Dunn, 1965) /209
dedicated to the study of the influence of rapid decompression
(ascent u.-ring 0.2-1 sec from an altitude of 10,670 m to 40,000 m
--2mm Hg) on the organism of animals preliminarily conditioned
to a pure oxygen atmosphere.
It was found that the longer the animals (dogs) stayed in
a vacuum, the more time was required for the restoration of their
vital functions. If the time spent with pressure decreased to
2 mm Hg was 120-180 sec, then up to 80% of the animals perished.
However, this study did not contain comparative data on the
survival rate of the animals of the control and experimental group
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after the pressure drop. Actually, the authors were studying the
influence of acute hypoxia on the organism and did not attribute
independent significance to the decompression'itself, its amount
and rate, and also did not consider the effects of preliminary
oxygen breathing on the ability to endure hypoxia.
The first research on the influence of explosive decompres-
sion on the organism of animals was conducted in 1935. A large
amount of factual material has now been accumulated and theories
have appeared which explain the mechanism of the pathological
shifts in the case of explosive decompression. In the opinion of
most investigators, the basic harmful factor in the case of
explosive decompression is the sudden increase in pressure and
expansion of gases in the air-:harrying cavities of the human and
animal body.(in the stomach and intestines, anq especially, in the
lungs). The significant increase in intrathoracic pressure ob-
served here causes a number of reflex reactions on the part of
respiration and the cardiovascular system. These reacti ,)ns are
the result of a powerful flow of interoceptive impulses, arising
due to stimulation of the mechanoreceptors, abundantly present
in	 the lung tissue, air-carrying passages of the mediastinum , tae
large vesselstand the heart.
The degree of traumatic damage to the lungs depends on the
initial pressure in the lungs, that is, on the air density
before the drop, the phase of respiration during which the
pressure drop occurs, the condition of the lung tissue and
respiratory passages, the presence of compensating clothing,and
other conditions.
Edelman et al.(1946) discovered ruptures in the lung tissue 1210
and petechial hemhorrages in dogs in the case of a pressure drop
from an altitude of 3,000 to an altitude of 15,000 m during
0.02 sec. Henry and Cook (1945) showed that with the presence
of protective clothing the lung tissue of the same animal with-
stood a p ressure three times higher than with the absence of
compensating mediums.
Inflammatory processes in the tracheae or bronchi, accompany-
ing the accumulation of mucous, may increase the danger of damage
to the lungs in the case of explosive decompression.
The physiological mechanism of the structural and functional
changes which appear in the organism under the influence of
atmospheric pressure drops and means and methods of protect-
ing against the effects of this factor were worked out in our
country by groups of scientists under the direction of L. A. Orbeli,
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M. P. Hrestkin, A. 0. Kusnetsov, D. Ye. Roaenblyum et al.
In animals ( dogs and cats) neither life-endangering damage to
the internal organs aw massive air embolism was observed even
in the case of a pressure drop of 0.95 atmospheres during 0.8-
0.08 sec up to an altitude of 20,000 m and more (I. M. Khasen,
Ye. I. Ku:nets, 1956; A. 0. Kusnetsov, 1957; D. Ye. Rosenblyum,
I. M. Khaaen, F. I. Poahariyskiy, 1957, and others).
It has also been shown that after explosive decumpressirn (frcvi
3,000 to 11,600 m) the frequene^r of appearance of altitude
pains increases, amounting	 to 88x, while in the case of a slow
ascent to the same altitude decompression disorders are observed
only in 62% of cases (Hitchkoch, 1954). In our investigations
of ascent in an altitude ehemhor at a rate of 2 m. /sec at
an altitude of 7,500 -11,000 n with 23 participants of a mountair.
climbing • expedition ( 86 ascents ), altitude pains did not appear
in a single case .
The influence on the organism of explosive decompression
for thousandths of a second has been studied in recent years.
The data obtained testify to the increasing danger of decompres-
sion, since the degree of changes observed to a significant
degree is determined by the rate of drop. Thus, in the case of a
pressure drop of 0.5 atmospheres and more, taking place with a
speed of 0.008-^. 012 sec. the white rats tested died in 60-0`5^ of the
.cases as a result of rupture of the twig tissue. The same drop ., but
perfanied over 0.3-1 see., was, as a rule, accompanied by reversible
funetimial changes.
Comparative physiological studies showed that drops in baro- 1211
metric pressure lasting microintervals of time cause si^;t^ificant
resptra.ory and circulatory disturbances, in which the degree of
expression of these disturbances depends on the type of animal
concerned. Mice and rats prove to be least resistant to a
pressure drop. The conditioned reflex activity of white mats is
significantly disturbed in the case of a pressure drop. Con-
ditioned motor reflexes are restored four to five clays after the
effects of a pressure drop (I. M. Khazen, Ye. I. Ku--nets, 1956).
It was of interest to investigate the influence of rapid
pressure drops on conditioned motor reflexes, the performance of
which is possible only with a high lev-al of analytical :synthetic
activity of the cerebral cortex.
In our investigations we studied the influence on the animal
organism of pressure dro;,s taking place at a speed of 0.012- 0.008
sec.
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The experiments were conducted in a special pressure-drop
chamber, which was installed in a large altitude chamber
used as an auxiliary container.
In addition to the investigation of chain conditioned motor
reflexes in the animals (G.P Doronin) we also used the usual
roentgenography and kinofluorog,aphy (12-24 frames/sec) of the
thoracic and abdominal organs at the moment of pressure drop and
immediately after the end of the experiment (A. R. Mansurov).
X-ray studies were conducted on 21 rabbits and 26 rats.
Chain conditioned reflexes were investigated on 11 white rats. The
survival rate was determined on 10 rabbits and 68 white rats. In
a11,,135 animals were subjected to 47 experiments.
The conditioned reflex activity was investigated before the
effects of pressure drop and at different periods after the pressure
drop until the complete restoration of developed food-acquiring
'reflexes.
Stable results, indicating completed synthesis of conditioned
motor reactions into a single -'.ain of food-acquiring motions,
were obtained in control experiments conducted before the pressure
drop.
During an	 to the initial altitude the
behavior of the animals did not significantly change--only a
certain intensification of the orientation reaction . q as observed
during the first minute of the ascent. After a drop for 0.8 sec 	 1212
the correct chain of food--acquiring motion appeared in 25-35
minutes, although some inhibitions were noted here, especially in
the reaction to the starting stimulus of the chain. The time of
the first link of the motion chain increased on the average by
104%, the second link--by 49%, and the third link scarcely changed
in its duration. Twenty-four hours after the pressure drop the
speed of response reaction to the chain stimulus was the same as
in the control experiment before the pressure drop.
In spite of the retention of the positive change after a
pressure drop, all test rats displayed a clear disturbance of
the more complex link connected with the stress of the inhibiting
process --the reaction of shutting off and inhibiting stimulus.
After the pressure drop an adequate reaction in 	 comparison with the
norm was noted in only 6$	 of the cases. The time taken
for switching on an inhibiting; signal doubled (to 5.5 sec).
Studies conducted 24 and 48 hours after the pressure drop showed
that during the course of the first days there is normalization not
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only of positive chain reflexes, but also of adequate reaction to
the application of a conditioned , inhibition etimiilus.
Aftir complete restoration of conditioned reflex activity the
test animals were subjected to a pressure drop of the same magni-
tude (0.5 atr.^spheres), but at a speed of 0.008-0.P12 sec. At
this rate of drop severe damage to the structure of lung tissue
appeared and in most cases the experiment ended with the death of
the animal during the first minute after descent from the final
altitude. The direct cause of the death of the animal was the
severe damage (rupture) of the lung tissue during the drop, which
was indicated by the release of foaming bloody fluid from the
respiratory openings and the result of pathomorphological studies.
The restoration of chain conditioned motor reflexes was investigated
on the rats which remained alive after the i.ressure drop. During
the first two to three hours the condition of the animals was
severe: the rats maintained an immobile position with half-closed
eyes ; the fur was disheveled. There were no motor reactions to
conditioned stimuli.
	 Often a genative reaction was oberved
	 /213
upon switching m. the "triggering" link. Even to a stimulus simi.ar to
an unconditioned reinforcement (knocking on the feed tray),only
an orientation reaction was observed, which points to the
suppression not only of conditioned but also of unconditioned re-
flexes.
Response reactions to the chain stimulus began to appear
three to four hours after the pressure drop. The mobility of
the animals was significantly decreased, there were no Inter-
signal reactions, and chain motor reflexes proved to be substantial-
ly disturbed. The duration of the first lin{_ sharply increased
(by 187%) while the second link increased by 80% and the third by
41%.	 Response motor reaction to several stimuli of the chain
completely ceased. 	 It is characterist! c that in this case instead
of moving to area no. 1 a rat :moved to area no. 4, that is, a
reaction, corresponding to an inhibiting stimulus, was observed.
At the same time adequate reaction to conditioned inbibitican most
often was absent and a negative reaction was observed. This indi-
cates that restoration of conditioned motor activity took place
in phases.
On the second day after the pressure drop the time taken for flil-
filling individual links of the chain reflex approxL!Ated
the original values to a considerable degree however, some disturbances in the
st;=ucture of the foo&acquiring chain continued to exi=st.
Sometimes an imperfect chain was observed In which there was no
motion to the second stimulus. Adequate reaction to the application
of conditioned inhibition usually appeared, although the time required
for turning off the inhibiting signal renzlnvd Increased by 171..
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The system of complex food-acquiring reflexes which had been
developed was restored two days after the pressure drop.
In the next stage of our investigation it was extremely import-
ant to establish the influence of a multiday stay in a pure oxygen
atmosphere at a total pressure of 198 mm Hg on the ability to
withstand explosive decompression. The drop was performed (over
0.008 sec.) fran an altitude of 10,000 m	 to a practically complete
vacuum (2 mm Hg, an altitude of 40,000 m). Here we determined
the survival rate of the animals and recorded electrocardiograms,and
electromyograms of the abdominal muscles and the nature of the
change in respiration. 	 X-ray and mc-phological studies were 	 /214
conducted before and after the action of explosive decompression.
Table 50 presents data characterizing the survival rate after
the action of explosive decompression of control inimals and
animals subjected to a prolonged exposure to an altitude of
10,000 m in a pure oxygen atmosphere.
TABLE 50
SURVIVAL RATE OF ANIMALS AFTER THE ACTION OF
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION IN MICROINTERVALS OF
TIME (FOR 0.008 SECONDS)
Control Test animals--multiday
Number of stay in pure oxygen at-Type of
animals mos here
animal nt
experiment	 No. lost No. ofanimalsin experiment	 No.lost
Rabbits 5 1 5 3
White rats 33 5 35 16
From Table 50 it is seen that a preliminary multiday
breathing of pure oxygei. aven at a total pressure of 198 mm H°,has
an unfavorable effect on the resistance of the organis,ii to
explosive decompression, which correspondingly is reflected in
the survival rate of the animals.
The literature contains information on the positive influence
of high oxygen concentrations on certain physiological functions
of the organism and increased resistance to different extreme
influences: acceleration, sharp temperature changes, high
carb on dioxide concentration, accumulation of carbon monoxide,
vestibular disorders and so forth (S. T. Agarkov, A. N. Namyatnyy,
1 ') :)
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1962; A. G. Zhironkin et al.,i965, and others).
As far as the ability to withstand acute hypoxia after
different periods of stay in a hyperoxic medium is concerned, the
available information is very limited and contradictory. Thus,
A. G. 7hironkin et al•(1965) established that a long-term (up to
10-day) stay by animals in an atmosphere containing 63% oxygen at
ground level pressure increases their resistance to acute
hypoxia. Ye. M. Sazonova (1959) indicated an intensification 	 /215
of the contracting function of the myocardium in the case of
inhaling a gas mixture containing 60% oxygen. However, most
of these studies were short-term in nature and did not reveal
the dynamics of the changes which occur in the organism during
an extended stay in hyperoxic conditions. Therefore., experiments
conducted• to explain the resistance of the organism to acute
hypoxia after different periods of stay in an air medium enriched
with oxygen (imitation of cabin depressurization) _has important
theoretical and, particularly, practical significance.
We studied the ability to endure acute hypoxia at different
periods of stay in an atmosphere with a high partial oxygen
pressure. In studies on human beings the altitude resistance was
determined both before and after an extended (10-day) stay by the
subjects in an airtight chamber containing 54% oxygen at normal
atmospheric pressure, an air temperature of 220 ,and a relative
humidity of 78%.
In order to determine the time to unconsciousness the subjects
were "raised" in an-altitude chamber at a rate of 15m/sec to an
"altitude" of 7500 m wearing an oxygen mask. At this altitude
the subjects in turns removed their masks and conducted an investi-
gation to determine the time to unconsciousness. The experiment
was stopped upon the appearance of severe functional disorders (pro-
nounced tachycardia, the appearance of cramps or indications of
fainting), and also upon the first request of a subject.
As a result of these studies it was established that the time
to unconsciousness at an altitude of 7500 m after hyperoxia (54%
oxygen) decreased in subject N-ov by 10.6%, and in subject M-ov
by 33.8%, being respectively 6 minutes 10 seconds and 6 minutes
20 seconds.
Staying in a rarefied atmosphere after the prolonged action of
hyperoxia on the organism required much greater exertion on the
part of the cardiovascular and other systems of the organism.
An investigation of the cardiovascular system upon performing
work on a veloe.L,gometer (with a power of 1200 kgm/min for 5 minutes)
showed that, after a 10-day hyperoxia, adaptation to a load
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significantly worsened: the amplitude of pulse reactions
sharply increased; restoration of physiological indicators after
performing work was retarded in nature.
All this indicates that as a result of a man spending a 	 /216
prolonged period of time in hyperoxic conditions there is a
weakening of the mechanism responsible for combatting a subsequent
oxygen insufficiency. Presenting the organism with high demands,
for example, decreasing the partial oxygen pressure in the inhaled
air with an ascent to an altitude of 7500 m, or hypoxia developing
in the organism upon the performance of high intensity work
leads to an insufficiency of the above mentioned physiological
compensatory and adaptive mechanisms.
We also obtained similar data indicating a lowering of a
man's resistance to the effect of acute hypoxia, greatphysical
loads (running on a treadmill) and accelerations after an ex-
tended (62-day) stay in the artificial atmosphere of an airtight
chamber at an altitude of 7,000 m (pressure 308 mm Hg, oxygen
53% "high-altitude").
For aviation and space medicine it is very important to show
how the resistance of the organism to acute hypoxia changes not
only before and after a stay in a hyperoxic medium, but also
directly during the action of high oxygen concentrations.
A series of experiments on animals was set up with this
purpose in nand.
White male rats weighing 170-200 g each were used for the
experiments. Two series of experiments were conducted. In the
first series of experiments the animals were kept for 10 days in a
two K-N'"h chamber, 0.8 m 3 in volume and specially equipped for a
long-term stay, containing on the average 89% oxygen (fluctuating
from 83 to 97%) at ground level pressure. In the second series
of experiments the oxygen content in the chamber was, on the aver-
age, 53% (47-58%), and the animals spent 20 days in the chamber.
The 2K-NZh chamber was equipped with an external oxygen regeneration
system, for maintaining the given parameters of the gas medium.
The oxygen content of the chamber was controlled with the aid of
a gas analyzer. The temperature of the chamber fluctuated
between 17 and 22 1 , the carbon dioxide content--from 0.3 to 1%.
The resistance of the animals to acute hypoxia (survival time at
an altitude of 12,000 m) was determined in a 30-liter capacity
chamber, located within the large 2K-NZh chamber, in order to
maximally approximate the conditions of the experiment to con-
ditions which could arise in flight in the case of cabin depres-
surization. In determining the altitude resistance the animals
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Fig. 29. Survival time of animals at an altitude of 12,000 m after
different periods of stay in an atmosphere containing; 89% oxygen.
were placed in the pressure chamber without disturbing the hermetic-
ity of the medium by means of special adaptation of the large
2Yr .NZh chamber and then raised to an "altitude" of 12,000 m
at a rate of 25 m/see. A "landing site" was established at this
altitude and the survival time determined. The experiment was
stopped upon the appearance of cramps and agonal breathing; in the
animals. During the period of influence of hypoxia and after
"descending" to ground level pressure the behavior of the animals
was continuously observed, the rectal temperature was measured, and
the rate of cardiac contractions and respiration recorded.
Resistance to acute oxyron starvation in the first series of
experiments (89% oxygen) was determined up to the lent~ -te rm
experiment (as a control), daily during the stay in an atmosphere
with a high oxygen content and for 2 weeks after replacing the
hyperoxic ►nedium with an ordinary atmospheric medium. In the
second series of experiments (53% oxygen) the :altitude resistance
was determined in the initial condition (c rnntrol), every five &,1Y3
spent in the medium containing 53% oxygen, and for 10 days during;
the after effect period. In all, 219 experiment.,; were conducted,
of which 150 were in the first series and 6Q in the second series.
The results of the first series of experiments are shown in
Fig. 29. The data obtained indicate that the resistances of the
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animals to acute hypoxia significantly changed in proportion tathe
time spent in a gas medium containing a high oxygen concentration.
Thus, if in the control experiment (before placing the animals in a
hyperoxic medium)# the survival time at an altitude of 12,000 m
was on the average 11 minutes 38 seconds, by the end of the first
day it had increased by more than 3 times and reached 38 minutes
18 seconds, and on the second day it increased by almost 4 times.
The sharp increase in resistance to oxygen deficiency observed 	 /218
during the first day evidently results from a significant
increase in the partial pressure of oxygen in the blood and tissues
of the organism due to its excess content in the hyperoxic
medium. It is as if an oxygen reservoir were created in the
organism. In addition the oxygen consumption increased signifi-
cantly and a high efficiency of oxidizing processes in the brain
tissues was observe. From the third day the resistance of the
animals to hypoxia began to decrease progressively.During this
period regulatory mechanisms were switched on which limited the
entrance of excess amounts of oxygen to the organism, as a
consequence of which there was a decrease in the oxygen consumption
of the animals, and also a decrease in the capacity of the brain
tissue for oxidation, and especially for the phosphorylation
connected with it (N. A. Agadzhanyan et al„ 1968).
The greatest decrease in altitude resistance was observed on
the fifth day spent in an atmosphere with a high oxygen content.
During this period the most significant disturbances in the
activity of the different physiological systems and the
highest animal mortality were observed. Autopsies of the dryad
animals revealed massive edema of the lungs with damage to the
alveoli and interalveolar septa. All the alveoli were filled
with serous fluid.
Whereas for the first days a Significant increase in the
respiration rate, restlessness, and increased water and food
consumption were observed, during the following days the
picture was reversed: in1hibition, refusal of food and
water, and then the death of the animal. Labored breathing
involving the supplementary respiratory musculature in the act of
breathing was noted. A vicious circle seemed to be created where',
on the one hand, there was a respiratory insufficiency due to
the exclusion of a significant part of the lungs from the act: of
breathing (congested form of hypoxia) and on the other an
inability to compensate for it by means of intensifying the
external respiration function because of the toxic effect of
oxygen itself. Later (on the sixth day) it was noted that function-
al shifts tended to level rut.
The results of an analysis lead one to assume that the 	 0_210
organisms adapt to hyyperoxin by changing; the .level of metabolic
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processes. This is confirmed by the fact that the rectal
temperature of the rats progressively decreased in proportion
to the time spent in a hyperoxic medium and toward the end of
the experiment decreased on the average by 4- 50 in comparison
with the initial level.
	 Our data agree with the results obtained
by A. d. M ronkin et al,(1965), which showed that in hyper-
oxic conditions there is a slowing of the metabolic processes
in mice, caused by hypofunction of the thyroid gland, a lowering
of the excitability of nerve center and a decrease in the
gas exchange volume. Decreased resistance to hypoxia is
particularly pronounced during the after effect period ', that is
after replacement of the high-oxygen medium by a normal
atmosphere. The survival time at an altitude of 12 ,pO) m
decreased in this case to 1 minute 31 seconds, while in the
original conditi on (before the experiment) it was, as we have already
indicated, an average of 11 minutes 36 seconds.
The data obtained in our experiment indicate that the organism
is unfavorably influenced by sharp changes in the gas oomposition
of the environment: from a hyperoxic one to a normal or hypoxic
one.
All this is confirmed by the severe changes in all vitally
important functions of the organism caused by the toxic influence
of oxygen. Inter (for approximately, the second to third days) the
resistance of tt,o animals to acute hyposia increased, somewhat
the gas exchange indices improved and the function of external
respiration gradually nnorasal.ized. The animals began to reed
normally and increased considerably in weight. During the eleventh
to thirteenth days after the influence of a hyperoxic medium
the survival time at an altitude of 12,000 m was already around
8 minutes, however even on these days it did not reach the initial
level. This again confirms that a prolonged ( up to 10-day) stay
in an atmosphere with a high oxygen content (89%) leads to severe
functional disturbances in the organism.
In this regard our results do not agree with the data of A. Cv.
Zhironkin et al,(1965)who showed that mice spendtn ►r 10 days in
hyperoxic conditions (,3x oxygen) not only did not suffer a de-
creased resistance to hypoxia, but even experienced somewhat of an
increase in resistance. It is di ffloult: to ^ -tve an exhaustive 	 121 0
explanation oi' such 	 a difference; howovor, t.n our oplillon.
It is connected with the lower oxygen cotnoont:ration (531) in the
experiments by A. q . Zhironkin et al. Moreover, the hypoxia
was created by means of replacing the ox,, ,-en with nitrogen. This
excludes the influence on the y organism of the very factor of
rax v%faction, under which, due to the expansion of gases in the
abdominal cavity and stimulation of the barorecept)rs of the ve%nae
cavae, impulses enter the central nervous system which intensify
,n4
the effect of hypoxia and lower altitude resistance. The different
rate , of increase of hypoxia also has an effect. In the experi-
ments of A. G. Zhironkin et al.it
 wits approximately 6 m%sec. In
_this case more favorable conditions are created for the development
of compensatory and adaptive reactions by the organism than in the
case of an altitude chamber ascent at a rate of 25 m/sec. In our
experiments it was established that the rate of increase of
hypoxia has independent biological significance with respect to
the nature of the response reactions of the organism to oxygen
deficiency (N. A. Agadzhanyan, A. V. Sergiyenko, 1966).
We obtained somewhat different results in experiments on
animals spending 20 days in an atmosphere containing 53% oxygen
(Fig. 30).
From the data presented in Fig. 30 it is obvious that resistance
to acute hypoxia in the process of a prolonged stay in a medium
containing 53% oxyger also varies significantly. On the fifth
day of the effect of 53% oxygen the altitude resistance increased
by 30% in comparison with the initial data, which, as we have
already indicated, is probably the result of better blood oxygena-
tion. On the tenth day of the experiment, as a result of significant
disturbance of the regulatory and compensatory mechanisms, there
was as a rule, 	 a pronounced decrease in altitude resistance. On
the whole it amounted to 69% of the initial level. A still more
significant decrease of the ability to withstand hypoxia was
observed on the fifteenth and twentieth days of the experiment.
The altitude resistance on the fifteenth day decreased by more
than five times and on the twentieth day by ten times in comparison
with the initial level.
It is obvious that a cumulative effect is observed in the case
of a prolonged (more than 10—day) stay in an oxygen-enriched
medium.	 /221
Immediately after replacing a medium containing 53% oxygen
with ordinary atmospheric air the resistance to acute hypoxia,
as in the first series of experiments, sharply decreased. The
survival time at 12,000 m was,in all,40 sec (8% of the initial level).
However., already by the fifth day after the replacement of the gas
medium the altitude not only reached its initial values, but even
somewhat exceeded them. By the tenth day it was the same as in
the control experiment, while in the first series of experiments
(89% oxygen) complete restoration of altitude resistance was not
reached even after two weeks.
It is interesting to note that while in the first series of
experiments (89% oxygen) 52% of the animals died while in the
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Fig. 30. Survival time of animals at an altitude of 12,000 m
after different periods of stay in an atmosphere containing 53%
oxygen.
	
2K-NZh chamber,
	 in the second series of experiments with a
53% oxygen content the animals did not die, although they clearly
showed the symptoms of acute hypoxia.
The results of the experimental investigations provide the
	 1222
basis for assuming that -the problem of the periods of time spent
in a hyperoxic medium has independent biological significance,
referring, in particular, to the ability to withstand acute hypoxia.
It is well known that one of the manifestations of acute
hypoxia, of the toxic effect of high oxygen concentration, is the
appearance of cramps. As a rule, the cramps were generalized with
the predominance of the tonic phase. Earlier we had shown that
hypoxic cramps usually were absent in the case of an altitude
chamber ascent at a rate of 25 m/sec, and if they appearel, they
were extremely insignificant and were primarily of a clonic
character (N. A. Agadzhanyan, A. V. Sergiyenko, 1966).
We established that there is a definite relationship between
hypoxic cramps and the duration of a stay in a hyperoxic medium.
The appearance of cramps in most animals when determining
the altitude resistance in a 10-day and, especially,
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in a 15—day experiment is ' not without interest, although in the
initial period and in a 5 —day stay in hyperoxic conditions
(539 oxygen) with ascent to an altitude of 12,000 m cramps were observed
in almost no experiment.
Thus, the results of the investigations conducted agree with
the data given ,.in the literaturF;that a prolonged stay in an
atmosphere containing high oxygen concentrations at ground level
pressure has a pronounced toxic effect on the organism. At the
same time,brief hyperoxia improves oxygenation of the organism
and thus significantly decreases the danger of the development of
acute oxygen starvation
	 .,in the case of depressurization of
the medium of habitatiom.with significant rarefaction of the
atmospheric air.
Investigations conducted in an atmosphere containing 53% oxy-
gen showed that this concentration also effects men and
animals. In the case of a prolonged stay in such a gas medium
the oxygen has a cumulative effect, the result' of which is a
significant decrease in the resistance of the organism to acute
hypoxia. Therefore the use of such a medium for a prolonged
period is not expedient in aviation and astronautic technology.
The study of the combined influence of extreme flight factors _/223
on man is one of the important problems of space physiology.
This is connected, first of all, with the fact that in real
flight it is possible for the air regeneration and purification
system to break down, for the cabin to become depressurized and
so forth.
There is information that the combined influence of explosive
decompression, oxygen deficiency, vibrations, high temperature,
and hypoxia has a more significant effect on the organism than
each of these Sactors separately (Yu. M. Usj:5enskiy, 1943;
Ye. V. Gubler, 1962; Megel et al, 1963 • Furry, 196,1; A. N.
Namyatyy, 1966; N. A. Agadzhanyan, 196, and others).
In research on animals it has been established that the ability
to withstand acute hypoxia depends not only on environmental
conditions, mainly the gas composition and temperature conditions
in an airtight chamber, but also on the duration of the stay in
the conditions of an artificial atmosphere (N. A. Agadzhanyan,
A. V. Sergiy enko, 1969, 1970).
The literature contains information to the effect that the
addition of carbon dioxide to the gas mixture to be inhaled
increases the resistance of the organism to hypoxia (V. V.
Strel'tsov, 1933; I. R. Petrov, 1949; M. Ye. Marshak, 1969,
and others). A number of studies by native and foreign authors
.r
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also are dedicated to the investigation of the ability to with-
stand acceleration after a stay in an atmosphere with a high
carbon dioxide content : however, the opinions of the investigators
are contradictory.
We studied the ability to withstand acute hypoxia and lateral
acceleration (8 g) after a prolonged stay by man and animals in an
atmosphere with an increase up to (pCO 2
 = 45 mm Hg) carbondioxide content.
With the participation of eight subjects,six long--term
experiments were conducted in an atmosphere with a high carbon
dioxide content (pCO
22
	22.8, 30.4, 38 and 45 mm 49) under
normal and low (405 gun Hg) barometric yessure. Tne experiments
were performed in an. altitude chamber 8 m in volume,
specially equipped for extended human occupation. A hypercapnic
medium was created due to the carbon dioxide exhaled by the sub-
jects and automatically maintained at a strictly predetermined
concentration with the aid of gas analyzers. The partial pressure
of oxygen was 150-165 mm Hg, the temperature 22+1 0 , the
relative humidity 60+10%. A high carbon dioxide content in the
- 760
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Fig. 31. Time to unconsciousness at an altitude of 7500 m after /224
a prolonged stay in a hypercapnic medium.
White columns--before influence of carbon dioxide; black columns--
after influence of carbon dioxide.
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chamber was maintained for 5 days, and for the remaining time (be-
fore and after the creation of a hypercapnic medium in the
chamber) the gas composition corresponded to the earth's atmosphere.
The total duration of each experiment was 10 days.
Investigations of the ability to withstand acute hypoxia and
accelerations were conducted before and after the long,term
experiment in a hypercapnic medium.
From the data presented in Fig. 31 it is obvious that after
a 107day stay in an altitude chamber with a normal gas compo-
sition the time to unconsciousness of the subjects practically
did not vary. With an increase in the carbon dioxide concentra-
tion in the chamber to pCO - 22.8-30.4 mm Hg,the time to
unconsciousness for subjec? 0-v increased from 5 minutes 57 seconds
to 7 minutes 35 seconds (a 27% increase), and the time to uncon-
sciousness for subject Og-v from 10 minutes 42 seconds to 12
minutes ka 12% increase). Subject D-v in all cases withstood
acute hypoxia well. Probably, this is connected with the fact
that earlier he had been acclimatized to high mountain
condii.I.ons several times over the course of a long period of time.
according to the results of an investigation of physiological
	 /225
reactions, and according to subjective indicators, the altitude
resistance of all subjects was better after the influence of
hypercapnia than before the experiment. A further increase in
the carbon dioxide concentration chamber (pCO = 32 mm jig and
more) produced a sharp decrease in the altituge resistance of
subjects and more significant changes in the physiological reac-
tions of the organism (see Fig. 35).
Period of influence	 I After-effect period
Fig. 32. Sut•vival rate of animals at an altitude of 12,000 m
(in percent) as compared with the initial level after different
periods of stay in a hypercapnic medium with a pCO of 45.6 mm jig.
White columns--at normal pressure; black columns--hth low pressure
in the chamber.
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The most significant decrease in altitude resistance, from 50
minutes to 3 minutes 35 seconds, was observed with an increase in the
pCO2 in the chamber to 43-45 mm Hg. This is connected with the fact
that an increase in the pCO2 in the inhaled and alveolar air of more
than 40 mm Hg causes severe disturbances in the functional systems of
the organism. In addition, as a result of the pronounced hyper-
ventilation resulting from the specific effect of carbon dioxide
on the respiratory center, on the one hand, the energy consumption
for intensive work of the respiratory musculature increases, andf
on the other hand, hypoxic reactions are more clearly manifested
against the background of such hypercapnia (I. R. Petrov, 1949;
N. A. Agadzhanyan, A. V. Sergiyenko, 1970, and others). Similar
data were	 obtained in experiments on animals (Fig. 32).
Vr. investigations showed that up to a certain level hypercapnia
in combination with hypoxia has a stimulating influence on the organ-
ism. The intensification of the reaction on the part of the respira-
tory organs and the cardiovascular system in these conditions improves
blood oxygenation and prevents the harmful consequences of hypoxia.
An increase in the partial pressure of carbon dioxide facilitates
the transfer of oxygen from the blood into the tissues and de-
creases the oxygen consumption (M. Ye. Marshak, 1969, and others).
Moreover, due to the local vascular-expanding effect of carbon 	 1226
dioxide there is an improvement in the blood delivery, and
consequently, the oxygen delivery to such vitally important or-
gans as the brain and heart (N. V. Sanotskaya, 1966), which also
leads to an increase in the resistance of the organism to oxygen
deficiency. However, this adaptive effect is not long-lasting.
Extreme hypoxia (less than 8% oxygen) cannot intensify, but,
on the contrary, suppresses ventilation reaction to carbon dioxide,
and high carbon dioxide concentrations (more than 6%) produces a
weakening or even a disappearance of respiratory reactions to
hypoxia.
Data on the ability to withstand acute hypoxia after a prolonged
stay in a hypercapnic medium agree with the results of experiments
conducted on a centrifuge (M. A. Agadthanyan, Ye. B. Shul'zhenko
et al., 1971). It has been shown that a man's resistance to a
lateral acceleration of +8G x after a stay in an atmosphere with an
elevated carbondioxide content was, as a rule, decreasci (Table hi).
As is seen in Table 51, in the case of only one subject
(D-ov) was theduration of the effect of acceleration somewhat
greater after a stay in an atmosphere with a high carbon dioxide
content (pCO2 = 22.8 mm He:) than in the control experiments.
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TABLE 51
INFLUENCE OF AN ALTERED GAS MEDIUM WITH AN
ELEVATED CARBON DIOXIDE CONCRNTRATION ON THE
ABILITY TO WITHSTAND ACCELERATIONS OF +8Gx
Duration of Effect of Accelerations of +80x
Subjects	 Background	 With pCO2 - 22-38 mm With pCO	 38 mm
Data	 Hg; p a 760 mm Hg	 Hg; p a	 mm Hg
D-Ov 3 min 26 sec	 4 min 14 sec --
A-n 7 min 05 sec	 1 min 02 sec 5 min 24 sec
N-v 16 min 21 sec	 8 min 21 sec 9 min 30 sec
With an increase of more than 22 mm Hg in the pCO2 in the chamber,
the ability to withstand accelerations worsened for all subjects.
In the course of time influence of acceleration, the frequency of
cardiac contractions rose and the arterial pressure increased from
110-120 to 170-180 mm Hg. The electrical systole of the he4rt
(the Q-T interval) and the systolic index, determined aceord_'.ng
to the Fogel'son-Chernogorov method, decreased relatively, the
amplitude of the T spike lowered and a shift in the S-T interval
was noted.	 These changes were maintained for 10-15 minutes du,ing
the aftereffect period. Disturbances in the rhythm of cardiac
activity (in the form of extra systoles) were noted in two subjects
(A-n and D-ov).
An analysis of the results of these investigations showed that
evidently, hypercapnia and respiratory acidosis, which, as is known,
even develope in the case of a shorter stay in an atmosphere with a 3-5%
carbon dioxide concentration, are the basic mechanism of the above-mentioned
shifts.
The decrease in the rate of cardiac contractions and respira-
tion observed during the operation of acceleration was very likely
the result both of the influence of carbon dioxide on the tonus of the vagus
nerve and of the inhibition of the sub-
cortico structures. The decrease in the systolic index in these
conditions evidently indicates a lowering of the contractive
ability of the myocardium under the influence of hypoxia and
elevated carbon dioxide concentrations.
The changes shown on the EKG confirm the opinion of L. I.
Fogel'son (1957) that the changes in the T spike in the case of
/227
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a prolonged stay in an atmosphere with an elevated carbon dioxide
concentration are of a two-phase nature. Thus, T. N. Zheludkova
et al. (1964), in the case of the short-term ( for 6-12 hours j action
of a gas mixture with a 3-5% carbon dioxide concentration noted
an increase in the T spike, while in our investigations, on the
contrary, after a more prolonged (4-5 days) stay in such an atmosphere, there
was noted a decrease in its amplitude.
Thus, the results of these investigations indicate that after
a multiday
	
stay in an atmosphere with an elevated (pCO 2 more
than 30 mm NO carbon dioxide content the ability of a man to with-
stand acute hypoxia and lateral acceleration is significantly
lowered.
As investigations on human beings and animals showed, in
evaluating and normalizing the parameters of the gas medium in
inhabited airtight cabins it is necessary to determine the influence
of the maximal permissible concentration of oxygen and other gases
not only according to data on changes in the physiological reactions
of the organism in the course of a long stay in artificial atmospheric
conditions, but also according to the subsequent results, character-
izing the ability to withstand extreme influences after different
periods of stay in 3ifferent gas media.
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CONCLUSION 
We have examined experimental data on the physiological basis 
of different parameters of an altered gas medium and the principals 
of the formation of an artificial atmosphere for airtight compart-
ments. 
The materials presented indicate that the creation of an arti-
ficial atmosphere for airtight CClllpal-ttllents entp.ils a series of 
biCllledical and engineering problelus requiring e~e\l-
sive study for their solution. 
The general requirement for an atmosphere for airtight cabins 
may be formulated as follol'ls: the atmosphere I'lith respect to 
pressure. content of oxygen and other gases, temperature» humidil;y, 
concentration of ions and harmful impurities must provide for 
stable human l'Iorl,ing efficiency in flight, satisfy the necessary 
comfort requirements, be safe for the organism and be capable not 
only of being controlled, butalso of being l'egenel'ated by simple 
and reliable means. 
In spite of the fact that modern aircraft are equipped with air-
tight cabins. hYl1oxia, which may occur in an emergency situation, 
represents the greatest. danger for man. In investigations l'Iit!"', 
llllma.n participation and in experiments of animals we have shown 
that; in conditions of oxygen deficiency there appeal' functional 
dis turbances in different physiological systems of the ol'ganism 
and, primarily, in the function nf the higher' se('\;ions of the'bra:cn. 
The explanation of the (leeper mechanisms of the disturbance 
of brain activity under the eff<~cts of hypoxia, correlat.ion of the 
bioelectrical activity \~ith conditioned reflex activity and 
metabolic processes, and study of the "chemical
tl congradien ts 
of the l'esction of the brain to the effects of hypoxia are pl'oblems 
for furthel' inves tigationo 
The establishment of optimal barometric pressure in spacecraft 
cabins also has important signii'ictUlce 1'01' the gas medium para-
meters. The lit-el'sture and Olll' own expeloiment.al dat.a indicat.e 12
20 
tha~;, from the physiological point of vieN .. the total pressure of 
the gas medium in spacecraft cabins, especially in the case of 
extended flights, should be ltl-'1.intained below atmospheriC pressure. 
This is to deCI'ease the danger of the influence of explosive 
decompression in the case of cabin depressurization, to decrease 
gas leakage t'rom the cabin, to decrease cabin \~eight and enel'E:.Y 
consumption for ventilation. to impI'0Ve heat regulation and to 
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,,.create the most favorable conditions for entry and exit from the cabin
;in outer spade conditions. The relative percentages of the gases in the
spacecraft atmosphere changes in correspondence with the
pressure change: the oxygen concentration increases and nitrogen
decreases. The remaining parameters remain without significant
changes.
We established that it is possible for a man to spend a long
(62-day) time in an airUght chamber with a reduced atmospheric
pressure, corresponding to an altitude of 7,000 m (308 mm Hg) and a
normal partial pressure of oxygen (160-180 mm Hg).
A further decrease in the barometric pressure in airtight
cabins (below 300 mm HS), probably, is inexpedient due to the
danger of the appearance of decompression disorders iii crew members.
Although up to the present time in the space flights of Soviet
and American astronauts there have been no cases of the appearance
of altitude pains, the possibility of their appearance is not
excluded, particularly in the case of an extended space walk, when
the pressure in the space suit is decreased. As we have already
indicated, the presence of an inert gas, for example nitrogen, is
necessary in order to prevent the development of atelectasis
of the lungs. At the same time, in the case of decompression it is
precisely because of the presence of nitrogen in the atmosphere
that altitude pains occur, the occurrence of which may be avoided
only by inhaling pure oxygen.
The question naturally arises of whether nitrogen is necessary
for supporting life in the above-mentioned condition.
Our experimental data showed that animals survive for several
months in a single gas atmosphere of pure nitrogen at a pressure of
198 mm Hg. Berry at'' Smythe (1962) also did notdiscover any sig-
nificant metabolic disturbances in mice that spent 3 weeks in a
pure oxygen atmosphere at a pressure of 226 and 187 mm Hg•(9,000
and 10,200 m).
However, judging by Allen's experiment (1962), a categorical 	 /_ 230
denial of the biological role of nitrogen for the activity of the
animal's organism is premature. The author showed that in the
conditions of pure oxygen at a pressure of 190 mm Hg there is
observed a retardation of the development of the vascular system of
chick embryos, and assumed that the cause of this was the absence
of nitrogen in the gas medium.
Ourinvestigations have shown that in the case of a prolonged
(100-da,) stay by animals at an altitude of 10,000 m (198 mm Hg) in
?14
a pure oxygen atmosphere there is observed a:ilengthening of the
pregnancy period (by 5-7 days),the appearance of stillborn
offspring and a retardation in weight increase as compared with
control animals born in normal conditions. The necessity for
further investigations in this direction is obvious. It is also
efficient to use an inert gas in the atmosphere of a spacecraft cabin
because of the danger of fire and meteorite collision.
It has been shown that if the atmosphere of an airtight cabin
contains pure oxygen at low pressure (196 mm Hg) then the rate of
combustion is doubled due to the absence of nitrogen. The fire
danger connected with the use of pure oxygen at a pressure of 258
mm Hg was also confirmed in long-term (9-14 day) experiments,
conducted with human beings (Welch et al., 1961, and others). As
far as heat conductivity is concerned, oxygen is inferior to
nitrogen and other inert gases. Consequently, in a pure oxygen
atmosphere it is necessary to have more cooling (Schaefer, 1964).
It is necessary tononduct further investigations with respect
to discovering the most efficient atmosphere for manned airtight
cabins, in particular, with respect to studying the biological
role of inert gases and the possibility of their practical application.
The best variant would be the creation of systems providing for
automatic cabin control of an optimum artifical atmosphere depend-
ing on the particular concrete flight conditions.
At the same time it is necessary to seek means of increasing
the resistance of the organism to different unfavorable influences.
We studied hypoxic hypoxia and developed means of increasing 	 /231
the resistance of the organism to oxygen deficiency both by means
of pressure chamber training and mountain acclimitization, and
also by means of chemical and hormonal stimulation of the processes
of adaptation ttio ,hypoxia .
These results showed that active mountain acclimatization
is a promising method not only for the purposes of increasing the
resistance of the organism to)hypoxia, but also to various other
extreme factors (acceleration, high temperature, great physical
loads), to long isolation, monotony of surroundings, sharp
fluctuations of temperature, humidity, and increased ultraviolet,
infrared and cosmic radiation. Mountain acclimatization is, more-
over, a means of wring and preventing many pathological processes
which may arise in astronauts in flight.
The result of the high mountain expeditions we conducted show
that after mountain acclimatization,the resistance of the organism
to the appearance and development	 of altitude pains is increased.
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Around 100 chamber ascents to an altitude of more than 7,000 m
(7500 - 12000m) were conducted with the participation fo 26 sub-
jects. Here, after mountain acclimatization, no case of the
appearance of altitude pains was found, although most of the sub-
jeets spent more than 30 minutes at altitudes exceeding 7400 m
without oxygen, and in addition, some of them performed quite heavy
physical work according to a special program.
There are also indications of this in the work of foreign
authors. Thus, Hurtado and Clark (1950) note that mountaineers
(inhabitants of the Andes) manifest great resistance to altitude
pain. Combining mountain acclimati::ation with physical training
of subjects, Balke and Wills (1958) also observed an increase not
only of altitude resistance but also of resistance to decompression
sickne§s.
The rate of decompression also influences the appearance and
development of altitude pains. While altitude pains are manifested
in 5-25% of cases with a chamber ascent to an altitude of 7500-12000
m at a rate of 15-25 m/sec, with a decrease in pressure at a rate of
2 m/see decompression sickness did not appear in any of 19 subjects
(N. A. Agadi,hanyan, 1968).
Increasing the resistance of the organism to the effect of 	 /232
environmental .factors is a very complex biological problem. The
investigations of physiological processes on the cellular and
molecular level, conducted in recent years, show that the principles
of tissue restructuring both inthe simplest organisms and in the
more highly organized animals are approximately the same.
It has been established that for the most effe;:tive development
of increased resistance to any stimulus it is necessary to be
trained to this stimulus, and also forthe organism to be acclimated
to different meteorological factors.
The repeated action of a complex of stimuli leads to the develop-
ment of complex functional interrelationships, in which the entire
stimulus complex is combined into a single hole. The above mentioned
regularities of the resistance of the organism to environmental
factors emphasize the important significance of the "specificity"
principle in the development of this process. However, these data
in no way contradict the fact that increasing the resistance to
one stimulus may change the reaction of the organism to the effect
of another stimulus, as a resul t. of which the resistance to the new
stimulus is either increased or dec-ceased ("nonspecific" change in
resistance).
Research has shown that changes in cellular chemism during
the long-term action of different extreme factors are basically of a
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similar nature. Similar features in cellular adaptive reactions
are also noted if we compare animals on different levels of cylo-
genetic development. All this gives ground for assuming that cellular
adaptation is based on reactions formed in the process of the evolu-
tionary development of the animal world.
On the basis of the results of an analysis of our experimental
investigation and the data in the literature we already consider it
possible to recommend ,tolerable and optimal oxygen concentrations
with respect to short-term (3-5 days) and longterm (up to 2 months)
stays in the artificial .atmosphere of airtight cabins. These
recommended gas medium parameters are shown in Fig. 33 and Table 52.
TABLE 52	 /234
GAS MEDIUM FOR INHABITED PRESSURIZED SPACECRAFT
CABINS (mm t{g)
Short Flights	 Long Flights
(to 3-5 days)	 (to 2 months)
Permissible Optimal	 Permissible	 Optimal
Parameter	 Values	 Values	 Value s 	Values
Total pressure 1307-760	 380-405	 307-760	 380-405
Partial pressure	 97-405	 150-170	 115-250	 150-170
of oxygen
	 I
The indicated values will be made more precise in correspondence
with the accumulation ofnew experimental data in proportion to the
increased duration of flight.
For a final solution of the problem of the selection and forma-
tion of the most efficient gas medium for manned airtight chambers
it is necessary to use the broadest complex of physiological investi-
gations using different pressures and gas ccmpositions, and to
Investigate resistance to other extreme factors of flight after
different periods of stay in an artificial atmosphere: acceleration,
vibrations, significant temperature and humidity fluctuation,a nd
so forth.
There is no doubt that persistant and systematic investigative
work on this most important medical and biological problem will
lead to the successful development of scientifically well-founded
principles for the formation of an optimum gas medium for airtight
cabins.
21b0
Scientific ideas born out of practical work and good theoretical
and technical outfitting of medical and biologival research create all_
the possibilities for the successful , solution ,_of the_practical
scientific problems of our time.
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